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p
eople often ask me what on earth 
Synergistic Beer Drinking means. They 
understand the beer drinking part 
(people who've known me for a while 

understand it only too well), but this synergism 
thing has got them puzzled. 

Synergism is that property of a system by 
which the whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. Many systems exhibit this property; 
UNIX devotees, for example, claim that operat-
ing system to be a prime example of syner-
gism. By combining lots of simple programs in 
pipes and shell scripts, extremely sophisti-
cated effects can be achieved. 

Likewise, when YC's readers get together, 
the effect of their combined intellects is 
greater than their individual efforts. They also 
seem to be able to drink a lot more (to be fair, 
this observation applies to a major part of the 
computer industry). 

Synergism applies not just to the people in 
the industry, but also to the products: the ma-
chines and the software. The astonishing suc-
cess of the IBM PC architecture, for example, 
can be primarily attributed to the fact that IBM 
encourages software and hardware developers 
to construct systems out of it; the combination 
of the bare IBM box and a third-party board, for 
example, is more powerful than either could 
achieve by its own efforts. 

Smart marketers are aware of the power of 
synergism and encourage it. However, others 
seem to regard it as a danger, and a few are 
even designing their products to make syner-
gistic combinations impossible. 

I've recently been told, for example, that Mi-
crosoft has modified some of its products to 
detect whether they are running under the 
Concurrent DOS operating system and, if so, 
refuse to run. Microsoft's reason for doing this 
is not clear, but presumably it wishes to ensure 
Digital Research does not gain a foothold in 
the PC operating system market. 

This is strange: Microsoft totally dominates  

the market and will not lose sales to Concur-
rent. Virtually every system with Concurrent 
DOS boots into MS-DOS or PC-DOS first. In 
any case, very few PC owners run Concurrent —
one per cent would be a generous estimate. 
Those that do generally have some need for it, 
otherwise they would not persevere with what 
is, by comparison with PC-DOS, a large, cum-
bersome, slow and complex operating system. 
By stopping its products from running under 
Concurrent, Microsoft is simply frustrating a 
few users and doing harm to its image. 

IBM has fallen prey to the same thinking. A 
few intrepid users of the IBM PC AT had worked 
out that by replacing the clock crystal on the 
system board, the AT's speed could be upped 
from 6 MHz to 8 MHz, providing a speed im-
provement of 33 per cent. Worth having, albeit 
at the risk of some potential compatibility 
problems. 

On discovering this, IBM modified the BIOS 
of the AT to include a clock-speed test. New 
ATs will not run if the clock speed has been 
changed. 

Again, some consumers' need for improved 
performance or functionality has been 
thwarted by reverse engineering. The synergis-
tic effect of a post-purchase modification has 
been disallowed. IBM would doubtless say that 
unauthorised modifications make service by 
IBM staff difficult, void the warranty and im-
pose an extra workload on support staff who 
have to track down compatibility problems. 
But surely that is the owner's problem, the 
owner's right, and the owner's responsibility? 

Apart from the threat to innovation these 
moves represent (and the fact the synergistic 
effects which distinguish the PC industry from 
the rest of the computer industry are no longer 
possible), serious concerns must arise about 
the user's right to do as he or she likes with the 
equipment purchased. 	 ❑ 
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Data need convert` 

Let us do it for you 
Fast economical conversion between different operating 

systems and different disc types. 
Our Nashua Data Converter emulates the 
file systems of many major computer 
systems including CP/M, CP/M86, 
PCDOS, MS-DOS and UNIX. 

FORMATTING DISKETTES 
We cover more than 450 formats and our 
range is being continuously updated to 
keep pace with the new microprocessors 
coming on the market. 

PROGRAMMED FORMAT TO 
FORMAT CONVERSIONS 

We can transfer from one format to 
another - eg. Osborne using CP/M to 
Hewlett Packard HP125 using CP/M 
- with 51/4  diskettes. 
Available only from: 

DISC TO DISC COPYING 
We offer you a fully verified high speed 
disc to disc copying service. This ensures 
total reliability and a guarantee of 
complete security for your data. 
ACQUIRE YOUR OWN CONVERTER 

If you have a large and steady volume of 
conversion work, it could well be an 
economical proposition to HAVE YOUR 
OWN Nashua High Speed Data Converter. 
We'll be glad to give you the details. 
Call us today. Let us solve your problems and 
save you time 
and money. *Nashua 

Nashua Discs Direct Sales Centres 
New South Wales: 48 Frenchs Road, Willoughby 2068. 
Phone: (02) 958 2044. 
Australian Capital rritory: 71 Constitution Avenue, 
Campbell 2601. Phone: (062) 470511. 
Victoria: 523 Victoria Street, Abbotsford 3067. 
Phone: (03) 428 0501. 
Queensland: 90 Petrie Terrace, Brisbane 4000. 
Phone: (07) 3694244. 

South Australia: 31 The Parade, Norwood 5067. 
Phone: (08) 42 0021. 
Western Australia: 131 Summers Street. East Perth 6000. 
Phone: (09) 3281888. 
Tasmania: 117 Sandy Bay Road, Hobart 7005. 
Phone: (002) 234377. 
Northern Thrritory: 8 Gardiner Street, Darwin 5790. 
Phone (089) 816204. 431NA 
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...so powerful, it's 3 computers inl 
It's a 

productivity 
computer! 
The Commodore 

C Ira 	128 will amaze you 
with its new genera- 

	 tion of powerful yet 
easy to use productivity software. 
Like 'Jane', which allows you to 
follow simple symbols instead of 
typing complicated commands. 
And because it's so easy to learn, 
you'll have the128 working hard 
in minutes! You get 128K of RAM 
both 40 and 80 column displays, 
and 16 colours for graphics. 

It's a family 
and education 

computer. 
Switch to 

Commodore 64 
mode and you can 

	 use more than 3,000 
software packages proven on the 
Commodore 64, The World's No.1 
selling computer. That's power -
power for studying, word process-
ing, education, home accounts, 
programming, fun and games 
and much, much more. 

It's an advanced 
business 

computer. 
The Commodore 

128 lets you use 
software packages 
like 'VVordstar, dBase II 

and Supercalc', all in 80 columns. 
The Commodore 128 gives you all 
the computing power most bus-
inesses will ever need now or in 
the future. 

Power without the price.$699. 



...with new power plus' 
peripherals 

New! 1571 Single Disk 
Drive. $599 r.r.p. 

A sleek, 
high per-

formance 
disk drive, 

offering an 
incredible 340K 

storage capacity. Will read many 
common CP/M disk formats —
ideal for productivity applications. 

New! 1901 Colour 
Monitor. $599 r.r.p. 
High resolution 34cm 

(14") screen compliments 
the advanced video 
capabilities of your 
Commodore 128 com-
puter. Comes complete 
with selectable 80 
column IRGBII and 40 
column (composite video) 
inputs and built in sound capa-
bility — offering you excellence 
and quality. 

New! The Commodore 
Mouse. $149 r.r.p. 

Ideal for 
learners and ...00. 

professionals 
\101000e alike! 

With the 
Commodore 

Mouse you don't  

even have to use the keyboard 
to get your Commodore 128 
working. The Mouse serves as a 
pointer and input device in con-
junction with programs like Jane, 
to let you move words, draw 
pictures and issue commands. 

New! MPS 1000 Dot 
Matrix Printer. 

High speed dot 
matrix printer gives 
you 100 cps to 
draft reports, 
40 cps in Near 
Letter Quality 
mode. 80 columns wide 

for financial work. 
Bi-directional, 
high resolution 
graphics. 
Great printer 
power at a 
low, low 

Commodore 
price! 

New 256K/512K 
Expansion Cartridge. 
Simply plug into your Com-

modore 128 and it becomes even 
more powerful. 

256/512K Expansion 
Cartridge gives you power to 
spare to run the big software 
packages or write your own 
programs. 

New! The Commodore 
128D. 'Takeaway Power' 

$1099 r.r.p. 
Simply snap the keyboard 

onto this great new computer 
and grab the carry handle to 
take the new 128D transportable 
anywhere work or play takes 
you. 

Weighs around 8kg, and 
shares all the 128's features, 

including 512K 
expandability. 

Gives you real 
'takeaway' home or 

office computing 
power! 

Cr commodore 
gives you the power! 

'CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Runs Version 3.0. 
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NEWS 

THE YEAR'S 
BESTSELLERS 

Getting sales figures from computer 
software and hardware manufacturers 
and distributors is notoriously difficult, 

making analysis of the market a mixture 
of detective work, rumour-sifting, and 
guesswork. Focus Research introduced 

Micro Storeboard to make such analysis 
somewhat more accurate. Focus tracks 
invoiced sales of micros and personal 

computers with a list price of $1000 and 
over — plus related software — through 
third-party channels, and produces an 
annual Top Ten in the hardware and 

software stakes. 

The Apple Ile has won the Focus Research Microcomputer of the Year 
award. In the Micro Storeboard 1985 review, the Apple Ile was placed 
first in a microcomputer top 10 which includes Apple's own Macin-
tosh, the IBM PC, the NEC APC III and the Olivetti M24. According to 
Focus, the Ile represented 41 per cent of all Apple sales in 1985, with 
the Macintosh selling 31 per cent and the Ilc 28 per cent. 

"The Ile remains Apple's most successful product ever," said Focus 
Research executive director Jennifer Adelstein. "It is known to be an 
extremely reliable machine and, fortunately for Apple, its clones are 
known to be unreliable." A major factor in the Ile's continued success  

was its large installed base, with schools which already have a num-
ber of them unlikely to purchase extra machines that are not Apple 
Iles. 

According to Adelstein, another reason for the high third-party 
sales is that, unlike some other vendors, Apple is rarely in conflict 
with its dealers: "It sells all its product through them and it doesn't 
try to underbid with direct supply. This goes against the current trend 
which sees more vendors selling directly to the market. The fight for a 
dealer's shelf space is becoming extremely intense, and retaining 
market share depends on dealer loyalty." 

Many dealers have said the Ile virtually sells itself by its mere pres-
ence in a store. The same cannot be said of the Ilc, which performed 
weakly over the Christmas period despite concentrated marketing ac-
tivity. The Ilc figures in the top 10 on the strength of its first-quarter 
performance, which was due to the carry-over effect of its 1984 Christ-
mas marketing. 

The complete Micro Scoreboard Top Ten listing is: Apple Ile, IBM 
PC, Apple Macintosh, NEC APC III, IBM PC/XT, Apple IIc, Olivetti M24, 
Hewlett-Packard 150, Wang Professional and the IBM PC/AT. 

The NEC APC III has now moved into a position where it is chal-
lenging the PC/XT as the top-selling hard-disk system. The Software 
Library Expander option, which enables NEC users to run most popu-
lar IBM software, is expected to boost the machine's 1986 sales vol-
umes. 

The high margins Olivetti offers its dealers on the M24 have en-
couraged many of them to actively promote it and offer hefty dis-
counts — just have a look at advertisements in the papers and maga-
zines — and the machine is popular with universities, colleges, gov-
ernment departments and various vertical markets. 

The Software Top Ten 
In the software arena, the Top Ten list for 1985 was: Appleworks, 
Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate, Microsoft Word, Multiplan, Wordstar, dBase 
III, Open Access, Symphony and Wordperfect. 

Appleworks achieved its position through bundling with the Ile and 
11c. The top-selling machine-independent product, for every month 
but one, was Lotus. This was ousted in December by Multimate and 
Excel, with Excel selling 700 units in December alone, only three 
months after its release. 

Multimate was the highest selling of the four word processing pack- 

SECURITY 
SHENANIGANS 
While many software companies 
have a propensity to 'pre-an-
nounce' products — often leav-
ing consumers waiting months 
for the actual appearance of the 
software — sometimes the 
delays are not of the companies' 
making. Ashton-Tate ran into 
this problem when it released 
dBase III Plus, complete with a 
new software protection program 
to prevent people from making 
copies of the software. 

The culprit in this case was the 

8  

United States Government, 
which has decided to make it 
more difficult for Eastern bloc 
countries to grab its technology 
'secrets' The 'secret' in question 
was the data encryption algo-
rithm, not dBase III Plus itself. An 
export embargo has been placed 
on the latest software encryption 
techniques, and both Borland In-
ternational and Ashton-Tate 
have found their products re-
stricted for sale to the United 
States and Canada.  

When Ashton-Tate produced 
dBase III Plus, it had the choice 
of producing a 64-bit encryption  

version for the United States (the 
latest protection technique) and 
a 32-bit version for export, or al-
ternatively, producing a compro-
mise version for both markets. 
The problem with the 32-bit ver-
sion is it is fairly easy to break, so 
Ashton-Tate opted for the latter 
choice, producing a compromise 
version which conforms to the 
American Defence Agency's re-
strictions of being able to be 
broken within two hours on a 
Cray II supercomputer. 

One wonders how effective 
such an export embargo can be, 
when any 'Eastern bloc agent'  

can walk into their local United 
States computer shop and buy 
the software on the spot. 	❑ 

OSBORNE DUMPS 
CP/M 
Osborne USA is moving to close 
down its 8-bit CP/M division, 
based in Fremont, California. At 
the same time, the company is 
planning to merge with two 
OEMs (original equipment 
manufacturers), Tigermark Cor-
poration and Colby Engineering, 
to promote its full-time in-
volvement in the 16- and 32- 
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1985 TOP TEN' 

Focus Research executive director, Adrian Wood (left), presents David Strong, managing director of Apple Computer Australia, with the Micro Storeboard 
award for the top-selling personal computer of 1985, the Apple Ile. 

ages on the list. Once selling on par with the veteran Wordstar, it is 
now followed closely by Microsoft Word. According to 10-Ann Booth, a 
consultant with Focus, Wordstar no longer has a firm hold on the 
word processing market. "Its sales are expected to fall away in 1986, 
and with at least three other very strong word processing packages 
available it seems to be in decline." 

Ms Booth also believes Ashton-Tate's dominance of the database 
market, established with dBase II and III, will be consolidated with the 
just-released dBase III Plus. 

In the integrated software stakes, Symphony's stablemate Jazz has 
failed to impress the market. "Jazz was pre-announced too forcefully 
and eventually hit the market at a time when Mac users were an-
xiously awaiting Excel," said Booth. "jazz just arrived too late." 

Overall, Booth said 1986 could see as much as an 85 per cent  

growth in PC software volume. "Last year was a year of consolidation 
for many users; this year we'll see people buying their second or third 
packages, which will account for a large part of this growth figure." 

Market Roundup 
Ms Adelstein said that if the business market is competitive, the 
education market is no less so: "And Apple's big user base is a defi-
nite head start. The Apple user groups are very active in schools, the 
programs are not hard to write, there is a lot of documentation and 
the machines are easy to use. 

"This award means that, apart from the 11e, no other machine in its 
class sold 10,000 units or more through dealers in 1985. This shows 
how fragmented the market is in Australia, and how conservative our 
users are; they stick to a machine they know and respect." 	0 

bit markets. 
Tigermark manufactures add-

on boards and peripherals for 16-
and 32-bit OEM companies; 
Colby, which used to concentrate 
on the heavy engineering and 
military markets, recently an-
nounced a 32-bit portable Apple 
Macintosh clone, The newly 
formed United States company, 
which will continue to trade 
under the Osborne name, will 
concentrate on developing 16-
and 32-bit architecture and 
producing peripherals and add-
ons. 

Osborne Australia's managing  

director, Stanley Falinski, says 
the 8-bit closure in the United 
States will have no effect on Os-
borne's Australian operation. 
Good news for local Osborne 
8-bitters? No. As Falinski says, 
Osborne Australia effectively 
abandoned CP/M some time ago, 
deciding to concentrate on I6-bit 
DOS architecture.  

Osborne Australia has pledged 
to provide 8-bit Osborne users 
with the same level of support 
given to 16-bit users. If it does, it 
will be one of the few computer 
companies to continue to sup- 
port discontinued lines. 	❑ 

SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING 
CONFERENCE 
A major conference on software 
engineering, the first of its kind 
in Australasia, will be held in 
Canberra from May 14 to 16 this 
year.  

'Software Engineering — Path 
to Computer Systems Reliability' 
will be the theme for the three-
day event which has attracted a 
number of international speak-
ers. Keynote speaker is Professor 
David Parnas from the University 
of Victoria in Canada. Professor  

Parnas is known for his involve-
ment in the on-going debate on 
the feasibility of the Strategic 
Software Initiative, part of the 
United States 'Star Wars' re-
search programme. 

During his visit to Canberra, 
Professor Parnas will give a free 
public lecture, scheduled for 6 
pm on Tuesday May 14 at the 
Academy of Science, on 'Why 
Strategic Defence Software must 
be Untrustworthy'. 

Sponsored by the Institution 
of Engineers Australia, in con-
junction with the Australian 
Computer Society and the Insti- 
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New Macintosh Plus.We've added 

OMImam to macintosh 

1111M111•=011•61. 

This year Apple introduces a 
new Macintosh. 

Macintosh Plus. 
As the name suggests, it's evol- 

utionary, rather than revolutionary 
(It's not our policy to bring 

out totally new computers for the 
sake of it. Instead we strive to per-
fect existing ones.) 

Macintosh Plus is as simple to 
learn and use as before. 

But there are some big differ-
ences, encouraged, we don't mind 
admitting, by current Macintosh 
owners. 

Some of you asked for more 
power, others speed. Some need-
ed greater storage capacity, others 
expandability. 

Some heavy number-
crunchers wanted a numeric key 
pad and conventional cursor 
keys built into the keyboard 
rather than remote. 

Done. Done. And done. 
The pluses of this new Mac-

intosh include a full megabyte of 
RAM ( expandable to four 
megabytes). 

Which means you can run 
the most sophisticated software 
without running out of memory. 
And manage larger spreadsheets, 
documents and databases. 

We also doubled the ROM 
to 128K, doubling the speed of 
accessing most of your application 
programs and data files, through 
the new Hierarchical File System 
and RAM-caching support. 

The Plus also contains a built-
in, double-sided, 800K disk drive. 

This provides 

twice the capacity of the previous 
Macintosh and the equivalent of 
400 typed pages, or a bulging file 
drawer. 

If that's still not enough, you 
can always plug in another 800K 
external drive. 

Or you can really go all out 
and add our new Hard Disk 20. 

(Its 20 megabytes are about 
10,000 pages worth.) 

Just plug in a Macintosh Hard 
Disk 20 and you can keep all your 
software, files, worksheets and  

documents within a moment's 
notice of your screen. 

Add the Apple program 
Switcher, and you can actually 
work with several applications at 
once, moving information from 
one into another with the greatest 
of ease. 

So you can transfer notes from 441 
an outline to a report — or numbers 
from a data file to a spreadsheet —
as fast as you can click your mouse. 

AppleCare. 
All Apple products come with 

an automatic 3-month warranty 
covering all parts and labour. 

But this year, Apple introduced 
a sort of "Warranty Plus" through 
the AppleCare service programme. 

If you fill out and mail to us the 
registration form enclosed with your 
equipment, you will receive nine 
extra months' cover on top of the 
normal three. 

Macintosh Plus also features 
a new SCSI connection port (dub-
bed "Scuzzy" in typical fashion by 
the development team). 

SCSI stands for Small Com-
puter Systems Interface and it's an 
industry standard. 

We've virtually opened up 
the architecture. But what we've 
really done, of course, is open up a 
whole new world of possibilities. 

The Scuzzy port let's you 
daisy-chain up to seven high-per-
formance (and often low-priced) 
peripherals like hard disks, file 
servers and tape backups from all 
sorts of third parties. 

Given all this power, it made 
sense to team it with equally im-
pressive printers. 

The new LaserWriter Plus is 
just such, producing documents 
with text and graphics of publish-
ing quality. 



The Apple business card. 
If you wish to own a Macintosh 

system, you can take advantage of 
the Apple Credit Card, available 
from participating dealers. 

You can use it to purchase 
computers, peripheral equipment and 
software with no down paymentand 
less impact on your cash flow. 

If you qual6, in most cases you 
can take your own Macintosh with 
you and dive straight into work with 
it the same day. 

everything except complications. 
And it maintains this fidelity 

on copy paper, letterhead, labels, 
envelopes or overhead trans-
parencies. 

A4 ; 

LaserWriter Plus has 35 dif-
ferent typefaces built in, a choice 
that would embarrass your local 
printer (and his invoices). 

But if you don't need publica-
tion-quality printing, you can have 
near letter-quality by teaming up 
your Macintosh with the Image-
Writer II. 

I 	I I I I II 	I 1 I 1 I I 1 II 11111\ \ 

It prints in three different 
modes: high-quality, standard 
and draft. And churns it out at 
speeds of up to 21/2  pages per 
minute. 

You can feed in single sheets 
automatically with the optional 
SheetFeeder. 

And print up to seven colours 
using appropriate software. 

ImageWriter II can also be 
shared with other Macintosh users 
via AppleTalk. 

But this Macintosh isn't called 
Plus for nothing. You can just add 
and add. 

Items like an AppleTalk 
Personal Network. 

It's the most flexible, low-cost, 
easy-to-set-up, easy-to-use net-
work around. 

It'll connect up an office full 
of Macintoshes, LaserWriters, 
ImageWriters and file and disk 
servers — 32 devices in all. 

Using an electronic mail 
package, you can send mess-

ages to any Macintosh screen 
on the 
network. 

Or with EtherMac software 
you can share information with 
other computers. (Our computer 
is so friendly it'll even talk to 
IBMs.) 

Add an Apple Modem 1200 
to your Macintosh and you can 
talk to anyone virtually anywhere. 

With a communications 
program like MacTerminal, a 
standard telephone and an Apple  

modem, your Macintosh can plug 
into electronic information 
services like Viatel, Minerva and 
Midas and communicate with 
mainframes and minicomputers. 

If you already own a 
Macintosh, there's another plus. 

You can upgrade your mach-
ine to the new one megabyte. Ask 
your dealer for upgrade details. 

You can also upgrade your 
LaserWriter to become a Laser-
Writer Plus. 

Get hands-on with the new 
Macintosh Plus. 

You should like it. 
You helped design it. 

For an authorised Apple 
dealer near you outside Sydney, 
you call toll-free (008) 22 1555 
or Sydney 908 9088. 	AP 219/Palace 

itApple 
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Eliminate this 	And you'll 
paper faster. 	generate this 

paper faster. 

The most productive 
business computer operating 
system in the world is Pick, 
from AWA. 

In a fraction of the time, 
it eliminates more paperwork 
than any comparable system. 

And as Pick works just as 
spectacularly on our single 
user Corona PCs as it does on 
the up to 208 terminal Sequel, 
you don't have to be made 
of money before making 
even more. 

So if you want the most 
profitable business computer 
operating system available, 
AWA has to be your Pick. 

AWA COMPUTERS 
Pick. The world's most productive 

business computer system. 
Sydney 9223300. Newcastle 675433. Melbourne 5n2211. Brisbane 3693577. Adelaide 333 2044. Perth 32.9334. Hobart 344532. Canberra 953255.  Auckland 789055. Wellington 85 1279. Christchurch 62724. 
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tution of Radio and Electronics 
Engineers Australia, the confer-
ence will be held in Australia's 
newest tertiary institution, the 
Australian Defence Force Acad-
emy. It is hoped it will provide an 
opportunity for practitioners and 
researchers of software engineer-
ing.to interact and explore possi-
ble means of co-operation. 

Some of the subjects sched-
uled for debate are: formal speci-
fication methods, software test-
ing in a large-scale project envi-
ronment, the new Ada language 
and programming support envi-
ronments, and automation in 
software validation testings. 
Half-day workshops and techni-
cal tours will be held on the first 
day, followed by the presentation 
and discussion of papers. 

Further information on the 
conference can be obtained from 
the Conference Department, the 
Institution of Engineers, 11 Na- 
tional Circuit, Barton 2600. 	❑ 

APPLE BUYS A CRAY 
Apple Computer (United States) 
has bought a Cray X-MP/48 su-
percomputer for use in simulat-
ing future hardware and software 
architectures and to accelerate 
new product development. The 
computer is valued at SUS14.5 
million. 

"In order for us to remain a 
technology leader in the per-
sonal computer industry, we 
must be willing to make signifi-
cant investments in research and 
development," said Delbert W. 
Yocam, Apple's Executive Vice 
President of Product Operations. 
"With the Cray supercomputer 
and its powerful simulation 
capabilities, we will be able to 
evaluate a greater variety of fu-
ture product directions, which 
will help us continue to bring 
revolutionary products to the 
marketplace." 	 ❑ 

LOTUS TO 
SUPPORT WINDOWS 
Lotus Development Corporation 
has announced it will support 
Microsoft's recently released 
(and long, long awaited) Win-
dows operating environment by 
developing future applications 
that utilise Windows' graphics 
interface.  

Microsoft demonstrated Win- 

dows in Australia for the first 
time in February this year, about 
18 months after it was first an-
nounced. According to Linda 
Graham of Microsoft Australia, 
Windows was ready for market-
ing at the time of the original an-
nouncement, but after Bill Gates, 
founder and chairman of the 
company, had a look at the prod-
uct, he demanded it be rewritten. 

What Windows does is to pro-
vide a clear graphic interface to 
DOS and applications running 
under DOS. It's based on the 
familiar Macintosh imagery of 
icons, scroll bars and menus, and 
Microsoft hopes it will develop 
into a standard interface for DOS 
applications developers.  

Lotus chairman, Mitchell 
Kapor, said of his company's 
decision to use Windows: "We 
believe in graphical user inter-
faces for many of our future ap-
plications. We are already devel-
oping entire new families of 
products which take advantage 
of Microsoft Windows. It's impor-
tant to emphasise, however, that 
we will continue to support and 
enhance character-based inter-
faces for our existing products, 
as well as for some future prod- 
ucts not yet announced." 	❑ 

CALL FOR FREE EFT 
MARKET 
Austnet, Australia's largest inde-
pendent operator of electronic 
funds transfer systems, has 
launched a public campaign call-
ing for a free market in electronic 
funds transfers at retail outlets.  

Terry McManus, managing di-
rector of Austnet, says: "The fu-
ture of electronic funds transfer 
at point of sale (EFTPOS) is 
being jeopardised by a couple of 
old banks who want control of 
the system for their own benefit. 
These banks claim that unless 
they control the EFT terminals in 
the stores, and the telecommuni-
cation system, EFTPOS is not 
going to work. This is like saying 
banks should control the postal 
service because cheques are sent 
through the mail." 

McManus argues that the 
choice of systems should be left 
to the individual retailer. "If the 
banks control systems, they will 
dictate the cards accepted in the 
stores. In effect this means the  

stores' customers must become 
the banks' customers." 

McManus denies his campaign 
is a vendetta against the banks, 
but rather concerns competition 
and establishing the best EFT 
network. "Australia is in the 
midst of an electronic banking 
revolution and it is important we 
get it right now. A free, open and 
flexible system in Australia offer-
ing access to all retailers and all 
financial institutions will mean 
everyone is getting the best deal 
and guarantees Australia's tech-
nology will keep pace with the 
rest of the world." 	 ❑ 

PC THEFT 
DATABASE 
A Sydney public relations con-
sultant, Steve Townsend, has set 
up a PC Theft Database after hav-
ing two computers stolen from 
his office. 

According to Townsend, orga-
nised groups are gaining access 
to lists of computer owners, 
stealing their equipment and 
selling it through classified ad-
vertisements. IBM PCs and com-
patibles are most at risk, and it 
was two IBM clones which were 
stolen from Townsend's prem-
ises on a Saturday afternoon. 

"It was obvious the thieves 
knew what they were after," said 
Townsend. "They broke in, 
walked straight past cameras, 
typewriters, video and sound 
recording equipment; all they 
wanted were the two computers. 
It's clear to us who gave the 
thieves the details about our 
computers, but we need more 
statistics before the police can 
take action." 

Townsend recommends the 
following action to reduce the 
threat of theft: 	 ► 
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III Be cautious about giving your 
address when joining user 
groups, taking out magazine sub-
scriptions or joining bulletin 
boards. Use a post office box ad-
dress if possible. 
III Engrave your name and 
driver's licence number promi-
nently on the machine. Put signs 
announcing the fact on doors 
and windows. 
III Record the serial numbers of 
your system, as well as the moni-
tor and even circuit board. 
II Don't leave valuable data 
disks in drives when the prem-
ises are unattended. 

If you do have a computer 
stolen, apart from reporting it to 
the police, have the details re-
corded on the PC Theft Database, 
by calling (02) 81 3070 	❑ 

RECORD CONTRACT 
TO MORROW 
Morrow's neat little portable 
computer, the Pivot II, has won 
the huge United States Internal 
Revenue Service contract for 
portable computers, in the face 
of stiff competition. 

The contract is for 15,000 port-
able computers, reputedly the 
largest order for portable micros 
to date. The order will be manu-
factured and delivered by Zenith, 
a licensee of Morrow for the 
Pivot design. 

The contract has been looming 
over the United States portable  

scene for some time, with ru-
mours abounding that IBM 
would announce a laptop ma-
chine purely to contest the con-
tract. Instead, the Pivot has suc-
ceeded by offering extensive IBM 
PC compatibility, a built-in disk 
drive and a back-lit LCD screen. 
Morrow's success is bound to in-
fluence the shape of the laptop 
market — one of the most com-
petitive and unpredictable areas 
of the computer retail scene. 0 

THE WORLD OF 
UNIX EXPOSED 
This year's Unixworld conference 
and exhibition is to be held at 
the Sydney Hilton International 
Hotel from May 6 to 8. Over 500 
delegates are expected to attend, 
with over 1000 visitors antici-
pated at the exhibition. 

The theme of Unixworld Expo 
'86 will be 'In Search of Solu-
tions', with 28 international and 
local speakers; a further six Unix 
specialists will lead a series of 
tutorials held in parallel with the 
conference. Speakers will include 
Ron Wong, DP manager for Ford 
Motor Company's North Amer-
ican engineering division; Don-
ald O'Shea, director of Amdahl's 
Unix product development team; 
Harry Garland, president of Cro-
memco; Ted Delotta, senior vice 
presiderlt of Interactive System 
Corp 	the developer of PC/IX; 
and Rooky Hayashi, senior  

deputy manager of Mitsubishi 
Development. Companies exhib-
iting at the Expo include IBM, 
NCR, Labtam International, Oli-
vetti, Honeywell and Altos. 

Another feature of the confer-
ence will be a 'hypothetical', with 
a panel formed from the keynote 
speakers and invited guests, to 
be held during the conference 
dinner. More information about 
the conference and tutorials can 
be obtained from Stephen 
Moore, (02) 439 5133, and about 
the exhibition from Ken Beever, 
(03) 690 2933. 	 I=1 

COMMODORE GETS 
CREDIT 
Rumours have been rife recently 
that Commodore International is 
facing a financial crisis. Fuel for 
the fire has come from Commo-
dore's inability to meet loan 
repayment schedules with its 
major creditors, and a nett loss 
of $1.1553.2 million for the 
December quarter last year. 

After obtaining waiver exten-
sions on its loan agreements, 
Commodore has now estab-
lished worldwide credit facilities 
of $US135 million through to 
March 15, 1987. According to 
Tony Serra, the managing direc-
tor of Commodore Australia, 
Commodore International has 
reviewed its forward plans, in-
cluding its product strategies, 
and a comprehensive cost-reduc- 

tion programme is already under 
way. 

Serra dismissed as "ludicrous" 
the suggestion that Commodore 
was facing a financial crisis. "Pre-
tax profit for the quarter ended 
December 31 was a healthy 
$US1.05 million. Nett sales of 
more than one million comput-
ers in that period were the sec-
ond highest in the company's 
history and produced some 
$US339.2 million in revenue." 

Serra said the nett loss for the 
quarter was brought about by re-
structuring charges of SUS22 mil-
lion associated with the closure 
of assembly operations in Eng-
land and a semiconductor plant 
in California, and "special ad-
justments" of $US29 million 
against certain inventory and 
other assets. "The strong cash 
flow generated during the 
December quarter enabled Com-
modore International to repay 
$US51.5 million of its bank debt. 
Another optimistic sign is the 
fact Commodore started 1986 
with an order backlog for more 
than 100,000 computers." 	111 

MULTIMATE SHEDS 
WORKERS 
Following Ashton-Tate's pur-
chase of Multimate Internation-
al, officials have announced de-
tails of a reorganisation plan 
which will integrate the two com-
panies. 

RUSH IN FOR THE NEW COMMODORE PC 
WAS $3240.00 NOW $1999.00 

ENQUIRIES PHONE: (02) 683 4271 
	 THE RIGHT BUSINESS DECISION 
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Under the plan, the Multimate 
operation in East Hartford will 
be continued, with development, 
documentation, technical sup-
port and some marketing activity 
for the Multimate product line 
being sited there. 

The reorganisation will result 
in 70 of Multimate's 196 employ-
ees being laid off over the next 
six months. The reductions are 
due to job duplication, and will 
affect Multimate's operations, 
marketing and financial depart-
ments. Thirty members of Multi-
mate's sales force immediately 
joined the Ashton-Tate sales 
staff following completion of the 
acquisition in December 1985; 
the combined development or-
ganisations began working to-
gether on future products at an 
Ashton-Tate development con-
ference this month. 

As part of the reorganisation, 
Richard Lefebvre, Multimate's 
executive vice president and 
chief operating officer, will re-
main with Ashton-Tate as a con-
sultant. Wilton Jones, president 
and chief executive officer, has 
opted to end his connection with 
the company 

"The assimilation of one com-
pany into a larger one is never an 
easy task, particularly when good 
employees must be told their re-
sponsibilities overlap with those 
of others," said Roy Folk of Ash-
ton-Tate. "The acquisition of  

Multimate remains the largest 
ever in the microcomputer soft-
ware industry, and this reorgani-
sation is only part of the tremen-
dous task of combining Multi-
mate into Ashton-Tate." 

Ashton-Tate's purchase of 
Multimate, for approximately 
$US22 million in cash, has given 
the company bestsellers in 
three software categories: data-
base management (dBase), word 
processing (Multimate) and inte-
grated software (Framework). The 
company is the world's second-
largest microcomputer applica- 
tions software company. 	❑ 

COURSES IN BASIC 
AND UNIX 
The University of New South 
Wales will be offering two more 
courses in its Continuing Educa-
tion programme, starting this 
month. 

Peter Eyland, of the Universi-
ty's School of Physics, will give a 
series of 15 lectures providing 
an initiation into the mysteries 
of programming in BASIC on a 
personal computer. "The course 
will give participants the oppor-
tunity to create something with a 
multitude of uses, limited only 
by their imagination and the 
development of their reasoning 
skills," says Eyland. 

The first seven lectures apply 
to microcomputers generally,  

starting with an introduction to 
programming and an explana-
tion of terms, and followed by 
simple variables, programs, algo-
rithms, flowcharts, the GOTO and 
INPUT commands, repetition, 
decision, array variables, ASCII 
code and subroutines. 

The next eight lectures are 
about graphics and files, and fea-
tures specific to the Apple II 
family of computers, reaching an 
advanced level of programming 
in BASIC. 

The lectures will be broad-
cast over Radio University, 
VL2UV, at 7 pm on Mondays 
(starting April 21) and repeated 
on Wednesdays at 8 pm. Fees are 
$40 for Part I and $45 for part 2, 
which covers the broadcast pro-
grammes, a package of study ma-
terials and workshop sessions. 
Computing facilities are an op-
tional extra, at $17.50 per part.  
Cassettes of the series are avail-
able for $135, including study 
materials. 

The second course being of-
fered will provide computer 
users with the opportunity to be-
come familiar with the features 
and use of Unix. Dr David Car-
rington, lecturer in Computer 
Science at the university, will 
provide a comprehensive intro-
duction to Unix in a 10-program 
series. 

This series also falls into two 
parts: an introduction section for  

the new user, covering what Unix 
is, getting started, creating and 
modifying files, commands and 
files; and a more advanced sec-
tion on the Unix file system and 
shell programming, leading to a 
deeper appreciation of the capa-
bilities of Unix. The course is de-
signed for people wishing to be-
come competent Unix users, but 
Dr Carrington points out that to 
get the most out of it some pre-
vious computing experience is 
desirable. 

The lectures will be broad-
cast on Tuesdays at 8 pm (begin-
ning April 29), and repeated on 
Fridays at 7 pm. The course fee of 
$55 covers the radio pro-
grammes, four attended tutorial 
sessions, and a package of study 
materials. Use of the University's 
computing facilities with some 
supervision will be available as 
an optional extra for $20, and a 
set of cassettes costs $95. 

Radio University transmits in 
Sydney on weekday evenings to a 
main reception area bounded by 
Hornsby, Richmond, Penrith, 
Campbelltown and Cronulla. 
Transistor radios adjusted to 
pick up the signal can be pur-
chased from Continuing Educa-
tion for $12 including postage. 

Full particulars are available 
by calling (02) 697 3175 or from 
Continuing Education, University 
of New South Wales, PO Box I, 
Kensington 2033 
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COMPUTER OF 
THE YEAR 
Elsewhere in this issue you can 
read the weighty words — fol-
lowing weeks of weighty consid-
eration — regarding the Your 
Computer Personal Computer of 
the Year. Undoubtedly where you 
stand on the issue depends in 
part, as the old political adage 
suggests, on where you sit. 

For most computer aficiona-
dos, the 'computer of the year' is 
one that has a bigger colour pal-
ette and more musical voices 
than its predecessors, has an ex-
tensive software base, and is less 
expensive than anything before it 
— above all, less expensive. 

From ,a manufacturer's view-
point, it's any machine that has 
not driven them into bankruptcy. 
This has not been at all a good 
year for manufacturers, except 
for a select few — notably Com-
paq, whose sales recently passed 
the $500 million mark after only 
four years in business. That's an 
astonishing record — probably 
unequalled in world business 
history. 

For computer retailers and re-
sellers, the Computer of the Year, 
by any reasonable measure, has 
been anything that's compatible 
with either the IBM or an Apple 
— and preferably backed up with 
big advertising bucks as well, to 
get the message to customers. 

(Not all resellers or retailers 
have been fortunate lately. Prices 
are dropping, putting a squeeze 
on retailer margins. Corporate 
customers are also putting the 
squeeze on retailers for volume 
discounts and more support; and 
manufacturers are squeezing 
them by demanding greater ser-
vice and support for customers. 
So life has not been easy for 
them. Here in the Boston area, 
for example, more than a dozen 
computer retailers have shut 
their doors in the past year.) 

Many observers here believe 
most of the easy sales have al-
ready been made. In a sense, mi-
cros have probably been more 
bought than sold, which means 
the climate may well get increas-
ingly uncomfortable for retailers 
and manufacturers. 

For at least three years run-
ning, many consumers and 'in-
dustry observers' have predicted 
the computer of the year 'this 
year' would be a laptop. Unfortu- 
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nately, that's not yet come about. 
There's good reason to believe it 
will be a while yet before an hon-
est-to-goodness, practical port-
able will appear. For now, ma-
chines which have disks and 
can be moved from place to 
place comparatively easily are 
generally known as 'Iuggables'. 
They're not really intended to 
slip into a briefcase. 

From the viewpoint of the 
technophile, the computer of the 
year (in the United States) was 
probably the Amiga or Atari 
520ST, with their advanced 
graphics and sound capabilities. 
Perhaps soon we'll see an in- 

crease in the number and range 
of software packages available 
for these computers, so they'll be 
able to live up to their promise. 

So from the United States per-
spective, what's the computer of 
the year? My hardware is four 
years old, seemingly indestruct-
ible, and has been dismissed by 
technophiles since it appeared 
as "not advanced technology." 
But by now, I'm happier with it 
than ever. I have to admit I'm 
comfortable with the computer I 
know so well, especially with the 
short, familiar escutcheon that 
faces me from the left side of my 
keyboard and machine. 

As I said, sometimes where 
you stand depends on where you 
sit. 

INTERNATIONAL 
COMPUTER USERS' 
GROUPS 
ASSOCIATION 
FORMING 
With user groups for virtually 
every brand of hardware or soft-
ware (or geographic locale) grow-
ing almost as fast as microcom-
puter makers have been dying 
off, it was inevitable some entre-
preneur would find a reason, and 
a way, to make life easier for 
them. 

Now, in Lexington, Kentucky, 
David Reed is trying to do just 
that through the nascent Interna-
tional Computer Users' Groups 
Association. Reed, director of li-
brary services for a Lexington 
newspaper, envisions ICUGA as 
"not an umbrella organisation, 
but a service organisation to 
help user groups solve common 
problems." 

He has a list of approximately 
3000 users' groups throughout 
the United States and Canada, 
and has already sent electronic 
letters to nearly 400 of them in 
other countries, including Japan, 
Holland, the UK, Australia, and 
others. If even a fraction of them 
spring for the $US25 member-
ship fee ICUGA is asking for, 
Reed figures he'll be able to pro-
vide a plethora of services to 
user groups and members. Those 
services would include negotiat-
ing discounts with manufactur-
ers, exchanging technical data 
and possibly freeware, producing 
newsletters, and so on. 

Some 'big names' have agreed 
to serve as board members, Reed 
reports, and the first board meet-
ing — appropriately enough 
using electronic conferencing fa-
cilities — was scheduled for late 
February. 

Reed can be reached at Suite 
100, Security Trust Building, Lex-
ington, Kentucky 40507; on the 
Source at BCK382; on Compu-
serve at 73475,1027; on BIX at 
DREED; and on Delphi at CRITIC. 

RIPENING APPLE? 
Some very interesting things ap-
pear to be afoot at Apple Com-
puter these days. 

As reported here some months 
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ago, Apple Computer and Steve 
lobs parted company quite acri-
moniously, with much talk on 
both sides of turning things over 
to the lawyers. The most recent 
development there is that lobs 
and Apple reached an out-of-
court settlement of their differ-
ences, involving no exchange of 
funds. 

And, as we also reported, 
Apple and DRI had been ex-
changing legal threats regarding 
the 'look' and 'feel' of DRI's 
Graphics Environment Manager, 
or GEM. The latest move there, 
too, seems to be a significant 
lowering of legal voices. 

At the same time, in a superfi-
cially unrelated development, 
Apple officials indicated a forth-
coming version of the Macintosh 
would be built on the open archi-
tecture principle, unlike the 
original Mac. 

What does it all mean? Is it 
possible Apple is entering a new 
phase of corporate life in which it  

prefers to seek accommodation 
and harmony with others, rather 
than contentiousness? Holy 
mackerel; we can think of an-
other very large, very well known 
computer company whose cor-
porate culture has long stressed 
the benefits of everyone playing 
nicely together ... 

IBM TAKING A 
RISC? 
IBM became the first vendor to 
announce a so-called reduced in-
struction set computer (RISC), 
with shipments of the machine 
scheduled to start in March 
(United States prices: $11,700 to 
$19,500). The machine comes 
with a minimum of 1 Mbyte of 
memory (maximum 3 Mbytes) 
and a 40 Mbyte fixed disk drive. 

IBM is calling the machine the 
RT (RISC Technology) PC. Exter-
nally, it looks identical to the AT, 
and includes expansion slots 
compatible with AT boards. By it-
self, the RT cannot run conven- 

tional PC-DOS programs, but a 
$1_15995 PC AT co-processor card 
and a $US550 co-processing pro-
gram will achieve that. 

The heart of the RT is a propri-
etary chip, developed by IBM in 
America and abroad, which has a 
repertoire of only 118 instruc-
tions (vs the 134 of the conven-
tional PC). 

The result is a processor rated 
by IBM at between 1.6 and 2.1 
MIPS (millions of instructions 
per second). 

The operating system for the 
machine, called Advanced Inter-
active Executive (AIX) by IBM, is 
a proprietary version of Unix Sys-
tem V. 

The top-of-the-line models 25 
and A25 will be available in Sep-
tember, according to IBM. 

ANTI-HACKING 
MEASURE? 
In Washington DC, cash manage-
ment analyst Alvin Frost, who  

works for the District (that is, 
city) government, was embroiled 
in some long-running disagree-
ments with his managers over 
ethics and other issues. He also 
suspected someone had made 
unauthorised alterations to his 
files on the District's Master 
Financial Accounts System, so he 
changed his password. 

When asked to retrieve his 
work, he claimed he'd forgotten 
the new password, so the files 
could not be retrieved. He was 
then placed on leave — but that 
did not sufficiently jog his 
memory. 

Frost recalls the forgotten 
password was in some way re-
lated to the United States Decla-
ration of Independence, al-
though several readings have 
again been insufficient to jog his 
memory. So the latest news, as 
we go to press, is that Frost has 
enlisted the help of hackers, via 
clues placed in the Washington 
Post 	 ❑ 

The best product speaks for itself 
. . . but the users like a say too 

"SYSTEMATIC has made obsolete the 
programming we used to do with our 4GL. 
It finished an application in three weeks 
that we estimated would take three 
months using the 4GL. 

We are pleased. SYSTEMATIC easily 
returned our investment on the first 
application." 

	

	 Dr. Neil Bedingfield 
Myer Stores Computer Systems 

"I can make changes to applications 
about ten times faster than I could with 
my previous database product." Steve McHale 

SMM Consulting 

"SYSTEMATIC gives me the best of both 
worlds. It removes the time drain of 
writing and testing procedural language 
problems. Yet it has great flexibility." 

Russell Pittaway EBS 

::systematic 
The next generation software that makes programming obsolete. 
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EVERYONE LOVES A 
I

t's time for a shock announce-
ment ... IBM's PC AT is the 1986 Per-
sonal Computer of the Year! 

Yes, the company that is so expert 
at slowing the rest of the world down to its 
(walking) pace can also take a jump now 
and then, and that's how the judges saw 
the AT — a leap that will take the rest of 
the market along a new high-performance, 
advanced-capability path. 

They faced a difficult decision, and it 
wasn't just the elimination of several su-
perb new portables — it was choosing be-
tween the IBM and the rash of improved-
performance AT lookalikes which have fol-
lowed it. 

The Texas Instruments Businesspro, for 
example, is a far more elegantly designed 
machine, with major performance and 
graphics improvements — it hardly 
seemed fair to put the IBM ahead of it. 

But in the final analysis, the fact this 
rash of supermicros followed the AT con-
firms it as winner — IBM advanced the 
state of the art, the others built on its lead 
in much smaller steps. And it's much 
easier to improve on a given design than 
to design it in the first place ... 

The Software Product of the Year is 0 & 
A, which most people will find less sur-
prising than IBM's victory, because they 
haven't heard of it! 

Released late in the year, 0 & A is a 
database package driven by what most 
people see as the next wave of software 
engineering — artificial intelligence. 
While it isn't an 'expert system', it uses ar-
tificial intelligence techniques to provide 
what the market seems to be waiting for, 
usable user-friendliness. 

A-Judging We Will Go . . . 
As before, our judges were interested pri-
marily in establishing what machine had 
made the greatest technical advance in 
the past year. 

We should be careful to make the point 
that the title of 'PC Of The Year' does not 
imply the winning machine is the one 
everyone ought to buy. There is no such 
thing as a 'best' PC; however, there are ob-
viously machines which are significant be-
cause of their use of new technology, their 
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The time has come, the 
Bellrus said, and so here 

we are again, deliberating 
the technical advances in 

the past year in the 
computer industry. What 

was the great leap forward 
of 1985? Our judges 

found the answer, in an 
unlikely place . . . 

■ 
improved design or other features. The 
award is designed to encourage techno-
logical innovation. 

The same argument (only more so) 
applies to the selection of the Software 
Product of the Year. How does one com-
pare databases against graphics packages 
against operating systems? Nonetheless, 
certain qualities are evident in the most 
successful programs, and it is these that 
the award panel seeks in evaluating the 
finalists. 

Once again, this year's awards include 
two honours for Australian manufacturers 
of hardware and software, which are not 
restricted to new products, but which 
inevitably tend to favour recent develop-
ments. 

Altogether, the awards comprise: 
The Personal Computer Of The Year 

Award: awarded to the personal compu-
ter, released on the Australian market in 
the past calendar year, which represents 
the greatest step forward in the state of 
the art .  

The Software Product Of The Year 
Award: awarded to the software package, 
released on the Australian market in the 
last calendar year, which represents the  

greatest step forward in the state of the 
art. 

The Special Commendation for Aus-
tralian Hardware: awarded for Australian 
achievement in hardware design, support 
and marketing. 

The Special Commendation for Aus-
tralian Software: awarded for Australian 
achievement in software design, support 
and marketing. 

It is important to recognise that the 
Awards and the Special Commendations 
serve different purposes. The main PC and 
software awards are primarily decided on 
technical innovation and excellence, prod-
uct support, utility and other criteria, with 
little attention paid to market success. 
This is because newly released products 
may only have recently appeared on the 
market and barely started to sell. 

The Australian commendations con-
sider not only products released in the 
past year, but products which have 
achieved notable success in the past year, 
either commercially or in terms of soft-
ware support, upgrades, technical excel-
lence or, in particular, export success. 

Personal Computer of the Year 
The short-list of finalists for the Personal 
Computer Of The Year Award comprised: 
■ Data General One 
■ HP Integral 
■ IBM PC AT 
■ Kaypro 2000 
■ Morrow Pivot 
■ Sharp PC 7000 
■ Toshiba T1100 
■ TI Businesspro 

Once again, the list was dominated by 
portable computers, recognition by the 
panel of two factors: one, there has been 
considerable progress in portable tech-
nology during past year; and two, portable 
computers, through their availability, rep-
resent higher utility than desktops. 

In this category, we see the Data Gen-
eral One, one of the earliest laptops to 
offer a measure of IBM compatibility, the 
Kaypro 2000 from the well-known United 
States portable manufacturer, and the 
Toshiba T1100, which also offers IBM corn-
patibility. 
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THE JUDGING PANEL 
SELECTING OUR award winners is not 
a trivial undertaking, and so we set out 
to ensure that our own personal foibles 
and preferences could not influence 
the decision. We did this by selecting a 
panel of judges who are both experi-
enced and independent. 

As in previous years, the panel com-
prised five members: 

Dr Robert Graham is head of the De-
partment of Finance at the New South 
Wales Institute of Technology, and is a 
leading expert on the use of personal 
computers in a corporate environment. 

Phillip Grouse, formerly of the Uni-
versity of New South Wales and now an 
independent software developer, has 
long experience with microcomputers, 
including the design of a multi-user 
Z-80 system in 1979. 

Dr John Barrett is a lecturer in the 
School of Education at Macquarie Uni- 

versity, and has been working with mi-
cros since 1969. 

Len Rust is the managing director in 
Australia of International Data Corpo-
ration, a major US marketing consult-
ancy company specialising in the data 
processing and communications in-
dustries. 

Les Bell, managing director of Les 
Bell and Associates and Consulting 
Editor to Your Computer magazine, has 
been writing about, building, program-
ming and using microcomputers and 
personal computers since 1975. 

The members of the panel have be-
tween them something over forty years' 
experience with personal or microcom-
puters, and should have at least some 
idea of what makes a good personal 
computer! They also have almost one 
hundred years' experience with com- 
puters generally. 	 ❑ 

WHY THE AWARDS? 
THE Your Computer PCOTY was the 	Therefore, the fundamental rationale 
world's first Personal Computer of the of the Awards is to draw attention to 
Year Award, and in its four-year history 	worthwhile products; those products 
it has achieved an enviable reputation 	released in the last year that offer new 
for 	independence and 	integrity. 	features, improved quality or other en- 
Through the appointment of an inde- 	hancements. The independent assess- 
pendent panel of experts, who are 	ment of the Award panel means that 
knowledgeable users yet exempt from 	even products which have minimal 
commercial pressures in their work, the 	promotional backing can stand out 
Awards are guaranteed to be unbiased 

	simply on the basis of their perform- 
and based purely on merit. 	 ance. 

	

The Awards have two fundamental 
	

The second audience for the Awards 
purposes, in keeping with their two 	is the industry itself, of which we are a 
major audiences. 	 part. It is important for the industry to 

	

For the magazine's readers — the 	recognise outstanding achievement, 
public at large — the computer indus- 	and it is important for achievers to feel 
try is becoming more and more visible. 	they are encouraged and supported by 
There is increasing marketing activity, 	their peers. 
increasing competition for the con- 	This factor is, we feel, especially vital 
sumer's attention, and this — coupled 

	
in the case of the Special Commenda- 

with the increasing complexity of the 	tions for Australian achievement. Aus- 
computers themselves — means that it 	tralia has the beginnings of a success- 
is more and more difficult for the pro- 	ful computer industry, one that is start- 
spective purchaser to decide what, if 

	
ing to achieve success in overseas mar- 

anything, to buy. 	 kets. It must be encouraged. 	❑ 

Who Wunnit? 

However, a new category of portable 
has appeared, somewhere between the 
laptops and the sewing-machine-sized 
transportables. These machines incorpo-
rate a vertical back-lit LCD screen and full-
sized 13 cm drives, offering an even higher 
level of IBM compatibility. This category is 
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represented by the Morrow Pivot II and 
the Sharp PC 7000. 

At the top end of this category, but dis-
tinguished by its operating system soft-
ware, as well as its size, is the Integral PC 
from Hewlett-Packard, a portable com-
puter with built-in printer, which runs the  

Unix operating system. 
Two desktop computers made it to the 

short-list. First the IBM PC AT, significant 
for its new processor, increased memory 
capability and the possibilities it opens 
for IBM in PC applications. The second 
desktop is the Texas Instruments Busi-
nesspro, which offers AT compatibility and 
some enhancements of its own. 

The committee deliberated long and 
hard before entering the final evaluation 
session. The consensus reached was that 
the lap portables did not represent all that 
major an advance over last year's winner, 
the HP 110, except in the area of IBM com-
patibility, where they were, of course, fol-
lowing an obvious market trend. 

The Morrow and Sharp machines, like-
wise, were innovative in providing a far 
better-quality display and a new style of 
packaging, and in incorporating 13 cm 
drives, but were fundamentally based on 
existing technology. 

We were now down to three machines: 
the HP Integral, IBM PC AT and the TI 
Businesspro. Despite its excellent design, 
its superior performance and expansion 
capabilities, the judges decided that the TI 
machine was essentially following IBM's 
lead, and that the AT would have to lead it 
in innovation. 

Deciding between the remaining two 
machines was not easy. The HP Integral, 
on the one hand, is extremely innovative, 
both in terms of its packaging and its use 
of the Unix operating system. Its graphics 
are superb, and the PAM operating system 
shell puts a friendly face on Unix, which 
virtually any user will find attractive. 

The AT is innovative in its use of the 
80286 processor, IBM was early in adopt-
ing it, and it is clear that many other 
manufacturers delayed their own product 
development to see which way IBM would 
jump. The AT, therefore, could be consid-
ered less innovative than the Integral, but 
more significant in its impact on the in-
dustry. Software vendors have released 
enhanced versions of their products for 
the machine, and it is clear it is attracting 
industry-wide support. 

On balance then, the AT wins the day. In 
designing this machine, IBM clearly lis-
tened to what the market wanted, and 
took the opportunity to fix keyboard prob-
lems, upgrade disk capacity and provide a 
machine suitable for high-performance 
applications, which can support multiple 
users or perform well as a network file 
server. This opens up new opportunities 
for IBM, and for third-party suppliers. 



Who Wunnit? 

Software Product of the Year 
The selection of the Software Product Of 
The Year proved to be every bit as difficult. 
The finalists were: 
■ Clipper: a popular compiler which 
speeds the execution of dBase III code. 
Clipper does not support some dBase fea-
tures — basically those which are not re-
quired in programmed applications any-
way — and enhances some dBase capabil-
ities. 

THE PANEL'S 

CRITERIA 
THE PRINCIPAL aim of the awards is to 
find the computer products which have 
made the greatest step forward in tech-
nology during the past year. Machines 
and software must have been released 
on the Australian market during the 
past year, and in order to distinguish 
between 'announced' and 'released' 
(the computer industry is full of va-
pourware) the panel requires that at 
least 50 units have been sold, although 
that requirement may be waived at the 
panel's discretion. 

Companies may not nominate their 
products for the award; this provision 
eliminates commercial pressure on the 
panelists and helps keep the 'short-list' 
down to manageable proportions. In 
any case, the panelists are all active ei-
ther in the computer industry or as 
consumers of hardware and software, 
and are aware of the major products 
released during the year. 

Products which make the short-list 
are evaluated against the following cri-
teria: 

■ Technical excellence in design and 
engineering, particularly provision 
of advanced or new features. 

■ Ergonomic design, in terms of both 
hardware and software. 

■ User support, documentation and 
training. 

■ Value for money. 
■ Performance.  

However, the award panel is not con-
strained to consider only those criteria, 
since a new machine could be released 
which, while obviously significant, 
would not score well against the pre-
ordained criteria. Some subjective 
judgement must obviously be applied.  

■ Concurrent PC-DOS 4.1: The multi-task-
ing windowing operating system from 
Digital Research, which has the capability 
of running four programs at one time, and 
can support two extra users. 
■ Execuvision: Prentice-Hall's presenta-
tion graphics package, which allows users 
to generate graphics slide shows by creat-
ing their own images and blending them 
with pre-created graphics libraries. 
■ GEM: Digital Research's Graphics Envi-
ronment Manager, which provides Macin-
tosh-like mouse-driven software on the 
IBM PC. GEM applications include a word 
processor with graphics capability (GEM 
Write), a painting program (GEM Paint) 
and an object-oriented charting/line 
graphics program (GEM Draw). 
■ Grafix Partner: A co-resident program 
which can be invoked at any time to cap-
ture a graphics screen from another pro-
gram and edit it, adding enhancements, 
changing colours and perhaps adding text. 
■ Newsroom: A program which allows the 
preparation of small publications such as 
school newspapers or trade catalogues. 
Facilities provided include copy editing, 
graphics editing, page composition, print-
ing and data communications. 
■ 0 & A: A database management system 
with integrated word processor and natu-
ral-language que-y processor. While the 
database does not compare with, say, 
dBase III Plus, the natural-language query 
facility is very impressive and the word 
processor is more than adequate. 
■ The Spreadsheet Auditor: A program 
which allows users to document and 
maintain large spreadsheet models in 
Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony and Supercalc 3. 
This elegant toolkit corrects some major 
deficiencies in these spreadsheet pro-
ducts. 
■ Timeline: A powerful yet simple-to-use 
project management package with im-
pressive design, documentation and train-
ing materials. A variety of project manage-
ment packages has been available for 
years, but none has combined power with 
flexibility and ease of use to the same ex-
tent as Timeline. 

Comparing such widely disparate prod-
ucts is difficult, but the judges sat down in 
front of their PCs and tackled the task with 
relish. It soon emerged that the judges 
were mostly investigating three packages, 
and the short-list naturally narrowed 
down to suit: O & A, The Spreadsheet 
Auditor and Timeline .  

O & A is an extremely innovative prod-
uct, making use of recent developments in  

natural-language parsing and artificial in-
telligence research. While its database ap-
pears at first sight to be simplistic, it is ac-
tually quite powerful, and its word pro-
cessor is adequate. This package naturally 
complements a spreadsheet such as 
Lotus 1-2-3. 

The Spreadsheet Auditor also comple-
ments spreadsheets, but in a different 
way. Heavy spreadsheet users have found 
that large models can be difficult to docu-
ment and debug (rather like large BASIC 
programs), and this program provides four 
modules for displaying spreadsheet con-
tents as formulae, not values, displaying 
macros, generating cross-reference list-
ings and keeping track of named ranges. 
Its innovation is primarily in the way it in-
timately picks up information from an-
other product and complements that 
product. 

Timeline is interesting because it com-
bines power with ease of use. Its design 
features a highly consistent user interface, 
coupled with a well-organised yet quite 
readable user's manual. A tutorial course, 
provided in both audio cassette and 'nov-
elette' form, offers a well-paced introduc-
tion to the package. Timeline's major 
strengths are its presentation and sup-
port. 

In the end, however, the judges wound 
up clustered around the PC running 0 & A, 
trying to faze its natural language query 
system. It was obvious this was the most 
innovative product they had seen in a long 
time. Problem solved! 	 ❑ 

A FUNNY THING .. . 
YES, WE know we told you about the 
seven Software Product of the Year final-
ists last month, and that this month we 
have nine of them. 

No, we didn't throw a few extras in at 
the last minute. We just suffered one of 
those inevitable communications 
breakdowns (which we'll follow-up 
after the awards with a nervous break-
down). The person who wrote the story 
in the March issue wasn't one of the 
judges and, because it was done so 
late, they didn't get to see the finished 
article. 

Of course, it was entirely accurate —
except for the fact our intrepid reporter 
didn't receive page two of the short 
lists! Our apologies to Timeline and 
Grafix Partner, the deserving finalists 
who missed out on our March story. ❑ 
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A new transp 
for corporal 

Sharp PC 7000 
Real power - 384K RAM 
The standard Sharp PC-7000 system comes with 384K memory (expandable 

to 768K in 128K modules) which provides plenty of memory capacity to handle 
large spreadsheet or database applications as well as ensuring your system is 
capable of keeping pace with your business growth. 
The CPU operates at 7.37 MHz: it's so fast that there is an optional mode 
available to reduce the speed of the Sharp PC-7000 to match the speed of 
the IBM PCTM  for run-time dependent applications. 
In addition to the high-speed, 8086 16 bit microprocessor and the large 
memory capacity it also has a battery supported real time clock. 

Fully compatible 
A high level of IBM PC "I software compatibility ensures a large, established 

software library making the PC-7000 ideal for the office environment. 
The PC-7000 runs Lotus 1-2-3Th', Open AccessTM, Flight Simulator"', Symphony"' 
and most popular IBM compatible software. 

illuminated crystal display screen 
Taking advantage of the very latest in Sharp LCD technology, the 

PC-7000 features the first generation of back-lit illuminated Crystal Displays. 
The bit-mapped screen uses an electroluminescent panel for back-lighting to 
provide enhanced screen visibility under any lighting conditions. 
A 25 line by 80 characters, 640 x 200 pixels display provides clear, 
detailed graphic images and text display. 

Built-in twin disk drives 
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The twin 51/4  in. disk drives 
are built into the main unit 
providing full computing 
power in the standard 
system and making it easy 
to obtain application 
programs from a 
huge range of 
off-the-shelf software. \ • 
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Quality printer 
available 

Completing the 
system is an optional 

near letter quality, 
silent, non-impact 
printer operating 

at speeds between 20 and 
84 characters per second. 

/ lotus 1.2.3 and Symphony are registered trade marks of lo 
Development Oirporation Inc. 
Open Access is a registered trade mark of Software Prod° 
International Inc. 
Flight Simulator and Chart are registered trade marks of 
Microsoft Corporation Inc 
IBM PC is a registered trade mark of International Busino 
Machines Corporation. 

Design, specifications and price of the Sharp PC- 'OM and 
options subj.., to change without notice 
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Fully transportable 
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The PC-7000 is designed with a minimum number of chips resulting 
in a super-compact, lightweight personal unit which can easily be moved 

from one place to another. It offers new flexibility and power for busy 
executives, project managers, financial analysts and other business 

professionals on the move. 
With its built-in disk drives and keyboard which folds up 
over the screen, the PC-7000 takes up only a small space 
on your desk For those times when it is to be taken out 

on the road a padded case is 
available to carry the 

complete unit —
CPU, disk drives, 
keyboard, screen 

and printer. 

Priced to go, too 
The Sharp PC-7000 is available now at the 
recommended retail price of $3,210, plus 

sales tax if applicable, with no 
additional 

costs. 

Included as standard are RS232C and 
Centronics interfaces, real time clock, 

twin disk drives and 384K RAM. 
Optional extras soon to be available 

include an expansion unit giving 3 full 
height card slots and cableless 3 1/2  in. 

10 Mb hard disk option. 
The addition of 

the optional 
colour monitor 

adaptor to the main 
unit allows 

connection of a range 
of colour monitors. 

This is particularly useful 
for spreadsheets and 

graphics which make use of colour. 

Sharp quality 
Human engineering is emphasised throughout the system in features such as the 
comfortable carrying handle and adjustable display angle of the full-size, tillable, 

AT-compatible keyboard which has been ergonomically designed. 

PERSONAL COMPUTER 
or THE YEAR 

SHARP 
Simply the best in Computers 

Phone Sharp today for the location of your nearest Sharp PC-7000 dealer. 
Sydney 728 9111 • Melbourne 763 9444 • Brisbane 343 9144 • Adelaide 294 7166 

• Perth 277 7477 • Canberra 80 5288. 
AP8414 



A PC that's more  powerful 
than the market leader &  
costs around '2000 less... 

SHARP 
Simply the best in Computers 
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SHARP PC-7000 
REAL POWER — 384K RAM 
The standard Sharp PC-7000 system comes with 384K 
memory (expandable to 768K in 128K modules) which 
provides plenty of memory capacity to handle large 
spreadsheet or database applications as well as 
ensuring your system is capable of keeping 
pace with your business growth. The CPU op-
erates at 7.37 MHz: it's so fast that there is an 
optional mode avalable to reduce the speed of 
the Sharp PC-7000 to match the speed of the IBM PCTM  for 
run-time dependent applications. In addition to the high-speed 8086 
16 bit microprocessor and the large memory capacity it also has a battery 
supported real time clock. 

FULLY COMPATIBLE 
A high level of IBM 	m  software compatibility ensures a large, established software library making the PC-7000 
ideal for the office environment. The PC-7000 runs Lotus 1-2-3TM, Open AccessTM, Flight Simulator' m, SymphonyTM  and 
most popular IBM compatible software. 

ILLUMINATED CRYSTAL DISPLAY SCREEN 
Taking advantage of the very latest in Sharp LCD technology, the PC-7000 features the first generation of back-lit Illuminated Crystal Displays. 
The bit-mapped screen uses an electroluminescent panel for back-lighting to provide enhanced screen visibility under any lighting conditions. A 
25 line by 80 characters, 640 x 200 pixels display provides clear, detailed graphic images and text display. 

BUILT-IN TWIN DISK DRIVES 
The twin 51/4  inch disk drives are built into the main unit providing full computing power in the standard system and making it easy to obtain 
application programs from a huge range of off-the-shelf software. 
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'C' UTILITY LIBRARY 	 $349 
By Essential Software, over 300 functions, including all source 
code and demo programs. 
The 'C' Utility Library includes: 
• Best Screen Handling 	 • Execute Programs, DOS 

Available. 	 Commands and Batch Files 
• Windows. 	 • Complete Keyboard Control 
• Full Set of Color Graphics 	• Extensive Time/Date 

Functions. 	 Processing 
• Better String Handling Than 	• Polled ASYNC 

Basic 	 Communications 
• DOS Directory and File 	 • General DOS/BIOS gate 

Management. 	 • Data Entry • And more 

TCF 	 $695 
General Accounting System A `Setof Books' on a computer 
Basically, this system will keep track of all your accounting details that 
are normally handled by your accountant or by a manual bookkeeping 
system you may have. But TCF will do it much more quickly, 
accurately, and neatly. 
You will have a choice of "books of account" into which you can enter 
information — much the same as your accountant, or your office staff, 
presently uses. 

T/MAKER 
Integrated Software Package for CP/M, MS-DOS, PC-DOS 
• Wordprocessor 	 • Graphics 
• Spreadsheet 	 • Needs only 128K MS-DOS 
• Database 	 • Needs only 48K CP/M 
• Spelling Checker 	 • CP/M 86 available. 
(See review in August, Your Computer) 

DSMET 'C' COMPILER 	 $349 
C Programmers Development System 
Comes complete with: 	 • Assembly Compiler 

• d bugger link 

NEW 2.5 VERSION 

THE COMPUTER FACTORY PTY. LTD. 
214 Harbord Road, Brookvale N.S.W. 2100 

gIMMMIPI  Telephone: (02) 938 2522 

$749 
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL META5GL SOFTWARE 
Brochure 	  free 
Meta5GL Manual 	  $40.00 
Meta5GL Single-User MS-DOS 	  $395.00 
Meta5GL High-Speed Run-Time 	 $200.00 
Meta5GL Multi-User MS-DOS Network 	 $1200.00 
Meta5GL Multi-User Xenix 	  $1200.00 
Meta5GL Multi-User Micromation 	 $1200.00 
Meta5GL Multi-User Pulsar, Synax 	 $1200.00 
Meta5GL PDP-Il RS/TS 	  $3000.00 
Meta5GL PDP-II RSX 	  $3000.00 
Meta5GL VAX-II VMS 	  $5000.00 
Original Meta4 for CP/M-80 	  $99.00 
Multi-Link (makes PC-DOS Multi-User) 	 $850.00 
Lan-Link (software-only Network) 	 $850.00 
Olivetti M24 20 Meg. 640K 	  $4800.00 
Upgrade to latest version Meta5GL 	 $150.00 
Postage & Handling 	  $10.00 
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28-30 Palmerston St., Berwick, Vic. 3806. A _i61 
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UNLOCK THE POWER OF YOUR COMPUTER 
WITH META5GL 

     

INFORMATION IS THE 
KEY TO MANAGING 
YOUR BUSINESS 

  

META5GL IS THE KEY 
TO MANAGING YOUR 

INFORMATION 

     

Meta5GL lets you use your computer 
effectively to run your business, without 
programming. 

Meta5GL is a powerful leading-edge 
Australian product which lets the end-user 
design & implement complex integrated 
business computer systems, without pro-
gramming. 

Meta5GL is now in use in many of Australia's 
leading companies & institutions, as well as in 
many hundreds of small businesses. 

"Easily competes with more expensive 
packages in its power & reliability ... It is well 
ahead of other packages in its flexibility and 
consistent user-interface." 

— Jeff Richards, "Your Computer" magazine 

Meta5GL brings the ease-of-use of spread-
sheets to the creation of full business data-
base systems. 

Meta5GL puts you in control, allowing you to 
enhance and change your systems as your 
business grows. 

— "Great" 
— "Very easy for designer & user" 
— "Very good — easy to use & versatile" 
— "Al concept" 
— "Excellent as a database training tool" 
— "I like it V. much" 
— "Original. Excellent approach" 
— "Clearly the most flexible & powerful 
database package I have seen" 

—Genuine user comments 

I 

Meta5GL has many powerful built-in features 
not available in other systems, such as multi-
file update. multi-file reporting, ad-hoc query, 
full password security, multi-user. 

Meta5GL runs on any MS-DOS computer. 
including IBM PC, XT, AT, Olivetti-M24, NEC-
APC-3, etc. 

NOW MANY 
NEW FEATURES 

INCLUDING 
FULL-SCREEN 

FACILITIES 

Available from 
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Software Finalists 
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Execuvision can, with a 
little patience, be used to 
create very sophisticated 

graphics indeed. These can 
include advanced features 
such as simple animation, 
variations in text size and 

colour. 
VCN EXECUVISION, from Prentice-Hall, is 
a graphics program with a difference: 
while the bulk of graphics programs are 
designed to graph the data put into them 
and produce bar graphs, line charts and 
pie charts, Execuvision is designed for 
presentation graphics and can do a whole 
lot more. 

By presentation graphics I mean not 
just barely enhanced charts which serve to 
get a point across — "Look at this pie 
chart, boss, it clearly shows how Acme 
Widgets dominates the market" — but 
graphics which are designed to impress. 
To this end it supports not only graphing 
functions, but also text generation for 
making slides, and freehand graphics for 
illustrative points. 

Execuvision is a fairly large program, 
which is partly due to its being written in 
compiled BASIC. Once loaded, it presents 
the user with a menu at the bottom of the 
screen, offering the options: CREATE, 
PREPARE, PRINT, RUN and QUIT. 

The CREATE option is used to make 
drawings by 'painting' on the screen. A 
two-line menu at the bottom of the screen 
offers the user the ability to work with ob-
jects (arrows, circles, diamonds, that sort 
of thing) or text; cut part of a slide out; 
save a slide; sketch a picture; load a slide 
or pix (part of a slide which can be over-
laid onto a background); and perform 
other tasks. 

Text can be inserted in any of a number 
of fonts: Futura, Sngdot, Italic, Data, Sys-
tem, Block!, Eurostyle I , Block2, Euro- 
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stylet and Bold. In addition, text can be 
altered in size and in aspect ratio, to pro-
duce condensed or expanded typefaces. 

The menu selection process is slightly 
tedious; there is no shorthand for selec-
tion other than moving the cursor to the 
choice and pressing return. Some of the 
menus can take some time to get through, 
and because of its size Execuvision some-
times has to waste time loading overlays 
from disk. This is compounded by the 
product's copy protection scheme and its 
clumsy installation on hard disk, which 
means it still refers to drive A: from time 
to time. 

In addition, Execuvision maintains its 
own directory structures for slides, so the 
DOS COPY command cannot simply be 
used to copy files around — making hard 
disk usage somewhat awkward. 

Nonetheless, Execuvision can, with a 
little patience, be used to create very so-
phisticated graphics indeed. These can in-
clude advanced features such as simple 
animation, variations in text size and co-
lour. The best results are obtained by 
using the VCN Execuvision Graphics Li-
braries, sets of diskettes full of slides and 
pix which can either be used as a basis for 
further modification or can be used as 
they are, as outlines or as backgrounds for 
text or graphs. 

Several graphics libraries are available, 
covering topics such as industry and busi- 

ness, faces and figures, famous landmarks, 
maps of the world, decorative initials, or-
nate borders, symbols for time and, of 
course, a section devoted to computers, 
with PC screens, keyboards, mainframes, 
sheets of printout and other images. 

Once the slides have been created, they 
can either be printed out or saved in a 
slide sequence, which can then be pre-
sented using the program. I have used this 
program on a couple of occasions, with a 
Barco projection television and a large 
(3.5 m) screen, with quite spectacular re-
sults. Better results are possible with 
specialised equipment, but not at this 
price. 

Execuvision is a very interesting pro-
gram. Its capabilities are impressive and 
the support, in the form of graphics librar-
ies on disk, is extremely useful. However, 
because of its tedious, BASIC-imposed 
menu selection and the clumsy copy-pro-
tection method, it can be very frustrating 
to use. Taking all things into considera-
tion, however, one can forgive it for being 
such a clunker to use, because it does 
what it does so well. 	 0 

Supplier: Prentice-Hall Australia, 7 
Grosvenor Place, Brookvale 2100; (02) 
939 1333. 
Price $632 for the package; additional 
libraries cost $166 each 



When you want the best deal on a personal computer, it has to be NEC. 
Twice the information processing speed of standard personal computers. True 16 bit power running 

at a staggering 8 MHz. 
The world's largest range of software with industry standard MS-DOS operating system. With the SLE 

(software library expander) option the APC Ill runs previously "IBM only" software, including Lotus 
1-2-3, Framework and Multimate. 

Superior networking technology — available now. Novell's Netware/O with Omninet provides high 
speed, secure access to programs and data for up to 16 users, up to 4,000 feet apart. Netware allows 
workstations to use MS-DOS version 2.11 — use the software you know, on the network. 
We will give you a deal on NEC that is light years ahead as well. Call now, we'll prove we're also the best 
dealers in the galaxy, no kidding!! 
IN SYDNEY: 	 IN MELBOURNE: 

Natwick Management 	Bayside Computer Systems 
Suite 2, 25 Burns Bay Road 	 Suite 1, Cnr. Skye Rd. and Farrell St., Frankston. 
Lane Cove, NSW. Phone (02) 428 1666 	 Phone (03) 781 4011 



When you're up to your neck in 
crocodiles, it's too easy to forget that 

your goal was to drain the swamp. 
Modern Business is often like that. 

We get so involved with today's 
deadlines, we never have a chance 

to stand back and think. 

BUY THESE PRODUCIb FROM ANY 
REPUTABLE COMPUTER DEALER 

BRISBANE MELBOURNE 
flQ 

SYDNEY HAMILTON (NZ) 

SuperProject 

SuperProject from Sorcim/IUS can help 
you plan... anything. You just sit at a terminal 
and describe all the things to be done, by 
whom, for how long, and in what order. 

Each resource has its own calendar and you 
can see the project in detail or in overview. 

SuperProject tells you the cost, the finish 
date and who's over-committed. All the critical 
activities are highlighted in red. 

SuperCalc3 
SuperCalc3  Release 2 from Sorcim/IUS is 

a classic spreadsheet with some key differences. 
Precious memory is only used by cells holding 
significant data. Your model can be as large as 
9999 rows by 127 columns. There is no need 
to change disks to graph results. It's up to 
10 times faster. 

You can move across whole pages with a 
single keystroke. And print your results 
sideways. 

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTOR 
These 

0 4 	comple 
packages- b 

with restrictions 
storing and printing 

) 	
SuperCalc3  and SuperProje 

include a demonstration 
You'll need an IBM PC, XT, AT 

close compatible with 256K memory4  
Call (07) 529522, (02) 9574678, (03) 519446. 
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APV-ge(S' 
ENVIRONMENT MANAGER 

DEAR OLD Digital Research hasn't weath-
ered the storms of the marketplace too 
well. In recent years it has suffered from 
brilliant products mismarketed, and other 
none-too-brilliant products. The company 
has now decided to base its future on two 
products: Concurrent PC-DOS (also in the 
SPOTY short list) and GEM. 

GEM (short for Graphics Environment 
Manager) grew out of work DRI had done 
earlier on the GSX (Graphics System Ex-
tension) system for device-independent 
graphics drivers, combined with attempts 
to design a visual shell for Commodore 
(now seen as the File Manager in Concur-
rent DOS). After seeing the Macintosh, the 
people at DRI said to themselves, "You 
know, we have most of that already; all 
we'd have to do is put it all together." So 
they did, and the result was GEM. 

GEM is really a Virtual Device Interface, 
which can be customised to drive a variety 
of displays (IBM Colour Graphics Adaptor, 
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor and the Her-
cules Card, among others) with prodigious 
speed, together with an operating system 
shell called the GEM Desktop. This latter 
program displays directories as windows 
and files within them as small boxes, 
called icons, which represent either docu-
ments or programs. 

A program can be run simply by moving 
the cursor over it and clicking the mouse 
twice. Alternatively, if GEM knows (from 
the filetype) what kind of application is re-
quired to edit a document, that applica-
tion can automatically be invoked by dou-
ble-clicking on the document. 

lust like on the Macintosh, files can be 
copied by picking them up with the 
mouse, and deleted by placing them in 
the trash can. It was too much like the 
Macintosh, in fact, for Apple's comfort. 
The big fruit threatened to sue DRI over 
the design of GEM, even though most (if 
not all) of the concepts involved were de-
veloped by Xerox and only subsequently 
appropriated by Apple. For some unac-
countable reason, DRI rolled over and 
played dead, settling out of court and 
agreeing to change the design of GEM. 
(One might wonder why DRI never sued 
Microsoft over the design of MS-DOS.) A 

Just like on the Macintosh, 
files can be copied by 

picking them up with the 
mouse, and deleted by 

placing them in the trash 
can. It was too much like 
the Macintosh, in fact, for 
Apple's comfort. The big 
fruit threatened to sue 

DRI over the design of 
GEM. 

new version of GEM is therefore expected 
momentarily. 

The GEM Collection, a set of programs 
which works with GEM through its VDI and 
mouse-handling routines, provides a good 
display of what GEM is capable of. GEM 
Draw is a graphics program which mani-
pulates a library of pre-defined shapes to 
create organisation charts, diagrams and 
the like. The program supports a selection 
of type styles in sizes from 10 point to 72 
point. 

GEM Paint, on the other hand, is a 
mouse-driven freehand graphics program 
like Macpaint, which allows brush draw-
ing, spray painting and other graphics 
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techniques to create an image on a bit 
plane. 

For word processing, DRI has taken the 
popular Volkswriter (the people's word 
processor ...) Deluxe and extended it by 
providing a mouse-driven interface with 
pull-down menu blinds, scroll bars and all 
the other paraphernalia of the WIMPS 
(Windows, Icons, Mouse-Pointing Soft-
ware) interface. Text is displayed on the 
screen exactly as it will print, and the word 
processor (like GEM Paint) also supports 
the latest laser printers. 

GEM installs itself in a series of subdi-
rectories on the hard disk of an XT or AT 
(or clone). It could, I suppose, be run on 
floppies, but I wouldn't recommend it. 
With the standard Colour Graphics Adap-
tor, however, the display is restricted to 
monochrome; colour is only available 
with the Enhanced Graphics Adaptor 
board (and if you have to ask, Mr. Rocke-
feller ...). 

GEM does what it does with remarkable 
speed and consistency, particularly on an 
IBM AT with an EGA board, which is how 
we tested it. Apple has always said it 
couldn't be done, but GEM does it. With 
PC-DOS, it provides the Macintosh-like in-
terface some users are seeking. 

However, Gem has its drawbacks. First, 
unless specially written for GEM, applica-
tions software continues to run in its own 
way, possibly requiring the user to master 
the same skills that would make bare DOS 
quite acceptable. Most applications (GEM 
included) still direct the user to install 
them by giving a series of DOS commands 
— so GEM can't be used all the time. And 
second, it eats up memory, thus cutting 
down on spreadsheet space and effec-
tively making the product unusable with 
Concurrent DOS, DRI's own operating sys-
tem. Future enhancements to Concurrent 
may rectify this, providing a multi-tasking, 
windowing, mouse-driven interface. Till 
then, GEM may be a solution looking for a 
problem. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: Arcom Pacific, 252 Abbots-
ford Road, Mayne 4006; (07) 52 9522. 
Price $340 
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THE 
CLIPPER 
TO 
dBASE 

III 

NEW SOFTWARE TO 
HELP YOU RUN 

YOUR BUSINESS . . . 

Lewis 
CROSS- 

CHEQUE 
TRACK YOUR INCOME & 

EXPENDITURE 
* Improve your financial control by 

getting reports about your business at 
the press of a button. 

* Reduce your time spent on preparing 
your accounts and income tax return. 

* Replace your cash book. 
* Multiple cheque accounts. 
* Price is $240.00. 

CROSS-CHEQUE IS IDEAL FOR 
organisations unsuited to general ledger 
accounting such as 
Doctors 	Family Businesses 
Shops 	 Personal Accounts 
Farms 	 Service Industries 
Dentists 	Motor Industry 

CROSS-CHEQUE follows the success of 
the CASEG medical accounting system 
and 

Lewis 
PAY-PACK 

PAYROLL SYSTEM 
* Used by over 100 Australian business 

in over 30 industries. 
* Includes management of sick and 

holiday leave. 
* Price is $690.00. 

EASY-TO-USE 
Both programs are designed to be used 
by people with no computer training. At 
all times, 3 lines of the screen are 
devoted to instructions of what to do 
next. 

DEMONSTRATION DISKETTES 
and manuals are available for PAY-PACK 
($50.00) and CROSS-CHEQUE ($30.00). 
This cost can be credited to purchase 
price. Both programs are available for 
MS/DOS and CP/M80. 

Contact Dr Geoffrey LEWIS 
Custom-Made Software Pty Ltd 

PO Box 507 Randwick 2031 
Tel (02) 399-8520 

ASHTON-TATE'S family of dBase products 
has achieved massive popularity over the 
last couple of years with small software 
developers such as DP departments put-
ting together applications for end users 
and small systems houses, as well as with 
small businesses wishing to create their 
own applications programs. 

However, dBase III is less than ideal, for 
systems houses in particular, since it pro-
vides no security for their source code, 
performs poorly and is portable only to 
IBM hardware. 

Nantucket Inc's Clipper compiler now 
offers a solution, accepting valid dBase III 
source code and producing an executable 
.EXE file, which will run faster, without the 
need for source code, on any MS-DOS ma-
chine. 

Interpreters such as dBase III load the 
original source code of a program as 
edited by the programmer, then scan the 
code repetitively to work out what it does. 
A compiler, on the other hand, scans 
through the source code once to figure 
out what it does, then generates equiva-
lent machine code to do it. Thus, when the 
program is run, there is no overhead for 
parsing and analysing the program — all 
the work was done by the compiler — and 
so the program runs faster. 

In the case of Clipper, performance im-
provements of between two and 20 times 
are claimed, though discussion with users  

suggests improvements between three 
and five times are more typical. This be-
nefit alone is worth the price of admission 
to most systems houses. 

While Clipper is intended to compile 
dBase III code, it does not compile every 
valid dBase III statement. For a start, 
dBase III contains a whole slew of state-
ments which obviously only make sense in 
an interactive, interpretive mode. For ex-
ample, BROWSE is a command most 
dBase Ill programmers wish they could re-
move from the system, since it gives audi-
tors the shudders due to its ability to 
allow anyone to adjust any data anywhere 
in the database without leaving any 
traces. Lack of support for some dBase 
commands, then, is not necessarily a 
problem — it can even be an advantage. 

Other dBase commands not supported 
include ASSIST (no point), HELP (al-
though provision is made for application-
related HELP screens), CHANGE (pri-
marily an interactive command), EDIT, IN-
SERT (rarely used anyway) and MODIFY 
COMMAND (there are no command files 
to modify). In addition, many dBase III 
commands which are primarily to do with 
debugging are not supported, since the 
application should be fully debugged be-
fore being compiled and shipped to the 
user; these include DISPLAY MEMORY, 
DISPLAY STATUS and DISPLAY STRUC-
TURE. However, Clipper provides its own 
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Interpreters such as dBase 
III load the original source 

code of a program as 
edited by the programmer, 

then scan the code 
repetitively to work out 

what it does. A compiler, 
on the other hand, scans 
through the source code 

once to figure out what it 
does, then generates 

equivalent machine code to 
do it. 

debugging support. 
There are also some differences in syn-

tax between the two products; for exam-
ple, the LIST command in Clipper requires 
an explicit field list, and does not default 
to listing all fields. 

As one might expect, there are some 
limitations on the use of macros. Obvi-
ously, commands like USE &filename are 
quite acceptable, as you couldn't get far 
without them. However, the trick of stor-
ing an entire command into a variable and 
then executing it through a macro — 
&command — is not possible. Interesting-
ly, Clipper is not as fussy as dBase III 
about macros inside DO-WHILEs. 

These syntactical differences do not af-
fect the 'runability' of code under dBase 
III. However, Clipper relaxes a number of 
constraints which exist under dBase III, 
and if you take advantage of these there's 
no going back to dBase; you now have a 
set of Clipper programs instead of dBase 
programs. 

These enhancements include up to 
1024 fields per record; up to 64,000 
memory variables; an expanded SET 
RELATION TO statement which allows up 
to eight child relations per parent; use of 
user-definable functions (not the same as 
procedures); the ability to call user-de-
fined functions written in C; and special 
support for screen saving and the display 
of context-sensitive help screens in appli-
cations. The manual also refers to the 
ability to have up to 250 files open at  

once, but the current version is still re-
stricted to 20 (still better than dBase, and 
remember there are no more .PRG files). 

Compilation with Clipper can either be 
automatic — the compiler senses any 
.PRG files which are DOne from the main-
line program and also compiles them —
or done on a file-by-file basis, which en-
courages the construction of libraries of 
compiled modules (always a good idea on 
large software projects). 

The Clipper compiler is supplied with a 
special version of the PLINK86 linker from 
Phoenix Associates. This linker is consid-
erably more powerful than the standard 
MS-DOS linker and is a favourite tool of 
professional software developers. One of 
its capabilities, which is particularly im-
portant to developers of large commercial 
programs like accounting systems, is the 
ability to create overlay files, considerably 
extending the size of programs which can 
fit into a given memory size. 

The current version of Clipper also sup-
ports a special screen driver for use with 
ANSI.SYS, allowing generated code to 
work with generic MS-DOS machines 
which are not IBM compatible. This could 
breathe new life into some old machines 
in use in many organisations. 

Also supplied is a debugger, which can 
be linked in with an application to allow 
tracing of subroutine calls, dumping of 
memory variable values and other debug-
ging tasks. 

The Clipper documentation is sparse, 
but programmers with any experience at 
all should have little difficulty using it. 
Naturally, it assumes a reasonable level of 
knowledge of the dBase III language. How-
ever, the compiler has a rather large sec-
tion of amendments at the beginning, 
plus a large READ-ME.IST file on the 
disk. This is not entirely Nantucket's fault 
— the pressure to get this product out 
must have been incredible, and virtually 
entirely generated by impatient users. 

Clipper gives those programmers who 
were straining at the limits of dBase —
"pushing the outside of the envelope", as 
it's put in The Right Stuff — a way to coexist 
with dBase III for a while longer and not 
have to abandon all their work. The com-
bination of dBase III for prototyping and 
Clipper for production 'code is a particu- 
larly potent one. 	 ❑ 

Supplier Arcom Pacific, 252 Abbots-
ford Road, Mayne 4006; (07) 52 9522. 
Price: $995 

We've sharpened 
our pencil to sell 
you a STYLUS. 
STYLUS is a radical breakthrough. It's 
a new tool for designing PC programs. 

STYLUS is a flowblock editor and 
translator. That means you simply 
design the program — and STYLUS 
codes it all for you in PL/I, dBASE II 
or BASIC. 

The concept of the flowblock dates back 
to 1973 but it was not until 1985 that it 
was delivered to the PC user. Now 
STYLUS is available for IBM, Apricot, 
Olivetti, APC III and Panafacom. 

STYLUS makes you more efficient —
and makes maintenance a breeze. To 
learn more about it, just send the 
coupon for our brochure. 

But to learn a lot more about it, here's 
our special sharp-pencil offer. Send 
$15 as well (or charge your Bankcard) 
and we'll send you the whole demo kit. 
If you don't fancy STYLUS after 30 
days, send it back and we'll refund the 
$15. But if you find life will never be 
the same without it (and it won't) get 
our introductory 20% discount by 
sending only another $105. That's 
thirty dollars off the regular price! 
Be sharp about it. Clip the coupon 
right now. Try STYLUS and... 

To be blunt — you'll buy it! 

TSYrL 
DCF 7218 

    

Mail to: Grouse Bell, Box 297, 
Neurtral Bay Junction, NSW 2089. 
(02) 908 3458 
Phone Orders Accepted 619 
From 	  

  

P/Code 

 

   

❑ Send the demo kit ($25.00) 
❑ Send the full system ($120.00) 
❑ Version required 	  
❑ Here's my cheque/money order 
❑ Charge my Bankcard, Mastercard 
No. ❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑ 

Expiry Date 	  
Signature 	  
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THE ENORMOUS popularity of spread-
sheet programs such as Lotus 1-2-3, Multi-
plan and Supercalc among the accounting 
and financial professions has led to the 
existence of users whose sole PC expertise 
is with spreadsheet techniques. Such us-
ers run into difficulty in two directions: 
they try to use spreadsheets to implement 
large applications when they're not the 
most appropriate tool for the job, and they 
build large spreadsheets which tend to 
'grow' like Topsy. If the original spread-
sheet builder leaves his or her job, others 
are left to take over an undocumented 
morass of calculations, with unknown 
assumptions and perhaps even bugs built 
into them. 

There are several ways to get around this 
problem. The first is to provide plenty of 
training for spreadsheet users so they real-
ise the importance of using appropriate 
techniques when building spreadsheets. 
Existing spreadsheet programs seem de-
signed to encourage the user to build lar-
ger and larger spreadsheets, with no con-
sideration for validation and documenta-
tion of spreadsheet designs. 

Consumers Software recently released a 
useful new tool in spreadsheet design and 
maintenance: the Spreadsheet Auditor 
provides four utilities for documenting 
and manipulating Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony 
and Supercalc spreadsheets. 

The Auditor utility displays each cell's 
contents in formula form, neatly formatted 
with row numbers and column letters. 
Each page is stamped with the current 
date and time, and has a reference grid of 
row and column numbers for the identi-
fication of individual cells. Using printer 
set-up strings, this can be printed in vari-
ous sizes, and even underlined to provide 
a grid on the main spreadsheet area to as-
sist in locating cells. If formulae are too 
big to fit in the allocated space, they're 
wrapped around to enhance legibility. 

Options allow the display of values of 
cells, as well as the protection and format 
of each cell. 

An alternative view of the spreadsheet is 
the Worksheet Map, which displays one 
character for each cell, indicating whether 
it contains an integer, a real number, 
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blank, text, formula, macro or repeating 
label. Lotus and Symphony users can also 
obtain a range report which lists all named 
ranges. The Symphony report also shows 
window locations and restricted ranges .  

The Cross-reference Generator provides 
an index to the spreadsheet. Each cell in 
the output shows a list of the cells to which  

it refers, providing a trace or flowchart of 
the spreadsheet logic. Reports can be pro-
duced by function, range or individual cell. 
Any circular references are also reported, 
and the cells involved are listed. Cross-
reference reports for an entire spreadsheet 
can grow to be very large indeed. 

The Macro Analysis program extracts 
macros from the worksheet and prints 
them without unrelated detail. If one mac-
ro calls another (and they frequently do), 
called macros are included as well. This 
report is particularly useful, since some 
users now have macros which are more 
complex than many BASIC programs, and 
therefore pose similar problems for de-
bugging and maintenance. 

The final utility is a sideways printer 
program, which can dump spreadsheets to 
the printer in a particularly convenient 
orientation. Of course, the Spreadsheet 
Auditor's own reports can also be printed 
sideways. 

The Spreadsheet Auditor allows its re-
ports to be directed to the screen, a printer 
or a disk file. Its command structure is 
particularly elegant, and very similar to 
that used in Lotus 1-2-3; experienced us-
ers can bypass all the menus and invoke 
the program with a series of options on the 
command line, for high-speed operation. 
The program also copes well with the use 
of subdirectories on. hard disks. 

What the program does is not all that 
difficult; similar programs for analysing 
program source code have been around for 
years. This program is unusual because 
someone thought to do it, and gathering 
the necessary information about the inter-
nal structure of the spreadsheets must 
have been extremely time consuming. 

For these reasons, plus its exceptionally 
clean implementation and excellent docu-
mentation, the Spreadsheet Auditor is a 
remarkable little program, and highly re-
commended to all heavy users of spread- 
sheets. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: Imagineering, 77 Dunning 
Avenue, Rosebery 2018; (02) 662 4499.  
Price: S225.  



256K DRAMS 	 64K DRAMS 8087 Co-Processors 

10, 15 and 30 MB 

peo • 04"."."" 

10 MB, 40 MB 22MB format 115 Church Street, 
Camperdown 2050. 
Tel: 550 2333. 

DTC Controller 

&n Olivetti 
specifies them 

you know 
they're reliable 

TANDON AND DTC FROM MICRO GENERAL 
No dealer's ever regretted going first-
class with the disk drives he instals. 
After all, who wants future service 
problems? Tandon and DTC — world 
famous for quality identical to 
manufacturers' own equipment — are 
proven 100% compatible with all 
major micros: IBM, Olivetti, Ericcson, 
Sanyo, NCR, Canon, etc. 

Best yet! Check Micro General's special 
low prices — they give you that edge 
you need to offer the best deals for less. 

MICRO • GENERAL 
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THE GRAFIX PARTNER is an example of 
the new breed of co-resident software, 
which stays permanently in memory as 
you run other programs, in order to pro-
vide additional functions and enhance-
ments to them. In the case of this pro-
gram, its task is to 'acquire' the graphics 
images produced by other programs and 
enhance them in various ways. 

When invoked with the command line 
GFX/B, Grafix Partner loads into memory 
and remains there in the background until 
reactivated by the Ctrl-Alt-Plus keystroke. 
This displays the Grafix Partner's help 
screen, which lists the various commands 
available. With a little practice, the com-
mands become second nature, but at first 
frequent flipping back and forth between 
the screen being edited and the help 
screen will be necessary. 

The drawing commands are all single 
keystrokes and can be given while editing 
the graphics screen. They include options 
for drawing dots, lines, boxes, circles and 
text, and for painting in areas and repaint- 

They all applaud Framework. 
In summary, Framework is an 
impressive product, and pleasing 
to use. It allows you to create, 
modify, organise and analyse 
information and to present it in a 
professional way. Its strengths lie 
in its text management, its ease of 
use, and the way it allows you to 
organise inter-related 
information. 

AUSTRALIAN SOFTWARE GUIDE OCT 84 

Framework seems to have no 
particular bias to one work 
orientation or another; that is, it's 
not a spreadsheet with added-on 
features, nor is it a database with 
a spreadsheet tacked on. Overall, 
it seems to be fairly strong in both 
data management and word 
processing, and is a strong all-
round performer. 

YOUR COMPUTER DEC 84.  

Framework is an excellent 
all-round product with few 
weaknesses. It offers true 
integration and tremendous 
versatility. 
If you are looking for a good, 
flexible, all-round package, 
then it is hard to go past this 
one. 

TODAY'S COMPUTERS MAY 85. 

Framework enables users to 
"think on the run' to formula 
disparate ideas and then arras 
them logically. The program 
logical steps or "frames: A fr8 
can be a single word or numb,  
paragraph of text, a complex 
of information, or a complete,  
spreadsheet. Framework is ar 
excellent program. 

AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS APRIL, 



Framework offers windowing 
so that the integrated word 
processing, spreadsheet, 
graphics, database management 
and communications can be 
displayed on the screen 
simultaneously. There is a 
common command set for all 
applications and a frames editor 99 
for applications development. 

AFR MAGAZINE SEPT 4,1985.  
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ing (that is, changing colour). The block 
commands allow an image to be manipu-
lated in various ways: copying, moving, 
turning part of an image upside down or 
left to right, erasing an area of the screen 
and so on. 

The zoom function is the equivalent of 
the Macintosh Macpaint 'Fatbits' option 
— it allows the user to enlarge an area of 
the screen so individual pixels are quite 
large, then edit at that detailed level. 

A scheme of colour priorities allows 
image mixing, although some experience 
is necessary to take full advantage of this 
facility. 

An input/output submenu allows the 
loading and saving of graphics images, 
fonts and patterns. Some 20 fonts are sup-
plied, together with a font editor program 
which allows the creation of new ones. An-
other program, CYCLE.EXE, allows the 
creation of slide shows. 

A number of pre-created pictures is 
supplied on the disk, which can be used to 
enhance various images. For example, the 

When invoked with the 
command line GFX/B, 

Grafix Partner loads into 
memory and remains 

there in the background 
until reactivated by the 
Ctrl-Alt-Plus keystroke. 
This displays the Gra fix 

Partner's help screen, 
which lists the various 
commands available. 

file 3D123PIE is exactly right for adding a 
three-dimensional effect to a Lotus pie 
chart. Complete directions for use of these 
images are given in the manual. 

Having been captured and edited, an 
image can be saved to disk, printed on the 
IBM PC Graphics Printer, or dumped to 
the Polaroid Palette. 

Broadly speaking, the capabilities of 
Grafix Partner are very similar to those of 
Execuvision. It is, however, very much 
more interactive in operation, but isn't 
supported with libraries of graphics 
images, which saves so much time with 
Execuvision and provides a much more 
professional image. 

Grafix Partner is full of pleasant sur-
prises; a little practice with the program 
will soon have you creating quite complex 
effects. Particularly potent is the ability to 
capture images directly off the screen and 
edit them immediately, change colours 
and dump to a graphics device 	❑ 

Supplier: Computers Galore, 99 Mili-
tary Road, Neutral Bay 2089; (02).908 
2355.  
Price: $295 

Formwork is now even better.  
Framework II contains a larger, faster 
and more powerful spreadsheet. 
It includes an advanced word 
processor with 80,000 word speller 
checker, visible page breaks and 
built-in mailmerge. 
These two primary functions are 
supported by fully-integrated 
telecommunications, database, 
outlining and colour graphics. 
In fact, all the features are tightly 
integrated with common syntax and 
keystrokes, eg. the spelling checker 
works on spreadsheets as simply as it 
does on text. 
Framework II works on the IBM PC, 
XT, AT or close compatibles, It can take 
advantage of memory sizes greater 
than 640K. 
So if you only buy one software package, 
make it Framework II. ri Please send me more details about Framework II 

For more information contact any leading 
	 n I already have Framework, how do I upgrade? 

computer dealer or the Master Distributor. 
NAME 	  

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTOR 
ADDRESS 	  

ac f" 
BRISBANE MELBOURNE 

	
SYDNEY HAMILTON NZ) 	 P/CODE 	 

I
Send to AR COM Pacific, Freepost 2, P.O. Box 13, Clayfield, Q.4011 

A \ 
ASHTON TA1 
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More performance. Lower price. 
Choosing a personal computer has always meant making a 

compromise between what you can afford, and the features you wanted. 
Until now! 
The Toshiba TI100 laptop computer at around $3000 performs 

to the highest standard, and gives you all the features of a powerful 
desk top machine. Yet it is so small, it fits in your briefcase. 

It is IBM compatible, runnning all the popular MSDOS 
programmes and its colour interface comes standard, not as an option. 

The Toshiba TI100 uses the latest CMOS component 
technology and comes with an 8 hour rechargeable battery. 

At home, away from home, in fact, just about anywhere, 
there's no better laptop personal computer. And, being Toshiba, 
the T1100 is uncompromisingly reliable. 

Toshiba T1100. One less thing to go wrong. 

TOSHIBA 
Toshiba (Australia) Pty. Limited, Computer Products Division, 

84-92 Talavera Road, North Ryde, NSW 2113. (02) 8876057. 

Conroy Carpenter TSH0021 
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UP & 
CONCURRENTLY RUNNING 

P/M is dead! Long live CP/M! 
That's about the best way to 

k• 	 summarise Concurrent PC-DOS 
4.1 from Digital Research. Recog-

nising that the most popular software pro-
ducts run under PC-DOS rather than CP/ 
M-86, DRI set about making a version of its 
Concurrent CP/M operating system which 
would run DOS software yet provide the 
advantages of the Concurrent operating 
system, such as the ability to run multiple 
programs at one time. 

The result is Concurrent DOS 4.1, the 
latest in a long line of operating systems. 
Concurrent CP/M is extendable through 
the incorporation of routines called Resi-
dent System Processes, and DRI has simp-
ly written an RSP which translates PC-DOS 
system calls into the corresponding Con-
current CP/M functions. The earliest ver-
sion of Concurrent DOS, 3.1, provided 
emulation of the DOS 1.1 level function 
calls; while 4.1 emulates up to the DOS 
2.11 level — albeit not fully. 

Internally, Concurrent 4.1 bears little re-
semblance to its ancestor, CP/M. It sup-
ports standard CP/M function calls and will 
run CP/M-86 .CMD files, and reads and 
writes IBM PC CP/M format disks. In addi-
tion, a series of new functions has been 
added for file sharing, file access, process 
creation and management (a process is a 
running program — sort of), and resource 
sharing and management (like detaching 
the console so some other program can 
run on it). 

When an IBM PC format disk is inserted 
into a PC under Concurrent, the operating 
system detects the changed disk format 
and handles the DOS directory structure 
automatically. If the name of a .COM or 
.EXE file is typed as a command, the DOS 
emulation RSP automatically translates 
function calls to enable the program to 
run. 

Concurrent supports four 'virtual con-
soles' on the screen of the PC, which are 
accessible by pressing the Ctrl key and one 
of the digits from one to four on the 
numeric keypad. This process is very like 
switching channels on a television set: it 
changes the screen contents to the new 
program, where operation continues. The 
other programs, which can't be seen on the 
screen, continue to run unless they require 
input, in which case they will stop at that 

Concurrent supports four 
'virtual consoles' on the 
screen of the PC, which 

are accessible by pressing 
the Ctrl key and one of 

the digits from one to four 
on the numeric keypad. 
This process is very like 
switching channels on a 
television set: it changes 
the screen contents to the 

new program, where 
operation continues. 

point. This is an important feature: some 
other systems allow program switching, 
but programs don't continue running 
while not on the screen. 

Through the use of either batch WIN-
DOW commands or the interactive WME-
NU window manager, the PC screen can be 
split into four (possibly overlapping) win-
dows of different sizes and colours. This 
allows the simultaneous display of four 
concurrently executing programs, 
although in practice most programs re-
quire a full 80 by 24 display, and are less 
useful when run in windows. 

Concurrent PC-DOS is supplied with a 
number of useful utilities. First of all, dear 
old ED, the line editor, has gone, to be 
replaced by DREDIX, a full-screen editor 
capable of editing two files at once, with 
reasonably sophisticated capabilities. 
Communications capability is provided by 
the DRTALK program, a thinly disguised 
version of PC-Talk III, the popular com-
munications program. 

A small name and address file program 
called Personal Cardfile, which is loosely 
modelled on a Rolodex, is also supplied. 
This provides simple searching on names, 
addresses and keywords, and can be used 
in its own window in a fashion similar to 
utilities like Sidekick. 

For those who find the command line  

approach to driving an operating system 
too complex, a menu front end is inte-
grated into the system, and this can be 
used by applications programmers to 
generate complete turnkey systems. Also 
included are a sophisticated print spooler 
and, of course, utilities for changing file 
permissions, passwords and other con-
figuration details. 

Concurrent DOS can also be used in a 
multi-user mode; the SETUP program 
allows the user to set the PC's serial ports 
to be either printers or serial terminal 
ports. In theory, therefore, a PC can sup-
port three users: one on the PC's inbuilt 
screen (possibly running four programs), 
and two on external terminals. However, 
the external terminals can't run a lot of 
software which addresses the PC screen 
directly, and so in many cases are of li-
mited use. Even when running appropriate 
software, the pea-powered processor in 
the PC means the terminals are best suited 
to light enquiry applications. 

Concurrent is able to run a lot of PC-
DOS software with no difficulties, although 
some programs, particularly those with 
copy protection, run into problems. But 
favourites such as Lotus 1-2-3 work fine. 
However, since Concurrent itself occupies 
almost 150 Kbytes of memory, large 
spreadsheet builders will run out of space 
quickly, particularly if they are running 
other programs at the same time—which 
is, after all, the raison d'etre of the system. 

However, Concurrent runs much more 
efficiently on a Compupro or similar multi-
user system. The virtual consoles work 
even better on external terminals, since 
the central processor no longer has to per-
form duties such as scrolling the screen. 
When run on an 80286 processor (which is 
what I'm working on now), the system is 
very much more powerful than the CP/M 
we used to know and love. 

For showing how advanced operating 
system software technology can be ap-
plied while maintaining compatibility with 
market leaders, Concurrent DOS 4.1 was 
placed on the short list for the Software 
Product of the Year Award. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: 
Arcom Pacific, 252 Abbotsford Road, 
Mayne 4006; (07) 52 9522 .  
Price: $499 
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O & A COULD perhaps be described as an 
integrated package, in the sense that it 
ties together a database and word pro-
cessor, though it lacks other facilities such 
as a spreadsheet or graphing. No matter 
how you describe it, its capabilities are 
just those required by a large part of the 
business computing marketplace. 

The system actually comprises five sub-
systems: File, Report, Write, Intelligent 
Assistant and Utilities. These are all se-
lected off the main menu, and are loosely 
coupled; for example, the word processor 
can merge data from File databases. 

At first sight the File module looks very 
like pfs:File in capabilities (that is, not 
very powerful at all). Further investigation, 
however, reveals hidden depths. The sys-
tem is driven by a forms design, which is 
painted on the screen and then further de-
fined in terms of field types, sizes and 
other information. Data types supported 
include Text, Number, Money, Keyword (a 
way of supporting multiple keys that is 
particularly powerful in bibliographic ap-
plications), Date and Time fields which 
support arithmetic, and Yes/No or logical 
fields. 

After a form has been defined, the data- 

The jewel in the crown of 
the package is the 

Intelligent Assistant, a 
natural-language query 
front end for the database 

side of the package. 

base is created and can be updated, edit-
ed, searched and manipulated in the ways 
one normally expects for databases. The 
search capabilities are quite impressive, 
with various kinds of wildcard and pattern 
matching. A table view is also supported, 
which is reminiscent of dBase's BROWSE 
command. 

The database is not directly program-
mable, but fields can contain calculated 
values. A series of advanced features 
(which the manual just begins to explore) 
includes: formatting of values (commas, 
currency symbols, date and time format-
ting), range validation of input, field ini-
tialisation, indexed fields for fast 
searches, program statements in forms  

(including expressions, functions and pro-
gram statements such as IF ... ELSE and 
GOTO), look-up tables for data entry (such 
as tax rates), and control of display co-
lours, shading and other attributes. 

All this adds up to a quite powerful 
package, which, while not programmable 
in the dBase sense, can still be set up to 
perform sophisticated applications. This 
is further augmented by a keystroke macro .  
facility, which allows simple sequences of 
actions to be stored and replayed. 

The Report subsystem is a moderately 
sophisticated report generator, with con-
trol over sorting and control break actions 
(new page, total, average, count, mini-
mum, maximum, subtotal, subaverage 
and so on), as well as the ability to calcu-
late new columns in the report. Headers 
and footers are supported. 

The Write module is interesting. Again 
it is, on the surface, extremely limited, but 
some nice features are hidden away. The 
screen display shows four lines of status 
information at the bottom of the screen, 
including a tab line, menu choices, and 
file, page and line numbers. The editor is 
driven by a mixture of function keys and 
submenus. It supports bold facing, italics 
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Shall I do the following? 

Select and view the forms on which 
the Sex is FEMALE and 
the Salary is > $12,000.00. 

Yes - Continue 	No - Cancel Request 

and underlining, and displays most print 
enhancements by changing the colour of 
the text on the screen. An unusual 
(though increasingly common) facility is 
the ability to draw line graphics such as 
boxes in the text (this is also supported in 
the forms-design mode). Old fogeys will 
be glad to find the editor also responds to 
Wordstar control codes, a pleasing recog-
nition that even old-timers do sometimes 
buy new software. 

The jewel in the crown of the package is 
the Intelligent Assistant, a natural-lan-
guage query front end for the database 
side of the package. After construction of a 
database, the user has to 'teach' the Intel-
ligent Assistant about the database. This 
requires eight lessons: 

I — What the database is about 
2 — Which fields identify a form 
3 — Which fields contain locations 
4 — Which fields contain people's names 
5 — Alternate field names 
6 — Units of measure 
7 — Advanced vocabulary: adjectives 
8 — Advanced vocabulary: verbs 

For example, lesson I tells the IA what 
each record in the database represents; in 
a personnel database each record might 
represent a person, individual, employee. 
The IA must be able to recognise these 
synonyms for a record. Thus a request to 
"show me all employees" really means  

list all records", and lesson 1 tells the IA 
this fact. 

Lesson 2 tells the IA which fields it 
should put in its reports to uniquely iden-
tify the records it selects in response to 
your query: employee surname, first name 
and ID number might all be required to 
uniquely identify an individual (person, 
employee, record). 

The more advanced lessons allow the 
user to do things like express adjectives 
— expensive, high, young, heavy — for 
particular fields. 

Once the Intelligent Assistant has been 
taught about the database, it can do your 
bidding. Select "Ask me to do something" 
from its menu, and you can type in a re-
quest in natural English. Sample queries 
(and instructions) might include: "Show 
me the departments and salaries"; 
"What's John's salary plus bonus?"; "In-
crease the salary of female employees by 
10 per cent"; and "Get the forms for fe-
male employees whose salaries are over 
$12,000." 

As the Intelligent Assistant processes 
the request, it highlights words in inverse 
video as it parses them. The parsing pro-
cess is fascinating to watch; you can al-
most imagine the machine scratching its 
head and thinking about what you want 
done. 

Generally, the response to a request is a 
report, and the Intelligent Assistant will 
usually give its interpretation of a request 
before producing the report. For example, 
in the last request above, the IA asks: 

It will then go on to process the data-
base and produce a report. 

The Intelligent Assistant is quite power-
ful; for instance, it understands pronouns 
in the context of follow-up requests. As an 
example, after asking "In which depart-
ment is John Smith?", you can immedi-
ately ask "What is his salary?". The IA will 
also ask for clarification if you are ambigu-
ous. 

In operation, the Intelligent Assistant 
seems considerably more powerful and 
more bug-free than CLOUT (Conversa-
tional Language Optional Utility), its near-
est competitor from Microrim. 

The Utilities menu permits set-up of the 
default printer, subdirectories and, most 
importantly, import/export of data files. 0 
& A is compatible with: pfs:File, IBM Filing 
Assistant, Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, ASCII, DIF, 
pfs:Write, and IBM Writing Assistant. 

The program has its drawbacks. First, 
and possibly most seriously, it requires a 
lot of memory; 512 Kbytes is mandatory, 
and even then the use of a DOS device 
driver or extra buffers will mean 640 
Kbytes are usually required. VDISKS are 
out of the question. 

O & A is also slow. It's a big system, with 
lots of code, and it performs a good deal 
of processing before getting down to the 
real work of database access. You will fre-
quently see a flashing "Working ..." mes-
sage appear on the screen — this can be 
frustrating. In addition, the menu-driven 
structure of the program slows operation. 
For example, if you press the initial letter 
of a menu choice (the natural thing to do), 
you must press return before it is accept-
ed; but if you press 3 for the third entry in 
the menu list, no return is required. This is 
the reverse of the fastest operation. 

However, 0 & A is a program of surpris-
ing power, which points the way for further 
development in natural-language front 
ends for database systems. Its database is 
more powerful than it first appears, and its 
word processor is adequate. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: Intemationa Solutions, 60 
Shepherd Street, Chippendale 2008; 
(02) 319 1488. 
Price: $598 with RAM card, or $499 
without. 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT on personal 
computers has boomed over the last cou-
ple of years. Most project management 
packages have fallen into one of two cate-
gories: inexpensive, low-powered pro-
grams which are highly interactive but not 
suitable for use on major projects, and ex-
pensive, powerful programs which are 
suitable for large projects, but cumber-
some to use. 

Recently we've started to see programs 
which span both camps. An outstanding 
example in this category is Timeline, a 
program by Breakthrough Software of the 
United States. 

Timeline is impressive on a number of 
counts. First, there's its packaging and 
support. The package includes a welcom-
ing letter from Breakthrough president Bill 
Lohse, which suggests how to get started 
with the product; an installation guide; 
registration card; quick-reference card; 
and a sheet which describes the 'Actual-
vs-Planned' report (it was too late for in-
clusion in the manual). There's also the 
manual itself, which is spiral-bound, with 
tabs allowing quick access to each sec-
tion, and a tutorial booklet, entitled 'Ad-
ventures in the Vineyards', which shows 
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With most project 
management packages, 
entering dependencies 

between tasks is a tedious 
job. With Timeline, it is 

very simple. Move to the 
first task and press 1, 

then move to the second 
and press 2. Now press 

the + key, and the tasks 
are joined. 

how a new user can apply the program to 
running a vineyard. This tutorial is sup-
ported by a cassette tape which allows the 
user to concentrate on the screen, though 
he or she will need to keep up with the 
running speed of the cassette (not too 
fast, fortunately). 

The Timeline manual is impressively or- 

ganised. Despite its comparatively small 
size (relative to some recent software 
packages), it contains a lot of well-orga-
nised and comprehensive information. In 
just over 160 pages, it manages to intro-
duce the product (and its author — nice 
to see the programmer presented as hero) 
and explain the basic concepts, introduce 
the 'forms' concepts on which the product 
is based, thoroughly document each of 
the 11 forms, and provide another tutorial 
and some useful appendices. 

The manual also provides some useful 
marginal thinking along the way, as well 
as interesting background and historical 
material, such as the development of 
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review 
Technique) and real projects (construc-
tion of Cheops' pyramid, space shuttle 
turn-around). As a result, the manual is in-
teresting to read, although the density of 
information (this is a large, powerful pro-
gram) can make it a bit heavy-going at 
times. 

Like most project management pro-
grams, the operation of Timeline revolves 
around an interactive display of a Gantt 
chart, which shows project tasks as a 
series of bars against a time scale. How- 
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ever, the display can be switched at any 
time, with just a couple of keystrokes (Alt-
F6), into the PERT chart display, which 
shows the tasks as a series of boxes inter-
linked by lines in a network. Due to the 
limitations of the IBM PC graphics display, 
all lines are either horizontal or vertical, 
but the display is substantially the same 
as that produced by programs such as 
Macproject. 

The PERT chart, however, carries most 
of the project status, and is most com-
monly used for obtaining information. 
Tasks can be entered either as fixed date 
tasks, which will occur at a predefined 
date; as ASAP (as soon as possible) or 
ALAP (as late as possible) tasks, which are 
dependent on the timing of the tasks to 
which they are joined; or as 'span' tasks, 
which float between two other tasks. ASAP 
tasks shift according to the duration of the 
preceding tasks, so that late completion of 
a prerequisite task, for example, will cause 
an ASAP task to start later. 

With most project management pack-
ages, entering dependencies between 
tasks is a tedious job. With Timeline, it is 
very simple. Move to the first task and 
press 1, then move to the second and 
press 2. Now press the + key, and the 
tasks are joined. The F7 key (Show loins) 
highlights the tasks to which the currently 
selected task is joined, making it easy to 
track the project. 

Most of the Timeline commands (there 
are surprisingly few for such a sophisti-
cated program) are selected from a menu 
structure which is modelled on Lotus 1-2-
3. The program will therefore be familiar 
to most users before they even start. 
Like a Symphony 
Data entry, such as task details, is accom-
plished through forms which open on the 
screen rather like windows. In fact, the 
screen forms look rather like Symphony 
sheets. Once entering and editing data 
through forms have been mastered, the 
user should be able to explore the entire 
program with ease. 

The forms allow entry of overall project 
data, names and costs of resources (up to 
16 resources per project), calendar details 
(working hours, holidays and so on), dis-
play control (time scaling, format and the 
like), filtering of displayed tasks to high-
light those that match certain criteria, and 
of course details of tasks themselves 
(type, duration, status, resources required 
and other data). 

Timeline has some particularly ad-
vanced facilities. For example, a form of  

partial join is supported, which allows one 
task to be started before its predecessor is 
completely finished. It also allows task 
splitting: if you discover a project simply 
cannot be brought in on time with the cur-
rent resources, one solution is to split 
tasks in two and apply double the re-
sources to complete them in half the time. 

Timeline also offers spreadsheet-like 
'what-if' analysis, through its automatic 
recalculation and the 'undo' key, which al-
lows you to restore the project to the way 
it was with one keystroke. Of course, if you 
want to perform analysis of project costs, 
perhaps graphing them, Timeline allows 
for the export of data to Lotus 1-2-3 and 
Supercalc 3, as well as printing of reports 
to disk for further editing by a word pro-
cessor (these facilities are provided on an 
extra diskette which is obtained by return-
ing the product's registration card). 

Large projects can be split up into 
smaller, inter-related projects which are 
then tracked by using multiple schedules. 
A subproject is inserted into the Summa-
rise field of a task form, and Timeline will  

now recalculate the subproject's duration 
and import that detail into the master 
schedule. 

A variety of reports is available from the 
program; these include the regular Gantt 
chart, as well as the PERT chart. A Cost re-
port shows all task and resource costs 
summarised weekly or monthly, or over 
the entire project. The Status report shows 
tasks scheduled for today and this week, 
while the Detail report shows all the infor-
mation for each task, including all details 
defined in the task form. 

Timeline impresses as a program that 
has been well thought-out, with advanced 
features that are well documented and 
consistently managed within the software. 
The documentation and support material 
are excellent and contribute extensively to 
the utility and usability of the package. CI 

Supplier: PC Extras, GO3 The Water- 
tower, Rosehill Street, Redfern Hill 
2016; (02) 319 2155. 
Price: $760. 
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NEWSROOM IS an interesting program for 
the IBM PC, Apple II and Commodore 
64/128, which allows schools, businesses 
or other organisations and individuals to 
create newsletters or virtually entire news-
papers with surprising quality. 

While there has been a lot of activity in 
this area recently, particularly around the 
Macintosh, Newsroom is attractive be-
cause of its low price and relatively high 
performance on inexpensive hardware. 

The program consists essentially of six 
separate modules. The first (at least in 
order of introduction in the manual) is the 
Banner, which allows the user to create a 
banner to go at the top of the first page of 
the publication. This usually consists of 
some type in one of five available fonts, 
together with some accompanying illus-
tration, either hand-drawn or loaded from 
the disk full of clip-art supplied with the 
package. 

The illustration is built up in a window 
on the right half of the screen, while down 
the left side is a series of icons: a framed 
face represents the clip-art library; a flip 
icon (two arrows) allows clip-art to be left-
right reversed; a crayon icon is used to ac-
cess the graphic tools window and allows 
freehand drawing and typing; while a 
magnifying-glass icon provides facilities 
similar to the Macpaint 'Fatbits' option. 
Other icons allow work to be erased, saved 
in files, and undone. 

The Photo Lab module allows creation 
of freehand line-art images either from 
scratch or by modifying clip-art. Its facili-
ties are basically the same as in the ban-
ner section, with the additional ability to 
'crop' photos to select part only of an 
image. 

The Copy Desk allows you to work on 
one area of a page, called a panel. De-
pending on the page size, there can be 
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Recognising that 
Newsroom is unlikely to 
be used by professional 
journalists, the manual is 

split into two sections, the 
first detailing the 

program's operation and 
the second covering the 
background information 
necessary for creating a 

paper. 
eight or 10 panels on a page, and if a ban-
ner is used, it occupies the space of the 
top two panels. Panels can contain photos 
and text, and since the page has two col-
umns of panels, this allows two-column 
layout of text and graphics. In effect, the 
copy desk is a word processor with the 
ability to paste graphics into place. 

The Layout Desk is used to put the en-
tire page together from the panels and 
banner which have been saved to disk. As 
you move the cursor to the panel you wish 
to fill, a list of panel file names appears 
and you can simply select the one that 
should go in that position. 

The Print Room module basically prints 
pages on an IBM Graphics, Epson or simi-
lar printer. It can also print individual 
panels, banners and photos. 

Finally, the Wire Service module is a 
special-purpose communications utility 
which allows machines running News-
room to transmit and receive files. It is  

menu driven, with a set-up menu listing a 
variety of United States modems, and 
works completely automatically for the re-
ceiving machine. 

By using these various facilities within 
the program, some quite attractive layouts 
can be achieved. 

Incidentally, the manual is one of the 
strengths of the package. Recognising that 
Newsroom is unlikely to be used by pro-
fessional journalists, the manual is split 
into two sections, the first detailing the 
program's operation and the second 
covering the background information nec-
essary for creating a paper. Topics covered 
include: organising staff, topics to write 
about, editorial content, how to interview, 
research techniques, layout tips and more. 
Much of the information would be of most 
use to kids producing a school paper, but 
the tone is not at all patronising and 
adults will have no difficulty with it. 

Appendices include a bibliography, 
proofreaders' symbols and an overview of 
the clip-art disk contents (aliens, bears, 
beasts, birds, bugs, ... women, words, 
workers), and some tips for newspaper 
visual design. 

The program is fun to use, although its 
icon/menu command interface can be a 
bit slow for experienced users. It has a dis-
tressing tendency to hang onto an IBM PC 
or AT, not allowing the user to exit, but 
there were no problems in operation 
within the program. 

Overall, Newsroom is quite an impres-
sive program, particularly bearing in mind 
the price. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: Dataflow Computer Services 
Pty Ltd, 134 Barcom Avenue, Rushcut-
ters Bay 2011; (04 331 6153.  
Price: $79.95. 
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Plug-compatible with Commodore* 
computers. 2 software built-in: 
Commodore* & Epson** compatibility. 
If you own a Commodore computer...or are thinking 
about getting one...you're going to want the Riteman 
C + dot matrix printer. You'll really appreciate that 
added convenience, versatility and economy. Its 
unique front loading design lets you use plain paper 
of any thickness, eliminates positioning and aligning 
problems and keeps continuous-feed paper away 
from entangling cables and connectors. Just compare 
the spec. table...complete with a built-in Commodore 
interface and all necessary cables and 
connectors...the Riteman C + is the RIGHT printer 
for your Commodore system. 

*Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc 
**Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America Inc 

Distributed exclusively in Australia by: 

ADELAIDE: (08) 356 7333 BRISBANE: (07) 275 1766 
HOBART: (002) 34 4511 MELBOURNE: (03) 795 9011 & 795 5111 
PERTH: (09) 277 7000 & 277 1944 
SYDNEY: (02) 648 1711 & 648 4088 AUCKLAND: (09) 444 2645 

.9131411 

The perfect match... 

COMMODORE 
RITEMAN 

COMPARE THESE SPECS BEFORE YOU BUY... 
PRINTERS 

FEATURES 
RITEMAN 

C+ 
COMMODORE 

MPS 801 MPS 802 MPS 803 VIC1525 VIC1526 
PRINT SPEED (CPS) 
BIDIRECTIONAL PRINT 
(COLUMN WIDTH) 
40 CHARACTERS PER LINE 
80 CHARACTERS PER UNE 
66 CHARACTERS PER LINE 
132 CHARACTERS PER LINE 
(PAPER HANDLING) 
FRONT LOADING FOR 

EASY PAPER SETTINGS 
BUILT-IN PRINTER STAND 
PRINT ON POST CARDS 
(SOFTWARE COMMANDS) 
DOUBLE STRIKE 
EMPHASIZED 
COMPRESSED 
UNDERLINE 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS 
ITALICS 
DOUBLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE 
(CHARACTERS) 
9X9 FONT 
TRUE DESCENDERS 
ITALICS 
COMMODORE GRAPHICS 
(OTHER FEATURES) 
SINGLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE 
EXPANDED 
REVERSE 
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YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

50 
NO 

YES 
YES 

60 
YES 

YES 
YES 

60 
YES 

YES 
YES 

50 
NO 

YES 
YES 

60 
YES 

YES 
YES 

NO 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 

NO 
YES 
YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 

NO 
YES 
YES 
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Who Wunnit? 

Wien we introduced our Special 
Commendations for Aus-
tralian hardware and software 
n 1984 we elected not to put a 

time limit on the launch of potential con-
tenders — the locals needed longer to 'get 
their act together', we reasoned. 

We said lack of experience and, some-
times, budgetary constraints prevented 
the local manufacturers from matching 
their overseas counterparts. They needed 
to be given longer after a product's 
launch, to develop it fully and establish it 
in the marketplace. 

It didn't take them long to prove us 
wrong — all this year's finalists were 
released in 1985, and several of them 
came close to making the short-list for the 
major awards ... 

Australian Hardware 
The decision here was particularly inter-
esting, not to mention difficult, as all but 
one of the short-listed competitors were 
finalists in previous years, and two of 
them were winners! 

Labtam was a finalist last year with its 
8086-based desktop machine, the 3003. 
This year, it has released its new 32032-
based Unix machine, which represents 
over a million dollars' worth of research 
and development. While this high-per-
formance machine is well over the top end 
of the personal computer market, it is 
nonetheless a significant machine for the 
local computer manufacturing industry. 

Microbee Systems won the inaugural 
award for its popular machine. Two years 
on, the company, and the computer, have 
gone from strength to strength, chalking 
up massive international orders. The la-
test versions represent some of the best- 
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value purchases on the Australian market. 
Netcomm won last year's award for its 

innovative PC In-Modem, which offered 
Hayes Smartmodem compatibility in a 
CCITT-type modem. The latest modem 
from Netcomm, the 1234, provides even 
higher performance — up to 2400 bps full 

We said lack of experience 
and, sometimes, budgetary 
constraints prevented the 
local manufacturers from 
matching their overseas 
counterparts . At didn't 

take them long to prove us 
wrong — all this year's 
finalists were released in 

1985. 
duplex — in a small external box. 

The only 'beginner' in our Australian 
hardware section was Impact Systems, 
whose Laser printer was originally dis-
missed from the deliberations because 
the judges thought anything that good, 
released as early as it was, must have 
been an import. However, it turned out 
Impact's foresight was as good as its engi-
neering — the all-Australian design (built 
on Canon mechanicals with local elec-
tronics) not only showed up some of the 
international opposition, it beat them to 
market here. 

After extensive deliberation, it came 
down to a close decision between the Im- 

pact and the Labtam. The verdict? This 
time, the honours go to Labtam for its 
new supermicro. Having shown that an 
Australian company .  can be virtually the 
first in the world to release a machine 
based on a new chip, and that it can port 
Unix to it, Labtam has given the rest of the 
Australian manufacturers a lesson in good 
hardware and systems design. 

Australian Softy 'are 
After examining the software released by 
local companies during the past year, the 
panel settled on a short-list of three prod-
ucts: 

■ Complete PC Tutorial 
■ dToolkit 
■ IAM Appointment Diary 

Intouch Computing's Complete PC Tu-
torial is a co-resident program which in-
structs the user in DOS usage and pro-
gramming, while still leaving DOS and 
other programs active on the PC. This is a 
new concept which Intouch can exploit 
further. 

dToolkit is a collection of handy rou-
tines for dBase II programmers. Adding 
features such as file security, date hand-
ling, soundex codes and other advanced 
techniques to a versatile database system, 
it adds life to dBase II systems. 

IAM Software's Appointment Diary sys-
tem for the Macintosh is simple to use, yet 
surprisingly powerful, due to a clean de-
sign which avoids the pitfalls of making 
software over-complex. Since it is a co-
resident desktop accessory, it is always 
available. 

To the panel, it seemed that the Com-
plete PC Tutorial was the product which 
offered the most innovation and scope for 
expansion, particularly for export sales. 111 



Australian Hardware 

LABTAM's desktop 8086 didn't make it to 
the Australian Hardware Award of Merit 
last year, but the company is back again 
this time with a completely new machine, 
the 3015N32. Very few of our readers are 
likely to buy one of these, since it's de-
finitely not a personal computer. However, 
one of the purposes of the Award is to 
encourage Australians doing good work in 
computing, and the 3015/V32 can definite-
ly be described as good work. 

The 3015/V32 is one of the first compu-
ters in production in the world to be based 
on the National Semiconductor 32032 pro-
cessor. For those not used to reading part 
numbers as easily as the afternoon tab-
loids, the 32032 is a true 32-bit processor 
with features for supporting advanced 
multi-user, multi-tasking operating sys-
tems such as Unix, and a performance of 
approximately 1 MIP (million instructions 
per second). That puts the 32032 in the 
same class as the CPU of some super-
minicomputers, such as the Digital Equip-
ment Corporation VAX 11/780. 

The 3015N32 is a tower enclosure, not 
much bigger than many PCs. Internally, it 
has an Intel Multibus connector system for 
input/output boards, and a proprietary 
connector called X-Bus for fast memory 
access. There are three processors in the 
system: the 32032 itself, an 8086 for video 
control of the system console, and either a 
Z-80 on early models or a 68000 on later 
machines as a hard disk controller. The 
CPU board also carries an NS32081 float-
ing-point co-processor, which will speed 
floating-point-intensive computations. 

Peripherals in the enclosure include a 67 
Mbyte hard disk, 20 cm floppy disk and a 45 
Mbyte back-up tape drive. 

Coming soon is the 80186, yet another 

Labtam staff completed its 
own Unix port which, 
according to those who 

have evaluated the 
machine, is very clean. 
Labtam is also porting 

software onto the machine, 
a task which typically 
takes two days for even 

quite major software 
systems. 

processor, on an intelligent serial com-
munications board, which will handle 
eight terminals while hardly bothering the 
main CPU. Also in the pipeline is an SMD 
drive controller, which will handle a 550 
Mbyte disk drive (you can see by now this 
is not a PC, right?). 

The system console, which is based on 
the memory-mapped video architecture of 
earlier Labtam machines, supports two 
planes of 800 by 300 pixels for high-
resolution graphics. Graphics software 
provides emulation of a subset of DEC's 
VT-52 REGIS graphics. The screen can also 
be placed in 132-column text mode. 

The smallest system has 2 Mbytes of 
main memory (any less would cramp the 
style of the Unix operating system), while 
maximum memory is currently 12 Mbytes. 
At the current clock speed of 10 MHz, the 
overall system performance benchmarks 
somewhere between a VAX 11/750 and an  

11/780. With an upgrade to the 32332 (a 
new 14 MHz processor), performance 
should be well in excess of the 780 (rough-
ly 3 MIPs is the forecast). 

Labtam staff completed its own Unix 
port which, according to those who have 
evaluated the machine, is very clean. Lab-
tam is also porting software onto the 
machine, a task which typically takes two 
days for even quite major software sys-
tems. Already available are Uniplex (an 
office automation package which includes 
electronic mail), word processing (claimed 
to at least match Wang standards), a 
spreadsheet, and an SQL-type database (a 
close cousin of Informix). 

Also available are the Unify database 
system, Today (BBJ's Australian-
developed fourth-generation language) 
and Tetraplan (an accounting system 
which also includes additional modules 
for applications such as project manage-
ment). Of course, there's also a selection of 
scientific and technical software for the 
machine. 

The development of the 30I5/V32 was a 
one-year, one-million-dollar project. It's 
manufactured at Labtam's Melbourne 
plant, and already some 60 machines have 
been sold to academic (Queensland and 
Sydney Unis) and government (the Depart-
ment of Aviation) users. Approximately 70 
per cent of Labtam's business is in exports, 
so the future looks rosy for sales of this 
machine. 

At a basic price of around $50,000, this 
machine won't be on everyone's shopping 
list. But there is a surprising number of 
businesses, universities and government 
departments looking for a machine in this 
range, and it's good to see an Australian 
company able to provide it. 	❑ 
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Australian Hardware 

THE8 EELINE TO SUCCESS 

Microbee Systems says the new machines 
answer all the complaints, suggestions 
and wishlists from owners all over Australia. 
A wide range of former options is now 
included as standard, making them some of 
the best-equipped small computers around. 

takrobee BMX 

TWO YEARS AGO Applied Technology 
took our first Special Commendation for 
Australian hardware "in recognition of the 
continued development of the Microbee 
to its current sophisticated level, for con-
tinuing to offer excellent value for money, 
and for unparalleled success in the do-
mestic and export markets". 

The company, now Microbee Systems, 
deserves credit this time around for ex-
actly the same reasons — the machine 
has undergone significant development, it 
still represents great value, and its domes-
tic and export success continues to snow-
ball. 

More than 60,000 Bees have been sold, 
and recent new developments should en-
sure a rapid increase in that figure. 

Acorns to Oaks 
Today's Microbee buyer would have trou-
ble recognising the original machine, ei-
ther externally or internally. The $399 do-
it-yourself kit supplied four years ago had 
an ungainly squared-off plastic case, 
BASIC in ROM, 16 Kbytes of RAM, a 64 by 
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16 video display and a simple low-cost 
keyboard. 

By the time we gave the Microbee its 
special commendation it featured an 
editor/assembler and a word processor in 
ROM (as well as Microworld BASIC), and 
came in several models ranging from 16 
Kbytes to 128 Kbytes. The larger machines 
featured disk drives and bundled software 
like Multiplan and Wordstar. 

If that was a step up from the original, 
today's machine is a leap. The latest re-
lease, the Premium Series, has only a few 
components in common with the first Bee. 

Microbee Systems says the new ma-
chines answer all the complaints, sugges-
tions and wishlists from owners all over 
Australia. A wide range of former options 
is now included as standard, making them 
some of the best-equipped small comput-
ers around. 

Standard items added in the past two 
years, such as the built-in communica-
tions software and a 'friendly' icon-based 
user interface, have been imprOved, while 
a host of new features has been added. 

They have real, built-in colour in place 
of the tacked-on optional extra of their 
predecessor, and come with eight times 
the graphics capacity of the standard 
model. PCG graphics capability can be 
doubled again (to 32 Kbytes) if needed. 

There is now no screen flickering, there 
are minimal wait states, and colour 
changes are available on a character-by-
character basis. There is a selection of 16 
foreground and 16 background colours. 

The previously optional Viatel capabil-
ity is built in, and cursor-control keys have 
been added to the otherwise standard 
keyboard. A volume control is provided for 
the first time. 

The base model comes with 88 Kbytes 
of ROM with built-in programs covering 
word processing, spreadsheet and data-
base applications as well as BASIC, com- 
munications and a calculator. 	❑ 

Supplier: Microbee Systems, Unit 2, 
Eden Park Estate, 31 Waterloo Road, 
North Ryde 2113, (02) 888 9866.  
Price: Starting from $499.  



AN IBM PC/XT'S VIEW OF 
A CABERNET' TURBO PC/XT... 
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...at less than $2000 INCLUDING Epson Printer. 

T he Lasernet system is 75% faster 
than IBM at a fraction of the price. 
Fully compatible with IBM 

PC/ XT software, it comes with dual 360K 
Mitsubishi floppy drives, 640K RAM, a 
parallel, serial and games port, 
clock/ calender, 135 Watt power supply, 
quality cherry switch style keyboard. 
It runs MS/PC-DOS 2.11/3.1/CPM86 
flight simulator etc. 

We offer you a choice of a green or 
amber Mitsubishi composite monitor. 
The total price is $1995 which includes tax 
and the Epson LX80 printer complete with 
tractor kit.  

Optional Extras: The above system is also 
available with a number of options. For:— 
• 10 megabyte hard disk add $899 
• 20 megabyte hard disk add $999 
• colour monitor upgrade for above 

systems add $299 
• Hi-Res. monochrome 

monitor upgrade for 
above system add $99. 

Lasernet offers a 
full support service and 
a 12 Month Warranty 
on system unit and Epson 
printers. 

Computing Systems Pty. Ltd. 
248 St. Kilda Road, St. Kilda. 3182 
Phone: (03) 534 0489 
Telex: AA 30625 



Australian Hardware 

WHAT A SMARTMODEM! 
NETCOMM helped provide a new facet to 
the annual Your Computer awards last year 
when it became the first non-computer 
manufacturer to win the Australian hard-
ware section. The fact it is back in the line-
up this year proves it was no fluke. This 
Australian success story is a perfect exam-
ple of the advanced grasp of technology 
held by only a few local companies. 

The company is so energetic it had sev-
eral new products, launched since its win-
ning PC In-Modem hit the market late in 
1984, which deserved consideration this 
year. But the most recent release out-
shone them all — its Smartmodem 1234 
was the modem most communications 
enthusiasts had been waiting for. 

The In-Modem was a breakthrough 
product for communications in Australia 
— after years of enviously watching Amer-
ican PC users with their intelligent auto-
dial, auto-answer modems, local users fi-
nally had their own smart modem which 
conformed to the CCITT standards in use 
here rather than the US Bell standards. 

And because it followed the 'industry 
standard' Hayes command set (estab-
lished by market leader D C Hayes with 
the original Smartmodem) it was compat-
ible with a wealth of existing communica-
tions software which knew how to 'drive' 
the modem for the user.  

Smartmodems All . . . 
Now comes the Netcomm Smartmodem 
1234, a unit which provides all the fea-
tures of the Hayes Smartmodem — at 
speeds up to 2400 bps (bits per second) 
— as well as meeting CCITT and Bell 
standards. (Incidentally, while it's smart 
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To cover the standards 
previously you could buy 
four modems — or, at 

best, two. Various modems 
combined V21 and V23, 
while others ran V22 and 
V22 bis; the Smartmodem 
runs them all, and adds 
the Bell 103, 202 and 

212 standards. 

marketing for Netcomm to call its unit 
Smartmodem, we feel it's a little cheeky to 
have registered it as a trademark...) 

The beauty of the Smartmodem 1234 is 
the fact it combines all the common 
standards into one unit. Common modem 
standards in use here are CCITT V21, at 
300 bps (supported by virtually all bulletin 
boards and dial-in databases), V23 at 1200 
bps half duplex (which provides com-
munication at 1200 bps in one direction 
and 75 in the other, and is typically used 
on videotex systems such as Viatel), V22 
at 1200 full duplex (1200 bps in both di-
rections, supported by some bulletin 
boards and most dial-in services) and V22 
bis at 2400 bps full duplex (only now start-
ing to see more than limited usage). 

To cover these standards previously you 
could buy four modems — or, at best, two.  

Various modems combined V2I and V23, 
while others ran V22 and V22 bis; the 
Smartmodem runs them all, and adds the 
Bell 103, 202 and 212 standards. 

The Netcomm Smartmodem provides a 
superset of the extensive Hayes command 
set, can operate in both synchronous and 
asynchronous modes, lets you store your 
set-up parameters in non-volatile RAM, 
and incorporates automatic speed and 
data format sensing. 

On the PC side, it automatically detects 
the speed you are using to communicate 
with it and adjusts. On the line side, it 
recognises the speed of the answering (or 
calling) modem and issues a message to 
the user's PC (such as CONNECT 1200) 
before switching to the appropriate speed. 

A Minor Moan 
This gives rise to one of only two com-
plaints we have about this otherwise bril-
liant unit: life would be much simpler if it 
could maintain separate speeds on the 
line and user sides, rather than requiring 
the user to switch to the connect speed. 
Naturally, this isn't much of a problem for 
personal use, but if you want to leave the 
1234 in unattended auto-answer mode 
you have to have sophisticated software 
to handle the speed change. Telecorp's 
Tulpi modem shows how well this dual-
speed operation can work — we would ex-
pect a similar solution from an innovative 
and technically advanced organisation 
like Netcomm. 

Our other complaint? A weird 'copy-
protection' scheme which comes with the 
modem. You have to use the supplied disk 
(which also contains a sophisticated com-
munications program) to 'initialise' the 
modem before it will work. The only prob-
lem is, you have to have an IBM-compat-
ible machine to run it — pity those people 
mentioned in the 1234 manual who can 
use it with "any PC with a normal serial 
port or any basic interactive terminal". 

Why this scheme is necessary (unless 
it's actually a disguised copy-protection 
scheme for the software on the disk!) is 
way beyond us ... 	 ❑ 

Supplier: Netcomm, PO Box 284, 
Pymble 2073; (02) 888 5533.  
Price: $1810 



For IBM PC — XT — AT OR COMPATIBLES AND MACINTOSH 
Order by phone, or clip and mail: 
Yes! I'm definitely interested in CCSM and MUMPS! 
Please send me: 

(1) CCSM Single User System with documentation 
(2) CCSM Graphics Add-on 
(3) CCSM "Cookbook" (Programme 

Techniques & Routines)and Single User System 
(4) CCSM Multi User System with documentation 

(5) Cookbook only with diskette (will only 
operate under ANSI Standard MUMPS) 

QTY COST TOTAL 

$279.95 
$59.95 

$299 95 
$599.95 

$49.95 
Handling & Freight 	 $5.00 

TOTAL 
CCSM Free Information Kit. 

AMEX_ VISA_ MASTERCARD_ BANKCARD_ DINERS CLUB_ 

Card No. 	  Exp. date 	  

Name 	  Company 	  

Street 	  City 	  

Postcode 	  Telephone 	  
IBM PC and Macintosh are trademarks of International Business Machines and 
Apple Computer 

  

7fee  
12 MONTHS 

SUBSCRIPTION  
youR compuTER 

WITH EVERY COPY  
SOLD. 

• Frustrated with the Tyranny of PASCAL? 

• Tired of the Drudgery of BASIC or C080 

 

  

• Disgusted with Database File maintenance? Then! 

Compare This Routine to Your Present Language, and See the Difference! 

RD 	READ " NAME: " , NAM, ! QUIT :NAM= " " 
IF NAM' ?2 .A1 " , " 1A.E WRITE " PLEASE ENTER AS LAST, FIRST MI " , ! GO RD 

TEL 	READ "TEL # " , TEL, ! IF TEL' ?3N1"—" 4N WRITE " NNN—NNNN PLEASE" , ! GO TEL 
SET :DATA ( NAM) =TEL GO RD 

PRT 	WRITE " 	NAME" , ?20 , " TELEPHONE #" , ! SET NAM= " " 

LP 	SET NAM=SORDER( -.DATA( NAM) ) QUIT :NAM= " " WRITE NAM, ?20 , :DATA ( NAM ) , ! GO LP 

FREE yourself with CCSM, the ANSI Standard 
MUMPS Database Language 

From $279.00 
This simple program accepts, screens and saves names and phone 
numbers . . . sorts and prints them. These six lines of code are an ex-
ample of the extremely compact, and familiar nature of COMP Com-
puting Standard MUMPS, the Database Language. In lines 1 and 2, 
READ, IF, WRITE and GO should be easy to follow. The pattern match 
operator "?" filters for the correct input of alpha characters to make a 
name in line 4, SET DATA creates a permanent global file, with NAM 
as a subscript. The data node is SET to the telephone number. 
In line 6, the $ORDER command gets the next subscript in order, from 
the " DATA file, thereby SETting NAM to the next name in the file. 

CCSM, the Database Language, frees you from the tyranny of typed 
and restrictive languages . . . NO declarations of variables or data 
files. Look at these Features: 

• Full Screen Editor 
• Virtual Memory (routines and variables may be 

as large as a disk) 
• Multi-User available ... up to 15 
• B-Tree File Structure 
• 8087 and BCD Support 
• Exceeds 1984 ANSI Standard MUMPS 
• Transportable from Micro to Mini to Mainframe 

CCSM, the Database Language, is a fast, modern version of ANSI 
Standard MUMPS. CCSM improves programmer productivity, and 
efficiency . . . typical programs are written in 1 . 3 the code of BASIC or 
PASCAL. CCSM is an easy to learn language and it is simple to add 
data fields to an existing Database without restructuring the Database 
or amending existing programs. 

MGlobal 
WORLDWIDE HI-TECH DISTRIBUTORS 

MGlobal Australia Pty Ltd 
8th Floor 261 George Street Sydney NSW 2000 

GPO Box 210 Sydney NSW 2001 Telephone (02) 232-1732 Telex AA176258 
(Incorporated in NSW) 



DISCWARE 
 

Seagate 20MB wIcirl. 	 $1750.00 
Microsoft Word 	$599.00 

IBM Software 

Attache accounting 	  
Borland's Superkey 	  
Cash Desk 
Clipper Compiler dB III 	  
Concurrent PC DOS 4.1 	 
CopylIPC 	  
Copywrite 	  
CPA+ 
Crosstalk XVI 	  
dBase III 
Easy! 	  
Enable 	  
Flight Simulator ver 2.12 	 
Framework 
Gateway Viatel 	  
GATO, Wishbringer, King's Guest 	 
GEM DRAWIDESK.TOP 	  
GEM Write/Paint 	  
Grattalk 
Harvard Total Project Manager 
Hi-Tech C Compiler 8088186 	 
Human Edge Mind Prober 	 
Information Business Manager 	 
JET: fly an F.18 	  
Keyworks 	  
Knowledgeman 2.0 
Lattice 'C' 	  
Lotus 123 rel. 2.0 	  
Microsoft Multiplan 	  
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Word +Mouse 
MultiMate 3.3 	  
Newsroom 	  
Norton Utilities 3.1 	  
Notebook II 	  
Open Access IBM/NEC/Wang 
PC Alien 	  
PC Tutorial 	  
Perfect Filer 	  
Perfect Link 	  
Perfect Writer 	  
Printshop 	  
Printworks 	  
Reflex 	  
Remote 	  
Samna Plus/Samna III 	  
Side Kick ver.1.5 	  
Sideways 	  
SmartKey 	  
Smart Software System 2.0 	 
Spellbinder 	  
Supercalc 3 ver 2 w/Fast Math 	 
Sybiz accounting 	  
Symphony 1.1 	  
Think Tank 	  
Timeline ver 2.0 
Transporter 	  
Turbo CAD 
Turbo Gameworks 	  
Turbo Graphix Toolbox 	  
Turbo Lightning 	  
Turbo Pascal 8087, BCD 	 
TypeOuick 	  
VTEX Viatel sl ware IBMINEC/Wang 
Word Perfect 	  
Wordstar 	  

this month only $1190.00 
this month only $439.00 

Our 

	

R.R.P. 	Price 

	

call 	call 

	

149.00 	99.00 

	

725.00 	555.00 

	

995.00 	call 

	

555.00 	399.00 

	

95.00 	85.00 

	

125.00 	95.00 

	

795.00 	670.00 

	

249.00 	149.00 

	

976.00 	685.00 

	

240.00 	215.00 

	

1100.00 	call 

	

115.00 	89.00 

	

1095.00 	775.00 

	

199.00 	170.00 

	

ea 69.00 	ea 65.00 

	

395.00 	315.00 

	

340.00 	285.00 

	

670.00 	570.00 

	

649.00 	490.00 

	

300.00 	280.00 

	

69.95 	50.00 

	

540.00 	440.00 

	

99.00 	80.00 

	

165.00 	129.00 

	

945.00 	715.00 

	

790.00 	690.00 

	

835.00 	535.00 

	

379.00 	269.00 

	

599.00 	429.00 

	

799.00 	599.00 

	

645.00 	519.00 

	

89.00 	75.00 

	

199.00 	129.00 

	

350.00 	295.00 

	

99500 	725.00 

	

95.00 	80.00 

	

50.00 	42.00 

	

325.00 	245.00 

	

189.00 	159.00 

	

359.00 	299.00 

	

89.00 	72.00 

	

149.00 	139.00 

	

199.00 	169.00 

	

239.00 	169.00 

	

ft 795.00 	fr 635.00 

	

99.00 	72.00 

	

95.00 	79.00 

	

79.95 	67.00 

	

1045.00 	845.00 

	

795.00 	559.00 

	

675.00 	419.00 

	

call 	call 

	

1095.00 	705.00 

	

349.00 	270.00 

	

760.00 	599.00 

	

319.00 	269.00 

	

1299.00 	990.00 

	

129.00 	99.00 

	

99 00 	80.00 

	

19000 	150.00 

	

125.00 	fr. 89.00 

	

77.00 	72.00 

	

190.00 	170.00 

	

685.00 	515.00 

	

575.00 	339.00 

Paradox 	... 	........ $995.00 	this month only Scan 
80872 8MHz 	 $460.00 	this month only $330.00 

IBM Software 	 Our 

	

R.R.P. 	Price 
Wordstar 2000  	595.00 	455.00 
Wordstar 2000+  	795.03 	460.00 
Wordstar Professional  	595.00 	455.00 
Software not listed: call for best price  	call 	call 

DISKS 
1.2 MB disk for AT  	120.00 	75.00 
3.5 micro floppies  	75.00 	55.00 
Fuji  	79.95 	37.00 
Xidex DSDD  	65.00 	40.00 

Modems 
NetComm Smart 1234 	 $ call 
DataSat Viatel modem 	$359.00 
Netcomm In/Modem 	 $499.00 
Netcomm Smart 1200 	$829.00 
Netcomm Smart 123 	 $ call 
Netcomm Smart 2123 	$589.00 
Netcomm Smart 2400 	$1149.00 
Apple plug-in modem 	 $230.00 

IBM Hardware (sales tax included) 
Intel Above board 	 $569.00 
8087 	 $269.00 
AST 6Pak with Sidekick 	$569.00 
Easy LAN starter kit 	 $279.00 
Hercules Graphic card 	$699.00 
Irwin 10MB tape external 	$1675.00 
Irwin 10MB tape internal 	$1290.00 
Microsoft Mouse 	 $240.00 
Qubie 10MB hard disk 	$1090.00 
Qubie 20MB hard disk 	$1190.00 
Qubie 44MB hard disk 	$2700.00 
Qubie 4x4 Plus card 	 $790.00 
Qubie 6Pak 	 $379.00 
Qubie color monitor 	 $699.00 
Sigma color 400 	 $1190.00 
Sigma Maximizer AT 	 $650.00 
Sigma Maximizer PC 	 $449.00 
Sysgen 60MB tape 	 $1990.00 
Tandon 10MB hard disk 	$1150.00 
Tandon 20MB hard disk 	$1290.00 
Tandon 42MB hard disk 	$3200.00 
Taxan Super Vision III 	 $765.00 
Taxan Super Vision IV 	$1090.00 
Expansion Box, 5 slots 	$599.00 
Tulin 32MB hard disk 	 $call 

Super Specials for this month only 

Toshiba P351 Printer 
The finest 3-in-1 printer Toshiba 
made: 288 cps draft mode, 100 cps 
letter quality, 180 x 360 dots/in 
graphics! 24 pin dot matrix, 
downloadable fonts, true letter quality. 

Printers (sales tax included) 
Brother M1509 
Epson FX100+ 
KEL 3080 (18 pins) 
NEC ELF Spinwriter 
NEC P2 Color 
NEC P3 Color 
NEC P3 Pinwriter 
NEC P5 Pinwriter 
NEC Spinwriter 2000 
NEC Spinwriter 3500 
NEC Spinwriter 8800 
Toshiba P1340 
Toshiba P1351 
Toshiba P351 Printer 

Kaypro 286i System 2 	 $5950 
512KB, 1.2MB floppy, 20MB hard disk, 
Taxan mono screen 

Kaypro 286i System 3 	 $11800 
512KB, 1.2MB floppy, 44MB hard disk, 
Taxan Super Vision IV, Sigma color 400, 
60MB Sysgen tape 

Computers 
Kaypro 286i System 1 	 $4950 
512KB, 1.2MB floppy, Taxan mono screen 

Free catalogue! Discware have just 
produced a complete catalogue of IBM 
software and peripherals. Call for your copy 
today. 

$789.00 
$899.00 
$525.00 
$699.00 

$1150.00 
$1450.00 
$1199.00 
$1840.00 
$950.00 

$1690.00 
$2790.00 

$call 
$call 
$call 

Call for specials and sales-tax exempted prices: (02) 212-6933, Order by phone, or send cheque or 
money order to: DISCWARE, 5th floor, 3 Small Street, BROADWAY NSW 2007 TLX: AA23509. 
For all products not listed call (02) 212-6933, or 212-6552. Viatel * 778 000# 
All products carry full warranty. We support what we sell. All products are latest release versions. Delivery extra, 
Software from Arcom Pacific. Imagineering. SCA. Microsoft. Digital Research. Sourceware, Software Source, Intelligence, MicroPro. Ashton-Tate, Sorcim and other. 



COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE BARGAINS 
Telephone: (02) 212-6933 	Viatel *778 000# 	 TLX: AA23509 

DISCWARE, 5th Floor, 3 Smail Street, Broadway NSW 2007. 

If you are impressed by our prices 
and our product range, you would 
be even more impressed if you 
knew who some of our clients are: 
BHP, Burns Philp, 
Commonwealth Bank, CSIRO, 
CIG, TAA, Telecom... 
Why do some of Australia's top 
companies come to Discware for 
their computing needs? 
Is it because our prices are the 
lowest in the industry? 
or is it because we offer fast 
service, professional advice and 
an unmatched range of equipment 
and software from the world's 
leading companies: Olivetti, 
Kaypro, Toshiba, NEC, 
NetComm, Intel, Lotus, 
Microsoft, Borland, DRI, 
Imagineering... 
Call Discware today to find out. 

Olivetti M24 Hard Disk 	$4790 
640KB RAM, 20MB internal hard 
disk, 360KB floppy disk drive, parallel 
and serial ports, hi-res green or 
amber monitor, 6 month warranty. 

Olivetti M24 SP 	$ call 
8086 @ 10MHz, 640KB, 20 MB, 
limited stock. 

Kaypro 2000 	$2995.00 
Now with backlit screen! 
256KB RAM, 768KB option + 
$50.00, 3.5" 720KB built-in floppy 
and RAM disk, real-time clock, 8087 
option + $269.00 hard disk option 
$call, bundled software. 

Moae,.0\wsks  
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Kaypro PC 
the made-in-USA PC/XT compatible 
computer that's the price/ 
performance trendsetter. from $1595 

lirti0011110  
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Now, there's an alternative: the 
Olivetti-AT&T computers 
Olivetti M24 Twin Disk 
Drives 	 $3690 
640KB RAM, 2 x 360KB floppy disk 
drives, hi-res green or amber monitor, 
parallel and serial ports, 6 month 
warranty. 

Toshiba T1100 	 $call 
256KB RAM, 3.5" 720KB floppy, 
RGB. 

Kaypro PCI AT 80286 	$call 
No more built-in obsolescence, a 
plug-in 80286 processor board turns 
any Kaypro PC into a full 
AT-compatible machine. 

8088 CPU, 256KB RAM (768KB 
option), std 360KB drives, multi-video 
board, 9 slots, 135W power supply, 
hard disk option, AT-style keyboard 
and enclosure, serial & parallel ports, 
MS DOS & GW Basic. 

Software included with the 
Kaypro PC: 
Wordstar Professional, Correctstar, 
Star Index, Mite, Polywindows Desk 

Kaypro PC Twin Disk Drives $1995 
Kaypro PC Hard Disk 	$call 



"Dac-Easy Accountini  Eiteavanting 
is a genuinely amazing dew 	$199.00  

"I've never before in a review come right out and told readers to buy 
a product, but I'm doing it now. Dac-Easy is an incredible value." 

PC Week. August 27 1985 

PC Magazine, October 15, 1985 	Minimum Hardware Requirements: 
IBM (PC, XT or AT, VT, XT)' or other 

compatibles. 256K memory, two 51/4  
DSDD floppy disks, printer, colour or 
monochrome monitor, MS-DOS2, PC 

DOS' 2.0 or later. 
"Amazing". "Incredible". That's how the industry's 
most important reviewers describe Dac-Easy Account-
ing. 
Dac-Easy gives you seven full feature accounting mod-
ules in a single integrated package with instant access 
to General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts 
Payable, Inventory, Purchase Order, Billing and Fore-
casting. Imagine you can generate over 300 reports 
from 80 different routines . . . all in a non copy-pro-
tected package. And, with Dac-Easy you'll get a hand-
some slipcase binder with easy-to-follow documenta-
tion. Best of all, Dac-Easy Accounting can be used to 
manage either service or product oriented businesses. 

Find out for yourself why Dac-Easy is the fastest selling 
accounting package on the market. Compare Dac-
Easy's features against other packages costing thou-
sands more. Then, order your Dac-Easy Accounting by 
calling our toll free number or returning the coupon 
below. 
"EDITOR'S CHOICE" PC MAGAZINE 
"Despite its low price, Dac-Easy includes a lot of ex-
tras that you wouldn't expect to find even in a more 
expensive package." 
PC Magazine, October 15, 1985 

ANOTHER 
SOFTWARE 
REVOLUTION 

, _FROM 
V VIDEO 
TECHNOLOGY 

Dac redefines 
word processing. 
The company that shocked the world with 
Dac-Easy Accounting now takes on word processing! 

EgayeZtWoiri 
$ 129 0° 
Features include: 
4 User Defined Windows, 
Cut and Paste, Mailmerge, 
Automatic Hyphenation, 
Automatic Word Search. 

If you think the difference between word processing pack-
ages is a margin here and a footnote there, take a closer 
look at Dac-Easy Word. Loaded with features that burst 
the traditional bounds of word processing —,like window-
ing, automatic hyphenation, mail merge word search and 
much more. And in the Dac-Easy tradition, it's so easy to 
use you'll feel at home almost immediately. In minutes  

you'll be creating, editing and formatting text in ways you 
never thought possible. Dac-Easy Word . . . another revo-
lution from Dac! 
"Dac's success is likely to leave an impression on other 
publishers who, even if they won't admit it, are likely to be 
feeling the heat to sell packages of similar quality at a simi- 
lar price." 	 Info World, August 12, 1985 

STUDENTS, SMALL BUSINESS, CORP. & GOVT. SECTORS, DOCTORS & ALL 
PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A QUALITY IBM COMPATIBLE??? 

SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW COMPETITIVE 
WE ARE IN QUALITY & PRICE 
Computer Assembled and tested in Australia by Ni Compare the features yourself: 

STANDARD FEATURES \I-PC IBM-PC -XT IBM-XT 

• 8 slot motherboard with 640k ram YES NO YES YES 
• 150 watt power supply YES NO YES NO 
• Mono/graphics card standard w/parallel printer port hercules 

equivalent YES NO YES NO 
• Turbocharged with 67% speed increase YES NO YES NO 
• 2 parallel/2 serial/calendar/clock/jstick port standard YES NO YES NO 
• Choice of 2 styles of keyboards YES NO YES NO 

SYSTEMS 
Priced to sell from $1800. For complete systems choose from five different 

models. Service provided via VT trained technicians. Three levels 
of service available. 

MEL 

111111 
MIL 	/IV 

MIL II 
AW 
1111 

V 	Bankcard and Mastercard facilities available by phone 

VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
17-19 Herbert St., Dulwich Hill, N.S.W. 2203 Aust. 

Phone (02) 569-3700 (3 lines). Telex AA 10715681 VDOT 
MAILING ADDRESS 

P.O. Box 181, Petersham, N.S.W. 2049 
Australia 

-_— WARRANTY 
All‘J.' products are backed via 
our 12 month parts and labour 
policy. Plus our exclusive 24-hour 
repair policy. (If we can't fix it 
within 24 hours, we will just 
replace the defective modular 
part). 
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WHAT AN 

WHEN IMPACT SYSTEMS' Laser 800 was 
first suggested as a contender for the Aus-
tralian section of the awards, most of the 
judges couldn't believe it was a local 
product. 

It had 'landed' on the Australian scene 
so early, and was such a good product, 
that they assumed it was an import. 

The Impact was the first of the Canon-
based desktop laser printers to appear at 
local shows, which says a lot for the fore-
sight and research and development capa-
bilities at the company's Chatswood (Syd-
ney) headquarters. 

Specialists in printer interfacing, the 
company picked up on the laser develop-
ment very early in the piece — and as-
sumed most manufacturers would limit 
their machines to a single command set, 
or perhaps provide an emulation of a 
popular printer such as the Diablo or 
Qume. 

It was an accurate assumption, and the 
developers' feeling that the market would 
appreciate an 'easier-to-drive' laser 
proved just as accurate. They set out to 
provide multiple emulations and an ad-
vanced basic configuration, and did a fine 
job of it. 

Upstaging Hewlett-Packard 
Impact's most successful — and spectacu-
lar — move was offering its interface as an 
'upgrade' for Hewlett-Packard owners. 
While it might have seemed a little 
cheeky, it brought home to a lot more 
people just how good this local product 
was.  

And it isn't just patriotism that makes 
the Impact laser a success story — the 
company has just signed export deals for 
England, France, Germany and Holland. It 
is also exporting its technology (that is, 
manufacturing rights rather than finished 
products) to the United States. 

Readers who saw our laser printer run- 

It isn't just patriotism that 
makes the Impact laser a 

success story — the 
company has just signed 
export deals for England, 
France, Germany and 

Holland. 

down in the YC Yearbook, published in 
lanuary, will know we have some com-
plaints about the Impact — for example, 
some of the fonts are no better than 
mediocre — but overall it has the best 
features-per-dollar ratio of the desktop 
lasers. 

It has the widest range of emulations 
(HP Laserjet, Qume, Diablo and Epson) 
plus its own command set, all in straight 
printable ASCII characters so you don't 
have to worry about how to send it control 
characters from your favourite word pro-
cessor. You can put any printer commands 
in the middle of your text and see an im-
mediate result. 

The best part of this feature is the fact 
the standard command set is available no 
matter what emulation you have selected 
— so you can add other commands (such 
as its line- and box-drawing/shading com- 

mands) within a word processor config-
ured to drive, say, a Diablo. 

Utility and Versatility 
Items like the programmable control 
panel (with 16-character liquid-crystal dis-
play), non-volatile memory for storing set-
up parameters, and provision of both 
serial and parallel interfaces make the Im-
pact a superbly practical machine. 

And even if we don't like a few of the 
fonts, you get more of them (and can do 
more with them) than on most of the low-
cost desktops. Six fonts are provided in 
ROM on the Model II (four on the Model 
I), and they are downloaded into 15 font 
areas in RAM. 

Along the way any of them can be wi-
dened, enlarged, italicised, made bold or 
rotated, giving the user an enormous 
range of type styles to choose from. Any of 
the faces can be used in both portrait and 
landscape mode. 

User-created fonts can be downloaded, 
areas of the print page can be treated as 
'graphics cells' to allow the use of logos 
and so on, and a forms overlay capability 
is provided. This means basic forms data 
(chart outlines, boxes, shaded areas and 
so on) which will remain unchanged over 
many pages can be loaded into the ma-
chine once — it will then be automatically 
superimposed over every page printed. ❑ 

Supplier: Impact Systems, 7 Gibbs 
Street, Chatswood 2067; (02) 406 6611. 
Price: $6300 for the basic (full-fea-
tured) unit; $6900 with extra fonts; 
$9900 for a machine designed to han-
dle barcode applications; $11,600 for 
the do-everything graphics machine 
designed for CAD/CAM use; $995 for 
the Impact conversion to the HP Laser-
jet .  
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dBASE PROGRAMMERS often find them-
selves wishing the language had extra 
functiohs: soundex codes, date conver-
sions, that kind of thing. They also find 
themselves doing the same kind of work 
repeatedly: setting up menu systems, for 
example. 

Help is at hand, in the form of dToolkit, 
a collection of useful routines written by 
Lyle Braidwood, a dedicated dBase hack-
er, to solve his own problems. There's a 
good chance they will solve other users' 
problems too. 

dToolkit is actually a collection of five 
separate libraries and programs: dLibrary, 
dMenu, dFix, dCrypt and dBASIC. 

The first, dLibrary, is a collection of use-
ful assembly language routines which can 
be called from within dBase to perform 
useful functions at high speed. These in-
clude data compression, random number 
generation, square roots, soundex codes, 
check-digit generation, lower-case conver-
sion, arrays, provision of an extra 256 
memory variables, encryption, character 
class testing and conversion, amount in 
words and more. 

These are the kind of functions which 
are either impOssible or difficult (read 
slow) to write in dBase, and which. many 
programmers would simply not attempt. 
Having them available brings more com-
plex applications within the grasp of us 
mortal programmers. 
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Most dBase users will 
have had occasions when 

the system corrupts a 
database file, inserting an 
end-of-file marker in the 

middle or inserting 
corrupted data into the 

database file header. dFix 
gets around these 

problems quite adroitly. 

dMenu is a menu front-end generator 
for dBase II programs. It will handle up to 
38 levels of menus with eight levels of se-
curity and password protection. Using this 
scheme, clerical users can be forbidden 
access to the managerial reporting ele-
ments of a system, while a super-user can 
have the full freedom of the system. 

dFix is a dBase file fixer. Most dBase 
users will have had occasions when the 
system corrupts a database file, inserting 
an end-of-file marker in the middle or in-
serting corrupted data into the database  

file header. dFix gets around these prob-
lems quite adroitly. 

dCrypt is a fairly simple file encryption 
and decryption utility, which provides a 
minimal level of security for databases. 
While it will prevent unauthorised access 
to data, it cannot prevent damage or era-
sure; nor will it stop an unauthorised user 
from encrypting the file so authorised 
users are denied access. 

dBASIC is a collection of routines writ-
ten for the CBASIC compiler, which pro-
vides access to dBase databases and in-
dexes from that language. Being com-
piled, CBASIC is much faster at complex 
tasks which are not file-bound, such as the 
production of complex reports; nor is it re-
stricted to having only two files open at 
once, as dBase is. This makes it a good 
candidate for these tasks, but of course, 
before dBASIC came along, programmers 
in CBASIC could not get access to dBase 
files. 

dToolKit is a particularly interesting 
piece of software in that it was written by 
someone who uses dBase often to satisfy 
real needs. It is particularly useful for the 
small commercial software d6eloper. ❑ 

Supplier: The Computer Trader, 3 
Bowen Crescent, Melbourne 3004; (03) 
266 1995 
Price: $99 



MICRO-TO-MAINFRAME 
EXACT TERMINAL EMULATIONS 

SOFTERM PC CONNECT YOU 
WITH MAINFRAMES. 

Now you can access information services, 
bulletin boards, electronic mail systems, and 
even your company's computer from home 
or office. Softerm PC includes keyboard 
macros, a built-in phone book for automatic 
dialing simultaneous capture to print or disk, 
and much more. Softerm PC's extensive file 
transfer capabilities provide automatic 
execution using command files, support for 
popular protocols like XMODEM, and our own 
SoftransTM protocol which comes with an 
adaptable program for your host computer. 

INTEGRATES COMMUNICATIONS 
WITH ANY PROGRAM. 

Now you can add concurrent communications 
to all your favourite programs. Just load 
Softerm PC into your computer's memory so 
it will remain resident while you use other 
programs. Then, with a single keystroke, you 
can interrupt the current program and use 
Softerm to print or display files, dial a host 
computer, use terminal mode, or initiate a file 
transfer. You can return to the interrupted 
program and continue working while the other 
tasks are performed concurrently. 
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM. 

New Release 
1986 

MAKES YOUR IBM® PC WORK EXACTLY 
LIKE ANY MAJOR TERMINAL. 

Softerm PC includes exact emulations of 
more than 30 popular terminals. All keyboard 
and display functions are provided for both 
conversational and block modes. 
SOFTERM PC IS A COMMUNICATIONS BARGAIN. 

TERMINAL EMULATIONS 
M Compatible 	 TeleVideo 910, 921, 925, 950 
ADDS Regent 20, 25, 40, 60 	Texas Instruments Model 931 
ADDS Viewpoint, Viewpoint178 TRS-80 Model 16 Console 
Data General 0200, D410 	User Defined 
Datapoint 3601, 8220 * 	*Coming Soon 
Digital Equipment VT52, VT102, VT220 
Hazeltine 1400, 1410, 1500, 1520 
Hewlett Packard 2622A, 2624B 
Honeywell VIP 7205, 7801, 7803, 7813 
IBM 3101 Model 10 and 20 
Lear Siegler ADM-2, ADM-3A, ADM-5 
Softerm is also available in versions for the 
NEC APC III, Tandy 1000/1200, Wang PC, TI 
Professional, DG1, Gridcase and Apple Ile & 
lic, Macintosh version coming soon. 

* 1st QTR 1986 Additional Protocols including 
Kermit, Hayes, and Clink. 

* Seamless integration provides a transparent, micro 
to mainframe link to any PC-DOS application. 

Assigns unused device specifiers such as H: and I: 
to represent remote systems. 

* One shot from Dataview now included. Allows 
textfiles to be converted into 7 different formats 
including:- WKS, WRK, DIF, SYLK, ETC.. 

WORDCOMM Suite 203, 156 Pacific Highway 
St Leonards N.S.W. 
Australia 2065 
Telephone: (02) 439 7144, (02) 439 6312 
Telex: AA 10713845 
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Australian Software 

cif Software  

THE MACINTOSH Toolkit provides a fasci-
nating environment for programming, al-
lowing the creation of quite versatile ap-
plications without enormous amounts of 
programming effort being expended on 
the user interface code — the toolkit takes 
care of the creation of dialogue boxes and 
the like. 

An Australian company, IAM Software, 
has taken advantage of this and entered 
the fray with a product which is not quite 
unique but certainly of almost universal 
application, and which performs its func-
tion in a simple and elegant way. 

The JAM Appointment Diary is a Macin-
tosh desktop accessory — that is, it loads 
into memory from the system disk and is 
instantly accessible in the same way as 
the notepad, calculator, control pad and 
other goodies. 

Installing the program is simply a mat-
ter of using the Font/Desktop Application 
Mover to copy the application to the sys-
tem disk. Once there, it appears on the 
Apple menu and can be accessed in the 
usual way. 

When activated, the diary brings up a 
window labelled Appointments which dis-
plays the current date and time at the top 
and two months' calendars on the left side 
of the page. The current date will be high-
lighted on the first calendar. The user's 
name (there can be up to nine users —
ideal for a secretary) appears at the bot-
tom of the page. 
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To move to a month that 
is not displayed, click on 
one of the dog-ears (the 
turned-back corners) of 

the month displays. 
Similarly, the year is 

displayed in a dog-eared 
box, so navigation through 

the years is handled in 
the same way. 

The right of the page is a free-format 
text-editing area, just like the notepad, in 
which short reminders can be typed under 
whatever headings the user wishes: say, 
Meetings, Phone, Shopping — whatever. 

Clicking on any other date shows ap-
pointments and reminders for that date. 
To move to a month that is not displayed, 
click on one of the dog-ears (the turned-
back corners) of the month displays. Simi-
larly, the year is displayed in a dog-eared 
box, so navigation through the years is 
handled in the same way. 

A menu option labelled 'Auto Layout'  

allows a template to be designed for the 
text area of the window to automatically 
incorporate the same layout on each 
date/page. This is useful in jogging the 
memory when planning activities. 

In essence, that's the whole thing. Obvi-
ously, one can operate on the size control 
box of the window and the scroll bar of the 
text area, and of course one can switch be-
tween up to nine users' appointment files. 
But it's the essential simplicity of the pro-
gram which is its strength and its great at-
traction. 

Some calendar programs for the PC 
(and the Mac, for that matter) go over-
board on features and become difficult or 
cumbersome to use. The result is, quite 
simply, that they mostly aren't used. 

IAM Software is to be congratulated on 
resisting the temptation to add more fea-
tures. Printed appointment listings, for ex-
ample, would be tempting to add — but 
since this is an immediately accessible 
personal accessory, there should be no 
need for such listings. 

All in all, the JAM Software Appoint-
ment Diary is a well-thought-out acces-
sory that will add to the value of any 
Macintosh. 	 ❑ 

Supplier: IAM Software, 27A Nowranie 
Street, Summer Hill 2130; (02) 799 
1696 
Price: S39.95 



Australian Software 

THE COMPLETE 

THE COMPLETE PC Tutorial is a unique 
product in the world of IBM PC software. 
There are many examples of co-resident 
software, such as Sidekick, Smartkey and 
others; there are also lots of tutorial pro-
grams for various packages including 
DOS, but there is nothing which combines 
both techniques to run at the same time 
as the target application. 

Each lesson in the tutorial (there are 20 
of them) is a separate program. When 
loaded, the program brings up a coloured 
window (on a CGA system) at the bottom 
of the screen which, in the first lesson, in-
troduces the system. 

In essence, the program intercepts key-
strokes before DOS gets to see them, and 
if they are intended to control the tutorial, 
it simply acts on them, rather than pass-
ing them back to DOS. If the keystroke is 
intended for DOS, then the tutorial pro-
gram passes it through, and everything 
behaves normally. 

The window at the bottom of the screen 
contains instructions to the user. Gen-
erally, to move to the next page of the tu-
torial, the user simply presses the Ctrl, 
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TUTORIAL 
If I were Intouch 

Computing, I know what 
I'd be doing: producing 

similar tutorials, as fast as 
possible, for the most 

popular products: 
Wordstar, Lotus 1-2-3, 
Multimate, dBase III. 

Shift and down-arrow keys (this combina-
tion is not normally used by application 
programs and certainly not by DOS). 

However — and here is the secret of 
this program — if the page of tutorial in-
structs the user to issue a DOS command, 
then the keystrokes go straight through to 
DOS, which executes the command and 
shows the results. There is obviously 
some quite tricky programming of the PC 
CRT controller chip to keep DOS output 
from scrolling over the tutorial window. 

Lesson I introduces the tutorial system 
itself, including the commands for scroll-
ing backwards and forwards through each 
lesson. The following lessons cover the 
principles of computing, the key DOS 
commands, formatting disks and similar 
activities. As the tutorial progresses, the 

user does all these things 
and sees the results. 
The tutorial rapidly 
becomes more ad- 

vanced, and progresses to programming. 
Some time is spent on BASIC, and th( 
it's on to assembly language program-
ming, first using Debug and then MASM 
(the Microsoft Macro Assembler). 

Pretty soon we're being introduced to 
the graphics facilities of the IBM PC, then 
DOS functions, interrupts and finally 
speaker and keyboard control. By the end 
of the tutorial, the program has revealed 
most of the secrets of how it works! 

The material is paced on the quick side. 
There is absolutely no way you can gloss 
through it and come out understanding it 
all. On the other hand, if you are willing to 
work through the exercises, modify the ex-
ample programs and really think about 
what's going on, you will learn one hell of 
a lot. 

If I were Intouch Computing, I know 
what I'd be doing: producing similar tu-
torials, as fast as possible, for the most 
popular products: Wordstar, Lotus 1-2-3, 
Multimate, dBase III. The number of peo-
ple out there who want to learn to pro-
gram in assembler is not that large, but 
the number of baffled would-be 1-2-3 
users is much larger again. 

The program does have some minor an-
noyances. It was obviously developed on a 
clone, not a PC, since there are references 
to red lights on the Caps and Num Lock 
keys, and the assumption is made that 
MASM is supplied with the system (not so 
for the PC). There's also reference to a 
DOS FORMAT /0 option, which is not pre-
sent in PC-DOS. 

More important, however, is the inbuilt 
assumption that the program will be run 
on a two-drive PC — many corporate 
users, who could really get a major benefit 
from this program, will run it on an XT. 

These are only minor annoyances. The 
basic technology of the program is based 
on a quite startlingly simple idea. If In-
touch grabs it and runs with it, to produce 
even more tutorials in this vein, it has a 
definite winner. It's certainly the best all-
round introduction to the PC I've seen. D 

Supplier: Intouch Computing, I Kent 
Street, Bicton 6157; (09) 339 4431. 
Price: $69.95.  
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CREATE WITH GARFIELD! 

See Picture 	 Special Adv ork 

Get Background 	 Data Disk 

Get Stick-ons 	 Cartoon Printer 

Erase Stick-ons 	 See Instructions 

SPACE BAR — move 	RETURN — choose 

HERE'S WHERE THE 
FUN BEGINS. 

It's easy! The GARFIELD menu 
screen gives you all the options you 
need to create your own comics. 

It's up to you! Choose the characters, 
backgrounds, and props, just as a 
cartoonist does. 

It's fun! Create humorous situation 
with your favorite characters, then 
write funny lines for them, too. 

The many uses of Create with GARFIELD! are limited 
only by the imagination. 

Here are a few of the items that can be made. 

Reward labels for work 
	

Funny comics 
	

Posters to hang on your wall 
	

Name tags or badges 
well done 

Available from your local software supplier. 
Distributed exclusively in Australia by: 

dataflalli Computer Services Pty. Ltd. 
134 Barcom Ave, RUSHCUTTERS BAY 2011 Ph: (02) 331 6153 

GARFIELD Characters: © 1978, 1979, 1980 United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 
Software designed by Ahead Design 



LOOK AT ALL 
THE WONDERFUL 

THINGS 
I CAN DO. 

D LM 

A+ IN FUN, CREATIVITY 
AND EDUCATION. 

CREATE WITH GARFIELD! 

SIMPLE TO USE. 
EASY TO LOVE. 

is 

T his exciting software offers endless creative 
possibilities for GARFIELD enthusiasts from 

 

ages 9 and up. This program allows you to 
create cartoons, posters, labels and more, 
utilizing GARFIELD and his friends. Choose 
from a variety of backgrounds, props and 
GARFIELD characters. Use pre-
programmed captions, or write your 
own. When the scene is just right, 
simply print it out. 

EVERYBODY 
LOVES GARFIELD! 

G
ARFIELD's popularity is some-
thing you can rely on. Now, with 

DLM's innovative software, creative 
thinking and writing skills will be 
stimulated. A sense of design and 
sequencing will be enhanced by 
colorful graphics. With 
GARFIELD at the computer, 
learning becomes fun. 

4' 

701 APPLE FAMILY 	$49.95 
01 	COMMODORE 64/128 $44.95 



It's probably a sign of age these days if you even 
know what the title of this article is talking about. 

Tim Hartnell ponders the fall of A> and the rise of 
Macs, GEM and their ilk, and draws a few reluctant 

conclusions about the future. 

Rise and Fall 

THE RASE AND 
FALL OF lk> 

I

t began with rumours that the Macin-
tosh would soon be running scared 
Digital Research had developed a 
Mac-like front end, we were told, 

which meant any computer running 
MS/PC-DOS (like the ubiquitous IBM PC) 
would soon compete with the Mac on its 
own ground. 

The computer for the non-IBM brigade 
had suddenly become the model which 
the rest of the computer world could copy 
Digital Research had developed a program 
called Graphics Environment Manage 
(GEM) which would give many computers 
an operating environment that appeared 
to be very similar to the Macintosh, using 
a mouse to manipulate icons representing 
disks, files and menus. 

Apple co-founder, Steve lobs, who is 
generally (and erroneously, claim a few 
Apple employees) credited with master-
minding the whole Mac concept, may have 
thought that was bad enough, but he 
probably suffered a few sleepless nights 
when he heard about the lackintosh'. 

Jack Tramiel founded Commodore, and 
with a brusque management style which 
has become legendary, single-handedly 
forced his company into a pre-eminent 
position in the personal computer world 
Then he left the firm he'd founded, bought 
the then ailing Atari, and announced he'c 
soon be setting the computer world on it 
ear again with his own Mac-like compute 
— which would sell at a third of the price 
of the Apple machine. The computer pres1 
quickly dubbed the Atari 520ST the 'Jack-
intosh'. 

The 520ST would be the first machine tc 
provide GEM built-in, as part of the ROM 
but what was all the., excitement really 
about? Why was the prospect of pushing 
little images of computer files about more 
attractive than the idea of typing the] 
names? And how did the 'mouse' — the 
small electronic device about the size of 
pack of cigarettes, hooked by an umbilica 
cord to the parent computer, which the 
user rolls around the desk to simulta 
neously move a pointer on the compute 
screen — fit into all this? 

You're sure to be well on the way to an 
swering these questions for yourself i 
you've played with or own a Macintosh, o 
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if you've seen the 520ST in action. Al-
though at times I suspect the whole 
manipulation of icons and the use of the 
mouse is a little beside the point and triv-
ial, at other times I feel a powerful magic 
in seeing the actions of the mouse on the 
desk echoed on the screen, and — more 
relevant — having the computer know 
where the mouse pointer is on the screen, 
and reacting to that knowledge. 

The raw details of the Macintosh story 
are pretty well known. Icons — the little 
pictures of hands, files, disk drives, clocks 
— are not new in computer terms. Origi-
nally developed by Xerox at its Palo Alto 
Research Centre as part of the work on the 
language Smalltalk in the Seventies, icons 
first saw widespread light of day on Ap-
ple's Lisa, the over-priced and ill-fated 
forerunner to the Macintosh. 

The Empty Box 
A computer is to some extent an empty 
box, if you ignore the physical electronic 
components. The real heart of the com-
puter, the thing that 'fills up the box', is of 
course the software. From games through 
electronic spreadsheet calculators to word  

processors, computers only become capa-
ble of action with software — and soft-
ware needs humans to drive it: the 'user 
interface' is the face the software presents 
to the world. 

Gary Kildall, whose company Digital Re-
search developed GEM, is more or less re-
sponsible for many of the non-user-
friendly user interfaces we've coped with 
over the past decade. Back in 1975, when 
working at Intel Corporation, Kildall de-
veloped CP/M (Control Program for Micro-
computers). Before CP/M was developed, 
the majority of personal computers were 
operated by switches, and most output 
was in the form of flashing lights. 

As you can imagine, this meant very few 
personal computers ever found them-
selves employed on any but the most triv-
ial of tasks. Kildall developed CP/M to 
control disks, to accept input from a key-
board and to send output to a video moni-
tor. With the ability to store programs on 
disk, and an emerging standard, it became 
worthwhile to write major software for mi-
crocomputers. CP/M became the standard 
by default; it was the only game in town.  

Kildall made computers running under 

The 520ST would be the 
first machine to provide 

GEM built-in, as part of 
the ROM, but what was 
all the excitement really 
about? Why was the 

prospect of pushing little 
images of computer files 

about more attractive than 
the idea of typing their 

names? 
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Rise and Fall 

CP/M (and the vast majority of 'non-icon-
ic' computers still do exactly the same 
thing, or something pretty close to it) in-
form the operator they were ready to 
swing into action by printing something 
like this on the screen: 

A> 
The first sight of this prompt has sent a 

shiver of apprehension into the hearts of 
many who were tentatively stepping into 
the world of computers. "If that's how it 
begins," went the unspoken fear, "where 
does it end up? I could never cope." 

Most of us learned to live with the old 
A>, and eventually found ourselves 
becoming quite fond of it, in a perverse 
self-punishing way. 

Not all did so, of course. As we've seen 
over the past two years, a school of  

thought has arisen which claims what the 
world needs now is icons, sweet icons. 
And so the tribe of Macintoshes began to 
sweep across the land. And those who had 
been locked out of the orchard began to 
scheme about ways to grow their own 
fruit. 

If A> was to die, who better to help it 
on its way than the man who brought it to 
life? 

Kill, Kill! 
The Mac had proved that many people 
prefer telling a computer what to do by se-
lecting a picture of the task rather than 
typing in somewhat obscure words or 
phrases. And for people such as myself, 
who could never remember whether to 
use DELETE, ERASE or the doom-laden  

command KILL to get rid of an unwanted 
file from a disk, the idea of wiping out a 
file by 'dragging it into a trash can' was ex-
tremely attractive. 

So Digital Research applied itself, for 
those of us who already had a computer, 
didn't want to buy a Mac, but wanted to 
work that way, and created GEM. 

There are several components to GEM. 
The major handling program is called 
GEM Desktop, which provides the main 
operating mechanism of the program. This 
allows you to show your disk contents as 
icons, and to do such things as call up the 
clock or calculator, delete or copy files, 
open and close windows, and manipulate 
menus. 

You'll see (Figure 1) that my two disk 
drives are shown as icons, along with the, 

Desk ile Uiew Options 

Figure 2. 
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A superior multi-user accounting package 
within reach of every small to medium size 
business. CBA Accounting Package. 

CBA is the accounting package tailored to 
small to medium size business requirements. It's 
inexpensive, and yet it's suitable for multi-user 
operations as well as single. It's compatible with 
the most popular PC's, AT's and Local Area 
Networks. 

Suitable for so many tasks and so 
many operating systems 

CBA's highly integrated modules cover an 
extensive range of tasks, including Accounts 
Receivable/Sales Analysis, Inventory, Order 
Entry/Invoicing, Accounts Payable, Purchase 
Orders, General Ledger, Asset Register, Payroll, 
Cost Management, Bill of Materials and Report 
Writing. And all these tasks can be run on the 
world's most popular operating systems, for PC's, 
AT's and Networks. 

Software that adapts to your 
changing needs 

Rest assured that as your needs expand or as 
hardware is updated, your CBA software package 
will adapt. With CBA, redundant software is a 
thing of the past. 

Every aid to quick learning and 
smooth operation 

CBA has on-line help screens and tutorial 
documentation, which means you can pass on 
operational know-how within your own 
organisation. It also includes demonstration files 
as part of the package. 

Plus the technical support of 
Intelligence Australia 

In additional CBA users can enjoy the 
comprehensive back-up facilities of Intelligence 
Australia, including hardware maintenance, 
software support, training and consultancy. Start 
moving towards revolutionising your accounting 
function with CBA now. Fill in and post the 
coupon below for further information. Or 
alternatively, why not ring Intelligence for 
a demonstration? 

"Proven Multi-User on a wide 
range of systems" 

  

L 

U ■■ ■o■■ ■■■ ■ ■■ ■ 
Intelligence 

Business computers making sense 

State- 	 Postcode: 	 
Commercial Business Applications 
Better for business... by all accounts 

Intelligence Australia Pty. Ltd. 
60-64 Shepherd Street, 
Chippendale, NSW 2008 
Tel: (02) 699 3877 
93 King William Street, Hyde Park, SA 5061 
Tel: (08) 373 0222 
123 Moray Street, South Melbourne, VIC. 3205 
Tel: (03) 690 6600 	 YCJI 

r Show me how the CBA multi-user Accounting 
package can streamline my business. 

Name: 	  

Company 	- 

Address. 	  

CIBIA  
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Now you see it, 

Now you don't!... 
NetComm has performed the vanishing act of the year. Now Australia's most popular, most proven and 

best performing PC In/Modem is now totally internal. No more awkward line isolation boxes;  no more messy 
wires and plugs — the whole unit simply slots inside your IBM PC. 

Same Brilliant Functions. The NetComm totally internal PC In/Modem still has the unique ability to get 
the most out of packages like Crosstalk, Relay, Symphony or Open Access. It still gives you Auto Dial, Auto 
Answer, Auto Disconnect. And it's still the first industry standard 'AT' compatible, Australian designed and 
manufactured modem. Via the telephone network, it can put your PC in touch with data bases, information 
services, bulletin boards and most other PCs throughout the world. 

All this and Videotex too! Videotex software is included, and this means you can directly access VIATEL, 
BULLETIN, MONEYWATCH, AFTEL, ANZTELL, TELEBANK as well as ELDERS IXL, plus news, stockmarket reports 
and a host of other information, and all for only $599 ex tax. 

See your PC dealer today, or contact NetComm for more details. 
®PC In/Modem is a registered trademark of NetComm (Aust) Pty Ltd 

NetComm 
Total Solutions for Data Communications 

NetComm (Aust) Pty Ltd • NSW PO Box 284 Pymble NSW 2073 Tel: (02) 888 5533 
Telex: 7110712811+ (DNC002 DNCT) Minerva: 07:DNC002 Viatel: 288855330 
VICTORIA Suite 4 6th Floor 520 Collins Street Melbourne 3000 Tel: (03) 618 5104 

QUEENSLAND Suite 6 Level 11 AMP Place 10 Eagle Street Brisbane 4000 Tel: (07) 229 7376 NE18FPC 



EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER WILL ALSO GET A 
FANTASTIC 35mm CAMERA (Valued at $25) FREE!! I  

magine . }ou'll receive 12 feature-packed issues of Your Computer, (delivered to your home 
FREE). Plus — you'll also get a FREE 35mm Camera (worth $25)!„! 

AND THAT'S NOT ALL .  . 
YOU COULD ALSO WIN A DAIHATSU 'ROCKY' 4WD, LONG-WHEEL-BASE DIESEL WAGON. 

ALL FOR JUST $32! Now that's real WINNING VALUE!! 

YES! YOU COULD WIN 'ROCKY' 
With this powerful 4 Wheel Drive vehicle, you'll always be where the action is! Just look at the incredible FEATURES: 
• Power Steering • 3-Way Suspension • AM/FM Stereo Radio/Gas. • Tilt Steering • 215 SR Wide Tyres & Wheels 
• Carpeting Throughout • Full Fabric Seats 

PLUS ALL THESE SPECIAL EXTRAS: 
• Bull Bar • Tow Bar • Side Steps • Weather Shield • Exterior Striping • Sunroof • Headlamp Covers 

PLUS A UNIQUE PAINT JOB — ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND!!! 
The vehicle is the same one shown on this page) 



NOW, ALL THAT ADDS UP TO AN OFFER YOU JUST CAN'T REFUSE! ! 
BUT HURRY! This is a limited offer . . . YOU MUST ACT NOW! ! ! 
HOW TO WIN, AND CLAIM YOUR FREE GIFT: 

Simply complete your special PRIVILEGE OFFER SUBSCIPTION CARD opposite, and mail it 
FREE POST (no postage stamp required) to us. We'll automatically send you your FREE camera with 
your first issue ... and your name will be entered into the draw to WIN the DAIHATSU 'ROCKY'. 
Otter valid until 30 April, 1086 All Federal Publishing New Subscribers 

during Feb., March and April are eligible to win 

YOUR NO-RISK GUARANTEE 
If, for any reason you are not completely delighted with the magazine 

simply let us know, and we'll gladly refund the unused portion of 
your subscription. 

DON'T DELAY . . . MAIL YOUR SUBSCRIPTION 
CARD TODAY TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE GIFT! 
It the Subscription Card has been removed, please write to: 
YOUR COMPUTER 
FREE POST No. 4 I No postage stamp is requiredl 
The Federal Publishing Co. Ply lid 
P O. Box 227, Waterloo, NSW 2017 



CRT Size 
Tube 
Sync-H. Scan Frequency.  

V Scan Frequency.  
Signal Type 

Display Size al x V) 
Retrace Time (H x Vj 
Resolution 
Input Terminals.  
Dimensions 

Shipping Weight 

HR 3t 200 
Diagonal 134cm) 

Bi.ick Matrix 
7kHz 

0Hz 
RGB  1  TR Level Positive 
Sync H/V TTL Level Positive 
245mm  x  170mm 

x  0 4msec 
,  x 200 lines 

ti 	cot 

Technical Dat 

INTRODUCING IBM 
Compatible Hi-Res Monitors 

from QUBIE" 
The HR 39 and HR 134 Monochrome Monitors are direct replacements for the IBM Model 5151 Monochrome 

Display. The HR 39 features  a  GREEN phosphor screen, while the HR 134 an AMBER screen. Both monitors plug 
into the IBM Monochrome Display and Printer Adaptor (or compatible) card.  

The HR31 200 Colour Monitor is  a  direct replacement for the IBM Colour Display. It plugs into the IBM 
Colour/Graphics Adaptor (or compatible) card. The HR31 200 features 0.31mm dot pitch and a black matrix picture 

tube. This special tube reduces glare and enhances RGB colour to ensure superb picture quality.  
All three monitors include  a  tilt and swivel base. Use your Qubie' monitor as you would the IBM , it will in no way 

affect the normal use or function of your Personal Computer.  

Models HR 39 & HR 134 

(All models Right-hand controls only.) 

Technical Data 
CRT Size: 
Phosphor 
Sync-IL Scan Frequency: 

V. Scan Frequency: 
Signal Input: 

Video Response: 
Display Size (H x V): 
Display Thne (H x V): 
Resolution: 

Display Formats: 

Input Terminals: 
Dimensions: 

Shipping Weight 
All models:  

• Int 39 & Mt 134 
12-  Diagonal (29cm) 
HR 39 (Green): HR 134 (Amber) 
18.432kHz 
50/60Hz 
Video - TTL Level Positive 
Sync. H -111 Level Positive 
Sync. V - TEL Level Negative 
20MHz 
203mm x 135rnm 
44Ms x 18.99msec 
Centre 1,000 lines 
Corner 800 lines 
9 x 14 matrix, 2000 characters in 
80 x 25 format 
9 pin "Er type connector 
10.5-(H) x 15-(W) x 12-(0) 
257(H) x 367(W) x 294(D)mm 
11.36kg 

240V AC/50Hz 

DEALER ENQUIRIES: Qum/. 

9/62 Blackshaw Avenue, Mortdale, 2223 - Phone: (02) 579 3322 

America's leading distributor of IBM PC accessories is 
now supplying your IBM dealer locally.. . 

Also available: IBM key boards, multifunction memory boards and modems. 
IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation 



Rise and Fall 

'trash can' for disposing of unwanted 
items. As well, one of the 'drop-down 
menus' is shown. You can select items 
from that menu simply by placing the 
mouse pointer on the name of the item 
you want, then pressing the mouse but-
ton. 

You can open a satisfyingly complicated 
multitude of windows on the screen, and 
have them overlapping in joyous confu-
sion (as you can see in Figure 2), though 
only one window is 'active' at a time. You 
need to 'close' the window you're working 
on before you can open another. 

Now GEM is just a visual 'front end'. Be-
hind all the icons, the trash can, the flash-
ing rectangles and multiple overlapping 
windows, good old A> still lurks. But you 
need never know. You can get all your old 
software running under GEM camouflage 
with practically no effort at all. 

lust by using GEM Desktop, you can ex-
amine non-GEM disks and get them up 
and running. You can see (Figure 3) the re-
sult of having Wordstar in my drive B,  

GEM in drive A, and opening a window for 
drive B. The 'iconic representation' of the 
contents of the disk is shown. To trigger 
Wordstar, all I would need to do is click on 
the mouse button. 

You can see the arrow in the picture is 
pointing at the file called WS.COM, which 
is the filename I would normally enter 
from the A> prompt to get Wordstar run-
ning. Under GEM, I click on the button 
once to get the icon of WS.COM to change 
colour (showing it has been selected), 
then select the word Open from the drop-
down menu (across the top of the screen) 
headed File. 

Once I've done this, the GEM screen 
clears and Wordstar runs as normal. When 
I've finished with Wordstar, on exiting 
from the program I discover I'm back on 
the GEM desktop. 

You can use GEM to 'tailor' the icons 
produced by your non-GEM disks, so they 
look as interesting as possible when in-
voked via GEM. For example (Figure 4), 
here is a games disk of mine, which has  

been tailored for GEM operation. Any disk 
of programs — even ones you write your-
self — can be tailored to be GEM-driven 
in this way. You need never confront A> 
again. 

Gem Draw 
A companion program to the Desktop is 
Draw, which produces a blank 'drawing 
board' on which you can vent your artistic 
skills. Even total non-artists (such as my-
self) can produce creditable results (see 
Figure 5) simply by drawing one object, 
then colouring, deforming and duplicating 
it electronically. This whole picture was 
created from a single 'flower'. 

As you can see, Gem Draw looks even 
more like the Macintosh than the Macin-
tosh. With GEM Paint (under develop-
ment, but not available at the time of writ-
ing this article), all the artistic flexibility of 
the Mac promises to be available for the 
rest of us. 

GEM has had a good start. As well as 
the colour version available with the Atari 

So you want to 
programme your 

1113M-PC... 
What now? 

ASIC is not aproblem and 
Assembly Language 

is simple with The 
CompletePC Tutorial.It is 

the first tutorial system to 
use the Intouch Window Teaching 
Technique working concurrently with 
the Operating System and System 
Software. Whether you need to learn 
BASIC or want to take control with 
Assembly Language, The Complete PC 
Tutorial is your answer. 

MAGNUM 5901B 

The Complete PC Tutorial comprises 
2 diskettes and operates with an IBM-PC or 
work-alike running PC-DOS or MS-DOS 
with 128KRAMorbetter.It'sunprotected 
and available from most 	 
software outlets at 
$69.95 or direct from 
Intouch Computing. 

INT i=1.1=iil 
COMPUTING 

1 Kent Street, Bicton, 
Western Australia 6157 

Phone: (09)339 4431 
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Figure 5. 
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Most of us learned to live 
with the old A>, and 

eventually found ourselves 
becoming quite fond of it, 

in a perverse 
self-punishing way. 

520ST, GEM has been implemented for 
MS/PC-DOS machines, along with a ver-
sion for such computers as the Apricot 
and certain Olivetti machines. A 68000 
version, known as GEM DOS, has also 
been released. According to the UK weekly 
trade magazine, Microscope, reports from 
the US say Digital Research is considering 
GEM DOS versions for the Amiga and —
wait for it — the Macintosh. It is generally 
conceded that a Mac implementation 
would be more of a publicity stunt than a 
real product, but DRI might see it as worth 
it, just to see Steve lobs squirm even 
more. 

So there you have it. A chance for the 
rest of us to get involved in the world of 
mice and icons. Although A> still lives on 
as old software in new bottles, more and 
more GEM-based software will emerge 
which, like DRI's own Draw, will have never 
even said hello to A>. Draw cannot be in-
voked from A>ville, and it cannot take you 
there. As more and more software devel-
opers start their work with GEM rather  

than tacking it on afterwards, A> and its 
aggressive cousins will fade into history. 

Whether you run the GEM environment 
on an Atari, a machine running MS-DOS 
or PC-DOS, or something else, it doesn't 
matter. At heart GEM is GEM (although 
specific implementations, like that for the 
520ST, provide additional goodies such as 
a 'control panel', which does not appear 
on the original 8086 version for the IBM 
PC). You'll find once you know how to op-
erate it, you won't even have to know 
which computer you're working with. 

Remember, mighty GEMs from tiny 
icons grow. 

Tim Hartnell is the author of many popular com-
puter books. His work on GEM, Harnessing 
the Power of GEM, will be published by Inter-
face Publications/Pitman this month. Tim would 
like to acknowledge the help given to him by Sue 
and Barry of Arcom Pacific (the Australian agent 
for GEM) in getting to grips with the program. 111 
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Now Fuji brings you 
excellence in floppy disks. 

There's nothing more frustrating than having a disk go down 
when it is filled with valuable data. That was our understanding 
when we first started designing our floppy disks. 

We decided to do it right! 
The result is a range of products that is so reliable, it carries a 

lifetime warranty. 
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Giantkiller 

LABTAM TACKLES THE GIANTS 

0  n the edge of a vast paddock 
about 25 kilometres east of Mel-
bourne a small high-tech com-
pany is tilting at windmills. The 

company is Labtam International and the 
windmills are giant multi-national compa-
nies. However, unlike Don Quixote, the 
impractical hero in Cervantes' romantic 
novel, this windmill tilting is neither ex-
travagant nor idealistic: Labtam confi-
dently intends to have a turnover of $100 
million by 1999, and a staff of 500. 

The company has the figures on the 
board to prove it is going places. Four 
years ago it turned over $2.3 million, and 
had less than 25 staff members. The '84-
'85 fiscal period saw the figures increase 
to $16 million, and the projected figure for 
the current fiscal period is $25 million. 

The company is riding high on the back 
of a computer that came about more or 
less by chance, according to John Sciffer, 
general manager, Computer Systems Divi-
sion. Two of the current directors, Don 
Dryden and Heimo Eberhardt, started a 
scientific instrument company in 1972 
with their redundancy cheques. In 1975 
they attended an international conference 
at Monash University, Melbourne, where 
they were exposed to a new emission 
source technique known as Inductively 
Coupled Plasma. This technique, matched 
with suitable optical equipment, offered a 
new solution to elemental analysis. They 
decided to develop an ICP system using 
modern technology that could be mar-
keted around the world, as well as in Aus-
tralia. 

David Tam and Trevor Knight joined the 
company and assisted in developing the 
first commercial scanning ICP system 
available in the world. This instrument is 
now known as the Plasmascan. 

Because of the large amount of data 
now available to the operator from ICP, it 
became obvious that a new type of com-
puter had to be developed to process this 
information, and development of the Lab-
tam Series 3000 computers began in late 
1980. 

"They didn't realise what they really 
had," Sciffer explains, "until they heard all 
the comments from users as to its possi-
ble application in the commercial market-
place. 
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Labtam International 
began as a small company 

manufacturing scientific 
instruments. When these 
instruments proved to be 

so advanced they needed a 
special computer to 

analyse the data they 
produced, Labtam set 

about building one — and 
quickly found a 

commercial market for its 
top-quality products. 

Diane Lyttleton reports on 
the startling growth of one 
of Australia's top computer 

companies. 
"They had tried to buy in a system 

which could do what they required, and 
when they couldn't they had to make one. 

"When the first commercially oriented 
Labtam computer was sold, the move 
shifted the concentration for the company 
to 80 per cent of revenue being generated 
by the computer division and 20 per cent 
by the scientific instrument division." 

Dryden and Eberhardt had started out 
in a little factory in Mordialloc, not far 
from their present site, where three Lab-
tam complexes sit with other small facto-
ries on the edge of the paddocks. The Lab-
tam complexes are for computers, scien-
tific instruments and circuit boards.  

The company has expanded so rapidly it 
now needs to move again. This time it re-
quires three and a half hectares. 

Attracting Investment 
With the change of direction a regearing of 
the company's capital base became nec- 

essary, and two years ago the Pratt Group 
Ltd took up a 35 per cent stake in Labtam 
with the option to transfer the holding to 
Australian Pacific Technology (APT), a 
management and investment company 
with which the Pratt Group was formally 
involved. Eight months later APT bought 
14 per cent of Labtam, while the Pratt 
Group maintained its original 35 per cent 
interest. 

"Labtam was APT's first investment," 
Sciffer says, "and now we're going public. 
We should be listed on the main board of 
the Melbourne Stock Exchange by April. 
This will provide capital for further expan-
sion." 

Labtam International is well known 
overseas as a manufacturer of quality 
computer hardware and scientific instru-
ments, with most of its revenue derived 
from export sales. In January 1984 Lab-
tam's exports, largely to the USSR and 
China, made up 90 per cent of its revenue.  

This emphasis is changing fast, and the 
turnaround is the result of Labtam decid-
ing to seek a higher profile in its own 
country and appointing a sales team of 
professionals who have all had at least 25 
years in the computer industry. 

"We are taking a young company and 
setting it in the right direction with these 
people. They are excellent people who un-
derstand marketing," Sciffer says. He re-
cruited them, and has himself been in the 
industry for 36 years. 

"We are a young Australian company up 
against the internationals, and a lot of 
these new people welcome the challenge, 
especially those who have worked for the 
big internationals." 

World First 
In May last year Labtam introduced the 
world's first Unix computer using the most 
advanced 32-bit silicon chip from Na-
tional Semiconductor, the 32032 micro-
processor. (The Unix operating system is 
becoming a world standard for supermi-
cros and minicomputers.) According to 
Sciffer, Labtam's Unix 32-bit system's 
power is equivalent to the Vax 11/780. 

"When we introduced it the industry 
didn't believe it was possible. The leaders 
in Australia shook their heads and said 
the machine couldn't exist because the 
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chips weren't available commercially. 
We'd done something no other company 
in the world had done: we were the first in 
the world to receive engineering chips 
from National Semiconductor." 

According to Sciffer, National Semicon-
ductor approached Labtam and offered its 
research and development team the first 
engineering samples of the new chip be-
cause it thought the company had de-
veloped the technology to match the 
capabilities of the 32032 chip. 

"They were actually staggered at how far 
we had gone on our own," Sciffer adds 
with satisfaction. "We received orders in 
Australia for 60 Unix boxes, gained a Fed-
eral Government contract to supply Unix 
machinery for three years to the Depart-
ment of Aviation and won preferred sup-
plier status to the University of Queens-
land. 

"The Labtam is a quarter the size and a 
quarter the price of the Vax 11/780, yet it 
has the same crunching capacity — the 
same power — as has always been re- 

garded as standard. 
"We've had a bit of joy with this," Sciffer 

adds as an obvious understatement. 
"It is a true 16-user system, whereas 

most Unix systems available will peter out 
after four or five are tacked onto them. 

"This machine is the springboard for all 
our other development, and our research 
department will continue to enhance it." 

Walking on the Chinese Wall 
The Unix system, while proving extremely 
popular in Australia, will also enhance 
Labtam's activities in the Chinese market .  

With the recent decision to stop all im-
ports of 8/16-bit microcomputers to.  
China, apparently the result of a recent 
buying drive in the microcomputer area 
that failed to find proper applications, 
China has been concentrating on 32-bit 
machines. 

Labtam is said to use the only operat-
ing system able to run software written in 
both English and Chinese. Accordingly, 
Labtam hopes a joint project with the  

Academy of Science in China will result in 
a manufacturing plant in China to develop 
the first Chinese-built mainframe com-
puter for overseas commercial markets. 

While China is ordering the 32-bit com-
puter from Labtam, the USSR is largely in-
terested in Labtam's 8/I6-bit computer for 
laboratory work and for similar centres in-
volved in data acquisition. Labtam has 
signed technology agreements with both 
the USSR and China, and has offices in 
Moscow and Hong Kong. 

Heimo Eberhardt is the export manager 
of the company, while chairman Don 
Dryden is president of the Australian 
Computer Equipment Manufacturers' As-
sociation, which brings together Aus-
tralian computer and telecommunications 
equipment manufacturers. The aim of 
ACEMA is to foster an indigenous com-
puter industry. 

Sciffer says Labtam is just starting.to 
get credibility locally, despite the fact it is 
Australia's largest computer manufactur- 
er. 	 ► 
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"People see us as a competitor in the 
personal computer market, and we have 
never been into PCs. We are a vendor of 
multi-units that support more than one 
user. 

"The people who started buying single 
units are now coming to us. We are really 
going places with a good research and 
development group and people who un-
derstand marketing. 

"At the moment all our systems are 
hand-built. A major result of a float on the 
Stock Exchange will be the automation of 
our manufacturing facility." 

This move will place the company in a 
good position to consider a launch in the 
United States market. 

The company's new chief executive, 
Roger Levy, firmly believes it is possible to 
manufacturer cost-effectively in Australia 
and says there will be no off-shoring for 
Labtam 

"We will be developing more hardware 
and software and, with growth, aiming for 
a 50 per cent export market. Satisfying the 

"Labtam has achieved its 
unique status in the 

scientific instrument and 
information technology 

markets by being a world 
leader in research and 
development for both 

industries." 

needs of our customers is our first priority 
and we have restructured the company 
under the motto 'The Customer is King'. 
One of the biggest advantages of Labtam 
for customers is that we can provide tech-
nical assistance quickly if there are any 
problems." 

Don Dryden, writing a chairman's ad-
dress in a company profile, stated, "Lab- 

tam is endeavouring to double turnover 
each year and invest 30 per cent of total 
overheads in research and development. 
We believe our future success can only be 
ensured by maintaining a high emphasis 
on research and development. Labtam 
has achieved its unique status in the 
scientific instrument and information 
technology markets by being a world 
leader in research and development for 
both industries." 

It is all a far cry from when Dryden, the 
salesman, and Eberhardt, the service engi-
neer, were retrenched and began building 
up a little company with the help of their 
families. Eberhardt is now 39 and Dryden 
is nearing retirement. 

Labtam won an Australian Export 
Award in 1982 and a Small Business 
Award the same year; in 1985 it was 
awarded an Australian Design Award. 

The young company that started out in 
a quite different direction appears to be 
branching out very successfully in the 
high-tech area of computer technology. 0 
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•i MORROW'S PIVOT II The portable which • • • •  • acts like a desktop • • • 
• The Pivot II is the first battery-operated 	 • 
• • • portable computer that runs any 	 • 
• 
• software written for the IBM PC. You no 

El
•  
ii • longer lose anything when you leave 	 • 

• your IBM PC on your desk at work and 	 • 
• • 
• carry your portable home. 	 • 
III 	 o • 	 •• The Morrow Pivot II comes with: 	

• 
• 

• * 1 or 2 360 Kbyte 51/4 " floppy 	 M 
• ▪ 	disk drives 	 • •  
• ' A minimum of 256 Kbytes RAM 	 • 
• * A 25-line display featuring 	 • 
II • 
• advanced technology which 	 • 
• provides legibility under any • 
• lighting conditions 	 le 
• • 
• * RGB and composite video 	 • 
• output 	 • 
• * IBM PC expansion bus 	 • 

• 
• ▪ 	connection, so you can plug in to 	 • 
M 	a whole range of boards and 	 • 
• options giving you the full- 	 II 
• • 
• functionality of a desk-top PC 	 • 
• Software included with the Pivot 	 • 
• is the industry-standard MS-DOS 	 II 
• • 
• 2.11 operating system, the 	 • 
III 	Newword word processor and 	 Distributed in Australia by: 	 Also available from: 	 • 

personal utility software built into 	 MULTI FLEX SERVICE 	
• • • AUTOMATION 	 • • the unit's 32-Kbyte ROM. 	 249-251 Pitt St., 	 • 

•  
• 

All this power is packed into an 	 Sydney, 
	 • 

NSW 2000 	
• 

• attractive unit measuring 33 by 15 	 STATHAM Pty Ltd 	 • 
(02) 276-9336 	 • 

• by 24 cms and weighing less than • 
• 6 kg with two disk drives! 	 47 Birch Street, Bankstown 	 COMPTETRON 	 • 

•  • 
• Portable computer technology 	 NSW 2200. (02) 709 4144 Telex. AA73316 	252 Abbotsford Rd.,  
• has reached maturity — the Pivot 	 Mayne, Old 4006 	

• 
II 

II 	II is the proof 	 A FULL SERVICE MORROW DISTRIBUTOR SINCE 1976 	 (07) 52 9522 	 • 
• M 
SIM110•11•••••••••••11••••••••011•11•000•10•••••••••••••••11•11•111•••••••••••11011••••••••••••••••• 
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C For Smarties — Part 6 	  77 
Les sez the C can be rather obscure at times, so to be on the safe side 
he's clad himself in his Jacques Cousteau rubber suit for the dura-
tion of this lesson. For entertainment he'll sing some old C expres-
sions (or dittos), and as he sinks further beneath the C-level, where 
temperatures are known to be non-zero, his voice will rise to a false-
etto in b minus a. (Obscure probably isn't the word.) 

Feeling Outa Sorts 	  80 
Tim Hartnell is feeling even less buoyant than the Bell, after sorting 
out the bubbles from the shells, and swapping the insertions for the 
sort by count — which turns out to be by far the most efficient sort 
anyway. 

Computing for Birdwatchers 	  93 
"Here's a character . . . 1 got that character, so send me another." A 
greedy sort? A case of misplaced identities? No, it's all part of Les's 
latest lecture on the mysteries of computing—the ins and outs of 
them. You know, the I/O mechanisms, the bits that let you enter 
things in the computer, and let the computer regurgitate 
them? . . . perhaps you should read the article. 
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COLORIMONOCHROMEIVIDEOIGRAPHIC DISPLAY CARD 

MIR 

KEY-STATE 

THE MOST ADVANCED MAIN BOARD 
YOU COULDN'T EXPECT BETTER! 
LOW COST, HIGH PERFORMANCE 

ECONOMIC DISPLAY CARD FOR 16 BIT PC/XT COMPUTER 
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TEXT - 80 x 25 CHARACTERS 

• DIRECT INTERFACE FOR LIGHT PEN OR MOUSE 

FOR MORE INFORMATIONS PLEASE CONTACT US TODAY. 
OVER 20 ADD-ON CARDS YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM!  

• FULL IBM PC/XT COMPATIBILITY 
• 640K RAM ON BOARD - 2 ROWS OF 256K RAM CHIP 

- 2 ROWS OF 64K RAM CHIP 
(64K - 640K RAM SELECTABLE) WITH PARITY CHECK 

• 6.67 MHZ, HI-SPEED 8088-2 CPU, WITH 8087 MATH-
COPROCESSOR OPTIONAL 

• 8K BIOS ROM 
• 8 CHANNEL INTERRUPT 8259 
• 4 CHANNEL DMA 8237-5 
• 8 I/O SLOTS 

KfaY-STATE INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
2F-2. No. 8, Lane 151. Sec. 2. Fushing S. Rd.. Taipei. Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Tel: 1021 703-6422, 702-8320 Telex: 13299 KYSTAT 
Fatory: No. 38. Yungjen Rd.. Yungho. Taipei Hsien, Taiwan. R.O.C. 
Tel: 1021 928-5036. 929-1 54 7 



This month, Les Bell indulges his fascination with 
C-levels. The lesson centres around C creatures at 

the operator tide line, including unary octopi, the odd 
binary cuspid and the ternery, a rare C-gull. 

THE C PROGRAMMING language is unu-
sual in being both low-level and high-level 
at the same time. In this month's article 
we explore some low-level operators and 
some high-level control structures. 

The , Operator 
You'll recall that the for loop in C is con-
siderably more powerful than that in 
BASIC and other languages. Rather than 
being a loop statement in its own right, it 
is a modification and restructuring of the 
while loop. As such, it is not restricted to 
the simple task of loop counting — it can 
also carry initialisation, test and reinitiali-
sation expressions. 

So, to calculate a factorial, for example, 
we can write the following short program: 
/* fact.c */ 

main() 

long i,j,fact; 
fact = 5; 
for (1=1,j=1;i<=fact;i++,j*-1.); 
printf("\nFactorial %Id = %ld",i,j); 

Here, we are using the for loop in a 
more powerful way (slightly). There are 
still three components to the for state-
ment, but two of them have sub-compo-
nents. The initialisation statement con-
sists of the expression: 

i=1,j=1; 

The comma operator has higher prece-
dence than the semi-colon, and associ-
ates from left to right. In other words, the 
expression sets i equal to 1 and then sets j 
equal to 1. Of course, I could have written: 

i = j = I; 

but that wouldn't have used the comma 
operator, which is what I wanted to ex-
plain! 

The loop comparison test is very 
straightforward — nothing interesting 
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Expression Meaning 

c 	+= 	2; 
1 	*= 	i; 

c 	- 	c 
i 	= 	i 

+ 	2; 
* 	i; 

span 	/= 2; span 	= span 	/ 	2; 
status »= 2; status = 	status » 2; 
status &= MASK; status = 	status & 	MASK; 

Table I. 

X Y X8L8LY 

F F F 
F T F 
T F F 
T T T 

Table 2. 

C PROGRAMMING 

here. However, the reinitialisation also 
has two statements, to both increment i 
and multiply the value of j. Notice also 
that the body of the loop is empty; all the 
work is done in the for statement itself. 

The statement which multiplies the 
value of j is also an interesting use of C's 
shorthand: 

j *= I; 

This expands into j = j * I;. Whenever 
you want to perform some operation on a 
variable, such as adding some value to it, 
right-shifting it, multiplying its current 
value by something and storing the result 
again, you can use a shorthand version of 
the expression. Some examples are shown 
in Table 1. 

Of course, that expression in the for 
statement could have been written: 

which would have had the same effect, 
though it would be less readable. C can 
get pretty obscure at times, so I often 
prefer to use less compact, but more 
easily understood equivalents. 

The Ternary Which 
Computer scientists classify operators as 
unary, binary or ternary. A unary operator 
is one which acts on a single value or vari-
able, such as unary minus; —I is the unary 
minus operator applied to I. Other unary 
operators include the pre- and post-incre-
ment and decrement operators we saw 
last month. 

Binary operators are those which oper-
ate on two values or variables to produce 
a result. The best-known examples are +, 

and /. These operators combine two 
values. 

Ternary operators, which are consider-
ably more unusual, combine three values. 
C has only one ternary operator, but that's 
one more than most computer languages. 

The ternary which operator, ?, is used to 
return one of two values depending on the 
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logical value of some third expression. Its 
syntax is as follows: 
logical-expression ? true-expression : 
false-expression 

Logical-expression is a C expression 
which evaluates to either true or false 
(that is, I or 0). Depending on its value, ei-
ther true-expression (which need not, de-
spite the name, have a value of true) or 
false-expression (ditto) is returned as the 
value of the expression. The latter two ex-
pressions should be of the same, scalar, 
type. Let's see some examples: 

a>b?a:b 

If a is greater than b, the value of the ex-
pression is a; if the expression a > b is 
false, however, the value of the expression 
is b. 

i ? i + '0' : 

Here, if i is non-zero, that is, true, the ex-
pression evaluates to the character 
equivalent to i; while if i is false, that is, 
zero, the expression evaluates to a space 
(i is assumed to be in the range 0 to 9). 

The ternary which is extremely useful as 
a kind of modified if command which, 
rather than selecting one branch of execu-
tion, selects one of two values for inser-
tion into an expression or statement. The 
closest equivalent in other languages is 
the IIF (immediate if) statement in dBase 
III Plus.  
Logical AND and OR 
The logical AND (&&) operator is a binary 
operator which takes two values and 
ANDs them to produce a result. The AND 
function is given by the truth table — see 
Table 2. 

The first two columns in the table repre-
sent the possible values of the variables X 
and Y, each of which can take the value 
true or false. In the C language, false is 
represented by the value zero, while true 
is any non-zero value (an important point 
to remember, since it is used in many C  

functions). If the compiler has to generate 
a value of true, it will generate a one. The 
third column is the result of the operation 
X && Y. 

The essential thing to remember is that 
X && Y is true if and only if X is true and Y 
is true. 

The logical 'OR function (written as II, 
two vertical bars) can be similarly ex-
pressed through a truth table—see Table 
3. 

X Y XII Y 

F F F 
F T T 
T F I 
T T T 

Table 3. 

In this case, the essential point is that X 
II Y is true if either X is true or Y is true (or 
both). 

The third logical operator is the ! (NOT) 
operator. This negates a logical value or 
expression, turning a zero (false) into a 
one (true) and any non-zero value (true) 
into a zero (false). It is a unary operator, 
and has higher precedence than and and 
or (sorry about that), so it takes effect be-
fore those operations. 

Bearing all that in mind, then, what 
does the following program print? 

main() 

Int x,y,z; 
x = -1; 
y= 0; 
z = 1; 
printf("\n x && y 	%d", x && y); 
printf("\n x 	y = %d", x II y); 
printf("\nix II y 	%d", ix II y); 
printf("\n x && z 	fed*, x && z); 

The answers are at the end of the article. 

Bitwise Operators 
Related to the logical operators, but used 
for different purposes, are the bitwise 
operators. These are higher in precedence 
than the logical and and or operators, so 
will be executed first in an expression. 

There are three binary bitwise opera-
tors: & (bitwise and), - (bitwise exclusive 
or), and I (bitwise or), ranked in order of 
precedence. Their truth tables are shown 
in Table 4. 

In these tables, true and false have been 
replaced by one and zero, since we are 
dealing with the values of individual bits 



Answers: 

x && y = 0 
x II y= 1 
!x II y = 0 
x && z = 	1 

C PROGRAMMING 

in an integer type (char, int or long). When 
two variables are operated upon bitwise, 
the result is generated bit by bit along the 
length of the variables. 

Let's look at an example: 

Decimal 
	

Binary 

	

1 
	

01 

	

& 2 
	

&10 

	

0 
	

00 

Or, for the bitwise or operator: 

Decimal Binary 
1 01 

I 	2 110 

3 11 

The operator is applied to pairs of corre-
sponding bits in both values. 

Bitwise and and or, as you can see from 
the truth tables, are analogous to their 
logical counterparts. The only 'new' opera-
tor is the exclusive or operator, which pro-
duces a result of one when the two input  

values are different and zero when they 
are the same. In other words, exclusive or 
of X and Y is true when either Xis true or Y 
is true, but not both. 

There is a unary bitwise operator, —, 
called one's complement. This is a bitwise 
not operator, which simply inverts all the 
bits in its argument. Here's an example: 

decimal 
= -'00000001 
	

binary 
= 11111110 
	

binary 
= -2 
	

decimal (two's 
complement arithmetic) 

A Bit Of A Shift 
C also provides the ability to shift all the 
bits in a variable to the right or left a 
specified number of places, which is use-
ful in writing specialised binary arithmetic 
functions (shifting n bits to the left is 
equivalent to multiplying by 2 to the 
power n) and for calculating polynomials 
for error detection on files and communi-
cations programs. 

The two operators provided are >>  

(right shift) and << (left shift), and they 
are binary operators. Some examples: 

1 « 3 = 8 Decimal 
00000001 « 3 = 00001000 Binary 

3 « 4 = 48 Decimal 
00000011 << 4 = 00110000 Binary 

48 » 5 = 1 Decimal 
00110000 << 5 = 00000001 Binary 

At the top of the precedence table, of 
course, are the parentheses, which are 
used to modify the order of evaluation of 
expressions which would otherwise be 
wrong. Parentheses can be used on any 
type of expression — logical, binary arith-
metic, floating point, character, and so on. 

The other operators relate to topics we 
have not yet addressed, and we will deal 
with them later. However, the first two we 
should look at are & (address of) and * 
(pointer indirection) — we'll save them for 
the next instalment. 	 ❑ 

X Y X&Y 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

Table 4. 

X Y X —Y 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

X Y XiY 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 1 
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OUT OF SORTS 

Most of the computer programs 
in regular use around the 
world are applications or 
business programs, and the 

majority of them use sorts in some form 
or another. In fact, according to Jonathan 
Amsterdam, writing in Byte magazine 
(September, 1985, p. 105), 90 per cent of 
all computer programs do some kind of 
sorting. 

The most basic sorting needs are for a 
series of strings to be placed in alphabeti-
cal order, or for numbers to be placed in 
an ascending or descending series. 
Whether it is names of products in a store-
room, a mailing list to be ordered by post-
codes, or a ranking of examination results 
from highest to lowest within a class, 
similar sorting techniques can be used. 

However, there is a bewildering number 
of sorting algorithms, and they differ 
wildly in their efficiency. We'll be looking 
at five different sorting techniques in this 
article, in which the most efficient one 
works 30 times faster than the least effi-
cient. You'll probably find it quite interest-
ing to run the different sorts on your own 
computer, and time them as they sort out 
your own lists. The difference in speed — 

80 

You may be surprised to 
learn 90 per cent of all 
programs run some kind 

of sort process — but now 
you know, it'll be easy to 

appreciate that the kind of 
sort you use is going to 
make a big difference 

either to the time it takes 
to run your program, or 
the memory overheads 
required — or, in the 
worst case, both. Tim 
Hartnell examines five 

different sort algorithms, 
and ranks them for speed 

and efficiency. 

which will, of course, be most noticeable 
with a long list — is quite amazing. 

Although it makes little practical differ-
ence which sort you use when the list to 
be sorted is short, it becomes increasingly  

important as the length of the list grows. 
And if you're writing a business applica-
tions program which either sorts a long 
list from time to time, or sorts short lists 
frequently, it is very important to chose 
the most efficient sort. 

You'll find the programs in this article 
should work with little or no modification 
on any computer which uses BASIC. I've 
deliberately stuck to a common subset of 
BASIC to make it easy to run the programs 
on any machine. 

Speed and Storage 
Tony Guttmann, a lecturer at the Univer-
sity of Newcastle, NSW, in his book Pro-
gramming and Algorithms (Heinemann, 1977; 
p. 146), points out that choosing the cor-
rect sort for a job often involves a compro-
mise between various incompatible re-
quirements. "The two most commonly 
conflicting requirements," he writes, "are 
storage space and executive time." Some 
sorts, as we shall see, demand no addi-
tional memory to that which holds the 
original unsorted data. In the worst case, a 
second array equal in size to the one hold-
ing the original data is needed to hold ele-
ments during a sort. The other sorts lie be-
tween these two extremes. 

In each of the programs in this article, 
the list to be sorted is an array filled with 
random numbers, which are then sorted 
into ascending order. The number of ele-
ments in the list can easily be altered, to 
demonstrate clearly that the efficiency of 
some sorts declines quite dramatically as 
the length of the list to be sorted in-
creases. 



OUT OF SORTS 

Bubble Sort 
We'll start with the Bubble Sort (program 
A). In this, the computer looks at the first 
two elements in the list — A(K) and 
A(K+1) — and swaps them over if neces-
sary. Next, the program looks at elements 
two and three in the list, and interchanges 
them if required. Once it has reached the 
end of the list on the first pass, the bubble 
sort program goes back and does it over 
and over again, until the list is in order. 
The time a bubble sort takes to order a list 
is proportional to the square of the num-
ber of elements to be sorted. 

You can use your computer's internal 
clock to see how long it takes the program 
to sort a particular list into order. On the 
IBM PC, on which these programs were 
developed, the string variable TIMES 

10 REM Bobbie Sort 
20 CLS:INPUT "How many items to be sorted";N: 
CLS 
30 DIM AIN) 
40 FOR 0=1 TO N:A(Q)=INTIRNO(1).N+1):NEXT 0 
50 PRINT "Sort starting now.... 
60 K=1 
70 X=A(K):Y=A[K+1) 
BO IF X<Y THEN 140 
90 AIK)=Y:A(K+11=X:TEMP=K-1 
100 IF TEMP=O THEN 140 
110 X=AITEMPI:Y=A(TEMP+1):IF X<Y THEN 130 
120 A(TEMP)=Y:A(TEMP+1)=X 
130 TEMP=TEMP-1:10T0 100 
140 K=K+1:IF K<N THEN 70 
150 PRINT "Sort finished:" 
160 FOR J=1 TO N:PRINT AIJ),:NEXT J 

Program A. The Bubble Sort 

holds the current time. By adding the fol- 
lowing two lines, the program will time 
the sort by itself: 

55 T1ME$="00:00:00" 
145 PRINT TIMES  

When I added these lines, and tried the 
program with different length lists, it pro-
duced these results: 

Elements 	 Seconds 
20 	 3 
50 	 24 
100 	 98 
150 	 224 

It would be interesting to see how well 
your computer performs in comparison 
with mine, but you can see how the time 
the sort takes rises quite unacceptably. If 
you had a list of 10,000 numbers to sort, 
you could practically paint the Harbour 
Bridge before the sort was finished. 
10 REM Swap Sort 
20 CLS:INPUT "How many items to be sorted";N: 
CLS 
30 DIM AIN] 
40 FOR 8=1 TO N:A(M) INTIRND(1).N+1):NEXT M 
50 PRINT "Sort starting now..." 
60 FOR B=1 TO N-1 
70 FOR C=B+1 TO N 
80 IF AIB)<=A(C) THEN 100 
90 TEMP=A(B):A(B)=A(C):A(C)=TEMP 
100 NEXT C:NEXT B 
110 CLS:PRINT "Sort finished:" 
120 FOR J=1 TO N:PRINT A(J)::NEXT J 

Program B. The Swap Sort.  

With the Shell Sort we're 
moving into the Brands 

Hatch area of sorts, where 
things really start zipping 
along. Although it needs a 

little extra storage, it is 
very fast. 

Swap Sort 
The Bubble Sort, even though it was slow, 
did not demand additional memory to 
hold the elements of the list as they were 
sorted. Similarly, the Swap Sort doesn't 
need extra memory. A Swap Sort is given 
as program B, so you can try it out. Start-
ing with the first two elements in the list, 
this sort interchanges them if necessary. If 
they do not need to be swapped over, the 
program looks at the next two. If the first 
two do need to be swapped, the swap is 
made, and then the program goes back to 
the beginning. This occurs until it gets to 
the end of the list. 

To time the program, I put my addi-
tional timing lines in as 55 and 115. I got 
these results: 

Elements 	 Seconds 
50 
	

12 
100 
	

49 
150 
	 115 

Whereas it took the Bubble Sort 24 sec-
onds to put a list of 50 items in order, the 
Swap Sort took just 12 seconds. When the 
length of the list to be ordered was in-
creased by a factor of three (to 150), the 
Bubble Sort time increased by 93 per cent, 
while the Swap Sort time increased by 
around 96 per cent. This suggests that 
while the time it takes the sorts to work in-
creases as the length of the list increases, 
the Swap Sort may degrade to a greater 
extent. Try both programs with lists of 
1000, and then more, numbers, and see if 
you can work out at which point — if any 
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Instead of finding the time 
taken increases as the 
square or cube of the 

number of elements in the 
list, the Sort by Count 

time increases only 
arithmetically with the 

number of elements — so 
the time taken to sort a 

list of 100 elements should 
be exactly double the time 

it takes to sort 50 
elements. 

10 REM Insertion Sort 
20 CLS:INPUT "How many items to be sorted";N: 
CLS 
30 DIM A(N) 
40 FOR 3.1 TO N:A(Q)=INTIRNDI1).N+11:NEXT 
50 PRINT "Sort starting now..." 
60 FOR K=2 TO N 
70 J=K-1:L=AIKI 
BO IF L>=A(J) THEN 110 
90 AIJ+11=AIJI 
100 J=J-1:IF J>0 THEN 80 
110 AIJ+1)=L:NEXT K 
120 PRINT "Sort finished:" 
130 FOR J=1 TO N:PRINT A(J),:NEXT J 

Program C. The Insertion Sort. 

— a Bubble Sort would become more effi-
cient than a Swap Sort. 

Insertion Sort 
Like the first two sorts we've looked at, the 
Insertion Sort (program C) does not de-
mand additional memory. Whereas the 
time taken to sort a list with the Swap Sort 
is related to the number of elements in 
the list cubed, the time the Insertion Sort 
takes to order a list is related to the num-
ber of items squared. 

Here it is in action: 

Elements 
20 

Seconds 

50 8 
100 34 
150 85 

As the number of elements doubles 
(from 50 to 100), the time taken increases, 
in this example, by a factor of 4.25, which 
is more or less as expected. Tripling the 
number of elements, to 150, increases the  

time taken by a factor of 10.6, which again 
is related to the square of the number of 
elements in the list. Of course, I'm using 
pretty rough-and-ready timing methods 
(with, by the way, my timing lines inserted 
as 55 and 115), and when you run the pro-
gram with larger lists, and perhaps using a 
stop watch, you may find the time taken in 
various cases is closer to that which is 
predicted. 

Shell Sort 
Now we're moving into the Brands Hatch 
area of sorts, where things really start zip-
ping along. The Shell Sort (program D), al-
though it needs a little extra storage (in 
this case, an array containing 10 ele-
ments), is very fast. 

According to D. E. Knuth, in his book The 
Art of Computer Programming (Addison-Wes-
ley, 1973), it works by filling the elements 
of the S array with a set of increasing inte-
gers starting with S(1)=1. "The best set is 
not known," he writes, "but the sequence 
'S(I+1) = S(I)*3+ l' is good." Once this is 
done, the program finds the smallest 
value P, such that S(P+2)>=N (where N 
is an element in the list to be sorted). 
Then, for each S=S(K), where K is a loop 
control variable in a FOR/NEXT loop going 
down from P to I (see the end of line 100 
in our program), take each value of from 
S+ I to N, and insert A(I) in its proper 
position. 

Complex as the 'explanation' may seem, 
you don't need to be able to make sense 
of it in order to use the Shell Sort. When I 
ran it with two small sample lists of ran-
domly generated numbers I got these re-
sults: 

Elements 
	

Seconds 
100 
	

11 
1000 
	

208 

10 REM She)) Sort 
20 CLS:INPUT "How many items to be sorted";N: 
CLS 
30 DIM AINI,SI10) 
40 FOR M=1 TO N:A(M)=INT(RND(1).N+1):NEXT M 
50 PRINT "Sort is beginning now..." 
60 SI1)=1:FOR J=1 TO 9:SIJ+1)=SIJ).3+1:NEXT J 

70 P=0 
80 P=P+1 
90 IF S(P+2)<N THEN 80 
100 FOR K=P TO 1 STEP —1:S=S(K) 
110 FOR J=S+1 TO N:L=J—S:A=A(..1) 
120 IF A>=A(L) THEN 140 
130 A(L+S)=AILI:L=L—S:IF L>0 THEN 120 
140 AIL+S)=A:NEXT J 
150 IF K>1 THEN FOR Q=1 TO N:PRINT A(Q),:NEXT 

160 PRINT:PRINT:NEXT K 
170 PRINT "Final sorted list:":PRINT 
180 FOR J=1 TO N:PRINT A(J),:NEXT J 

Program D. The Shell Sort.  

OUT OF SORTS 
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OUT OF SORTS 

This is almost ten times faster than the 
Bubble Sort for 100 elements, five times 
faster than the Swap, and three times 
faster than the Insertion Sort. Clearly, the 
small overhead cost of an additional array 
of 10 elements is worth paying. (To time 
the Shell Sort, I placed my TIMES lines at 
55 and 165.) 

Sort by Count 
The final sort we will examine in this arti-
cle, and the one which puts all the others 
to shame in terms of speed of execution, 
is the Sort by Count, which needs an array 
in addition to the one which holds the 
original data. The second array (C in our 
program, program E) contains the same 
number of elements as the value of the 
largest element in the data (so if the num-
bers in the original data were 6, 84 and 17, 
C would need 84 elements). 

10 REM Sort by Count 
20 CLS:INPUT "How many items to be sorted";N: 
CLS 
30 DIM A(N),Q(N) 
40 INPUT "Highest value in date;M:CLS 
50 DIM CM 
60 FOR 0=1 TO N:A(0)=INT(RNO(1).M+11:NEXT Q 
70 PRINT "Sort starting now..." 
BO FOR J=1 TO M:CIJ)=O:NEXT J 
90 FOR J=1 TO N:CIA(J11=C(A(J))+1:NEXT J 
100 FOR J=2 TO M:C(J)=C(JI,C(J-11:NEXT J 
110 FOR K=N TO 1 STEP-1 
120 TEMP=4(K) 
130 J=CITEMPI:0(J)=TEMP:C(TEMP)=J-1 
140 NEXT K 
150 CLS:PRINT "Sort finished now:" 
160 FOR J=1 TO N:PRINT Q(J),:NEXT J 

Program E. The Sort by Count. 

The cost of this storage overhead is well 
worth paying, as the time to sort a list of N 
elements is directly related to N. Instead 
of finding the time taken increases as the 
square or cube of the number of elements 
in the list, the Sort by Count time in-
creases only arithmetically with the num-
ber of elements (so the time taken to sort 
a list of 100 elements should be exactly 
double the time it takes to sort 50 ele-. 
ments). 

The program works by setting every ele-
ment of the C array to zero (line 80). Then, 
for each element of array A, the program 
increments its corresponding counter 
C(A(I)). This means C(I) is now set to the 
number of elements in the original list of 
data, equal to I. Next, the program counts 
from 2 up to M (where M is the value of 
the largest number in the original list), 
adding to each C(J) the number of ele-
ments less than or equal to I. 

Finally, using a loop counting back-
wards from N (the number of items in our 
original list) to 1 (see line 110), each ele- 
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Multimodem H 

NOW WITH V22 (1200/1200 baud) OPTION 
Australia's top selling modem does it again, 

with a V22 compatible option. Buy the best - the only 
modem that won't be obsolete next year! And get all the 
features the others can't offer: 

All standards (V21, V22, V23) at the flick of a switch 
Ei Digital filtering for reliable transfer on noisy lines 
Id Fully Viatel compatible 0 Unique expansion bus 

El From only $365.00 inc. tax. 



What the experts 
think about 

Labtam Computers 

KARL REED, Lecturer in Computer 
Science at Royal Melbourne Institute 
of Technology. 

"There are a number of reasons why 
a multi-user 8086 is a good product. 
The most important is that small 
business can have several people who 
need access to the same database and 
application, and this cannot be 
achieved in a practical fashion by 
a collection of PCs or other micro-
computers." 

"Have a look at the Labtam 3003, it's 
running multiple users." 
"An IBM class machine running 
several users." 
"It was clearly a multi-user desktop 
machine and that was something for 
Australia and Labtam to be proud of." 

"I guess I regard the Labtam 3003 
desktop as being more important 
than its UNIX (Labtam's) machine 
because it is meeting commercial 
needs that were obvious, and which 
have been missed by almost every 
other supplier." 

From "An Essential Reed". 
By Karl Reed 
Extract from Computerworld, 
May 31 1985. 

Labtam Series 3000 multiple user computer systems in 8, 16 or 32 bit 
configurations built for personal/ micro/ and mainframe computer 
applications. 

LABTAM: Head Office, Victoria. Telephone: (03) 587 1444. 
New South Wales. Telephone: (02) 411 2588. 
ACCREDITED DEALERS: A.M.S., New South Wales. Telephone: (02) 671 5800. 
KPA Computer Systems, Queensland. Telephone: (07) 378 9877. 
General Business Machines, South Australia. Telephone: (08) 42 0031. 

A 	Macton Pty. Ltd., Western Australia. Telephone: (09) 382 3622. 

Labtam Computers, You now know about us. 



OUT OF SORTS 

e 

ment A(K) is copied (holding the value 
temporarily in the variable TEMP) to 
Q(C(A(K))), and C(A(K)) is decremented. 

At the end of all these shenanigans, we 
have a sorted list. 

Now, because the time the program 
takes to carry out a sort is dependent, to 
some extent, on the value of the largest 
number in the list, I ran a few additional 
tests on this program. The other sorts 
were tested, at one stage or another, by 
sorting 100 numbers chosen at random in 
the range I to 100, so it was important to 
do the same test for Sort by Count so they 
could be compared. I also ran tests with a 

Table I. Results of the Sort by Count speed tests. 

If you're writing a 
business applications 

program which either sorts 
a long list from time to 
time, or sorts short lists 

frequently, it is very 
important to choose the 

most efficient sort. 

smaller range, to see the effect this had on 
the speed of the sort. My results are 
shown in Table I. 

You can see the Sort by Count is a regu-
lar tearaway compared with the other 
sorts we've examined in this article. We 
can directly compare the sort of 100 num-
bers, in the range 1 to 100, with the other 
sorts, as they were all carrying out the 
same task (insert the TIMES lines in Sort 
by Count at lines 75 and 155). Here's how 
they measure up: 

Bubble Sort: 98 seconds — '100 per cent' 
Swap Sort: 49 seconds — 50 per cent 
Insertion Sort: 34 seconds — 35 per cent 
Shell Sort: 11 seconds — II per cent 
Sort by Count: 4 seconds — 4 per cent 

I'd be interested to see the timings you 
get running the sorts on your computer, if 
you care to write to me care of Your Com-
puter. If you know of other sorts which are 
interesting, I'd also like to hear about 
those. 	 ❑ 

Range of numbers No. of elements Time to sort 

— 10 100 3 seconds 
— 100 100 4 seconds 
— 500 100 9 seconds 
— 10 1000 24 seconds 
— 1000 1000 37 seconds 

You can make the connection with your hands in less than a 
week simply because the computer makes it quick and easy. 
Once you can touch type you will be able to 
transfer your thoughts and information 
through this connection at an incredible rate 
— faster than hand writing. 

Typequick IV. The way to feel 
totally at ease with your computer. 
Typequick — the professional keyboard training 
course; a proven success with thousands of 
people • In hundreds of large corporations, 
colleges and homes. • By executives, managers, 
students and professionals. Sold throughout the 
world! Winner of "Top Australian Software of 
the Year 1985." 

TYPEQUICK. 
Distributed by IBM, DEC and Tandy and sold by considerate dealers. 
Runs on most computers - PC DOS, MS DOS, APPLE IIE/IIC, CP/M, CP/M86. 

Make the connection — Order today. 
Send coupon with $77 and $2 postage to Typequick Pty Ltd, 
14 Cecil Street, Gordon NSW 2072. Telephone 498 7433. or 
2A Blakesley Street Chatswood NSW 2067. Telephone 419 5799. 

Name 	  
Address 	  
P/Code 	Computer Type 	  

is  Operating System 	 Disk Format 	  
YC 4 86 0, 



AMIC Corporate Membership 
The businesslike way 

to stay ahead of the computer 

44Our company was attracted to 
AMIC's Corporate Membership 
Plan because it provides supplier 
independent access to up-to-date 
equipment, and excellent training 
and advisory resources, at 
reasonable rates. 

We couldn't justify maintaining 
this level of knowledge and 
equipment in-house, given the 
rapid pace of change in the 
hardware and software market 
place" ,  

A growing number of companies 
and organisations are enjoying the 
benefits of AMIC Corporate 
Membership. 

It provides them with year-round 
access to the most comprehensive 
collection of microcomputer 
hardware and software ever 
assembled in Australia. And it 
provides a package of cost-saving 
benefits covering AMIC's complete 
range of facilities and services. 

Ask for our free illustrated 
brochure containing full details of 
the AMIC Corporate Membership 
Plan by writing to: The Manager, 
AMIC, 449 Swanston Street, 
Melbourne, 3000 or 'phone 
(03) 663 6775. 

1
1 

AMIC 
AT RM IT 
AUSTRALIAN 
MICROCOMPUTER 
INDUSTRY 
CLEARINGHOUSE 

John Clark 
Business Systems 
Development Manager 
David Syme & Co Ltd 

ARM 21468 



■ THE SMALL PC 
WITH THE 

BIG 
FEATURES 

• 2/3 the footprint of the PC 
• 8 full length slots (6 free) 
• 130 watt power supply 
* High quality Japanese boards 
• 640 RAM standard , 
• 2 x 360K floppy disc drives 
• Choice of colour graphic or 

monochrome graphics boards 
• Includes multi function boards 
• Optional dual speed function boards 
10 megabyte system $2750 tax Inc 
20 megabyte system $2990 tax Inc 

$1850 
Tax (Included) 

MONITOR EXTRA 

Printers 
NEC 	Silver Reed 
Citoh 	Toshiba 
Riteman 	Microline 
Epson 	KEL 
Cannon 
Brother 

Call for prices 
-------- 

Special 
8" SS/DD discs 

Never to be repeated 

Box 10 $20 
Tax inc 

SERVICE 
IBM-PC AND MOST COMPUTERS 
IBM FIXED PRICE SERVICE 
System board (PC la) 	$110 
Monochrome graphics board $75 
Colour graphics board 	 $75 

disc drive adaptor 	$50 
Printer adaptor 	 $50 
Async 	 $50 

Eimmummoi•immiimi 
SWITCHING POWER 

SUPPLIES 
ALL TYPES SERVICED 

$30 per hour + parts 
Free quotes 	120 day warrants 

High speed 20 megabyte tape backup 
Full backup in 20 minutes 	• 	Quality TEAC mechanism 

New powerful software 

Internal system 
$1495 tax included 

External system 
$1695 tax included 

QUBIE 
Monitors 
Disc drives 
At computers 
Multi function boards 
Tape back up systems 
Call for prices 

200 TO 5000 
WATT'S 

200 WATTS FOR 
5 MINUTES 

$650 
TAX INCLUDED 

500 WATTS FOR 
10 MINUTES 

(AUSTRALIAN MADE) 
$1450 

20 MBYTE 

TANDON 

DISC DRIVE 

$960 — TAX INC 

DISC STORA( 
BOXES WIT 

KEY LOCI 
$20 

100 DISC SIZE 

HYPEC SUPER PC 

DUAL SPEED 
$1950 

A T style case 
Tax included 

MONITOR EXTRA 

4.77Mhz and 7Mhz 

• Choice of monochrome graphics or 
colour graphics card 

• 6 months warranty 
• 10 megabyte system $2950 tax Inc 
• 20 megabyte system $3250 tax Inc 
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• 2 x 360K control data disc dnves 
• 640K RAM 
• Parallel port 
• Serial port 
• Games port 
• Battery backed clock 

PC-88 

PC-COMPATIBLES FROM $1250 

WIDE RANGE OF SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLIES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 



     

Monitor 
extra 

    

     

   

6Mhz or 8Mhz 
systems available 

 

     

  

20 megabyte system 

     

• 1.2 megabyte floppy disc 
• 640K RAM 
• Parallel printer port 
• Serial port 
• Battery backed clock calendar 
• 200 watt power supply 
• 20 mbyte hard disc 
• colour graphics or monochrome 
graphics 
• Optional tape backup available 
• Hard disc to 140 mbytes 

 

$5100 
+ SALES TAX 

Includes 
DOS 3.1 

  

A.T. BOARDS 
• PC-AT COMPATIBLE MOTHER BOARD NO RAM 

EXPAND TO 1 MEGABYTE ONBOARD 
• CASE 
• POWER SUPPLY AT 200 WATT 
• FDD. HUD CONTROLLER 
• 2.5 MEGABYTE MULTIFUNCTION NO RAM) 
• KEYBOARD 
• RS232 & PRINTER CARD 

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX 

$1225.38 

$179.30 
$290.00 
5647.00 
$344.49 
$189.90 
$179.80 

MONITORS 
TVM 14" 
COLOUR/GREEN/AMBER 
SWITCHABLE 	$750 

TAXAN 

VISION III 

VISION IV 

HIGH RES SET 

KIF 3800 PLUS 
VISION IV 

THOMPSON 

BOOKS 
DOS 
PROGRAMMING 
BASIC, 

ETC 
ETC, 

WIDE RANGE 
TO CHOOSE FROM 

HYPEC 
ELECTRONICS 
PTY. LTD. 
P.O. BOX 438 RYDE 
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2112 
AUSTRALIA 

TEL: (02) 808-3666, 808-3050 
CABLE: "LAMRON" SYDNEY 
TELEX: AA71551 LAMRON 

ORDERS-02 808-3596 

ADD ON 
BOARDS 

FOR THE PC 
AND 

COMPATIBLES 
DESCIUPTION MCI- TAX LESS TAX 

1.9 I I 9184C- TION CARD VER I 231.52 199 37 

TACK 
(CARORINCOON FOR VER. II 

5 	FOR VER a MULRFUNCTION CARD 
277 03 
14962 

233 56 
128 89 

$46 MULTIFUNCTION CARD - 1 SERIAL PORT 
COLOUR GRAPHICS/MONO CARD 

27.03 
20614 

238.56 
246.40 

MONOCHROME GRAPHIC CARD 
186.02 
24669 

160 19 
21243 

FDD CARD 
GAME ADAPTOR 

125.15 
7682 

107.94 
66 15 

RIM SIZE FDD CARD 131.42 
41354 

113 17 
35611 

HARD DISK CONITIOLLER 
HARD DISK CONTROLLER V II 

519 72 44754 
395.29 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER V III CANE 2 INT FDD 
25611 RAM CARD 

48.39 
131 42 

42117 
113 17 

387436 OPTION CARD 
3448 RAM CARD WERTRA PARALLEL PRINTER 

76.82 
186.02 

6615 
160 19 

PORT 
512K RAM CARD 125.. 107.94 
NO PLUS II 4 WAY 
MULTI VO CARD 

225.35 
31650 

1.14 
27513 

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION ADAPTOR 
PARALLEL PRIMER CARD 

125 35 
82.88 

107.94 
71 37 

FIRMWARE CARD 
BUFFER FAINTER CARD 

70.74 
21636 

6092 
186 31 

APDA cald 
PC SUPER MOO. 

24063 
3.528 

207.21 
303 87 

PCBUS CARD 
I, -TYPE FIAINBOARD 

15265 
311 40 

13145 
268 n 

SUPER MAINBOARD COMPETE WITH 256K 
SUPER MANBOARD (OKI 

53334 
425.00 

459.27 
367.00 

SUPER TURBO MAINBOARD (OKI 
COLOWGRAFIIICARIMER CARD 

425.03 
277.03 

367.00 
23856 

MONOCHROME COLOR CARD 
DIAMOND 60 CARD 

47421 
277 03 

408.35 
23856 

512K MULTI 20 CARD 
57636 RAM CARD 

391138 
164.78 

34105 
14190 

8.S.COMMUNICATION CARD 
8255 10 CARD 

201 19 
17085 

173.25 
14712 

SUPER AD/DA CARD 
NETWORK ADAPTOR 

398 38 
45604 

34105 
39529 

EPROM BURNER 
TELEX CARD 

29220 
398.38 

251 62 
34305 

EMPTY CASE 
EMPTY CASE 

12938 
12938 

m41 
111.41 

IBM PC ILPCAT KEYBOARD 
IBM PC KEYBOARD 

35132 
26031 

30253 
224 16 

1.1 PC KEYBOARD 
KEYBOARD 

19963 
205.21 

171.91 
176.71 

APPLE I PC KEYBOARD 
APPLE 0 PC KEYBOARD 

260.31 
26134 

224 16 
22677 

PC CLOW POWER SUPPLY SWITCH ON BACK 
IBM POWER SUPPLY SWITCH ON SIDE 

105.00 
225.00 

16000 
195.00 

PHONE FOR CATALOGUE AND 
PRICE UST 

SUPER AT SOFTWARE 
.rhe Visible Computer 	 $115 
Learn 8088 Assembler the easy way 

Peeks & Pokes 
	

$5.5 
Get more from your PC 
The Inside Track 
	

$75 
Power for your PC 
Framework Il 
	

$912 
Lotus 123 
	

$680 
Symphony 1.1 
	

$895 
Clipper Compiler DBIII 
	

$847 
Microsoft Word 
	

$490 
Sidekick 
	

$90 
Microsoft Word + Mouse 

	
$650 

Easy 
	

$220 
D Base III 
	

$755 
Turbo Pascal 
	

$98 
Wordstar 
	

$375 
Wordstar 2000 

Software not listed call $470 

TURBO ACCEL 
THE 8MHZ 80286 TURBO CHARGER FOR IBM-PC & COMPATIBLES 
FANTASTIC PERFORMANCE FOR $1450 + SALES TAX 
PHONE FOR BROCHURE 
111111.MMEME111111.MMIEMMIIIME 

TURBO THE FASTEST Z-80 CO PROCESSOR :8MHZ Z-80H 
OVERR 	02T u R BCP 
WITH

DM0PsROGRAMMES :TRUE MULTI- 
SLAVE USER $800 + SALES TAX 

WI 
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COMPUTERS 
LEARN TO SPEAK 
POLAROID® 

Computers that speak Polaroid 
have an advantage. They can produce 
computer generated graphics as slides 
and prints, instantly. Which is like 
carrying your computer screen in the 
palm of your hand. 

Speak Polaroid and you're 
speaking visually, so you communicate, 
fast and effectively. People remember 
what they see. 

Using the Polaroid Palette it's easy 
to make color slides of your computer 
generated graphics. 

Whole presentations can be 
organised on the spot and last minute 
changes are no problem. 

Your work remains confidential, 
no outside services are involved 
and no outside fees are incurred. 

Learn to speak Polaroid and 
you're at an advantage. For more 
information call the Polaroid Hotline 
toll free 008 226 785 or 887 2333 for 
Sydney metropolitan areas. 

Polaroid. The universal computer language. 



BIRD WATCHING 

COMPUTING FOR 

BIRDWATCHERS 
Part 3 

Now he's told you what hardware really is, Les Bell 
continues his newcomers° guide to personal computing 
by looking at input and output — after all, the only 

way to get something out of a computer is to put 
something in first . . . 

IN THE LAST article in this series, we 
looked at how the central processing unit 
of the computer is able to perform arith-
metic and logic through the execution of a 
sequence of instructions stored in 
memory (otherwise known as a program). 
However, being able to perform the most 
intricate and complex calculations is no 
use at all if the results cannot be com-
municated with the outside world some-
how. My description of a program also 
begs the question — 'How does the pro-
gram get into the computer in the first 
place?'. A computer that has no connec-
tion with reality would be of little use. 

So this month, we look at input/output 
(or I/O for short) — the art of getting data 
and programs in and out of the comput-
er's memory. As so often happens in the 
world of computing, there is a number of 
ways of getting this done. 

The simplest way, the one used on most 
computers in the early days — and in-
deed, until quite recently — was simply to 
attach lights to all the individual bits (bi-
nary digits) of the computer's accumula-
tor. The pattern of bright and dim lights  

displayed the binary number in the accu-
mulator, and a short program could be 
used to move the contents of memory into 
the accumulator one location at a time.  

Likewise, a row of switches connected 
to the accumulator could be used to input 
binary numbers. While at first this was the 
only form of I/O on computers, in later 
years it was used only to enter the sim-
plest 'bootstrap' program into the com-
puter, which would then load a program to 
perform more 'user-friendly' I/O.  

It didn't take long for someone to come 
up with the bright idea of hooking up a 
teleprinter to a computer so it could print 
its own results. All the computer had to do 
was convert its internal binary numbers 
into a series of characters — something 
that is easy for a computer to do with the 
help of a short program. 

By the same token, the teleprinter key-
board could be used to enter data. 

And so was born the precursor of 
today's terminals and display screens. At 
first, the teleprinter used was just that —
the same kind of device used for the post 
office telegraph (later telex) network, with 
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In essence, the 
handshaking signals go 
both ways and signal 
things like "here's a 

character" (from computer 
to printer), "I got that 
character, so send me 

another" (from printer to 
computer) and "I'm tied 

up printing for a while, so 
don't send me anything 

because I'm not listening" 
(from printer to computer). 

no special adaptations for data process-
ing. Only some time later was a new code 
of characters developed, specifically for 
computer use. This is the ASCII (American 
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change) code, which most computers 
today understand, although IBM, being 
IBM, has persisted with its own character 
code called EBCDIC (Extended Binary 
Coded Decimal Interchange Code) on its 
larger machines. 

In the ASCII code, each character has a 
corresponding binary value. For example, 
the letter 'A' has the value 65, 'B' has the 
value 66, and so on. Notice the computer 
distinguishes between upper case and 
lower case letters: the values of the lower 
case letters are 32 higher than the corre-
sponding capitals, with 'a' being 97. 

One Plus One Equals 98? 
It's also important to notice that the digit 
characters do not have the same values as 
the numbers they represent. For example, 
binary 0 is 0, while the character '0' has 
the value 48, '1' is 49 and so on. This 
means that outputting a binary number 
requires it to be translated into the corre-
sponding sequence of character values —  

not a very difficult task. 
For a long time, the only ASCII input/-

output devices available were teleprinters, 
of which the best-known example was the 
ASR 33 Teletype, a 10 characters-a-second 
printer with a mechanical keyboard which 
precluded any semblance of touch-typing. 
The advantage of the ASR 33 over the 
cheaper KSR 33 was the paper-tape punch 
and reader on the side, which, on some 
computers at least, was the only form of 
storage for programs and data while the 
machine was switched off. 

Since it was almost entirely a mechani-
cal device, the ASR 33 was incredibly noisy 
as it bashed away. Loading programs off 
paper tape could take 20 minutes or more, 
so the computer was switched off as infre-
quently as possible. 

Punched paper tape is essentially a 
stream of thin punched cards, an earlier 
form of storage based on the cards which 
controlled Jacquard's looms. 

In the Sixties, someone saw the oppor-
tunity to adapt television technology to 
display text, and the earliest video display 
terminals were produced. Having no mov-
ing parts, VDTs are faster and more reli-
able than printing terminals. For example, 
while the ASR 33 had a top speed of 10 
characters a second, the terminal I am typ-
ing this on can (and does) communicate 
at 1920 characters a second! 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch: how does 
the computer communicate with these de-
vices? The answer lies in special mech-
anisms called I/O ports. These are regis-
ters attached to the CPU which, instead of 
turning lights on or off, send the data to 
(or receive it from) the attached displays 
and printers. 

In order to send a string of characters, 
presently stored in memory, to a remote 
display, a typical small computer must re-
trieve each character in turn into the accu-
mulator, then test a bit on the I/O port to 
sense whether or not the port is ready to 
accept a new character (it must have com-
pleted the task of sending the previous 
character — which takes time). If the port 
is ready, the character is sent to the I/O 
port, usually by a special output instruc-
tion. 

Large computers do not just have I/O 
ports, they have I/O channels. Such a  

channel has a channel controller, a special 
computer which performs all the house-
keeping tasks of talking to remote devices, 
leaving the CPU free to concentrate on 
number-crunching or whatever the real 
task at hand is. Such a computer, rather 
than sending individual characters to the 
port, simply tells the channel controller 
the address of the string of characters in 
memory, and then instructs it to send 
them while it does something else. 

Connection Standards 
The connections between the VO port and 
the terminal or printer essentially fall into 
two categories: parallel and serial. In a 
parallel connection (or interface), the data 
is sent over multiple wires, usually eight 
at a time, together with associated signals 
to perform what is known as handshaking. 
In essence, the handshaking signals go 
both ways and signal things like "here's a 
character" (from computer to printer), "I 
got that character, so send me another" 
(from printer to computer) and "I'm tied 
up printing for a while, so don't send me 
anything because I'm not listening" (from 
printer to computer). 

The best-known form of parallel con-
nection is the so-called Centronics inter-
face, which is often used to link PCs to 
printers. Centronics is a manufacturer of 
small printers which pioneered this form 
of interface, and other manufacturers have 
copied its form of wiring (although it is 
not a formal standard and sometimes PCs 
resolutely refuse to talk to printers due to 
mysterious incompatibilities). 

The other form of connection is the 
serial interface, in which data is sent over 
a pair of wires — one wire for each direc-
tion — along with some other handshak-
ing signals occasionally used with 
modems and printers. The most common 
form of wiring for serial interfaces is the 
RS232C standard, which defines what the 
various pins on a serial interface do. 

Serial interfaces are commonly used to 
link terminals to computers, and are less 
commonly used to link computers to 
printers. The main advantage of a serial 
interface is that it can use a longer cable 
(up to about 15 metres) than a parallel in-
terface, allowing devices to be remote 
from the computer. 

The serial interfaces on PCs are most 

94 
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Inside a VDT these days 
you'll find a 

microprocessor, memory 
and an I/O port with some 

special video circuitry 
attached which is for the 
most part a duplication of 
the PC's own circuitry. 

often used to link to a modem, allowing 
the computer to communicate over the 
phone lines, or to talk to some other more 
unusual peripherals such as plotters. 

On personal computers, an external ter-
minal is a rarity. Most PCs include the 
electronic circuitry which generates the 
terminal display inside the computer it-
self, so all that is required is a display 
screen, rather than a complete terminal. 
This makes sense, because inside a VDT 
these days you'll find a microprocessor, 
memory and an I/O port with some special 
video circuitry attached which is for the 
most part a duplication of the PC's own 
circuitry. On the other hand, because one 
processor has to both perform calcula-
tions and update the screen, PCs are often 
slower at screen update than systems with 
external terminals. If you don't believe me, 
watch an IBM PC scrolling the screen. 

Faster Graphics 
However, because the screen of a PC is di-
rectly connected to an area of the PC's 
memory, there is no special output re-
quired at all. This means that for graphics 
displays, PCs are faster than external ter-
minals, and often lower in cost. 

The PC's keyboard may be attached 
through either a parallel or a serial port in 
the conventional fashion. 

Of course, there are other forms of com-
munication between computers and in-
put/output devices, but these must wait 
till later in our series. 

Next month, we will continue with a 
look at mass storage devices. 	❑ 

Decimal ASCII Hex Decimal ASCII Hex Decimal ASCII Hex 

0 NUL 00 44 2C 88 X 58 
1 SOH 01 45 - 2D 89 Y 59 
2 STX 02 46 2E 90 Z 5A 
3 ETX 03 47 / 2F 91 [ 5B 
4 EOT 04 48 0 30 92 \ 5C 
5 ENQ 05 49 1 31 93 ] 5D 
6 ACK 06 50 2 32 94 5E 
7 BEL 07 51 3 33 95 — 5F 
8 BS 08 52 4 34 96 60 
9 HT 09 53 5 35 97 a 61 

10 LF OA 54 6 36 98 b 62 
11 VT OB 55 7 37 99 c 63 
12 FF OC 56 8 38 100 d 64 
13 CR OD 57 9 39 101 e 65 
14 SO OE 58 3A 102 f 66 
15 SI OF 59 ; 3B 103 g 67 
16 DLE 10 60 < 3C 104 h 68 
17 DC1 11 61 = 3D 105 i 69 
18 DC2 12 62 > 3E 106 j 6A 
19 DC3 13 63 ? 3F 107 k 6B 
20 DC4 14 64 @ 40 108 I 6C 
21 NAK 15 65 A 41 109 m 6D 
22 SYN 16 66 B 42 110 n 6E 
23 ETB 17 67 C 43 111 o 6F 
24 CAN 18 68 D 44 112 p 70 
25 CR 19 69 E 45 113 q 71 
26 SUB 1A 70 F 46 114 r 72 
27 ESC 1B 71 G 47 115 s 73 
28 FS 1C 72 H 48 116 t 74 
29 GS 1D 73 I 49 117 u 75 
30 RS 1E 74 J 4A 118 v 76 
31 US 1F 75 K 4B 119 w 77 
32 SP 20 76 L 4C 120 x 78 
33 ! 21 77 M 4D 121 y 79 
34 22 78 N 4E 122 z 7A 
35 # 23 79 0 4F 123 { 7B 
36 $ 	24 80 P 50 124 1 7C 
37 % 25 81 Q 51 125 } 7D 
38 & 26 82 R 52 126 7E 
39 27 83 S 	53 127 DEL 7F 
40 ( 28 84 T 54 
41 ) 29 85 U 55 
42 2A 86 V 56 
43 + 2B 87 W 57 
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Reviews 
Version 4.1 — Wordperfect? 	  101 
Speaking of word processors — here's a rerun of an old favourite. 
Debbie Brown isn't at all nostalgic about the removal of some bad 
old scenes. In this review she outlines new developments in the plot, 
and leaves us with an overall good impression. 

Zenith Z-171 Portable 	  104 
As far as we can see, this machine hasn't taken portable computing 
to the "highest point of the celestial sphere". It has a liquid-crystal 
display, a number of utilities in non-volatile RAM, two 13 cm disk 
drives — in fact it looks very much like some of the other laptops 
we've seen lately . . . 

Turbo Lightning 	  112 
Faster than hand-to-eye-to-hand co-ordination, more pedantic 
than a sub-editor, and more oddly named than any other product 
in this section — it's an extremely useful, innovative, well-designed 
program. 
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An affordable Winche 
for your 

IBM 

If you want to 
talk Winchesters 
and Controllers... 
Talk to ACT 

• 10-31 megabytes 
• Boots directly to Winchester 
• 1 year warranty 
• Don't wait months, buy ex-stock 
• ACT is an Australian organisation 

committed to backup support 
and service 

SAVE 
hundre of 
dollars when 
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the wholesa er! 

Australian Computer and Telecommunications 
A DIVISION OF AUSTRALIAN PROTECTION INDUSTRIES 

	
75 Willoughby Road, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 
Telephone 02 439 6300, Telex AA 24816 
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TOOLS .0  
NORDPRIN 

6— BUSINESS 
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198 
Flies 	12 
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1o: Perfect Information (Australia) Pty. Ltd. 
P.O. Box 946, Crows Nest NSW 2065 
Phone (02) 957 6686 or (02) 92 7777 	YC 

Please send me 	XTREE's at $99 each. 
I enclose my cheque for $ 	 or please debit my American 
Express, Diners Club, Visa, Mastercard or Bankcard. 

111111111111111L1111 
Card expires 	  Signature 	  
Name 	  
Address 	  
	  Postcode 	  
Phone No. 	  

You need the new standard for 
File and Directory Management 
XTREE simplifies file and directory handling by providing single keystroke 
commands to access, delete, rename, view, move, list, or show all files 
within any and all directories. XTREE displays a graphic picture of your 
directory organization, instantly shows all the files in each directory or all 
files across all directories. Easy to use, just point with the arrow keys (full 
scrolling and paging in all windows) and press a key. Menu clearly 
displayed at all times. 
FEATURES 
* Shows ALL  files or groups of files in ALL 

directories in one sorted display. 
* Copy, delete or rename multiple files in 

different directories in ONE operation. 
* ALL vital disk and directory statistics 

updated and on screen at all times. 
* Rename any sub-directory. 
* Multiple file rename with wild cards. 
* Change volume name without 

reformatting. 
* Full scrolling and paging in file and 

directory windows. 
* Quick and easy location of all directories 

and files. 

* Automatically copies groups of files 
across several diskettes. 

* Documentation written in clear, concise 
English. 

* NOT copy protected. 
* List files matching any file specification. 
* Sort files by name, size, extension or 

time and date. 
* Move files quickly from one directory to 

another. 
* Print out all files on entire disk — 

organised by subdirectory including 
name, size, date, etc. 

* View contents of all your files. 
* On line help screens. 

REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC, XT, AT 
or compatible with 192K and MS-DOS 2.0 
or PC DOS. 

Send coupon 
NOW! 

XTREE is a trademark of Executive Systems, Inc. 
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FREE DISK BOX 
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ON SOFTWARE FOR 
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FOOTSCRAY 
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WORDPERFECT 

WORDPERFECT  
Although Debbie Brown still wouldn't quite agree 

with the name of Wordperfect 4.1, she would 
recommend it on the whole as a near-to-perfect word processor. 

WHEN I WAS asked to review the latest 
version of Wordperfect, I welcomed the 
opportunity for further involvement with a 
package which had impressed me in the 
past. Wordperfect 4.1 was no disappoint-
ment. 

Wordperfect 4.1 arrives on five diskettes 
and will run on the IBM PC, XT, AT and 
most compatibles. Sourceware, a local 
distributor of PC products, announced 
Wordperfect would also be available for 
the NEC APC. Wordperfect 4.1 requires 
256 Kbytes of RAM and a minimum of two 
double-sided floppy drives. 

I doubt there could be a user of Word-
perfect who hasn't complained about the 
intolerable, nearly blinding Reveal Codes 
screen. I am pleased to announce the 
screen handling in this mode has finally 
been rectified. The Reveal Codes screen 
now incorporates a window facility which 
divides the screen to enable viewing of a 
document and the document with the for-
mat codes at the same time. In addition, 
all cursor-control keys are now opera-
tional in this mode. 

Considerable modifications have been  

made to the List Files screen. A command 
for copying a document (surprisingly 
never included in previous versions), a 
Look command and a Word Search com-
mand are all included in Wordperfect 4.1. 
The Look command allows the user to 
look at a document, then return to the one 
they were editing. The Word Search com-
mand will search for a word or string of 
text through all files on disk at remarkable 
speed. The default directory can now be 
changed from within the List Files screen; 
a directory can be displayed using wild-
card characters and a file can be selected 
by typing the necessary characters of a 
filename. 

The Shell, a new command, allows the 
user to access DOS without leaving 
Wordperfect; I found this particularly use-
ful when working on a document and dis-
covering I had run out of disk space. 
Through the Shell command, I was able to 
go to DOS, format a disk and return to my 
document as if nothing had happened. 

Choice of Printers 
Wordperfect now has 192 printer drivers,  

but only 94 of these are fully supported 
due to limited printer capabilities. The 
printer can be accessed directly with the 
'TypeThru' command, which has a similar 
effect to using a typewriter. Text can be 
sent to the printer by a character or by a 
line. 

The spool queue now has an interrupt 
facility which allows an urgent job to be 
given priority in the printer queue. 

Proportional spacing has been im-
proved so that each character's width on 
the screen is recognised, in order to facili-
tate more even spacing on the printed 
page. 

As another new feature, the 'Screen' dis-
plays a menu of new options. Up to two 
windows can be created through the 
Screen Window command by indicating 
the line number where the screen is to be 
divided. The screen is separated by a ruler, 
which displays the tab and margin set-
tings of the current document. 

A Line Draw command allows limited 
graphics applications: lines, boxes, and 
shading can be created in conjunction 
with the arrow keys. Colour can now be se- 
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Wordperfect Version 4.1 
Satellite Software Interna 	al. 
IBM PC/XT/AT and most lookalikes, DOS 2.0 and over; 
256 Kbytes of RAM; a minimum of two double-sided 
floppy drives. 
$685 (recommended retail price); upgrade to 4.1. 
$125. 
Sourceware Pty Ltd, 586 Pacific Highway, Chatswood 
2067 (02) 411 5711. 
IBM computer dealers. 

ogram: 
ade by: 
ardware required: 

Price: 

Review copy from: 

Available from: 

WORDPERFECT 

lected for the background, foreground and 
underline (inverse video is included). The 
extended ASCII character set can be ac-
cessed and the CTRL and ALT keys can be 
defined to store the special characters. 

The Sorter, previously an optional extra, 
is included in Wordperfect 4 I. It will sort 
lines, paragraphs, blocks of text and sec-
ondary merge files in both alphabetical 
and numerical order.  

Good Thesaurus 
An impressive thesaurus is also included 
in 4.1. The thesaurus displays up to three 
words and their references on the screen. 
Words which appear with a full stop to 
their left are termed 'head words' and can 
be selected to display further reference 
words. Sourceware advised us that the 
thesaurus dictionary, which is American, 
consists of approximately 150,000 words. 
The Spell dictionary has been changed to 
British and has been increased to a sub-
stantial 115,000 words. 

Initially, I found it awkward adjusting to 
the enhancements of the Cancel key in 4.1. 
The Cancel command will now restore up 
to three prior deletions. As a result of my 
tendency to press the Cancel key when-
ever in difficulty, I found I was haunted by 
the continual appearance of the undelete 
options. 

Centre, flush right, super/subscript, pro-
tect and sort functions can now be imple-
mented on a block of text. The block key, 
which previously acted as a toggle switch 
only, can now also be turned off with the 
cancel key. 

Wordperfect can now also convert files 
from and to Wordstar, Multimate and 
DCA. 

The repeat function will now repeat let-
ters, and the Goto command, given twice, 
will take the cursor to its original position. 

The insert date feature includes the 
time, and the Insert function is included 
as an additional option. When the Insert 
function is used, Wordperfect will upgrade 
the date so that whenever a document 
where this command has been used is re-
trieved or printed, the current date will ap-
pear (that is, the system date). 

Caps and Num Lock indicators appear 
on the status line. Whenever the Num 
Lock key is pressed, Pos (which represents 
the column position) will flash on and off; 
when Caps Lock is pressed, Pos will ap-
pear in upper case. 

While working on a large document I 
discovered a problem using the Starting 
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Wordperfect allows you to 
lock a document by 

assigning a password, but 
the facility for unlocking a 
document doesn't work! 

This problem is not 
unique to 4.1, so if you 
haven't discovered it by 

now, chances are it 
probably won't be of much 

concern to you. 

Page Number command. When you assign 
a new starting page number, the new 
number is displayed on the screen and 
each subsequent page is renumbered ac-
cordingly. The problem arises when print-
ing a page which succeeds a new starting 
page number: Wordperfect will ignore the 
new page number, acknowledging only the 
true page of the document. There are two 
solutions to this problem: manually count 
the pages through your document, or 
position the cursor on the page to be 
printed and select the Page Print com-
mand. However, to manually count the 
pages is obviously too time-consuming 
and the problem with using the Page Print 
command is that the spool facility cannot 
be used. 

Wordperfect allows you to lock a docu-
ment by assigning a password, but the fa-
cility for unlocking a document doesn't 
work! This problem is not unique to 4.1, so 
if you haven't discovered it by now, 
chances are it probably won't be of much 
concern to you. The security purpose for 
locking a document is partly defeated any- 

way, as a locked document can be deleted 
without giving the password. 

The time-saving macro feature, for stor-
ing frequently used keystrokes, can now 
be defined to include a delay value, allow-
ing the macro to pause for user input. In 
addition, the keystrokes of a macro, which 
are not visible under normal conditions, 
can incorporate the pause command 
when text, menus or prompts are to be 
displayed during a macro operation. 

Documentation and Training 
The documentation supplied with Word-
perfect 4.1 has been improved, but I feel 
anyone who anticipates the Learning sec-
tion in the manual will be of much assist-
ance will find it disappointing. 

On the training side, Sourceware has 
advised that Wordperfect courseware is 
now available. Practical Software, an inde-
pendent training organisation in Mel-
bourne, has also announced it is now run-
ning introductory and advanced classes in 
Wordperfect. 

The Quick Reference card, which lists all 
Wordperfect commands, has been struc-
tured in a more logical manner than its 
predecessor. 

As a result of the additional features of 
Wordperfect 4.1, naturally the keyboard 
template has been significantly changed. 
The Rewrite command is no longer shown 
on the template, as the screen automati-
cally rewrites. The command for a soft hy-
phen is incorrectly listed on the template 
as Home and Spacebar, which are in fact 
the new keystrokes for a hard space. As 
the keyboard template is such an integral 
part of the operations of Wordperfect, I 
feel more consideration is definitely war-
ranted in its design. 

Contrary to what the name suggests, I 
feel Wordperfect is not the perfect word 
processing package, although with Ver-
sion 4.1's substantial improvements and 
additional features it certainly comes 
close. Highly recommended. 	 I=1 



DID YOU KNOW? 
LOOK!• 

PRINTERS 
RITEMAN plus (A1) 	  $440 
RITEMAN plus for Apple Ilc 	 $559 
RITEMAN 15 160cps 132 col 	 $999 
OLYMPIA NLQ 165cps 	 $470 
OLYMPIA NLQ 165cps 	 $470 
BROTHER M1509 	  call 
EPSON LX80 + TRACTOR 	 $475 
HP Inkjet 	  $899 
HP Laserjet 	 $4999 
Citizen MPS 15 (160 CPS) 	 $699 
Citizen MPS 20 (200 CPS) 	 $725 
Olympia NP165 	  $470 
Epson LX 	 $449 
Daisywheels 	 fr. $539 
Toshiba 	  call 
MODEMS 
Apple Hayes compatible 
with Viatel software 	  $245 
MONITORS 
Qubie HR31 200 colour 	 $699 
Qubie HR39 Green TTL 	 $265 
Taxan KX-1212 TTL green 	 $275 
Supervision III 	  $699 
IBM 
Qubie multifunction 6PAK 64K 	 $425 
384K multifunction card 	 $325 
Colour graphics card 	 $169 
Joystick card 	  $55 
8087 5MHz co-processor 	 264 
10MEG tape drive (internal) 	 $1194 
Intel Above Board 	 $649 
Hercules Graphics Board 	 $714 
20 Meg Seagate H/Disk 	 $1280 
Joysticks 	  $36 
Printer buffer card 	 $249 
8087 co-processor 	 $264 
Enhanced keyboard 	 $185 
6PAKS 	  call 
10 MHz turbo card 	 $460 
RS232 card 	  $70 
APPLE 
Ext. 80 column card 	 $89 
SAM voice card 	  $49 
Serial card 	  $93 
Z80 card 	  $49 
Apple Ile compatible drive 	 $195 
Apple Ilc compatible drive 	 $295 
128K RAM card & software  	$149 
Grappler+ 	  $56 
Soft 80 column card 	 $93 
Printer buffer card 	 $85 
Shugart drive 	  $195 
Chinnon drive 	  $225 
Ext. 80 column card 	 $89 
1 MEG memory card 	 $699 
Taxan RGB card 	  $145 
SOFTWARE 
Plusworks (run Appleworks 
on Apple II plus) 	  $34 
Megaworks 	  $199 
BORLAND software at terrific prices. 
Prices subject to change without 
notice. 

IBM 	$379 
MONO/GRAPHICS 
CARS 
• Hercules Compatible • Leading 
Manufacturer • Includes Software 

• That we have 5 years micro experience 
and 20 years business experience? 
• That our managing director was trained 

	HIGH 
by one of the world's largest computer 	RESOLUTION companies? 
• That we have authored computer books 	MONITORS! published internationally? 
• That we have our own repair and ser- 
vice facilities? 	 • IBM compatible • That we can give you the support and 
service only a computer store can? 	 • RGBI input & NTSC • That our prices are the most competi- 
tive around? 	 • Best value around for • That our corporate customers are 
among the biggest in Australia? 

	
C-128 or IBM users 

For products, service and advice, get it 	
DTX-2001 	$425 right the first time — call Computer Haven! 

LIMITED STOCKS 

RITEMAN C+ 
"The printer of my dreams" 

— Australian Commodore Review 
• 100% Commodore compat-

ible (no interface required) 
• 105cps 
• Tractor/friction feed 
• Compressed/italics/ 

reverse, NLQ, ETC 

$475 

SUPER MODEM 
• Best value we've seen 
• 300/600/1200 baud 
• Viatel 1200/75 or 75/1200 
• US & world standards 
• Auto answer/disconnect 
• Commodore version 

includes Viatel software 

RS232 version 	 $279 
Commodore version 	9295 

COMPUTER HAVEN 
A DIVISION OF MALABAR TRADING PTY. LTD. 

INC. IN N.S.W. SINCE 1966 
183 MAROUBRA RD., 

MAROUBRA. NSW 2035 
TEL: (02) 349-2366 

(02) 349-2600 
OR SIMPLY PHONE 

 	Prices subject to change without notice.  

MAIL ORDER FACILITY 
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ZENITH PORTABLE 

ZENITH Z-171 PORTABLE 
Apart from a few well-chosen words to say about the 
liquid-crystal display, Ewart Stronach found the new 

Zenith portable a good contender in the growing 
portable market. 

THIS ONE'S cream-coloured and has a dif-
ferent badge, but it sure looks like the 
Morrow Pivot we examined for the Per-
sonal Computer of the Year judging. And, 
come to think of it, the Morrow sure 
looked like the Osborne 3 we reviewed last 
year...  

No, it's not another cloning — it's 
badge engineering, a rarity so far in the 
computer field but an approach we'll see 
more often in the future. After all, it's a 
great way for low-volume manufacturers 
to produce high-volume machines and 
enjoy the associated economies of scale. 

The design, originally developed for 
Morrow (which also makes the Zenith ver-
sion), is now produced in the Silicon Val-
ley pioneer's San Leandro factory. Zenith's 
successful tender to the US Internal Reve- 
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Without a number pad, 
operation of the calculator 
is controlled by the use of 

a group of keys based 
around JKL. This took a 

little getting used to. 

nue Service — for a minimum of 15,000 of 
these machines — may even lead to Ze-
nith taking up manufacture of the ma-
chine itself. 

The Zenith, labelled the Z-171, is (like 
its brothers) a truly portable, I6-bit, MS-
DOS, IBM-compatible computer. It is han-
dled locally by Anitech, a division of Aus-
tralian National Industries. 

A good-looking little unit, when closed 
for transportation it's compact and easy to 
carry with its built-in shoulder strap. To 
operate, you place it narrow end down on 
a desk (or on your lap), and the front panel 
hinges downwards to reveal a green liq-
uid-crystal display measuring 24 cm by 10 
cm. The portion left lying flat contains the 
keyboard, which because of its size differs 
greatly from the now familiar IBM layout. 



INTRODUCING 
The Even Better dBASE III 

dBASE III PLUS 
Here's why 

• Now make queries by example. 
• Create views into multiple databases. 
• Sort faster, index up to 10 times faster. 
• Use the new pull-down-menus. 
• Import and export files directly from 

some popular micro software packages. 
• Protect your files with passwords and 

encryption. 
• Use the many new commands and 

dBASE language extensions. 
• Get a complete manual and 

new disks. 

Become multi-user with file and 
program sharing over LAN's. 

Full file and record locking 
is provided. 

ASHTON :TATE 
Tell me how I can exchange 	Name 	 
my current dBASE III to 
dBASE III Plus 	 Address 
Tell me more about 

I 	I 
dBASE III Plus 
Tell me about the LAN Pack 

AUSTRALIAS LEADING SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTOR 
CD 

*dBASE III Plus requires an IBM PC, 
XT, AT or close compatible. The 
networks currently supported are IBM 
PC Network, Novelle Advanced 
Netware, and .;Comm Ether Plus. 

Il 
BRISBANE: 11E1.1301 K NE 	SU M:1 HAMILTON INzi 
Freepost 2, P.O. Box 13, Clayfield, Q1d. 4065. 



Riteman C+ 
with Commodore 
interface and cable, 
ready to run. 

only 

$495 
NLQ Printer 

, 

Super-Drive! 

Super fast and super 	only 
Skai-64 Super-Drive 

BENSON COMPUTERS BENSON COMPUTERS BENSON COMPUTERS BENSON COMPUTERS 

Printer 	Four Kernals? 
Multi-Kernal from Skai 

This 256K Rom actually contains 
four Kernals instead of the 'one' 
usually used in your '64. 

Features: 
- Standard Kernal 
- Kwik Kernal 
- Micromon Kernal 
- Facsimile Kernal 

Graphics Interface 
G-WIZ 

from CardCo (USA) 
Interfaces Epson/Logitec standard 
printers to C-64. Supercedes all other 
interfaces for price/performance. 
Features: 
- In-built buffer 
- Up to 18 times faster 
- Screen graphics dump 
- Prints 'Control' codes $110 

only 

$99 

24 

Snapshot Copier 
Just arrived! The latest version of 
Snapshot is even better. Copies 
more software even than IsePic. 
- Simple in operation. 
- Copies very wide range of 

software. 
- Essential for backing up your 

valuable programs. 

Fully guaranteed  $139 

2000 already sold.  $349 reliable with over 

FREE 
PAPER! 
with every Skai 

Printer purchase. 

FREE! 
Turboload disk and 
2 disks full of soft-

ware with every Skai 
Super Drive. 
A 

FEATURES 
• Formats a diskette in 10 

seconds 
• Writes diskettes 30% faster 
• No head knock on read 

errors. 
• Now runs Epyx fast load 

cartridge and videotex 
software, plus many more. 

• Runs all Commodore 
software. 

Sat Of 
(WWeds) mou 
33 
65 
120 
22

rm
0  

Foat 

6.5 

1 

Logitec FT5002 
Fast 120cps with NLQ.  $475 Fantastic quality! 

130+ Programs 
Best-of-Seven 

This is a special selection of seven 
disks, crammed with programs. 
Included are: 
- Games 
- Utilities 
- Educational 

10.5 
15.8 
35 2 

- Adventure 44.4 

85 
144 -F astF loading 
75 

only 

$49 
Great value for your Commodore . . • 

Fast delivery! 
MAIL ORDERS: 
Send Cheque/Postal Order or 
Bankcard/Visa details. 
PHONE ORDERS: 
Phone our Toll-Free order line 
and give us your credit card 
details. We send out same day. 

BENSON COMPUTERS 

Benson 
Computers 

Shop hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri.; 9-2 Sat. 
177 Barkly Street, St. Kilda South, Vic. 3182 

ENQUIRIES (03) 534 0994  DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Toll-Free Orders only 008 334854 BENSON COMPUTERS 



SNAKE 
SNAKE is a utility for MS-DOS functionally equivalent 
to the Unix MAKE command. It automates the re-
compilation of any modified modules of a programme. 
This is an indispensible tool for any serious program-
mer using C or any other compiled language. 

Prices 
SNAKE 	 $89.00 
SNAKE + BTree + ISAM 	 $249.00 

BTREE & ISAM 
BTree is a b-tree based index and data file manager 
supplied in C source code form. ISAM is a higher level 
set of routines providing powerful database manage-
ment, also in C source form. ISAM requires BTree. 

Prices 
BTree 	 $119.00 
BTree + ISAM 	 $179.00 

A BOOK ON C 
"A Book on C" by Al Kelley and Ira Pohl is an indispen-
sable guide for every C programmer, whether a begin-
ner or an experienced professional. An excellent 
introduction and a comprehensive reference to the C 
language, it has many examples and working 
programs. 
Price: 	 $32.95 

MACRO ASSEMBLERS 
HI-TECH Software has macro assemblers to run 
under MS-DOS or CP/M for the following micros: 
8080, 8085, 8086, 80186, Z80, NSC800, 6800, 
6801, 6805, 6809, 6301, 6303, and 64180. All use 
standard manufactures mnemonics and come with a 
powerful linker librarian and object code convertor. 
The assemblers produce absolute or relocatable 
code and Intel and Motorola Hex formats are 
supported. 
Prices: 	 $250.00 

.0,1, TOOLS FOR C PROGRAMMERS 
0" 	FROM HI-TECH SOFTWARE 

HI—TECH C COMPILER 
The HI—TECH C Compiler is an all-Australian high-performance C compiler for the Z80 and 8086/8088 pro-
cessors.Now in use at thousands of sites in Australia and overseas, it combines an excellent user interface and 
diagnostic messages with smaller, faster generated code than any other compiler. It runs on CP/M-80, PC-DOS, 
MS-DOS, CP/M-86 and Concurrent CP/M. It allows for the generation of ROM based code and comes with a 
macro assembler, linker and librarian. The 8086 compiler supports large and small memory models and the 8087 
maths co-processor. A cross compiler running under MS-DOS and producing code for the Z80 is also 
available. 

Prices 
8086 Compiler for MS-DOS or CP/M-86 

	
$300.00 

Z80 Compiler for CP/M-80 
	

$250.00 
Z80 Cross compiler for MS-DOS 

	
$300.00 

FUJI FLOPPY DISKS 
We use only top quality Fuji floppy disks for our software. These disks are second to none in quality and carry a 
lifetime replacement warranty. Due to our high volume buying we can offer them to you at big savings. Some exam-
ples: (per box of 10). 
51/4" DSDD 	 $42.00 	 51/4" SSDD 	 $31.00 
3.5" SSDD 	 $67.50 	 3.5" DSDD 	 $87.50 

DELIVERY CHARGES (via TNT Air) 
Software 	 $8.00 
Books 	 $6.00 
Floppy Disks 	 $6.00 

Only one delivery charge is payable per order, e.g. if you order software and floppy disks you pay only $8.00 for the 
whole order. 

PHONE YOUR MASTERCARD, VISA OR BANKCARD ORDER TODAY ON (07) 38 3852 or write to: 

HI-TECH SOFTWARE 
P.O. BOX 103, ALDERLEY, QLD, 4051. 

11 PAVONIA ST., ASHGROVE, QLD., 4060 
Ph. (07) 38 3852 

Call our 24hr 300bps Bulletin Board on (07) 38 6872 



PERFECT WRITER 
$395 
''Pop Up" Command Menus.  
Lesson Disks included. 
Process larger Text Files 
than your computer's memory. 
Handle up to 7 documents 
simultaneously. 
2 Window Display. 
Perfect Speller 
Perfect Thesaurus 

PERFECT FILER 
$325. 
Full Mail Merge/Sort 
Capacity with Perfect Writer 
16 Ready to use Data Base Forms 
Unlimited record storage. 
"Pop Up" Command Menus. 
On system Help Screens. 

PERFECT PACK 
$595. 

PERFECT LINK 
$189. 
X — Modem Protocol. 
Standard ASCII Data Encoding 
Structure. 
"Pop Up" Command Menus.  
Wireless Disk File Transfer. 

PERFECT 
LIBRARY $795. 

PERFECT CALC 
$325. 
''Pop Up" Command Menus. 
Have up to 15 different Spread 
Sheets in memory at one time.  
On System Help Screens. 
Share Data with other spread sheets.  
Lesson Disc included. 
2 Window Display. 

	  Postcode 

Phone No 	  

Would you rather 
try out your new software 
on your own computer 

before you buy it? 
Now you can! 

We have produced a 'Sampler Kit' — a 120 page 
booklet which is a complete summary of Perfect 
Writer, Filer and Calc. The Kit comes complete 
with 2 disks with which you can practice 
entering and saving data. It's yours for only $9.95 
which is refundable on purchase of Perfect 
Software from your local dealer and on return 
of the Sampler Kit. 

Don't  of fis 
hundreds o 

$$$$ on 
less povdertUl 

soltidare.  
Sed cOpoll 

tIONNk  

POR 
4fS-11 ARow  Os 

ARE  

OMENS OMNI is NNW 	IMP 	— 	INNS 	IMNI 

To: Perfect Information (Australia) Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 946, Crows Nest 
NSW 2065 Phone (02) 957 6686 or (02) 92 7777 	 YC 
Please send me the Perfect II Sampler Kit $9.95 plus $5.50 Overnight Express Freight. 

I enclose my cheque for $ 	  or please debit my American Express, 
Diners Club, Visa, Mastercard or Bankcard. 	I I Tr-T  

Card expires 	  Signature 	 
Name 	  

Address 	  

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 III! 



ZENITH PORTABLE 

The keys are sculptured and well 
marked with a nice 'feel' and just enough 
click action to let you know when you've 
struck one. All the normal keys are pre-
sent, but no numeric pad. A good-length 
space bar has the scroll lock, caps lock 
and alt keys to the left, and four cursor-
control keys to the right; the shifted use of 
the cursor keys allows home, end, page up 
and page down. 

Above the keyboard on a slight slope 
towards the screen is a row of soft-touch 
calculator-type keys for function keys and 
four 'icons': a clock face, a telephone, a 
diskette and a calculator symbol — more 
on these later. The disks are inserted in 
the right side of the main unit and the 
power switch and brightness controls are 
on the left. 

When the computer is switched on the 
screen flashes, then displays 'Testing 
Memory'. The test unit was equipped with 
an optional 640 Kbytes, and the test took 
about eight seconds. After this the bat-
tery-backed memory takes over and dis-
plays the current month's calendar, the 
time and a map of the world: just the 
thing for those with a new portable com-
puter and no idea where to take it. 

Where Are You, Matt? 
The function keys allow you to advance 
the calendar and to shift through the 
world's time zones, displaying the time in 
major cities across the globe. A built-in 
diary function allows you to enter ap-
pointments and set an alarm call at the 
appropriate time; it was obvious the test 
model had come via the Your Computer of-
fice, as the diary for the day before I got it 
had the plaintive message at 10 am, "Is 
Matt in yet?" 

When the map is displayed, function 
key 10 allows access to a set-up mode, 
which lets you set the time and date, 
choose an external monitor and toggle the 
screen saver, which turns off the screen 
after a period of no keystrokes to con-
serve batteries. Your type of printer can 
also be selected and details of baud rate 
for modem and serial port configured. All 
these parameters are stored in non-vola-
tile memory and exist at next power-up. 
Exiting from the set-up mode brings you 
back to the map. 

The next icon is a picture of a tele-
phone, and pressing this gives access to 
an auto-dialling program from a tele-
phone list, with redial facility and a call 
timer. Once contact is established, func- 

The battery-backed 
memory displays the 

current month's calendar, 
the time and a map of the 
world: just the thing for 

those with a new portable 
computer and no idea 

where to take it. 

tion key 9 drops you into the terminal 
mode for modem communication. 

When you press the diskette icon your 
DOS disk is booted. If you call another 
function after booting, the secondary 
function, be it the ubiquitous map or your 
phone dialler, appears on the screen and 
your main program halts until you press 
the diskette icon again. 

The last icon is the calculator, which 
displays a calculator format as an overlay 
of any currently running task. Without a 
number pad, operation of the calculator is 
controlled by the use of a group of keys 
based around IKL. This took a little getting 
used to. The calculator can be called while 
using another program, such as a word 
processor, and the result of your calcula-
tion stored as a named variable and auto-
matically inserted in your text. 

These battery-backed utilities make the 
machine easy to use and will certainly 
prove invaluable to many users. They are 
very similar to the program Sidekick in 
their operation, and 1 for one never turn 
my computer on without loading Sidekick. 

The non-volatile RAM required to run 
this suite is 4 Kbytes, and should be able 
to handle a fair-sized notebook and phone 
index. The machine has provision for an 
inbuilt modem, and the auto-dialling 
function would really come into its own 
for remote terminal use in the field. I feel 
perhaps the strongest point in favour of 
this type of truly portable unit is its appli-
cation in remote areas. I see it being of 
inestimable use to engineers or surveyors. 

Seeing Things from the Right Angle 
The screen with its liquid-crystal display is 
impressive, although I feel this type of dis-
play still has a lot of development in front 
of it. The main drawback is you must be at 
exactly the right angle to get a good view  

of what's on the screen; it's almost impos-
sible for two people at once to watch 
what's happening. 

The contrast control adjusts the bright-
ness relative to the viewing angle, and 
when set for a single user in the best pos-
sible position is unreadable from above or 
below. The back-lighting of the liquid-
crystal display makes the screen visible in 
quite bright surrounding light, but it is at 
its best in subdued light or indoors. 

The face of the display is soft plastic 
with a layer of liquid under it, and running 
your finger over the screen leaves a trail 
which fades almost instantly. I can't com-
ment on the durability of this front layer, 
but it feels very soft to the touch and I 
don't think it would take kindly to harsh 
treatment. 

The graphics resolution is grainy but 
good, and the overall effect is totally usa-
ble but not in the same league as a sharp 
cathode ray tube. I can't help but feel the 
screen is both the unit's strength and 
weakness: the development of the LCD 
screen is what has made the machine 
available, but unless I had a very specific 
need for ultra-light portability, I would opt 
for something with a clearer display. 

You can drive a colour or monochrome 
monitor, but only under mains power, and 
this rather destroys the portability aspect. 

Outside Looking In 
For those of you with technical minds, 
let's look inside. The Zenith Z-171 is 
driven by an 80088 CMOS 16-bit pro-
cessor operating at 4.77 MHz. The operat-
ing system is MS-DOS 2.11 or 1.25, though 
it quite happily swallowed any other ver-
sion I threw at it. The standard memory is 
256 Kbytes, expandable to 1 MByte. (If you 
filled the I Mbyte of available RAM, would 
it become too heavy to carry?) There are 
32 Kbytes of ROM. 

The disk drives are standard 13 cm dou-
ble-sided, double-density floppies. They 
format to 48 tracks per inch, nine sectors 
per track, are PC-DOS compatible, and are 
shock-mounted for portability. 

The display is normally 25 lines of 80 
characters with 640 by 200 dot-address-
able pixels; the character cell is 64 pixels 
(8 by 8). It displays the ASCII 95-character 
subset, with full descenders on lower-case 
letters, and reverse video. The video out-
put for an external monitor includes RGB 
with intensity control and composite 
monochrome. A standard-pin D connector p, 
is provided for RGB 
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ZENITH PORTABLE 

The I/O ports include a serial port with 
a male DB25 RS232C connector. Baud 
rates and data bit settings are user defina-
ble, with baud rates from 110 to 19,200. 
The parallel port is female DB25, Centron-
ics compatible. A video-out port with an 
RCA phono jack allows composite video 
output. 

The unit weighs 6.3 kg, and when 
closed measures 24.1 by 33 by 16.8 cm, 
with the keyboard forming a protective 
front panel. The power requirements are 
115/220 V AC; 50/60 Hz with a 12 V DC re-
chargeable battery pack. The test unit 
would not accept a battery charge of any 
consequence and ran for only about half 
an hour before warning me to SAVE DATA 
NOW! 

Optional.  attachments include a light-
weight nylon water-resistant carry bag, 
battery pack, video card and 256 Kbyte 
memory upgrade sets. 

To sum up, the machine has a very real 
place in portable computing. It is rela-
tively light and easy to carry, and its built- 

The Zenith stands with 
the best of the portables 

for the person on the move 
who has the ability to 
change to a full-size 

machine when he or she 
returns to base. 

in communication programs add to its 
relevance. It is not a machine I could be 
happy with as a standalone office unit be-
cause of the screen and, as I mentioned 
earlier, to add a monitor destroys the pur-
pose of a portable. It stands with the best 
of the portables for the person on the 
move who has the ability to change to a 
full-size machine when he or she returns 
to base.  

The price structure at a recommended  

retail cost of $4995 reflects the relatively 
new technology of the screen, but by 
today's standards I find this high price 
hard to justify against competitive 
models. There is no mention of a software 
package with the unit. 

Zenith Z-138 PC 
The second Zenith provided for review was 
a new transportable IBM workalike. Ho-
hum. 

It looks like a Bondwell and works like 
an IBM. It runs an 8088 at 8 MHz (switch-
able to 4.77 MHz) and comes standard 
with 256 Kbytes of RAM. The front panel 
lifts off to become an IBM lookalike key-
board, and reveals an amber screen that 
could be a lot bigger considering the 
amount of case around it. It weighs 10.9 kg 
— hence the term transportable rather 
than portable. At a recommended retail 
price of $3995, it joins a growing list of 
similarly configured machines, and only 
the name Zenith separates it from lesser- 
known brands. 	 0 

SUPPORTING OUR DISTRIBUTORS 
EFFECTIVELY, SUCCESSFULLY, INTERNATIONALLY 
PROFESSIONALISM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

That's why people with the most demanding computer tasks turn 
to ALLTEK for their computer and peripheral product needs. They 
know from experience that ALLTEK gives the most satisfaction 
because ALLTEK is a stable company with uniformly standardized 
quality, uses excessively strict quality control, provides dependable 

. 	: 110111  
after-service and good profit margins to distributor, and 
ALLTEK's technology and professionalism is second to none 

 

ALLTEK COMPUTER CO., LTD. 
3F-1, 63, Lane 122, Jen-Ai Rd., Sec. 4, TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C. 
Telex: 19179 ALLTEKCO Tel: 10217098575, 7080063 
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TOSHIBA CORPORATION Cat X-5500 

Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd Want to know more about TI 100? Send for your )  
I FREE information pack. It's obligation free: no 

_1 s,,iesman will call. 

The real PC compatible Toshiba T1100 portable 
Here it is: the sensational star of the Data '85 show — the one 
everyone wants but only we have been able to get! 
So small, it will fit into a briefcase. So powerful, it has 256K 
memory in-built (512K optional). So compatible, it will run 
all the popular IBM PC programs (such as Lotus, 
Symphony, dBase, Framework, Flight Simulator, etc). 
Yes, this amazing computer measures just 31 X 6.6 X 
30.5cm. That's tiny! 
And it weighs just 4.1kg. That's light. Yet it gives you the 
same computing power as the others. That's 
convenience! 
And it comes complete with an in-built 720K disk drive. Ni 
Cad Batteries (for up to 8 hours portable use). An 80 
character, 25 line LCD display PLUS an RGB monitor port 
for full colour graphics. Parallel printer port. AC adaptor/ 
battery charger. And so much more! 
Strictly limited stock 
Because of the Toshiba T1100's world-wide popularity, 
very limited quantities are available in Australia. We have 
obtained these — but there aren't too many to go around. 
So hurry in — or we'll guarantee a long, long wait! 

PLUS! ACCESS FOUR software package. 

Yes, from the developers of 'Open Access' comes the very 
latest software package: Access Four. With a quality text 
editor. Magnificent spreadsheet.3D Graphics. Information 
Manager. Plus 'pop-up' electronic desk including Time 
Zone Clock. Stopwatch. Business Card File. Appointments 
diary/calendar. Everything the modern day business per-
son needs to organise their day. And it's all there: right in 
front of you in your Toshiba T1100: only from Dick Smith 
Electronics. 
Commercial leasing or AGC finance available to approved 
customers. 

All this for $ 
only 

SAVE $700!* 2995 
INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY, DOS, MANUALS AND 
FULL WARRANTY! 
*Toshiba's T1100 (only) recommended retail $2995. DSE's 
price includes Access Four & all these 'extras' 

    

Name 	 
1 

	

I Address 	 

    

    

    

    

1 NI 

Your one stop computer shop at your 
nearest Dick Smith Electronics centre. 

Postcode 	  

I Drop into any Dick Smith Electronics store or send to I 
VISA 1 DSXpress (PO Box 321, North Ryde NSW 2113). 	I 
	  B027 
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TURBO CHECKER 

TURBO LIGHTNING 
Spelling Checker and Thesaurus 

You might think Les Bell is a champion speller, but 
you've never seen what his copy looks like before our 

editors get to it. Here he reveals one of the new tools 
of his trade that helps him keep up the journalistic 

front. 
TURBO LIGHTNING is an example of the 
co-resident software which has gained in 
popularity over the past couple of years. 
The best example of this kind of package 
is Sidekick, a memory-resident program 
which provides a notepad/editor, cal-
endar/diary, calculator and other tools ac-
cessible from within other programs. Now 
the creator of Sidekick, Borland Interna-
tional, has released a new example of 
powerful co-resident software, Turbo 
Lightning. 

Lightning sits between the keyboard 
and any applications running on an IBM 
PC (or compatible), and monitors incom-
ing keystrokes as they are typed. It does 
not interfere with the operation of appli-
cations, but watches for the spaces which 
mark the ends of words and, as it sees 
each word, looks up its spelling in a dic-
tionary. If it cannot find the word, it beeps 
to warn the user he or she may have mis-
spelled a word. 

Lightning maintains a small memory-
resident dictionary in order to take up as 
little space as possible, so it can be co-
resident with today's huge word proces-
sors. With only 6000 words in this diction-
ary, it quite often beeps at correct words, 
but this is only a minor annoyance. Those 
who have plenty of memory can install a 
12,000- or 16,000-word version to cut 
down the beeping. 

The main dictionary is maintained on 
disk; a small version is used on floppy disk 
systems with a larger version for hard disk 
users. This dictionary is invoked whenever 
the user requests a spelling check and cor-
rection of either a word or the entire 
screen. 

Lightning is invoked by pressing the 
Shift and F8 keys; if this conflicts with  

some of your software (for example, Volks-
writer) you can change the keycodes arbi-
trarily. This brings up the main menu as a 
window over the top of the screen. 
Choices are: Environment, Word-check, 
Full-screen-check, Thesaurus, Setup and 
Options. 

Pressing the right and left arrow keys 
followed by return, or pressing the initial 
letter of one of these selections, displays a 
pull-down menu blind. For example, the 
Word-check option offers: 

A: Check word at cursor 

The full-screen-check 
menu makes the program 

scan the entire screen, 
highlighting misspellings. 
This whole process takes 

only a few seconds. 
B: Check last bad word 
Pressing either A or B, or moving the 

cursor till it is highlighting the appro-
priate choice, will cause the appropriate 
action. Selection A will make Lightning 
check the spelling of the word under or 
immediately before the cursor and sug-
gest possible correct spellings. A window 
opens in a corner of the screen with a list 
of 'sound-alike words' which are possible 
corrections, and again, either moving the 
cursor up or down or pressing the appro-
priate letter will result in the word being 
replaced in the screen text. Alternatively, 
one of the options on this menu allows 
the adding of the (correct) word to the  

auxiliary dictionary. 
The 'check last bad word' option is used 

if you have typed several words since 
Lightning beeped, and causes the pro-
gram to back up to the last bad word, per-
form checking and correction, then return 
to the end of the text to resume typing. 

The full-screen-check menu makes the 
program scan the entire screen, highlight-
ing misspellings. This whole process takes 
only a few seconds, probably due to the 
indexing of the dictionary file. A minor an-
noyance is that Lightning really does 
check the full screen, including Wordstar's 
status line and the function key labels at 
the bottom of the screen. However, this is 
easy to live with. 
Handy Thesaurus 
An important feature of Lightning is its 
thesaurus. The traditional Roget's Thesau-
rus is a handy tool for writers, who are al-
ways seeking a new way to put something. 
But its days must be numbered with the 
advent of the electronic equivalent. Or, to 
put it differently, a significant aspect of 
Lightning is its synonymicon. The conven-
tional Roget's Thesaurus is an effective in-
strument for authors, who are perpetually 
pursuing a fresh manner to express some-
thing. As you see,----riting a sentence is the 
work of just a few moments using Light-
ning. 

The thesaurus is surprisingly complete. 
For example, the thesaurus entry for 'way' 
lists 22 alternatives such as manner, fash-
ion, habit, custom, practice and so on. If a 
word is not in the thesaurus, Lightning 
will suggest it looks up similar words. In 
fact, there are 5000 primary reference 
words in Lightning's version of the Ran-
dom House Thesaurus, and it contains 
50,000 synonyms. 
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AND INTRODUCING 
SCO PROFESSIONALTM AS THE XENIX-BASED 1-2-3T" WORKALIKE 
SCO FoxBASETM AS THE XENIX-BASED dBASE II '"  WORKALIKE 

SCO uni PATH TM  SNA- 3270 AS THE MAINFRAME COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE 

SCO  

M MULTIUSER OPERATION SUGGESTED 

IP 4. 	 Kaare Christian, PC Magazine 

• Nni..--17, 

Aro' _",-•41:-. 
•davottlftgliik lrft, 

Mankind searched the world over 
for the mukiuser operating system of the future. 

Then IBM® chose XENIX® for the PC AT. And the future was now. 
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION PRESENTS 

XENIX Operating System 

• 

AN SCO PRODUCTION IN EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATION WITH MICROSOFT CORPORATION 
THE MULTIUSER, MULTITASKING PC BLOCKBUSTER "XENIX NOW!" 

STARRING MULTISCREEN' • THE BERKELEY ENHANCEMENTS 
DOS CROSS DEVELOPMENT • CUSTOM INSTALLATION 

CO-STARRING A GALAXY OF SCO XENIX APPLICATIONS 
INCLUDING SCO LYRIXTM WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM, MULTIPLAN®, INFORMIX®, 

LEVEL II COBOLTM AND MICROSOFT® LANGUAGES 

FEATURING WORLD FAMOUS SCO DOCUMENTATION, TRAINING AND SUPPORT 
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION 

SCREENPLAY ADAPTED BY THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION FROM ORIGINAL STORIES BY MICROSOFT AND AT&T 
IN BREATHTAKING SELECTABLE COLOR 

IMMEDIATE SEATING FOR VARs 

4MCMLXXXVI The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc. 
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc., 500 Chestnut Street, P.O. Box 1900, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 1408) 425-7222 
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories • IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation • XENIX, 
Microsoft and Multiplan are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation • Multiscreen, Lynx and SCO Professional are trademarks of 
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.. Informix is a registered trademark of Relational Database Systems, Inc. • LEVEL II COBOL is a trademark of 
Micro Focus, Ltd. • 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation • FoxBASE is a trademark of Fox Software, Inc.. dBASE 
is a trademark of Ashton-Tate • uniPATH is a trademark of Pathway Design. 2/86 

THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION 

SALES & INFORMATION 
    Industries Pty. Limited 
BLUE SKY ily^" z) 419-5799 

TLX: 74994 BLUSKY 

XENIX WILL TURN YOUR PC INTO A REAL COMPUTER 



Q&A" is built around an 
intelligent assistant that's smart 
enough to learn from your 
experience. 

So you can teach it to respond 
to your needs to a degree no 
other software can match. 

You'll find that that capability 
is worth a lot to you. 

No matter what you use it 
for. Stock market analysis. 
Inventory. Employee data. 
Tickler files. Phone logs. Mailing 
lists. Anywhere you need fast 
access to stored data. 

CALL IT 
EASY TO BUY. 

At $499, we believe Q&A 
offers more value per dollar 
than any other software product 
on the market. 

But we haven't stopped 
there. 

We've come up with a way 
for you to get some value out of 
whatever database or word 
processing package you're 
currently using. 

CALL IT 
THE BEST DEAL 

IN MEMORY. 
We have an inexpensive 

way for you to take advantage 
of Q&A's intelligence and 
upgrade your hardware at the 
same time. 

For a limited time, we're 
offering a half-length 256K 
memory board with Q&A. It's 
worth $400 on the street, 
comes with a 12 month warran 
and when you buy Q&A, it's 
yours for just $99 

If Q&A is beginning 
to sound like a 

good investment to you, a 
quick demo should convince 
you. 

Go to your local Q&A 
dealer and ask for one. 

For more information on 
Q & A and What Is analysis call 
International Solutions Pty. Ltd., 
P.O. Box 269, Broadway 2007. 
Phone: (02) 319 1488 
Telex: AA25331 

We think you'll be glad 
ty, you did. 

Call it a hunch. 

What do 
call software 
that 
gets smarter 
as youuse it? 



PRODUCT DETAILS 

Turbo Lightning 
Electronic Reference Library 
Arcom Pacific 
Interactive look-up system that gives fast, key-touch 
access to the complete Random House Concise 
Dictionary and Random House Thesaurus 
IBM PC or compatibles, IBM XT, AT, or PCjr 
Wordstar, Multimate, Microsoft Word, and others 
128 Kbytes RAM 
PC-DOS (MS-DOS) 2.0 or greater 
Menu driven 
Two disk drives 
No — but one sure helps 
Highly interactive, works with almost any software 
Cannot check entire document 
$160 
Arcom Pacific, 252 Abbotsford Road, Mayne 4006; 
(07) 52 9522. 

Program: 
Application: 
Supplier: 
Brief description: 

Hardware required: 
Software required: 
Minimum memory: 
Operating system: 
User interface Type: 
Number of drives: 
Requires hard disk?: 
Best points: 
Worst points: 
Price: 
Review copy from: 

RATINGS: POOR GOOD V.GOOD EXCELLENT 

DOCUMENTATION 

EASE OF USE 

DESIGN 

VALUE FOR MONEY 

Use It Almost Everywhere 
Turbo Lightning has many options for in-
stallation. As supplied, it works with PC-
DOS, Wordstar, Multimate, PFS Write, Mi-
crosoft Word, IBM Display Writer, Word-
perfect, Volkswriter Deluxe, Sidekick, 
Lotus 1-2-3, Turbo Pascal and Reflex. 
However, the Environment menu contains 
an option to allow you to change the oper-
ating environment by specifying the vari-
ous keycodes used by your favourite appli-
cation program for cursor movement, in-
sert mode toggle and other functions. By 
following the instructions, you can custo-
mise Lightning for virtually any applica-
tion. 

An options selection on the main menu 
allows enabling and disabling of auto-
proofing and redefinition of the hot keys 
which invoke the program. If you use the 
thesaurus frequently, for example, you 
might want to access that function directly 
with the Alt-F6 key sequence (or any other 
sequence you choose). 

There are 5000 primary 
reference words in 

Lightning's version of the 
Random House 

Thesaurus, and it contains 
50,000 synonyms. 

Turbo Lightning will also work with Bor-
land's other products, Sidekick and Super-
key (although you can chew up a lot of 
memory that way). In addition, Borland 
will shortly release a toolkit of routines for 
access to Lightning's internals and data 
files, which will allow programmers to use 
it to write word games as well as serious 
applications involving text compression, 
soundex codes and other goodies built 
into Lightning. 

In particular, this might get around 
Turbo Lightning's major limitation — it 
cannot proofread a complete textfile, only 
screens and individual words. 

Nonetheless, Turbo Lightning is a sig-
nificant and innovative product. Once 
again, Borland International has shown 
the others how it should be done; we can 
expect a number of new products based 
on the same techniques to appear in due 
course. 	 0 
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MESSAGE ENCRYPTOR READY. 
While recently engrossed in 
some junk spy novel, I wondered 
if it were possible to write a sim-
ple BASIC message encryp-
tion/decryption program which 
was reasonably friendly and, at 
the same time, difficult to crack. 

The result is attached. Al-
though written on a Commodore 
64, the program lines are straight 
BASIC, except for the printer 
commands, and shouldn't re-
quire many changes to be trans-
portable to other machines. 

The actual mechanics of the 
program are fairly simple: 

I. The program is driven by a 
codeword which can be as long 
or as short as required. A code-
word of five or more letters or 
numbers is required in the at-
tached program. This can be 
amended with a change to lines 
90 and 265. 

2. It ascertains the ASCII value 
of each letter of the message 
input from the keyboard. 

3. It finds the ASCII value of a 
selected letter from the code-
word. 

4. The program multiplies the 
two values together to produce a 
four-figure number, which is the 
code for each input letter, 

5. The device used to take the 
code out of the realms of simple 
letter replacement is that the let-
ter selected from the codeword 
as the multiplier changes one 
letter each cycle of the loop. This 
ensures that even if the same let-
ter is entered twice, the output 
code value will be different. 

6. A message can be encoded 
simply by using the codeword, 
and decoded by the same code-
word, but it's almost impossible 
to crack any other way. 

Peter Foye, 
Battnain, NSW. 

5 REM" **MESSAGE ENCRYPTOR**" 
6 REM' **BY PETER FOYE" 
7 REM 
10 PRINT"J" 
12 PRINTTAB(10)"MESSAGE ENCRYPTOR" 
14 PRINTTAB(9)" 
20 PRINT"WHAT IS THE KEY FOR THIS MESSAGE?":INPUT K$ 
30 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"TYPE YOUR MESSAGE" 
35 OPEN 3,4 
90 FOR X=1 TO 5 
100 GET A$:IF A$=""THEN 100 
130 B=ASC(A$) 
140 C$=MID$(K$,X,1) 
150 D=ASC(C$) 
160 E=B*D 
165 PRINT A$"..."E 
167 PRINT#3,E 
170 NEXT X 
175 CLOSE 3 
180 GOTO 90 
190 REM 
200 REM" **MESSAGE DECRYPTOR**" 
220 REM" **BY PETER FOYE" 
225 REM 
230 PRINT"J" 
240 PRINTTAB(10)"MESSAGE DECRYPTOR" 
250 PRINTTAB(9)" 	 
260 PRINT"WHAT IS YOUR CODE FOR THIS MESSAGE?":INPUT K$ 
265 FOR X=1 TO 5 
270 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"TYPE THE NUMBERS":INPUT L 
310 C$=M10$(K$,X,1) 
320 D=ASC(C$) 
330 B=L/D 
335 E$=CHR$(B) 
340 PRINT E$ 
342 OPEN 3,4 
345 PRINT#3,E$ 
347 CLOSE 3 
350 NEXT X 
360 GOTO 265 
READY. 

Commodore 64 
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NEC P5, the major breakthrough 
in Dot Matrix Technology. 
— High Speed, 264 cps 
— Superior Graphics 
$1795.00 

HP-Laser Jet 
Letter quality, super quiet, 
Fast: — 8 pages/minute 
$4995.00 

SIFTWAIE 
LOTUS 123, release 2 — $595.00 
Symphony ver 1.1 — $795.00 
Open Access — $695.00 
Wordstar 2000 + — $525.00 
Dbase II — $540.00 
Dbase Ill — $695.00 
and more . . . 

SS/DD — $29.50 
The Precision Flexible Disks DS/DD — $34.50 

SANT TECHNOLOGY 
COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS 

IBM PC/XT SYSTEM: 
IBM PC/XT 640K Memory 
20 meg Hard Disk, 
1 Floppy Disk Drive, 
Taxan mono monitor, DOS 3.1 

CALL 

OLIVETTI M24: 
Olivetti M24 w/640K 
20 meg Hard Disk, 
1 Floppy Disk Drive, 
Olivetti color monitor. 

CALL 

IBM AT System, 
Call for Configuration 
of your choice 

HIGH QUALITY —
COMPETITIVE PRICE 
NEC 20 MEG 
+ DTC Controller 
Superior quality and reliability 
$1295.00 
full 1 year warranty 

SYSGEN 
60 Mb streaming 
Tape Backup 
internal: $2445.00 
external: $2555.00 

— Connect up to 3 computers 
to a printer 

— Automatic Spooling 

— Pause & copy function 
switches 

— Memory: 64K, 128K, 256K 
and 512K 

AT 44 meg — $2595.00 
AT 86 meg — $3995.00 

   

NEC P2, 180 cps, 80 col — $895.00 

NEC P3, 180 cps, 132 col — $1095.00 

EPSON LX-80 — CALL 

BROTHER M1509, 180 cps, 132 col — CALL 

BROTHER M1109, 100 cps, NLQ — $450.00 
and more . . . 

1111EM 
PC In/Modem, 300/1275 — $595.00 

(inc PC Videotex) 
SmartModem 21/23, 300/1275 — $675.00 

(incl PC Videotex) 
SmartModem 1200, — $895.00 

1200 Full Duplex 
SmartModem 2400 — Call 
SmartModem 123A, 1200-1275-300 bps — Call 
SmartModem 1234A, — Call 

2400-1200-1275-300 bps 
Sendata 1000 (inc Videotex Software) — $495.00 

Quantity Discount available 
Many are not listed, please call for specific item 
Ph: (02) 597 2078 or (02) 588 1913 

Suite 3, 58 Bay Street, Rockdale, NSW 2216 

All prices are — including sales tax 
— subject to change without notice 
— not including delivery 

  



Microbee 
00100 REM ***** Guess a 3 letter word ***** 
00110 CLEAR : DIM W1(3), G1(3) : POKE 257,2 
00120 CLS : LORES : C=0 : H=0 : T=0 
00130 PLOT 0,0 TO 0,47 TO 64,47 TO 64, 0 TO 0,0 : PLOT 47,0 TO 47,40 
00140 CURS 72 : PRINT "5 u e s s - 3" : PLOT 0,40 TO 64,40 
00150 FOR X=257 TO 833 STEP 64 : CURS X : Y=X/64-3 : IF Y<10 THEN PRINT " ";Y;'. 
" ELSE PRINT Y"." 
00160 NEXT X 
00170 NORMAL 
00180 CURS 38 : PRINT "(Y) Correct P1 ace" : CURS 102 : PRINT "(N) Wronq Place" 
: CURS 166 : PRINT "C-) No Match" 
00190 REM ***** Computer chooses word ***** 
00200 RESTORE 590 
00210 Y=INT(RND*50)+1 
00220 FOR X=1 TO Y READWI$ : NEXT X 
00230 REM ***** Input a guess ***** 
00240 CURS 290 : PRINT "What is your guess : 
00250 PLAY1 : CURS 354 : PRINT CA18 32] 
00260 POKE 220,13 : CURS 354 : INPUT GIS 
00270 REM ***** Check for 3 unique letters ***** 
00280 IF LEN(GIS) <> 3 THEN CURS 418 : PRINT "Please enter a 3 letter word!" : G 
OTO 240 
00290 IF G1$(;1,1) = Gl$(;2,2) THEN 330 
00300 IF G1$(;1,1) = G1$(;3,3) THEN 330 
00310 IF G1$(;2,2) = 61$(;3,3) THEN 330 
00320 GOTO 350 
00330 CURS 418 : PRINT "No two letters are the same! " : GOTO 240 
00340 REM ***** Compare guess with computers word ***** 
00350 C=0 : H=0 : T=T+1 : CURS 418 : PRINT CA29 32] 
00360 FOR X=1 TO 3 
00370 FOR Y=1 TO 3 
00380 IF Gl$(;X,X) 

	
W1S(;Y,Y) THEN 430 

00390 IF X=Y THEN 420 
00400 H=H+1 
00410 GOTO 430 
00420 C=C+1 
00430 NEXT Y 
00440 NEXT X 
00450 X=201+T*64 
00460 CURS 219+64*T : PRINT GAS 
00470 IF C>0 THEN FOR Y=1 TO C : CURS X+(Y-1)*3 : PRINT "Y" : NEXT Y 
00480 X=201+T*64+C*3 
00490 IF H>0 THEN FOR Y=1 TO H : CURS X+(Y-1)*3 : PRINT "N" : NEXT Y 
00500 X=201+T*64+(C+H)*3 
00510 IF C+H<3 THEN FOR Y=1 TO (3-(C+H)) 1 CURS X+(Y-1)*3 : PRINT "-" : NEXT Y 
00520 IF C=3 THEN CURS 61(l : PLAY1;2;3;4 : PRINT "Congratulations!" : CURS 674 : 
PRINT "You guessed it!" : GOTO 550 
00530 IF T=10 THEN CURS 610 : PRINT "Sorry!" : PLAV4,3;1,3 : CURS 674 : PRINT "T 
he word was ";WIS : GOTO 550 
00540 GOTO 240 
00550 CURS 930 : PRINT "Play again (Y/N)? 
00560 Z1S=KEYS : IF Z1$="" THEN 560 

GUESS3 
The object of this game is to 
guess a three-letter word chosen. 
at random by the computer. The 
game is over when you guess the 
word, or after 10 unsuccessful at-
tempts. Guesses are checked by 
the computer and the following 
codes are displayed: 

(Y) — A letter is in the correct 
position. 
(N) — A letter is in the wrong 
position. 
(-) — A letter is not correct. 

The program's initial diction-
ary consists of 50 words, but 
many more could be added —
the only restriction is the 
amount of memory available. 
Also note all words must contain 
three different letters. To enlarge 
the program's dictionary you 
simply add DATA statements 
containing the new words to the 
end of the program. You will also 
need to change the randomising 
number in line 210. 

Lonnie Riley, 
Banyo, OLD. 

00570 IF Z1S<>"Y" AND Z1S<>"N" THEN 550 
00580 PRINT Z1$ : IF Z 1$="Y" THEN 1 10 ELSE PRINT "Thanks for playing!" : END 
00590 DATA "POT","PEG" ,"PAT","PIN", "PET","PEN","PUN","PUT","PUB","POD" 
00600 DATA "TUG","TIN" ,"TON","TOP", "TEN","THE","THY","TIC","TOW","TRY" 
00610 DATA "RUN","RIM" ,"RIG","RAM", "RUT","RAW","RIT","RED","RAP","RUB" 
00620 DATA "SAT","SEA" ,"SAW","SET", "SAD","SUN","SUM","SIN".,"SON","SOD" 
00630 DATA "BET","BEG" ,"BED","BAD", "SAN","BAT","BUT","BUN","BUG","BIT" 

POCKET PROGRAMS 
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What works just like 1-2-3' 
but costs just $249? 

Lotus 1-2-3' has become the de facto industry 
standard spreadsheet for the IBM PC and 
compatible computers. The only thing wrong 
with it is the price. Well here's The Twin'. 
A spreadsheet so similar to 1-2-3 you'll hardly 
be able to tell you're not using 1-2-3. But the 
price is just $249. Yes, for less than 1/3 the 
price you can have a spreadsheet with the 
power of 1-2-3. 
If you can use 1-2-3, you can use The Twin. 
Twin uses the same commands as 1-2-3, and 
has all of 1-2-3's functions. Plus a stack more. 
You won't waste any time re-learning. 
Fully compatible with 1-2-3 files. 
All your existing 1-2-3 spreadsheets 
and macros are directly usable with 
The Twin. 
And vice versa. 

the 

More features for less money. 
Twin isn't just a cheap imitator of 1-2-3. Twin 
actually gives you features 1-2-3 doesn't' Like 
3-dimensional graphs. Pie-bar combination 
graphs. Log scales. 16 colour display. IRR, 
NPER and RATE financial functions. 
No copy protection. 
No more worries about backup. 
No 'key disks' to waste time. 
Want to see The Twin in action? 
Call Software Source today to find out the 
name of your nearest dealer and try The Twin 
yourself. We think you'll be impressed with its 
performance. Not to mention its price. 

1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp. TWIN is a 
trademark of Mosaic Software Inc. Price comparisons based on 
recommended retail prices current at time of going to press. 

Glover & Assoc. 6123 



People from all walks of life are 
talking about LEO's advanced technology 

LEO AT/PC/XT 
The Fastest IBM Compatible PC In The World. 

The LEO AT/XT and LEO AT/PC are FIC's newest most powerful microcmputers providing 
IBM® AT performance at a PC price. 

Both machines feature a high-speed (8 MHz) 80186 microprocessor that is three or four 
times faster than the 8088-processor PC. With the LEO AT/XT and AT/PC you can process 
data faster, produce results sooner and work more efficiently. 

THE LEO AT/XT and AT/PC come standard with a unique dual bus architecture, providing 
two IBM® AT-alike dual slots and three IBM® PC compatible slots that allow you to further 
expand this powerhouse as your computing needs grow. 

The LEO AT/XT comes with 360KB floppy disk drive and 20 MB Winchester disk drive; 512 
KB DRAM on mother board; IBM® XT compatible keyboard; 100W/130W switching power supply: 
color graphic card with RGB color monitor interface, R.F. modulator interface, and composite 
video monitor interface; and runs all the popular programs written for the IBM® PC/XT. 
(Such as Flights Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3, J-Bird, Auto CAD and Micro CAD etc.) 

The LEO AT/PC comes with two floppy disk drives, bur'  is otherwise identical to the 
LEO AT/XT. In addition to these "standard" features the LEO AT/XT and AT/PC offer 
enhanced performance unequalled in the PC marketplace. Yet, even 
with all these advantages, the LEO AT/XT and AT/PC are available 
at the same price as older, less powerful machines 
like the IBM® PC/XT and compatibles. 

LEO AT/PC/XT SPECIFICATIONS: 

PROCESSOR: 
8 MHz INTEL° 80186 CPU.  

MEMORY: 
512KB DRAM standard on board 
16 KB ROM. BIOS. 

AUXILIARY STORAGE: 
AT/XT. floppy disk drive 1360 KB) and 1 
winchester disk drive (20 MBI 
AT/PC 2 floppy disk drive 

OPERATING SYSTEM: 
MS-DOS. 2.11. CP/M. 86 and UNIX. 
will be available soon. 
MS•DOS° 3.0 and PC-DOS. 3.0 
compatible. 

KEYBOARD: 
IBM° PC/XT compatible keyboard.  

POWER SUPPLY: 
Higher U L power rating than the IBM° PC/XT. 

I/0: 
Contronics parallel pnnter port and RS232C serial port and 
floppy disk controller built in 

COLOR GRAPHIC CARD: 
320 x 200 resolution for text and graphic mode 
640 x 200 resolution for black/white mode.  

RELIABILITY: 
POWER UP SELF DIAGNOSTICS PARITY CHECK RAM 

    

 

MEC INTELEC DATA SYSTEMS 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS & DATA SYSTEMS 

 

    

UNIT 11, 21 MALVERN STREET, 
BAYSWATER, VICTORIA, 3153. 
PHONE: (03) 729 6644 
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NO MORE WORRIES 
with our free 
HOTLINE 
SUPPORT 4  

- 
• rsi 

7 - 
" ;IA 

ANY PRODUCTS NOT LISTED — CALL, CALL, CALL! 
BANKCARD & VISA CARD ACCEPTED - TERMS: PAYMENT ON RECEIPT OF GOODS 

Handling charges $7.30 On all software. hoards and accessories. In the unlikely event that our costs change without notice we reserve the right to alter prices. 

The Computer Trader 
98 Hoddle St., Abbotsford 3067 17 (03) 417 7044 
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Our 
RRP 	 Price 

1. Lotus 1-2-3 	 835 	535 
2. Multimate 	 745 	439 
3. Open Ace, 	 995 	665 
4. Symphony, 	1095 	725 
5. Multiplan , 	 365 	295 
6. Microsoft Word 	 595 	465 
7. Wordstar 	 445 	340 
8. cillase III 	 976 	645 
9. Attache..., 	 775 	p.m. CALL 

10. Datatlex 	N.A. 	CALL 
Courtesy PC Australia 

HARDWARE 
1'2 P3 Pinwriter 

(Colour + 225) 	  
' NEC - P5 Pinwriter 	  
Epson - LXSO 	  
Colour Printers & Plotters 	 
NEC - Spinwriter E.L.E. 	 
Epson-EX/6 (EX105 $995) 	 
Brother new models 	  
C-Itoh,Toshiba,Silver-Reed & others 
_Taxan Hi Res. Vision III 

 Green 	2/60  Taxan Ili. Res. Amber or  
BMC Composite 	159 
Other Brands 	CALL 
•liard disk 10Mb internal 	 from 1250 
*Red disk 20Mb internal 	 from 1495 
Shmline Floppy - 360K direct drive  	285 
Floppy Drive - 360K  	250 

• Hard disk greater than 20Mb  	CALL 
All quality brands: Tandon, Tallgrau, Rodime NEC & Seagate. 
Tape Back-up 	.32 Mb internal. 	1695 

Sysoin 10 Mb 	1595 
Boards 	-muittiunction Card 	  from 295 

"Colour/Graphics Card  	285 
"Mono/Graphics Card 	325 
Persyst, Sigma, Orchid, Qubie, 
& Paradise - excellent prices  	CALL 

Modems 	PC In-Modem 1200/75 	685 
Viatel Modem 	CALL 
Sendiretcom 	  CALL 
- ,dshua DSDD 	39 
• fop ()inlay Brand DSDD 	25 
Di.* storage unit 190 disks)  	22 
Other Brands and Sizes  	CALL 

SVIIFTWARE — NAC1NTOSH  
Business110Mails 3  	565 

Jazz  	665 
Thinktank  	255 
Microsoft 	  CALL 
Other 	  CALL 

Entertainment Baron  	69 
Millionaire  	69 

. 	•Zoric II/HI  	59 

TOP SYSTEMS 
List 	Our 

Price 	Price 
I. IBM PC "XT" 

10Mb, FDD & 256K, (Colour +425) 	 
2. Olivetti M24 "XT" 

10Mb, FDD, 256K (Colour +625) 	 
3. IBM Compatible 

It's got everything incl. 10Mh & 512K 	 
NOTE: Add $300 for 20Mb and 

from S200 for 256K RAM. 

SOFTWARE — IBM 
Spreadsheets 'Lotus 1 2 3 	535 
Integrated 	•Symhony (Vets 1.11  	725 

Enable  	765 
Framework  	750 
Multiplan  	285 
Open Access  	665 
Supercak. 3 	399 
'dBASE III 	645 
•Versaform 	199 
Knowledgeman  	580 
Quickcode III  	325 
*Wordstar 	340 
'Multimate (advantage +80) 	439 
Perfect Writer II  	295 
Wordperfect  	439 
Microsoft Word and Spell  	495 
• DeSmet C 	195 
Ibrbo Pascal (toolbox +62) 	79 
*Borland Int. (Turbol 	CALL 
Digital Research 	CALL 
Microsoft 	CALL 
• dTOOLKIT 	99 
• Typequick• 	69 
• Smartkey 	69 
Superkey 	72 
Thinktank 	215 
Sideways 	79 
Norton Utilities (Ver 3.0) 	145 
Copywrite/Disk Explorer 	95 
Sidekick 	89 
GEM incl. desktop and drawer 	CALL 
Eightymate (runs CPM80 prog. 
under MS-DOS) 	295 
PC Alien 	89 
All others 	CALL 

Communications • Crosstalk 	
175 

'Smarterm 100 (DEC Emulator) • 	250 
•Smartemi 400 (D.G. Emulator) • 	250 

Entertainment Flight Simulator  
	

95 
Sargon III  

	
65 

All Others  
	

CALL 
Accounting Integrated-Drs/CrsIGLIetc 	 

Information-Business Managerl 	 
Information-Payroll 	  
Integrity-Accounting one 	 
Integrity-Payroll 	  
CPA+ 	  
Sybiz 	  
IAL 	  
Vertical Market 	  

Project 	'Timeline. 	485 
Management Harvard Project Management 	495 

Microsoft Project 	545 

*SUPERTRADER SPECIALS 

"No-one 
offers this 

Preferential 
Price & 

Performance 
Plan" 

We call it 413. It enables us to provide you with the convenience 
of your local computer shop and the technical support of a 

professional consultant. 

Add up the benefits: 
TRADE DISCOUNTS OF UP TO 3596 ON R.R.P--- The Computer 

Trader purchases substantial volumes of hardware and software each 
month. You benefit from our purchasing power by receiving the lowest 
prices available and first option on limited offer Supertrader Specials. 

2. FREE CATALOGU The countless hours spent each month in 
"shopping for new products and in updating your knowledge can be 
minimised by 4P. On registering in 4I3  you indicate your hardware and 
software preferences and we prepare a catalogue tailored to your needs. 

3 IMMED(ATE DELIVERY DOOR TO DOOR- If products are in 
stock we will have them delivered overnight to your door. A "rush" 
delivery fee is charged to non 4P members for this service. 

4. MANUFACTURERS wARRATy- All products supplied by The 
Computer Trader carry a full manufacturer's warranty. Any claims 
made against this warranty by 4P members will he followed up by The 
Computer Trader provided the terms of the warranty have been 
complied with. 

5. THE COMPUTER TRADER 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
-As a 4P member we will refund your money on any purchase from The 
Computer Trader which does not comply with the manufacturer's 
published specifications regardless of whether or not the default is 
covered by the manufacturer's warranty. 

6. FREE INFORMATION SERVICE- In addition to our free 
catalogue 4P members receive regular bulletins on newly released 
products, special buys that become available and other items of interest 
that may not be published in the Australian press. 

7. LOCAL & OVERSEAS BUYING SMISE- If we do not already 
have the product you require, our experience consultants will trace it 
for you-either locally or overseas. 

8. CORPORATE ACCOUNT PROGRAMME- More than 50% of our 
clients are corporate or government organisations. The Computer 
Trader will supply these organisations on a purchase order basis 
provided they comply with our payment terms. 

9. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS- The Computer Trader will offer 
addition discounts for volume purchases. 
10 Software rentals for 413  members only-on application. 
11. FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT We have retained the services of a 
team of highly qualified and in ependent micro computer consultants 
who are available to answer technical queries on all products purchased 
from The Computer Trader. Their support is available on our special 
hotline free of charge to 4P members. 

Printers 

Monitors 

'Disk Drives 

850/1195 
CALL 

415 
CALL 

695 
775 

CALL 
CALL 

Floppy 
Disks 

SUPER 
TRADER 
SAVINGS 

6252 4845 

6522 4595 

N/A 2985 

Database 

Word 
Processing 

Languages 

Utilities 
& other 

CALL 
385 
299 
595 
495 
680 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS 



TIDY 
Written for the Sharp MZ-700, 
using Disk BASIC, this utility 
prints out BASIC programs in an 
improved format. 

Specifically, all FOR-NEXT 
loops are indented, REMarks are 
highlighted and one-line 'Breaks' 
are inserted before LABEL state-
ments. 

To be listed, the program must 
have been saved as a sequential 
file, using the 'A' option. 

When run, 'Tidy' first prompts 
for a filename. Errors are not 
trapped, so if the file does not 
exist you will receive the stand-
ard error message and be re-
turned to BASIC. 

After the file has been opened, 
you will be asked to specify a for-
mat. First, you must nominate 
the screen or the printer as the 
output device. Entering 'P' (CR) 
will set the internal plotter to 80 
columns and shorten the page 
length to 40 lines. 

The next choice is between 
normal or extended spacing. 
Choosing extended spacing will 
insert the breaks before labels 
and around REMs. 

The final question, whether to 
'suppress' or not to suppress, 
controls whether or not the line 
number and REM statement are 
displayed. 

Answering 'Y' will replace the 
line number and REM statement 
with the string 	* *', but will 
leave the rest of the line alone. 

Hints on Conversion 
In line 620, CHRS (17) performs a 
linefeed on the Sharp's video 
display. 

In line 630, CHRS(10) causes a 
linefeed on the printer. 

Also in line 630, the asterisk 
between the logical expressions 
performs a logical 'AND'. On 
other systems, this line should 
probably read 'IF PD=2 AND 
TS="E" THEN'. 

Line 560 opens a sequential 
data file whose name is in the 
string PNS, so data can be read 
from it on channel 1. 

The LABEL statement is rather 
like the Beeb's DEF PROC. A 
name can be assigned to a line 
and GOTO and GOSUB com- 

mands can refer to the name, 
rather than the line number .  

In line 130, Disk BASIC (no-
body in their right mind would 
call it BASIC 5Z-008) treats EOF 
as an error trap of sorts. When 
the end of the file is reached, the 
program will execute the state-
ments following THEN. 

Matthew Cochrane, 
Albany, WA.  

POCKET PROGRAMS 

No matter who you are, 
your software was 
written by somebody 
else. Somebody who 
didn't know you or what 
you want your computer 
to do. The result? Wasted 
time, commands that 
don't make sense, keys 
that don't work and 
endless repetition. 

Let SmartKey lake over 
those boring keying tasks. 
Having SmartKey work 
for you is like having a 
macro for all of your 
application programs, 
not just a selected few. 

Smartkey is the original 
of its type and has been 
on the market for more 
than five years. It is an 
Australian program 
which means that you 
get immediate 
availability, local 
support and updates 
as fast as they are 
developed 
SmartKey is available for 8 and 16 Bit 
microcomputers operating under PC-DOS, MS-
MS-DOS, CP/M-80 and CP/M-86. 

Price: $77 
Call (062) 86 1102 or write 
for further information to; 

FBN  
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Sharp MZ-700 

AUSTRALIAN SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
16 COLES PLACE TORRENS ACT 2607 
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Sharp MZ-700 

 

     

  

10 REM 	PRINT 
20 REM LISTS BASIC PROGRAMS IN AN 

30 REM IMPROUED FORMAT 
40 REM PROGRAMS MUST HAUE BEEN SAUED 

50 REM AS A SEQUENTIAL FILE 

60 REM ie USING THE 'A' OPTION 

70 REM 
80 REM BY M.COCHRANE APRIL 1985 

90 REM 

100 REM INITIALISE 

110 GOSUB "INIT" 
120 REM GET A LINE 
130 IF EOFC#1) THEN CLOSE:END 

140 INPUT#1,A$ 

150 IF A$="" THEN 120 

160 F$="" 

170 REM GET LINE NO 

180 FOR C=1 TO LENCA$) 
190 IF MID$CA$,C,1)=" " THEN S$=SPACE$C6 

—C)+LEFT$CA$,C):A$=RIGHT$CA$,LENCAC—C): 

GOTO 210 

200 NEXT C 
210 REM A LABEL 

220 IF LEFT$CA$,5)="LABEL" THEN F$=CS$+F 

 

Use your IBM or close 
compatible to read, write 
to and format diskettes 
for over 90 different 
microcomputers using 
CP/M-80 or CP/M-86 
operating systems. 
Transfer software and 
data files to and from the 
PC, or between 
incompatible formats 
using your PC as an 
intermediate stage. 
PC-Alien is very easy to 
use and is designed to 
work just like DOS. Built-in 
help is only a keystroke 
away. 
If the disk format you 
wish to access is not 
among our currently 
supported formats, we 
will be happy to try to 
add it to PC-Alien when 
you order the program. 
THE PRICE? ONLY $95 
PLUS SHIPPING. 
Mainly due to incompatibility with the PC 
hardware, PC-Alien will not read 

• 'Hard-sectored diskettes 
• Apple and Sirius/Victor formats 
• 3.5 inch formats (yet!) 

Call (062) 86 1102 or write 
for further information to: 

  

$ 

   

  

230 REM A REM 

240 IF LEFT$CA$,3)="REM" THEN GOSUB "REM 

ARK":GOSUB "PRINT":GOTO 120 

250 REM LOOK FOR 'FOR' 
260 S$="FOR 

270 GOSUB "SEARCH" 

280 NI=NI+NO 

290 REM LOOK FOR 'NEXT' 
300 S$="NEXT " 

310 GOSUB 'SEARCH" 

320 NI=NI—NO 
330 IF NI<0 THEN NI=0 

340 REM FINAL FORMAT 

350 2$=2$+SPACE$CNI)+A$ 
360 IF PLR=-1 THEN PLR=0:F$=CS$+F$ 

 

   

FBN  
Software 

      

AUSTRALIAN SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
16 COLES PLACE TORRENS ACT 2607 
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Sharp MZ-700 
370 GOSUB "PRINT" 

380 GOTO 120 

390 LABEL "PRINT" 

400 ON PD GOTO 410,420 

410 PRINT2$:RETURN 
420 PRINT/P 2$:RETURN 
430 LABEL "SEARCH" 

440 NO=0 

450 OF=0 

460 FOR C=1 TO LENCA$)—LENCS$) 
470 IF MID$CA$,C,1)=CHR$C$22) THEN (DF=1— 

OF 

480 IF QF=1 THEN 500 

490 IF MID$CAt,C,LENCS$))=S$ THEN NO=N0+ 
500 NEXT C 

510 RETURN 

520 LABEL "INIT" 
530 NI=0 

540 PLR=0 

550 INPUT "File Name 	?";PN$ 
560 ROPEN#1,"CID:"+PN$ 

570 INPUT "Output 	(P/S) ?";T$ 

580 PD=1 
590 IF T$="P" THEN PD=2:MODE TS:PAGE 40 
600 INPUT "Spac;n9 (N/E) ?";T$ 

610 CS$="" 

620 IF T$="E" THEN CS$=CHR$C17) 

630 IF CPD=2)*CT$="E") THEN CS$=CHR$C10) 
640 INPUT "Suppress (Y/N) ?";T$ 

650 RS=0 

660 IF T$="Y" THEN RS=-1 

670 RETURN 

680 LABEL "REMARK" 
690 IF RS THEN 2$="* * *":A$=RIGHT$CA$,L 

ENCA$)-3) 
700 $-=$+A$ 

710 IF PLR=0 THEN 2$=CS*+2$:PLR=-1 
720 RETURN 
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Can't decide ? 

Olivetti NEC Aitsai 
Both these machines run industry standard software at nearly twice the speed of other compatibles, and each manufacturer 
provides solid back-up support throughout Australia. So if you're having trouble deciding, why not phone A.T.S. COMPUTING 
for unbiased advice? If you can't make it to our Sydney or Melbourne showrooms speak to Doug Cotton on (02) 858-5999 about 
our interstate and country services. The following are just some of the many packages we can tailor to your needs:— 

NEC APCIII with dual 720K drives, 640K RAM, SLE card (for compatibility), high speed Near Letter Quality (NLQ) printer and 
cable, PLUS A.T.S. Practice System (the fastest running, and perhaps fastest selling Medical, Dental and Professional package) 
OR Enable (integrated word processing, spread sheet, database, graphics and communications) and S.B.A. software (debtors, 
creditors, general ledger, stock) — $4,995 incl. tax. 

OLIVETTI M24 with dual 360K drives, 640K RAM and NEC P2 180 c.p.s. NLQ printer, bi-directional tractor and cable PLUS 
S.B.A. software (as above) — $4,995 incl. tax. 

NEC APCIII 10 Megabyte system with 640K RAM, SLE card and wide carriage 180 c.p.s. NLQ printer, bi-directional tractor and 
cable (all covered by 12 month warranty) PLUS A.T.S. Practice System OR Enable and S.B.A. software (as above) — $6,840 incl. tax. 

OLIVETTI M24 with 20 Megabyte Tandon drive, 640K RAM and NEC P3 wide carriage 180 c.p.s. NLQ printer, bi-directional 
tractor and cable, PLUS Enable software — $6,995 incl. tax. 
All systems include keyboard and manufacturer's monochrome monitor. Add $700 for NEC colour or $800 for Olivetti colour in 
lieu of mono. 
Phone for great discounts on top quality printers, modems, expansion cards, co-processors, disc drives, software etc. Super Special: 
Tandon 20 Meg drive with controller and cables $1,225 incl. tax. 

SYDNEY: Phone (02) 858 5999 	 MELBOURNE: Phone (03) 690 9196 
1039a Victoria Rd., West Ryde 2114 	 7th Flr, 96 Albert Rd., South Melbourne 

All mail orders and other State enquiries to Sydney office. 

A.T.S. COMPUTING 
"Advanced Technology + Service" 
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A NEW SPECIES - 

THE COMPUTER ORPHAN 
You may even know one! They are the people who saw an ad in the paper or on television for a 
supposedly compatible computer at a ridiculously low price. When they bought their cheap computer, they 
couldn't help but brag about their deal to their friends. 
Eventually it happened - the cheap computer developed problems. 
Unfortunately however, some companies do not even stay in business long enough to honour the 
guarantee ( if any) they give with their computers. 
Pantek Australia Pty. Ltd. have been supplying LEGAL and compatible computers to Australian industry 
and private individuals for almost three years now. With national service support provided by Hills 
Industries, the Pantek range of industry compatible XT and AT computers have become the onlyviable and 
more economical alternative to you know who. 

Pax tem - Here when you need us. 

  

AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
Melbourne 	Sydney 
(03) 836 9633 (02) 387 1627 

Brisbane 	 Adelaide 	 Perth 
Business Electronics P/L 	Linx Computers P/L 	Integrity Computer Marketing 
(07) 369 6200 	(08) 42 8947 	(09) 381 2433 



Commodore 64 
WILDERNESS 
This fantasy game was written by 
my brother Paul and myself, and 
is similar to 'Dungeons and 
Dragons', in that you wander 
around searching for treasure 
and fighting monsters. It in-
cludes a dungeon, which may be 
entered from the wilderness, and 
as you venture forth, fighting 
monsters (greblies) along the 
way, your character gains experi-
ence points, which allow you to 
go up in levels of skill. The game 
is complete and runs bug-free 
(as far as we can tell), but as yet 
has no defined ending. Due to a 
lack of programming utilities 
(renumber and so on), it became 
too difficult for us to go on ex-
panding the game, but features 
we intended to include were: 
II Magic spells 
III Scrolls 
• Amulets 
• Friendly/unfriendly encounters 
• Magic books 
• Assorted treasures 
• More monsters 
• Crynts 
• Villages 
• 'Save game' feature 
• Night/day 
III More weapons 
• Divine intervention (the gods). 

Perhaps readers will be able to 
incorporate these features them-
selves. 

The commands are: 

m — (move) advances you to the 
next screen in the wilderness or 
next room in the dungeon. 
s — (search) searches the area/ 
room for treasure/weapons.  
x — (status) displays your 
character's status, strength, pos-
sessions and hit points 
c — (print commands) displays 
the available commands. 
a — (attack) attacks the monster 
in your area/room. The monster 
must be in range to be attacked, 
the 'move' command advances 
you into range 
i — (identify) identifies what 
kind of monster is on screen/in 
the room .  

LISTING OF 'WILDERNESS' 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 
25/9/85 

WRITTEN BY PAUL STUART 
WITH MODIFICATIONS 
BY ANDREW STUART 

ORIGINAL CONCEPT FROM 
THE GAME 'WILDERNESS' 
FOR THE SORCEROR COMPUTER. 
CONVERTED AND RE-WRITTEN 
FOR THE COMMODORE 64 BY 
PAUL STUART 

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO MODIFY 
OR TO CONVERT TO OTHER 
SYSTEMS. 

10 GOSUB 7300 
200 REM ******************************* 
210 REM * 
220 REM * 	DUNGEON 
230 REM * 
240 REM ******************************* 
250 REM 	WRITTEN BY PAUL STUART 
260 REM 	WITH ANDREW STUART 
270 REM 
260 REM 	DATE:25/4/84 
290 REM 
300 REM 	VERSION 7 
310 REM 
320 REM 
330 REM 
340 REM*******SPRITE CREATION********* 
350 REM 
430 POKE 53280,0 : POKE 53281,0 
432 POKE 646,11 
440 PRINT CHR$(147) 
442 V=53248 
451 POKE V+21,4 : REM ENABLES SPRITE 2 
453 POKE 2042 ,13 : REM DATA LOCATION 
455 FOR N=0 TO 15:POKE 832+N,0:NEXT N 
457 FOR N=0 TO 30:READ 0:POKE 848+N,Q: 
459 FOR N=0 TO 15:POKE 879+N,O:NEXT N 
461 DATA 48,0,0,72,0,0,72,0,0,48,0,0 
462 DATA 252,0,0,48,0,0,48,0,0,48 
463 DATA 0,0,72,0,0,72,0,0,204 
730 REM 
740 DIM W$(12) 
745 DIM DUNJ(22,5) 
750 GOTO 1200 
755 REM 
760 REM ****** DUNGEON GENERATION ****** 
765 REM 
766 REM DUNJ(RM YOU ARE IN,O) GIVES kOW 
767 REM NO OF DUNJ WHICH HAS DETAILS OF 
768 REM THAT ROOM 
770 RESTORE 
775 FOR M=1 TO 31 :READ Q:NEXT M 
780 FOR D=1 TO 22 
800 R=INT(RND(1)*22)+1 
820 FOR E=1 TO D 
840 IF DUNJ(E,1)=R THEN 800 
860 NEXT E 
880 DUNJ(D,1)=R :DUNJ(R,0)=D: 
900 NEXT D 
905 CN=INT(RND(1)4:22)+1 
930 FOR L =1 TO 22 
940 READ L1,L2,L3 
960 DUNJ(L,2)=DUNJ(L1,1) 

NEXT N 

DUNJ(D,5)=INT(RND(1)*10)+1 

POCKET PROGRAMS 
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COMMODORE APPROVED EDUCATION DEALERS 

COMPUTERAMA 

Suite 2, 
912 Albany Highway, 

(Cnr Dane Street) 
East Victoria Park 6101 

Tel: (09) 362 5882 

POCKET PROGRAMS 

Commodore 64 
r — (run) is for when you're 
about to lose a fight. 
se — (search) is used to enter a 
dungeon and find out if there's 
another way out. 
I — (look) redraws the wilder-
ness map or describes the cur-
rent dungeon chamber again. 

Paul has attempted to write 
the program with some sort of 
structure; it's composed of a 
number of separate subroutines 
to make expansion or conversion 
a little easier. We've also at-
tempted to use as few of those 
funny-looking 	Commodore 
graphics characters as possible; 
where they do appear they're 
only for screen formatting. 

We would like feedback on the 

980 DUNJ(L,3)=DUNJ(L2,1) 
1000 DUNJ(L,4)=DUNJ(L3,1) 
1020 NEXT L 
1040 DATA 2,3,5,1,3,5,1,2,4,3,5,6,1,2,4 
1060 DATA 4,7,9,6,8,11,7,9,10,6,8,14,8 
102'7: DATA 12,13,7,15,16,10,13,17,10,12,17 
1100 DATA 9,18,19,11,16,22,11 
1120 DATA 15,22,12,13,21,20,19,14,20,18 
1140 DATA 14,18,19,21,20,17,22,15,16,21 
1170 TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" 
1175 RETURN 
1180 REM 
1200 REM *******CHARACTER CREATION***** 
1220 REM 
1240 PM=30 : HP=30 : DO=0 
1260 SB=INT(RND(1)*7)-1 
1280 IF SB<0 THEN SB=0 
1300 DB=INT(RND(1)*6)-1 
1320 IF DE KO THEN DB=O 
1340 W$(1)="1. BARE HANDS" 
1360 W$(2)="2. DAGGER" 
1380 W$(3)="3. SWORD" 
1390 ARMOUR$(1)="1. LEATHER ARMOUR":AA=1 
1400 LEVEL=1:XP=0 : CD=20 : CA=20 : W=3 
1405 TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" 
1410 PRINT CHR$(147) 

:WF=30 

>deINOOU )1110.1PMIMP4)4MW0404,1=0()4M1P( Peel. )4M1.4)4=114 )111.1.0 .11.111.4)....W4NM.4i 

LAMINATED KEYBOARD OVERLAYS FOR 
THE COMMODORE 64 

FOR THOSE TIMES WHEN THE MANUAL 
ISN'T AT HAND! 

AVAILABLE FOR: EASYSCRIPT, SUPERBASE, 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II, 
BEGINNERS AND BASIC 

ALSO BLANK OVERLAYS WITH 
WIPE-OFF MARKING PEN 

FOR ALL YOUR HOME 
COMPUTER NEEDS 
KEYBOARD HELPERS 

NE  comPuTeRmo 
excl-us 

	

	'The First Nice 
Modem' for the CBM64 

I 

/ 
with 

This is the Directronics approved and 
recommended modem for Videotex 

Viatel & Communications work. 
75/300160011200 baud, auto answer, Bell and 

CCITT, fully Telecom approved. 

Only $299..p inc tax 
free Communications and Videotex software 

only $6.95 each R R P 

SOON MULTIPLAN & SIMON'S BASIC 
KEYBOARD HELPERS 
dealer enquiries welcome 

`The First Nice Modem' 
Version

s  11,4'"219.00 RRP 
SAME FACILITIES AS 

THE CM MODEL, BUT 
WITH RS232C INTERFACE 

(SOFTWARE NOT INCLUDED) 

)4M1W(M=0.4)41.041111104M1104)1•111004111,0411111111.0411=1").011.01111111.04MEM)4=0.041.1.4)111111114 )41111•11.041111114 )4E104 
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Commodore 64 
program; if there are any en-
quiries, bugs found, suggestions 
(no criticism, please), or if any-
one wants a disk or tape version, 
please contact Paul on (03) 29 
1949 or me (Andrew) on (03) 836 
0775.  

Andrew Stuart, 
Surrey Hills, VIC. 

1415 POKEV+4,0 : POKE V+5,0 
1420 GOSUE 5510 
1460 PRINT CHR$(147) 
1480 GOSUB 5710 
1500 PRINT CHR$(147) 
1510 GOTO 1930 
1520 REM 
1540 REM **********MOVEMENT********* 
1560 REM 
1570 PRINT 
1580 PRINT "TO WHICH ROOM:";B:C;D: 
1600 INPUT A% 
1610 IF A%=E1 THEN FF=6: GOTO 1650 
1620 IF A%=C THEN FF=C : GOTO 1650 
1630 IF A%=D THEN FF=D : GOTO 1650 
1640 PRINT " HOW ?" : GOTO 1580 
1650 CN=DUNJ(FF,0) 
1660 IF HP<PM THEN HP=HP+3 
1670 TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" 
1760 REM 
1770 REM*********POSITION************* 
1780 REM 
1781 POKE V+5,0:POKE V+4,0 
1782 PRINT CHR$(147) 
1783 PRINT: PRINT 
1785 A=0:6=0:C=0:D=0 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS? 
DRAW ON OUR EXPERIENCE 

Now you can turn your computer into a graphic 
workstation. Whether you are into graphic art, Computer 
Aided Design, excellent business presentations, or just having 
fun — Summagraphics Digitizers from Minicomp will give you 
the perfect picture every time. And it is as easy as putting 
pen to paper! 
Summagraphics' extensive range of digitizers are compatible 
with your machine and run with a large selection of 
software. AutoCAD, Dr Draw, GEM, Mirage, TopView, 
Macpaint, and- MacWrite to name a few. All this plus the 

latest technology which offers resolution of up to 1000 lines 
per inch. 
We even have a tablet designed especially for the Macintosh 
called MacTablet. Just plug it in and realize the full potential 
of your Macintosh's exceptional graphics. MacTablet's pen 
stylus performs all the functions of the mouse yet is far 
simpler to use — its like the difference between drawing 
with a pencil and drawing with a round of Camembert. 
Tracing an existing drawing into the Macintosh is easy 
— you can trace from originals up to 1/2 inch thick. 

Ask your dealer to show 
you how a Summagraphics 
digitizer from Minicomp 
will turn your computer 
into an exciting graphics 
system. 

Solely distributed by 

SOFTWARE Er EDUCATOR ITT LTD 

Minicomp Building 
\ 104 Mount Street, Nth. Sydney 2060 

Ph: (02) 957 6800 

POCKET PROGRAMS 
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Commodore 64 
1790 
1800 

B=DUNJ(CN,2) 	: 	C=DUNJ(CN,3) 
D=DUNJ(CN,4) 	: 	A=DUNJ(CN,1) 

1810 PRINT "YOU ARE IN ROOM ";A 
1815 PKINT 
1820 PRINT "THIS CHAMBER JOINS "0",";C",";D :RETURN 
1842 REM 
1845 REM********WILDERNESS************ 
1846 REM 
1847 IF D0=1 THEN 1950 
1848 PRINT CHRS(147) 
1849 POKE V+4,0:POKE V+5,0 
1850 PRINT ", 	," 
1855 FOR M=1104 TO 1544 STEP 40 
1857 POKE M+54272,11 :REM POKE COLOUR 
1860 POKE M,71 
1865 E=INT(RND(1)*5)+1 
1870 FOR G=1 TO E 
1872 H=INT(RND(1)*16)+1 
1873 IF M=1344 AND H=9 THEN 1872 
1875 IF M=1384 AND H=9 THEN 1872 
1877 POKE k+H+54272,5 
1880 POKE M+H,65 
1885 NEXT 8 

• 1887 POKE M+17+54272,11 
1890 POKE M+17,66 
1895 NEXT M 
1900 PRINT "AMMMINIMMIMMMW 

POKE V+4,90 1905 
1910 POKE V+5,110 
1911 IF HP<PM THEN HP=HP+1 
1912 DUNJ=INT(RND(1)*3)+1 
1913 IF DUNJ<>1 THEN RETURN 
1914 X1=INT(RND(1)*14)+1 
1915 IF HP<PM THEN HP=HP+1 
1916 Y1=INT(RND(1)*10)+4 
1917 POKE X1+40*Y1+1024+54272,6 
1918 POKE X1+40*Y1+1024,4 
1919 RETURN 
1920 RETURN 
1930 REM****************************** 
1935 IF D0=1 THEN GOSUB 1540 
1937 IF D0=0 THEN GOSUB 1845 :REM WILD 
1940 GOTO 2200 	:REM GREBLIE CHECK 
1950 GOSUB 4610 	:REM TEASURE CHECK 
1955 REM 
1960 REM********COMMANDS************* 
1970 REM 
1980 PRINT : 	PRINT 
1995 A$="" 
2000 INPUT "YOUR MOVE";A$ 
2010 IF D0=0 THEN GOSUB 7000 
2020 IF A$="M" THEN 1930 
2030 IF A$="X" THEN GOSUB 5510:GOTO 1960 
2040 IF A$="8" THEN GOSUB 5910:8070 1960 
2045 IF A$="SE" AND D0=1 THEN GOSUB 2150 	:GOTO 1960 
2047 IF A$="SE" AND D0=0 THEN GOTO 6090 
2050 IF A$="C" THEN GOSUB 5710:GOTO 1960 
2055 IF A$="L" AND D0=1 THEN GOSU8 1770: 	GOTO 1960 
2057 IF A$="L" AND 00=0 THEN GOSUB 1845: 	GOTO 1960 
2060 IF A$="" THEN GOTO 1960 
2070 IF A$="A" THEN PRINT:PRINT"YOU ARE ALONE" : GOTO 1960 
2080 IF A$="1" THEN PRINT "NO VISIBLE ENEMY" : GOTO 1960 
2085 IF A$="Z" ]HEN END 
2090 PRINT "I DONT UNDERSTAND.":60TO 1960 
2150 REM*********EXIT***************** 
2151 PRINT:PRINT "SEARCHING 	 
2152 FOR M=1 	Tu 500: NEXT M 
2155 M=INT(RND(1)*5)+1 
2160 IF M<>1 THEN PRINT :PRINT. 	"YOU CAN FIND NO EXIT HERE!":RETURN 
2165 PRINT 
2170 INPUT"EXIT FOUND,GOING UP";A$ 
2172 IF A$<>"Y" THEN RETURN 
2175 IF A$="Y" THEN D0=0 :PRINT:PRINT 	"ENTERING WILDERNESS" 
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2177 FOR M=1 TO 750:NEXT M:PRINT CHR$(147/ 
2180 PRINT "ENTRANCE SEALS BEHIND YOU" 	:FOR M=1 TO 750:NEXT M 
2185 GOSUB 1845 
2190 RETURN 
2200 REM*****RANDOM GREBLIE*********** 
2205 REM 
2210 Q=INT(RND(1)*3)+1 
2220 IF Q=1 THEN 2230 
2225 IF D0=1 THEN GOTO 1845 
2227 GOTO 1950 :REM WILDERNESS MODE 
2229 REM 
2230 REM******GREBLIE CREATION******* 
2235 REM 
2240 M= INT (RND(9)*13)+1 
2250 ON M GOTO 2260,2270,2280,2290,2300,2310,2320,2330,2340,2350,2360,2370,2380 
2260 MS="GERG":MA=25:MD=55:NA=6:DM=4 

	:MHP=6:AD=1:GOTO 2460 
2270 MS="LERG":MA=30:MD=60:NA=6:DM=6 	:MHP=4:AD=4:GOT0 2460 
2280 MS="GOBLIN":MA=40:MD=60:NA=4:DM=8: 

	MHP=7:AD=0:GOTO 2460 
2290 MS="HUMAN":MA=35:MD=65:NA=4:DM=6: 	MHP=4:AD=2:GOT0 2460 
2300 MS="CORGURNG":MA=30:MD=70:NA=4: 	DM=4:MHP=10:AD=4:GOTO 2460 
2310 M$="TROGLODYTE" :MA=30:MD=80:NA=6: 	DM=5:MHP=5:AD=5:GOTO 2460 
2320 M$="THROON":MA=35:MD=70:NA=6:DM=4: 

	MHP=6 :AD=5 :GOTO 2460 
2330 M$="OGRE":MA=40:MD=75:NA=1:DM=6: 

	MHP=12:AD=4:GOT0 2460 
2340 M$="WHELK ":MA=47:MD=90:NA=4:DM=6: 	MHP=8:AD=5:60T0 2460 
2350 MS="ORC":MA=45:MD=80:NA=2:DM=8: 	MHP=7:AD=5:GOTO 2460 
2360 MS="BIG WORM":MA=35:MD=65:NA=1: 	DM=4:MHP=10:AD=6:GOTO 2460 
2370 MS="WARG":MA=45:MD=60:NA=5:DM=5: 	MHP=4:AD=1:80TO 2460 
2380 MS="NAGRUTHA":MA=30:MD=70:NA=1: 

	DM=6:MHP=6:AD=3:GOTO 2460 
2460 REM******GREBLIE DETAILS********** 
2470 REM 
2480 NUMBER=INT(RND(1)*NA)+1+(LEVEL-1) 
2490 MP=INT(RND(1)*MHP)+1+AD 
2500 EX=(MA+MD+DM++MP)*NUMBER 
2510 GOSUB 4610 
2515 IF D0=1 THEN GOTO 2540 
2520 Y=INT(RND(1)*10)+4 
2522 X=INT(RND(1)*15)+2 
2526 GOTO 2689 
2528 GOTO 2550 
2530 PRINT 
2535 PRINT NUMBER;M$;" BLOCK YOUR WAY" 
2540 PRINT 
254i PRINT NUMBER;M$;" BLOCK YOUR WAY" 
2550 REM******MELEE COMMAND************ 
2560 REM 
2570 PRINT 
2580 PRINT " YOUR MOVE "; 
2585 AS="" 
2590 INPUT A$ 
2595 IF D0=0 THEN GOSUB 7000 
2600 IF A$="M" AND D0=1 THEN PRINT:PRINT:"THEY WONT LET YOU PASS":GOTO 2550 
2610 IF AS="M" AND D0=0 THEN 2655 
2620 IF AS="X" THEN GOSUB 5510:GOTO 2550 
2625 IF A$="A" THEN 2761 
2630 IF AS="8"THEN GOSUB 5910:IF (X>=7 AND X(:=11)AND(Y'=7 ANDY<=11) THEN 3510 
2631 
2632 
2633 
2634 
2635 
2636 

IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 

AS="S" THEN 2550 
AS="L" AND 00=1 THEN GOSUB 1770: 
AS="L" THEN GOTO 2655:GOT0 2550 
A$="SE" AND D0=0 THEN 6090: 
AS="SE" AND 00=1 THEN GOSUB 2150 
A$="SE" AND 00=1 THEN GOT03510 

GOTO 2550 

GOTO 2550 
:IF D0=0 THEN 1960 

2640 IF AS="R" THEN 2700 
2645 IF A$="I" THEN PRINT "GREBLIES ARE";NUMBER;M$ :GOTO 2550 
2647 IF AS="Z" THEN END 
2649 IF A$="" THEN 2550 
2650 PRINT "I DONT UNDERSTAND THAT COMMAND": GOTO 2550 
2654 REM 
2655 REM********GREBLIE MOVER********* 
2657 REM 
2660 IF (7<:=X AND X<=1 I ) AND (Y<=11AND Y•=7) THEN 3510 
2665 E=INT(RND(1)*5)+1 
2670 IF X<7 THEN X=X+E 
2672 IF X>11 THEN X=X-E 
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POCKET PROGRAMS 

Commodore 64 
2675 E=INT(RND(1)*5)+1 
2680 IF Y<7 THEN Y=V+E 
2685 IF Y>11 THEN V=Y-E 
2687 GOSUB 1845 :REM WILDERNESS 
2689 IF (7<=X AND X<=11)AND (Y<=11AND Y>=7) THEN PRINT "GREBLIES APE IN RANGE" 
2690 POKE X+40*Y+1024+54272,11 
2693 POKE X+40*Y+1024,13 
2695 GOTO 2550 : REM MELEE COMMAND 
2700 REM 
2710 REM********RETREATING************ 
2715 REM 
2720 M=INT(RND(1)*10)+1 
2730 IF M<5 AND 00=1 THEN FF=D:PRINT 	"YOU MADE IT":GOSUB 1770:GOT0 1960 
2735 IF M<5 AND 00=0 THEN PRINT 	"YOU MADE IT" 
2737 FOR V = 1 TO 400:NEXT Y :GOTO 1930 
2740 PRINT "YOU DIDNT MAKE IT" 
2750 FOR Y= 1 TO 400:NEXT Y 
2760 REM 
2761 REM*******WEAPON CHOOSING********* 
2762 REM 
2780 REM 
2782 IF 00=1 THEN GOTO 2790 
2785 IF (7=<YANDY=<11) AND (7=<XANDX=<11) THEN 2790 
2786 PRINT "GREBLIES ARE NOT IN RANGE": 	GOTO 2550 
2790 DAMAGE=0:KILLED=0:HIT=0:R=0 
2800 FOR M=1 TO W 
2810 PRINT W$(M) 
2820 NEXT M 
2825 PRINT "WHICH WEAPON"; 
2830 INPUT AX 
2835 M=0 
2840 M=M+1 
2850 IF VAL(Wf(M))=A% THEN 2900 
2855 IF M=12 THEN 2.870 
2860 GOTO 2840 
2870 PRINT "YOU DON'T HAVE THAT WEAPON" 
2880 GOTO 2830 
2900 ON AX GOTO 2910,2920,2930,2940,2950,2960,2970,2980,2981,2982,2983,2984 
2910 WA=15:WD=2: GOTO 3100 
2920 WA=20: WD=4 : GOTO 3100 
2930 WA=30: WD=6: GOTO 3100 
2940 WA=30: WD=8:GOTO 3100 
2950 WA=35: WD=10 :GOTO 3100 
2960 WA=25: WD=12 :GOTO 3100 
2970 WA=35 :WD=10 :GOTO 3100 
2980 XXXXXXRUNESTAFFXXXXXX 
2981 WA=40 : WD=I0 : GOTO 3100 
2982 WA=30 : WD=12 : GOTO 3100 
2983 REM XXXXXXXXARROWXXXXXXXX 
2984 WA=45 : WD=8 : GOTO 3100 
2985 WA=50 : WD=6 : GOTO 3100 
2986 XXXXXXX 
2987 XXXXXXXXXX 
2988 WA=40 : WD=15 : GOTO 3100 
2989 XXXXXHORN 
2990 WA=50 : WD=12 : GOTO 3100 
2991 WA=60 : WD=I5 : GOTO 3100 
2992 XXXXXX 
3100 REM*******PLAYER ATTACK*********** 
3105 REM 
3107 IF 00=0 THEN GOSUB 7000 
3110 HIT=(CA+WA+SB+LEVEL)/MD 
3115 PRINT "CHANCE TO HIT:";INT(HIT*100);"%" 
3120 R=RND(1):PRINT "RESULT:";INT(R*100);"%" 
3140 PRINT 
3150 PRINT "YOUR ATTACK "; 
3155 FOR M=1 TO 700 :NEXT M 
3160 IF R<HIT THEN 3170 
3162 PRINT "MISSES" 
3165 FOR. M=1 TO 1000 : NEXT M 
3167 GOTO 3510 
3170 DAMAGE=INT(RND(1)*WD)+1+LEVEL+SB 
3175 PRINT "HITS" ,"DAMAGE:";DAMAGE 
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,jwiwsseffo...ewr all   , "I see we've had a few 

spikes on the mains this 0 ,„...... 	V 5 , 	- morning Mr. Brown" 

Life without power 
protection isn't funny. 

Sola Australia — the Power Protectors 
Line conditioners and UPS systems 
for all electronic equipment. 

BOLA 

Melb (03) 791 1033 Syd (02) 949 6000 D win (089) 84 4255 
Perth (09) 451 9200 Adel (08) 268 2655 Bos 	(07) 369 0344 

C'bra (062) 97 6044 
Hob (002) 34 3194 

POCKET PROGRAMS 

Commodore 64 
3180 DAMAGE=DAMAGE+RMAIN 
31901IF DAMAGE=0 THEN 3230 
3200 PRINT 
3205 IF DAMAGE>MP THEN KILLED=KILLED+1: 
3210 NUMBER=NUMBER—KILLED 
3220 RMAIN=DAMAGE 
3230 IF NUMBER<1 THEN 3280 
3240 PRINT 
3250 PRINT "GREBLIES SLAIN:"; 	KILLED 
3255 FOR M=1 TO 1000 :NEXT M 
3260 rILLED=0 : GOTO 3510 
3270 REM ALL GREBLIES KILLED 
3280 KILLED=KILLED+NUMBER 
3290 PRINT 
3300 PRINT "GREBLIES SLAIN:"; 	KILLED 
3310 XP=XP+EX 
3320 IF XP;(LEVEL*1000) THEN 3360 
3330 RMAIN=0 : NUMBER=0 : DAMAGE=0 
3340 KILLED=0:11=0 
3345 FOR M=1 TO 1000 : NEXT M 
3347 IF DO=0 THEN GOSUD 7000 
3350 GOTO 1960 
3360 LEVEL=LEVEL+1 
3370 M=INT(RND(1)*5)+1 
3380 PM=PM+M 
3385 PRINT 
3390 PRINT "YOU HAVE REACHED LEVEL";LEV 

IF DAM>MP THEN DAM=DAM—MP:G0T03205 

DATA PEN 

KEYBOARD INTERFACE BAR CODE SYSTEMS 
Most Popular P.C./s 

IBM PC/XT 	APRICOT 	ZENITH 150 
OLIVETTI M24 	NEC APCIII 	SPERRY PC 
NCR PC4 	COMMODORE 	ERICSSON 
TOSHIBA T1500 	PC 10 20 

Also Terminals 
IBM 
	

DEC 
SPERRY 
	

HONEYWELL 
ICL 
	

PRIME 

No Software Mods . No Port Addressing 
Distributor — Q.E.M. ENQUIRIES INVITED: 

Cniazati)  COMPUTER SERVICES PTY LTD  

62 Barry Street, Carlton, Vic. 3053. 
Telephone: (03)347 7433 Telex: 35942 



POCKET PROGRAMS 

Commodore 64 
3395 FOR M=1 TO 2000 : NEXT M 
3400 GOTO 3330 
3500 REM.  
3510 REM*********GREBLIE ATTACK******** 
3520 REM 
3525 IF D0=0 THEN GOSUB 7000 
3530 HIT=MA/(CD+WF+LEVEL+DB) 
3535 PRINT "CHANCE TO HIT:";INT(HIT*100);"%" 
3540 PRINT 
3550 M=1 
3560 PRINT M$;" ATTACKS "; 
3570 R=RND(1) 
3580 FOR E=1 TO 1000 : NEXT E 
3590 IF R<HIT THEN 3640 
3600 PRINT "MISS" 
3605 IF M=NUMBER THEN 3620 
3610 M=M+1 : GOTO 3560 
3620 FOR M=1 TO 1000 : NEXT M 
3622 IF D0=0 THEN GOSUB 7000 
3625 GOTO 2550 
3627 REM 
3640 DAMAGE=INT(RND(1)*DM)+1 
3660 PRINT "HIT 	DAMAGE:";DAMAGE 
3670 HP=HP-DAMAGE 
3675 IF HP<1 THEN 3910 
3680 GOTO 3605 
3900 REM 
3910 REM*******DEATH SECTION*********** 
3920 REM 
3922 RMAIN=0:12=0:DAMAGE=0 
3925 PRINT:PRINT :PRINT 
3930 PRINT CHR$(147) 
3935 POKE V+4,0:POKE V+5,0 
3940 PRINT "THE CHARACTER DIED 	 "; 
3950 PRINT "TOUGH." 
3960 PRINT "YOU REACHED LEVEL";LEVEL; 	"BEFORE YOU" 
3965 PRINT"WERE GROTTED." 
3970 PRINT 
3990 INPUT "TRY AGAIN (Y/N)";A$ 
4000 IF A$="Y" THEN 1200 
4010 END 
4020 REM 
4220 PRINT "A STAIRWAY OPENS UP BEFORE";3980 
4490 REM 
4500 REM*******PAUSE ROUTINE*********** 
4510 REM 
4515 PRINT 
4520 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"; 
4522 GET A$: IF A$="" THEN 4522 
4530 RETURN 
4600 REM 
4610 REM********TREASURE CHELK** *: ** 
4620 REM 
4621 IF D0=0 THEN 4630 
4622 IF DUNJ(CN,5)=1 THEN DUNJ(CN,5)=0: 	GOTO 4670 
4625 RETURN 
4630 M=INT(RND(1)*4)+1 
4640 IF M=1 THEN 4670 
4650 RETURN 
4660 REM 
4670 REM ******TREASURE DETERMINER***** 
4680 REM 
4700 M=INT(RND(1)*(LEVEL+9))41 
4710 ON M GOTO 4720,4730,4740,4750,4750, 4770,4780,4790,4800,4810,4810,4810 
4720 TR$="4. MORNING STAR": RETURN 
4730 TR$="5. BATTLE AXE": RETURN 
4740 TR$="6. SILVER DAGGER : RETURN 
4750 TR$="7. LLOYD SWORD": RETURN 
4760 TR$="8. RUNESTAFF" : RETURN 
4770 TR$="9. TROLLS ARM": RETURN 
4780 TR$="10. SERPENT STAFF":RETURN 
4790 TR$=" 1 1 . CRYSTAL ARROW" : RETURN 
4800 TR$="12. MACE OF DISRUPTION":RETURN 
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APPLE JOYSTICKS 
Ideal for games or word processing.  
Fits most 6502 "compatible" 
computers.  
Cat. 014200 	 $34.95 

APPLE* 
COMPATIBLE 

DRIVES 
$199 

Apple* 2E and 2+ version 
now available! 

$249 

XIDEX DISK 
SPECIALS 

51/4" S/S $29.95 
51/4,,  D/S  $36.95 

RS232 DATA SWITCH 
WITH TESTER 
• 25 pin RS232 "D" connectors 2 in, 

1 out or 1 in, 2 out. 
• Ideal for 2 computers to one 

peripheral or 1 computer to 2 
peripherals 

• No power required 
• Six dual coloured LED indicators 

showing certain flow status 
T.D. Transmit Data 
R.D. Remove Data 
R.T.S. Request To Send 
C.T.S. Clear To Send 
D.S.R. Data Set Ready 
D.T.R. Data Terminal Ready 

• Housed in heavy duty metal 
cabinet 

• Size' 200(W)x68(H)x150(D)mm 
Cat X19110 	 $149 

CENTRONICS DATA 
SWITCH WITH TESTER 
• 36 pin gold plated female 

Centronics connectors 
• All other specs as for RS232 Data 

Switch with Tester.  
Cat. X19115 	 $169 

COMPUTER PAPER 
Quality paper at a low price! 2,500 
sheets of 11 x 91/2", 60 gsm bond 
paper. 
Cat. C21001 	Normally 544.95 

SPECIAL $37.95 

BRAND NEW FANS 
Not noisy pullouts! Stacks of uses in 
power amps, computers, hotspot 
cooling etc. Anywhere you need 

VSztr" C a t T12461 $12.95 
115V 45/8" Cat. T12463 $12.95 
240V 31/2" Cat, T12465 $12.95 
115V 31/2" Cat. T12467 $12.95 
10 Fans (mixed) less 10% 

"I/ 

JOYSTICK FOR IBM" 
Features Selectable "Spring 
centering" or "tree floating". Electrical 
trim adjustments on both axis. 
360 degree cursor control 
Cat. 014205 	 $39.95 

NEW TTL MONITORS 
Fantastic resolution! Enjoy a crisp, 
sharp image with these new Ritron 
TTL monitors! IBM' compatible, 
green display, swivel and tilt base 
Cat. X14510 	 $265 

PHOENIX 5 
Suds Apple, IBM, Commodore, 
even your VCR! 
• Pal and R.G.B. 
*Normal Resolution 
• 13" CRT Dot Pitch 0.65mm 
• Horiz. Resol. 320 TV lines 
• Ven. Resol. 560 TV lines 
• Display Characters 1,000 

Ch.(40x25) 
• 16 Colours (Pal) 
• Green text display 
Cat. X14522 
	 $399 

RITRON 2 MONITORS 
Stylish swivel base monitor. 
available in amber or green.  
Green Cat. X14506 	$215 
Amber Cat. X14508 	$219 

JUKI PRINTER 
Professional daisy wheel printer 
18CPS full incremental mode Diablo 
630 emulation. Large range of daisy 
wheels. 8K intemal buffer available.  
Cat. C20040 	 $795 

SWIVEL BASE 
Make life easier with these quality, 
swivel and tilt bases, complete with 
rubber fittings! 
Cat. D11100 	 $29.50 

XIDEX PRECISION 
SCREEN 
Headaches, fatigue and tired eyes 
are a common complaint from users 
of CRT's. But studies have reported 
that the use of the Xidex Precision 
Screen, actually increases 
effeciency 20% while relieving eye 
strain, headaches and general 
fatigue. 
Available in two sizes: 
77/8"x101/2" CatX99997$49.95 
812"x11" Cat.X99999 $49.95 

INLINE SWITCHING BOX 
• 25 pin "D" plug to 25 pin "D" 

socket (RS232) 
• DIP switches allow easy 

switching of internal wiring. 
Cat. P00000 	 $32.95 

COMPUTER LEAD 
• 25 pin "D" plug to 25 pin "D" plug 

(RS232) DIP switches in each 
plug allow many combinations of 

internal wiring, making this a truly 
universal lead. 

• Mylar shielding against RF 
interference. 

• Length 2 metres 
Cat. P19031 	 $59.95 

COMPUTER LEADS 
We have a wide range of computer 
leads available, all at low prices! 

APPLE: 
• Apple II, Ile, II+ . with parallel 

interface card 
• Dual 10 pin (20 contacts) 

connector to Centronics 36 pin plug 
• Length 2.4 metres 
Cat. P19025 	 $29.95 
IBM 
• IBM PC, XT, and look alikes with 

25 pin "D" plug on computer end 
to Centronics 36 pin plug on 
printer end. 

• Length 2.1 metres 
Cat. P19029 	 $44.95 
TANDY 
• For models 1012/16/166/2000, 

with Aral 17 pin female on 
computer end to Centronics 36 pin 
plug on printer end. (Equivalent to 
26-1323) 

*Length 2.4 metres 
Cat. P19027 	 $34.95 
• For models I/III/4/4P, with 34 pin 

edge connector on computer end 
to Centronics 36 pin plug on the 
printer end. (Equivalent to 26-1401) 

*Length 2.4 metres 
Cat. P19028 	 $34.95 

TELEPHONE CURL CORD 
• U.S.plug to U.S.plug 
• Replacement hand set cord 
• Length 4.5 metres 
• Colour, cream, dark brown.  
Cat. Y16022 	 $7.95 

TELEPHONE 
EXTENSION CABLE UNIT 
Allows 15 metres of telephone 
extension cable to be neatly wound 
into a protable storage container 
The reel sits on a squared off base 
and the reel has a handle to wind 
cable back on to it alter use No 
tangles-no mess,  Ideal for the 
workshop around the house office.  
pool etc 
Cat Y16013 	 $24.95 

IBM COMPATIBLE CARDS 
NEW MOTHER BOARDS! 
XT compatible mother boards, 
8 slots, room for 256K RAM 
Cat X18020 	 $295 
GAMES ADAPTOR CARD 
Features 2 Joystick ports 
Cat. X18019 	 $49 
MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
(384K RAM) Parallel, serial and 
game port Plus battery backup clock. 
Cat. 518013 	 $329 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 
Controls 2 slimline drives 
Cat. X18005 	 $89 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD 
Give your IBM real graphicscapabildy. 
Cat. X18007 	 $249 
512K RAM CARD 
Including RAM Cat. X18015 iffl 
Excluding RAM Cal. X18016 

RS232 GENDER 
CHANGERS 
Saves modifying or replacing non-
mating RS232 cables by changing 
from male to female to male. All 25 
pins wired straight through 
Male to male Cat.X15650 	$19.95 
Female to female Cat.X15652 $19.95 

RS232C NULL MODEM 
ADAPTOR 
• Male to female connections 
• Pins 2 and 3 reversed 
• All 25 pins connected 
Cat. X15658 	 $22.95 

RS232 MINI PATCH BOX 
• Interlace RS232 devices 
• With male to female 25 pin inputs 
• 25 leads with tinned end supplied 
• Complete with instructions 
Cat. X15654 	 $25.95 

RS232 SURGE 
PROTECTOR 
• Avoids costly damage from large 
voltage peaks caused by lightning 
or other power problems 
• Uses metal oxide vanstors 
(M.O.V.) to suppress any voltage 
above 26V on pins 2,3 and 7. 	' 
• Will handle up to 1 Joule and 250A 
peak current 
Cat. X15660 	 $34.95 

WE HAVE A WIDE 
RANGE OF CABLE 

AND CONNECTORS!! 

RAINBOW CABLE 
Suitable for IDC connectors.  
Cat.No. Description Simetre 
W12714 28AWG 14W $1.80 
W12716 28AWG 16W $1.80 
W12720 28AWG 20W $2.20 
W12726 28AWG 26W $2.90 
W12734 28AWG 34W $3.60 
W12740 28AWG 40W $4.40 

51/4" FLOPPY DISK 
SPECIALS! 
All prices 10 disk boxes! 
XIDEX 	1-9 	10+ 
S/S D/D 	$29.95 $29.95 
Cat C12401 
D/S D/D 	$36.95 $36.95 
Cat C12410 
High Density $125 
Cat C12520 
VERBATIM DATALIFE 
S/S D/D 	$27.95 $26.95 
Cat. C12501 
D/S D/D 	$39.95 $37.95 
Cat. C12504 
VERBATIM VALULIFE 
S/S D/D 	$24.95 $22.95 
Cat. C12421 
D/S 0/0 	$31.95 $29.95 
Cat. C12425 

31/2" DISK SPECIALS 
Verbatim S/S Cat.C12610 $69.95 
Verbatim S/S Cat.C12612 $89.95 
Xidex S/S Cat.C12600 $65.95 
Xidex D/S Cat.C12602 $89.95 

NEED HIGH DENSITY 
DISKS FOR YOUR IBM AT? 
"Buy your High Density disks 
from Rod Irving Electronics 
at below recommended retail 
prices and SAVE"!! 
Verbatim 	 R.R.P. $113 

Our Price $99.95 

sr. 
DELUXE 51/4" DISK 
STORAGE UNIT 
Features... 
• Clear smoked plastic lid 
• Diskette fan display system 

elevates the disks for easy 
identification and access 

• Lockable lid (2 keys supplied) 
• High impact plastic base 
• 45 diskette capacity 
Cat. C16050 	Normally $49.50 

NOW $39.50 

COMPUTER CASSETTES 
Quality 20 minute tapes. 
Cat 011141 
1-9 	 101 	 100. 
$1.00 	$0.90 	$0.80 

MI  
LN 

IED STOCK  
Oni 50 left, so be Wok.k. 

11111111111111_ 
RITRON (ZETA) 
DATASETTE 
For data loading and saving, the 
Ritron Datasette suits most home 
computers and features tape 
counter, monitor function for audio 
verification and slide control for 
output level. 
Cat. 014900 	 $24.95 

IBM * 
COMPATIBLES 

from $899 * 
Incredible deals to suit everyone 
including special package deals! 
'2565 RAM, single drive, graphics. 
disk controller and printer cards.  
IBM• is a registered trade mark 

glIllrm so% too _k -..goilIMINIIPI 

Ma= 
RITRON MULTI 
PURPOSE MODEM 
The RITRON Multi Purpose Modem 
has all the features you require... 
• CCITT V21 300 Baud Full duplex 
• CCITT V23 1200/75 
• Bell 103 300 Full duplex 
• Bell 202 1200 Hall duplex 
• Auto answer, auto disconnect. 
Telecom Approval No. C84/37/1134 
Cat. X19103 	Normally $399 

SPECIAL $299 

IC SPECIALS! 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

4116 $1.60 $1.70 $1.60 
4164 $2.95 $2.75 $2.50 
2716 $5.90 $5.50 $5.50 
2732 $6.25 $5.95 $5.50 
2764 $6.25 $5.95 $5.00 
27128 $7.00 $6.50 $6.25 
6116 $2.95 $2.75 $2.50 
41256 $7.00 $6.50 $6.00 
6264 $6.50 $5.50 $5.25 

WORLD MODEM CHIP 
Cat. U21614 	Normally $49.50 

Save $20, NOW $29.50 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 High Street, NORTHCOTE, 3070 
VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA 
Phone (0314898866 
48 A'Beckett St. MELBOURNE 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph. (03) 663 6151 
Mail Order and correspondance' 
P.O. Box 620. CLAYTON 3168 
TELEX: AA 151938 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
(03) 543 7877 

12 lines) 
POSTAGE RATES 
5159.99 	 52.01 
510-524.99 	 53.01 
525 549 99 	 54.01 
550 599 99 	 55.01 
5100-199 	 57 51 
$200-5499 	 510.01 
$500 plus 	 512.51 
This is for basic postage only. Corns 
Road freight, bulky and fragile nems 
will be charged at different rates.  
Certified Post for orders over 
5100 included -tree' 
Registered Post for orders over 
$200 included free' 
All sales tax exempt orders and 
wholesale inquiries to RITRONICS 
WHOLESALE, 56 Renver Rd Clayton 
Phone 1031 543 2166 

1 VISA 

Errors and Omissions Excepted. 



POCKET PROGRAMS 

Commodore 64 
4810 
4820 
4830 
4840 
4850 
4060 
4870 

TR$="13. 	FIRE HAMMER":RETURN 
TR$="14. 	":RETURN 
TR$="15. 	":RETURN 
TR$="16. VORPAL BLADE":RETURN 
TR$="17. 	HORN OF SUMMONING":RETURN 
TR$="18. TRIDENT OF DAEMONS":RETURN 
TR$="19. 	STORMBRINGER":RETURN 

6170 GOSUB 760 	:REM DUNJ GENERATER 
6180 DO=1 :0=0: 	GOSUB 1770 
6190 GOTO 1960 
7000 REM 
7020 REM *******SCREEN CLEAR ******** 
7040 REM 
7060 PRINT CHR$(19) 

4880 TR$="20. 	":RETURN 7080 FOR M=1 TO 7 
5500 REM 7100 PRINT CHR$(17) 	:REM CURSOR DOWN 
5510 REM******DISPLAY STATUS************ 7120 NEXTM 
5520 REM 7140 FOR M=1 TO 9 
5530 PRINT 7160 PRINT " 
5540 PRINT "HIT POINTS=";HP 7180 NEXT M 
5550 PRINT "STRENGTH BoNuS=";s8 7200 PRINT 	"IIIIIIII1 
5560 PRINT"DEXTERITY BONUS=";DB 7260 RETURN 
5570 PRINT "YOUR WEAPONS ARE:" 7300 REM *********INTRO SCREEN******** 
5580 FOR M=1 TO W 7301 PRINT CHR$(147) 
5590 PRINT TAB(17); 	W$(M) 7302 POKE 53272,22 
5600 NEXT M 7303 POKE 53280,0:POKE 53281,0 
5605 PRINT "YOU ARE WEARING";ARMOURS(AA) 7304 POKE 646,11 
5610 PRINT "YOUR LEVEL=";LEVEL 7305 V=53248 
5620 PRINT"EXPERIENCE POINTS=";XP 7306 POKE V+5,0 
5630 GOSUB 4500 7307 POKE V+4,0 
5640 RETURN 7310 FOR Y=1 TO 4 
5700 REM 7320 PRINT CHR$(17) 
5710 REM*******DISPLAY COMMANDS******** 7330 NEXT Y 
5720 REM 7340 PRINT TAB(14)"oILDERNESS!" 
5740 PRINT TAB(2);"COMMANDS:":PRINT 7350 PRINT 
5750 PRINT TAB(4);"M MOVE", 7360 PRINT TAB(11)".1. GAME OF FANTASY." 
5760 PRINT "S SEARCH" 7370 FOR Y= 1 TO 3000:NEXT Y 
5770 PRINT TAB(4);"X STATUS", 7380 PRINTCHR$(147):POKE 53272,21:RETURN 
5780 PRINT "C PRINT COMMANDS" 
5790 PRINT TAB(4);"A ATTACK", READY. 
5800 PRINT "I 	IDENTIFY GREBLIE" 
5810 PRINT TAB(4);"R RUN 	", 
5820 PRINT "SE SEARCH ENTRANCE" 
5825 PRINT TAB(4);"SE EXIT", 
5830 PRINT "L LOOK" 
5840 GOSUB 4500 
5860 IF DO=O THEN GOSUB 7000 
5880 RETURN 
5900 REM 
5910 REM*********SEARCHING SECTION***** 
5920 REM 
5924 FOR M=1 TO W 
5925 IF W$(M)=TR$ THEN TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" 
5926 NEXT 
5930 PRINT 
5940 PRINT "YOU FIND 	 " 
5950 FOR M=1 TO 500: NEXT M 
5960 PRINT TR$ 
5970 IF TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" THEN RETURN 
5980 W=W+1 
5990 W$(W)=TR$ 
6000 TR$="NOTHING OF VALUE" 
6010 RETURN 
6080 REM 
6090 REM*********ENTRANCE ROUTINE****** 
6095 REM 
6096 A$="NO ENTRANCE TO THE UNDERWORLD CAN BE FOUND" 
6097 IF DUNJ<>1 THEN PRINT A$:GOTO 6099 
6098 GOTO 6105 
6099 IF 0=1 THEN GOTO 2550 
6100 IF 0<>1 THEN 1960 
6105 PRINT "ENTRANCE TO DUNGEON FOUND,"; 
6110 A$="" 
6120 INPUT "GOING DOWN":A$ 
6140 IF A$<>"Y" THEN 6099 
6150 POKE V+4,0:ROKE V+5,0 
6155 DUNJ=0 
6157 PRINT CHR$(147) 
6158 FOR Y = 1 	TO 11:PRINT:NEXT Y 
6160 PRINTTAB(6)"DESCENDIN6 INTO UNDERWORLD." 
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VISA • MASTERCARD BANCARD WELCOME 
ALL ORDERS ARE SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS 
FOR ITEMS CURRENTLY IN STOCK. POSTAGE & 
PACKING $3 PER ORDER ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA. 

TO ORDER MELB. ( 
PHONE SYDNEY (0 

COMMODORE HEAVEN 
No games but everything else stocked at discount prices. 
We directly import hundreds of items and also deal with 
all the usual warehouses. Let us show you how your 
Commodore can become a powerful business machine. 

We stock hundreds of lines most dealers nave never 
heard of, including 15 or so word processors, 20 or more 
spreadsheets and databases and about the same 
number of accounting systems but can only list some 
here. Visit our new 2,000 square feet showrooms in 
Sydney or Melbourne to see the full range. 

BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING 
TOTL BUSINESS 	 08159 
Lightning test machine lariguage version Ow* in Asy 1964) includes 
aback control and printing of Metes and aged statements. Dates, 

adurfueler Irene. BaWkeionvand syttem. Invoices allow both 
et selectable fa Australia or IX. NI programs now bad 

loaf end nontaxable Items and screen prompts and printed output 
leadims can be customized to et any business. The and an MSD or 
Ceennemier disk drive mole your 64 one of to most powerful business 
machines vadat*. RUN mega,* rates It a Best Buy and the US 
CerrenoSore Users Group has added the enhenced version to their 
Approved At People have bought tele ireat San P. program. 
CASHBOX 64 	 $0129 
CASH REGISTER PROGRAM: 

DS37 HOME MANAGER 	  
TIME 8 MONEY MANAGER 

	
$89 

PERSONAL PORTFOLIO MANAGER 	$129 
01149 CHARTIST STOCKS & SHARES 	 
0934 PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT 	 

09125 84 ACCOUNTING 	  
VAIdoall the books of a business, produces trial balance profit and loss 
andbilince sheet and prints reports. invoices it statements. By using 
Prole Centres for different accounts, you can obtain separate financial 
reperts for each department and also combine Mise into a single 
mon Up to 10 	 tano* nay be used concimeney and each 
bareaclizmanbe pita ew 20 categories. It does not have Amounts 
liectinteetairAEORIBPWafele open  Ales  and  ',mere canhot age 
elailmentalleaceb but If tie receipt field is left blank, the balance can 
be concidered eareitandlig. Win print detailed or summary Trial 
Wren 

 
and other enamel statements at any time for any period. 

Bollent review in C,OMPLITErs Gazette (November t964, page 113) 
GENERAL LEDGER 	 $99 
MAIL LIS

BE
T 8 LABELS 	 $49 

DArABA $ 
WORD PROCESSING 	 $59 
SPELL CHECKER 	 $45 
INTEGRATED WORD 8 QATA MANAGEMENT 	$99 
KEYWORD CROSS REFERENCE 	 $45 
TIME MANAGEMENT 	 $29 
CODEWRITER Ready-To-Run SERIES 	 ea$49 
Snell 5040585 mventory, retail invoices, siesmen's expenses, 
accounts payable, accounts relivable, library, appointment planner, 
ON timers. coin collector, school repore. 
DIALOG BUSINESS SOFTWARE 	 eaDS45 
Stria id, transact. ;waste, home accounts. 
ELECTRONIC HOME SERIES  . 	 D$24 T$12 
Budget, 

 
dory, letter writer, expense manaper,lEpayer, bank manager 

84 COUNTING 	 09139 
NOME PAK 	 0$69 
3 programs In 1. Wend Pabular. Tanana, Rang Programs. 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 	 $75 
GENERAL LEDGER 	 $75 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 	 $75 
INVENTORY MANAGER 	 $75 

SPRI ADSHF S DA 1 ABASE 
KWIK-CALC 	 1$39 
POWERPLAN SPREADSHEET 	 $99 
MAGPIE 84 	 05199 
SWIFTCALC w/4 SIDEWAYS 	 0999 
MULTIPLAN 

	
D9139 

COMMODORES CALC RESULT 	0989 
CALC RESULT ADVANCED 

	
01149 

PRACTICALC 	 DIN, TS25 

COMMODORE MO/ 	 13$49 
INSTANT RECALL 	 0*65 

BUSICALC 3 	. D399 
BUSICALC 2 	 . 	D$75 
BUSICALC i 	 0159 
SUPERBASE 64/PLUS 4 	 0599 
SUPERBASE STEPPING STONES 	 800925 
PoshaseS, daybook, stock recordtesttragent, tweet pent, solicitor 
lime react, acostment time record, dub itosintelihip 
SUPERBASE 64 V2.0 	 D$99 

WORD PriCCFS ORS 
KYVIK-SPELL 	 0539 
TOTL WRITER 	 $99 
The latest MI feature ward processor including spell checker and 
database 
TOTL TEXT 	 0559 
Aulomalcaly Merle up to 14 been of 100991.5 at the bottom of each 

when thales il Mute 	acaderries. AS the meal features. 
ach as headers, Dote, page numbering, Edek move anedelete The 
last le you've replaced with an update stays on to disk in case you've 
made an error. We've used bks and as predecessor happily for more 
to a year RUN regains (January 1964) compared the previous 
version very lavorabby Mt more than a dozen others This e ever 
better 
VIZAWRITE 	 DSOS 
CUT & PASTE 	 0949 
FLEET SYSTEM 2 	 D$r39 
OMNIWRITER 8 SPELLER 	 0599 
EASY SCRIPT 	 $69 
INSTAWRITER 	 1345 
SOFT SMITH 	 D$49 
HES WRITER 64 	 Can $55 
QUICK BROWN FOX 	 0$89 Cart $99 
WORDCRAFT 	 Can$99 
MIRAGE PROFESSIONAL W/P 	 $99 
TEXT-PRO/DATA-PRO 	 $49 
WORD PRO 64 	 $99 
QUICK BROWN FOX 	 $99 
INSTAWRITER 	 Cartridge $39 
SOFTSMITH 	 $49 
SUPER SCRIPT 64 	 D$99 
WORD PRO 3 PLUS 	 $65 

HA RDW A RE 
1571 DRIVE 	 $599 
MOUSE FOR 641129 	 $149 
Complete with graphics software. Pr nor 006019 
LIGHT PEN with Cad-pak software 	 $69 
SKYLES 3 SLOT CARTRIDGE EXPANDER 	$99 
4-WAY USER PORT EXPANDER 	 $99 
VOICE MASTER Covox 	 $75 
Speech synthesiser that uses your own voice. Your 64 can sing. grunt, 
make animal noises or talk in any language you the. Included are 
programs for taking calculator and talking alarm clock. 
SUPER VOICE MASTER 	 $149 
Now your 64 or 128 will do what you tel ni AM of the above PLUS Word 
Recognition (your 64 responds to your spoken commands) and Wice 
Harp. 
CURRAH SPEECH 84, two tones 	 $69 
FLASH! wi-switchboard 	 $165 
FLASH! 64 model 	 $125 
1541 COOLING FAN 	 $59 
NUMERIC KEYPAD B4NIC-20 	 $99 
OLYMPIA PRINTER 	 New low price 
160 cps. NLO, H. top 
RITEMAN SUPER C PRINTERS 	 $499 
105 cps dot matrix. Prints without bending the paper so even thick card 
can be used. Full graphics, Commodore interface included. Complete 
vet stand to allow paper to be stacked 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER LISTER 	 $199 
SMITH CORONA daisy wheel printer 	 $495 
Printer INTERFACES . . 12 different from 	 $49 
18K PRINTER/BUFFER for Centronics 	 D$59 
Uses the hidden memory of your C64 or C1213. Wades program to 
etertace from the User Pon. 
PRINTMASTER/W + G graphics Mace 	 1199 
RS232 DE LUXE INTERFACE 	 $89 
C64 MOTHERBOARD (wlreset, 3-way) 	 $85 
2-IN-ONE MONITOR CABLE 101128 	 159 
DATASETTE WITH DUPLICATOR 	 $79 
Faithfully reproduces an archive copy of any Tape Megrim 
PAGEMATE Text holder 	 $39 
DISKETTE SAFE, lockable 100 capacity 	 $29 
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE KIT 	 $29 
FERNSPRECHER Auto Modem 	 $199 
Auto-answer, Viatel, CCITT and Bell. Compete with soften bar 064 
(RS232 itface needed for other computers). Telecom Approved. This 
and the 1 1 meg drive is the basis for a BBS. 
FERNSPRECHER 35 Auto Modem 	 $299 
TAIHAHO MODEM 	 $199 
Auto Gel & Answer. 300 Baud. Free VIP Term Program. 
TELEDATA (Handic) 	  Cart$89 
TEMPERATURE PROBE 	 $45 
0.1000 with Software. Great for experiments. 
LIGHT SENSITIVE PROBE 	 $39 
Turn your lights on automattally veth your computer. 
COMPUTER SWITCH 	 $175 
Control mains operated equipment. 240V 10A. Capacity approved 
8-CHANNEL 8-BIT 	 $99 
A to D cceverter. Up to 4003 conversions per sec. 
VIC-REL 	 $75 
Computer controlled relays. 6 output and 2 input druids. Graaf for a 
burglar alarm.  
COMPUCOVER Plastic. hinged 	 $29 
MAINTENANCE KIT 	 $29 
Screen cleaner and cloth. Head cleaner and instructions. 
HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT 	 $25 
Rx your men Datasene. Al tools supplied 
64K MEMORY EXPANSION 	 $299 
Gives 65536 extra bytes segmented memory in the SK from $8000 to 
$9FFF Complete with instructions on how to load eight different 8K 
programs into the computer's memory at once Really shines when 
running assembly language. Raindisk programrcluded)Ivrns n into a 
solid-state disk drive, loading 24K in ON s E 	CON°,  On VIC-20. it 
includes three 811 blocks or 1, 2 and 3 plus another 413K that can be 
paged in and out of Block 3. 

DISK DRIVES 
MSD DUAL DISK DRIVE 	 Demo models $995 
240 WI, US made. All metal, with one parallel and two serial ports and 
65110 microprocessor with 113K ROM and 6K RAM. Serial interface 
cable included, but also has parallel port VIC-20, 64 and 128 readAvnte 
compatible and also read compatible with the big Commodore business 
machines. Formats disks in seconds and duplicates in a minute or so 
COMMODORE 1 MEG DRIVE 	 $399 
TAIHAHO Commodore/Apple DRIVES 	 5395 
Top quality alimetai drives that ws or BOTH Apple and Commodore 
disks. Complete with all plugs and 261the parallel cables to connect to all 
Mugs to your C64 or C128 Switches to let you choose Device No 8 or 9 
and Normal. Write Protect or Chternde Write Protect Single drive 
expandable to double with additional dove Regulated 240 von 50hlz 
Power supply 

PUBLICATIONS 
ARGUS TAPE COMPUTING MAGAZINES 	ea$tO 
(or $50 for one year's subscnption of 6 issues of any Pe) Every ssue 
has games, utilities, etc on tape. unprotected so can get node Nem to 
see how they work. Iles are 64 TAPE COMPUTING, VICTAPE 
COMPUTING, ATARI COMPUTING, SPECTRUM COMPUTING and 
MODEL B COMPUTING. YR get them by air so December issues are 
now available months ahead of your local newsagent's delivery and at a 
price a kit Mss than what he charges. 
COMPUTER MAGAZINES 	 ea$8 
Amiga World, Run, Comters 8 azette. Antic. Analog and many 
more. DELIVERED BY

pu 
 AIRMAIL

G 
 MONTHS AHEAD OF THE 

NEWSAGENT. 

INTERFACES 
DAMS IEEE INTERFACE 	 $2113 

$69 
FLASH with ON/OFF switch 	 $175 
FLASH SX64 version 	 $175 
FLASH! for 128 	 5199 

UTILITIES 
PRINTMASTER 	 $79 
ART GALLERY 1 	 $49 
CAD PAK 	 $99 
BASIC 64 COMPILER 	 $99 
MASTER 64 	 0599 
The ultimate professional software development package. Adds almost 
100 commands to the 64 Programs developed with it can be 
distibuted with the mneme package free of royatfies. 
ABACUS BASIC COMPILER C64 	 D$99 
BASIC Complier High speed P-Code small P-code execution, nintime 
routines (6K bytes) are only added to the starting program thus saving 
disk space, extensions to standard BASIC can be used in compiled 
programs,. program overlays possible, variables can be passed 
between chained programs and comped programs can be protected. 
Calling programs can be longer or shorter than the called program. 
PETSPEED 64 	 D$99 
Commodore's own Basic compiler Mal is a powerful optimizer 	 Old but 
stlf popular 
EPYX FAST LOAD 	 D545 
DESIGNER PENCIL 	 0559 
PAINT BRUSH 	 0549 
SYNTHY 64 	 D$45 
SYNTHY COMPANION ALBUM 	 0$19 
ASSEMBLEY LANGUAGE COURSE 	 D$45 
MACHINE CODE TUTOR 	 D$49 
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE KIT 	 D$29 
ISEPIC 	 D129 
X-REF 64 	 0545 
TURBO BASIC 	 T$49 
TURBO 64 	 D$45 
TURBO 64 UTILITIES 	 0525 
COCKROACH TURBO ROM 64 	 $45 
COCKROACH TURBO ROM 128 	 $45 

TOOLBOX 64 includes Power 64 & PAL 64 	D$139 
MACHINE LIGHTNING including basic lightning 	$99 

SPEED BASIC 	 D/T$25 
NEWSROOM 	 0969 
Designed to print and produce a newsletter for your class or club. Over 
600 pictures. 
CLIP ART COLLECTION 	 0549 
For use with Newsroom. 600 more pieces of Art. 
PRINT SHOP 	 D565 
PRINT SHOP GRAPHIC LIBRARIES 1,2, or 3 	D$45 
DESIGNER'S PENCIL 	 CarLD$59 
PAINT BRUSH 	 0549 
KWIK-DRAW 	 D$49 
MIND PROBER 	 1349 
MIND OVER MINORS 	 Parents$59 
SKY TRAVEL 	 0$85 
Best astronomy program available. Find Halleys Comet OR it! Gives 
you Matures of each star and planet. 
PRINTER GRAPHICS UTILITY 	 0/1525 
MUSIC STUDIO 	 D$59 
The best music creation program available. 
64 DOCTOR 	 Disk $49, Tape $45 
1541 PHYSICAL EXAM 	 $85 
1541 DISK ALIGNMENT KIT 	 $59 
2 Books. 2 Disks (Program Plus Sign Alignment) and Track Signal 
Detector allows you to do all routine mamtenance on your 1541. 
C64-C128 LIGHT PENS 	 $59 
Complete vAth Software to draw. play games, HI in 16 odours and Save 
and Load 
DOODLE 	 0589 
Most advanced graphics package around. 
CHART PAK 	 0$89 
Design circuit houses, gardens Anything. 
FLOW CHARTER 	 D$69 
Produces Flow Charts after you have finished your program! 
THE FINAL CARTRIDGE 	 $159 
Includes: Monitor, disk 8 tape, turbo, hires dump. printer interface, 24K 
extra RAM, BASIC 4.0, BASIC toolkit, reset keyboard utilities, 
programmable function keys. 
MICRO-PROLOG 64 Al 	 $275 
Directly addresses screen graphics Includes a prolog editor New for 
the D64, this key artificial language has proved its worth in broadening 
the application of logical analysis.  
CODE-PRO 64 	 $89 
OXFORD PASCAL (new edition) 	  ...$119 
BASIC PROGRAMMING 	 $25 
FORTH 64 Commodore 	 $89 
FORTH (Abacus) 	 $89 
SUPER C (ABACUS) 	 D$175 
C POWER (532 page manual, D) 	 $199 
2-80 CARTRIDGE 	 $45 
ZOOM! 	 $49 
Machine language monitor, assembler, DOS. 	

Cart$69 HE S MON 	  
D$99 BLITZ! Compiler 	

$19 COMAL .14 Tutorial 	  
D$75 MAE 64 	  

Macro Assembler/Text Editor that features a word processor, scrolling 
package. IEEE driver and a powerful machine language monitor. The 
ultimate professional software development package. 
SUPER PASCAL (ABACUS) 	 13124 
IMPORTANT: in accordance with the custom of the industry, hardware 
might be exchanged but software is NOT returnable, except for 
replacement with the same title, I tautly Some disk software may 
set-destruct deny attempt is made to copy the program and NO refund 
or replacement will be considered in Imp circumstances.  
Freight, packing. etc. is charged at a flat $3 per order irrespective of 
weight dens or deshnahon 

EDUCATIONAL 
STARTER KIT for programming 	 Disk $25 
10 Great programs, including word processor, mailing list, basic 
programmmg primer, 6502 intro, sound and sprites. 
TRAINING KIT Disk/Worksheet 	 $29 
How to get the most from your keyboard, how to use your disk drNe 
effectively, how to write your first BASIC program. 
32 PROGRAMS 	 Disk & Book $25 
The book alone retails for $29.95! 32 useful programs already on disk to 
save you the chore of punching them in. Book also gives you esercises 
in how to change them. A vital follow on to the above or to 
Commodore's introduction to Basic. 
ALL THREE OF THE ABOVE 	• 	 $69 
INTRODUCTION TO BASIC 	 ea$29 
Commodore's famous course that assumes no prior knovdedge and 
takes you step by step through programming. Each Pan contains 2 
cassettes of programs and a comprehensive meet 
MATHS, O LEVEL 	 TS19 
PHYSICS, 0 LEVEL 	  $19 
GERMAN MASTER, A, 0 LEVELS 	 1119 
FRENCH MISTRESS, A, 0 LEVELS 	 T519 
COMPUTER STUDIES 	 T$19 
COMMODORE's INTRO TO BASIC 	 $29 
HAN-ZON SERIES: 

O ea $19 Beat the Bomb, Keyboard Slrills. Super Drag 	
Dea$25 Spelling Treasure 

Tell Tales 	 D$39 
STARTER KIT for programmers 	 DIsk $25 
DR WATSON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TUTOR 	T$45 
IDN TYPING TUTOR 	 $25 
IDN EDUCATION II 	 D$75 
IVAN BERG EDUCATIONAL 	 $29 
Tapes and Students' Notes, Commodore's newest. Titles come and go 
(windy, in stock today are Berman, Computer Studies, French, Mats, 
Physics and Geography at BOO 0 and A levels.  
EDUCATIONAL TAPES 	 ea$15 
or all 18 for 5200. Written by Australian teachers contormmg to 
Viclonan curriculum. Young Maths, Mulfiplicalion, Add 8 Subtract (2 
Tapes). ONision, Multiplication, Shipmaths, Race To The Moon, 
Invadergraph, Swerve Maths, Supermind, Spellstan (4 Tapes), Rocket 
Spell, Anagram Fun and Word File Maker 

SPECIAL INTERESTS 
664-NAME GENEALOGICAL PROGRAM 	0$85 
Produces 4, 5, or 6 generation family record charts to the printer or 
4-generation charts to the screen. Fully indexed and With easy screen 
editing. 864 names, plus notes on each person, fan each disk and 
several disks may be used. 
ANIMAL PEDIGREE PROGRAM 	DS135 
Produces 4 or 5 generation pedigree charts, ownership, mating, 
breeding, shows and award records with full indexing and easy screen 
editing . Search function allows easy access (IBM and Apple versions 
available soon). 
TATTS 45 PROGRAM Just Issued 	 0585 
ASTROLOGY PROGRAM 	 $85 
(Also for Apple II • and IBM Pc). Based on mram used worithwide by 
professional astrologers. Provides individual 	 for all times 
and places. Much deeper than the pop-style son astrology you see in 
magazines. Basically geocentric but helocentric is possible Koch 
system of Houses andTropical Zodiac but Nitstem Sidenial is an option, 
Student guide its you ask the computer questions like What does a 
Gemini rising sign mean? 

ST PROGRAMMS IN STOCK 
BORROWED TIME 	 $69 
BRATACCUS 	 $69 
TRANSYLVANIA 	 $59 
FARENHEIT 451 	 $69 
CRIMSON CROWN 	 $59 
HEX 	 559 
	 $59 

N
SUND

INE PRINCESS 	 $69 
PERRY MASON 	 $69 
KINGS QUEST II 	 $69 
ULTIMA II 	 $79 
LANDS OF HAVOC 	 $39 
MUD PIES 	 $39 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 	 $69 
PERSONAL PASCAL 	 $99 
HABA WRITER & MAIL MERGE 	 $99 
HABA LETTERS 	 569 
EXPRESS 	 $69 
H D DATABASE 	 $169 
DISK DOCTOR 	 $6 
OBJECT EDITOR 	 $59

5 
 

MAPS AND LEGENDS 	 $69 
2-KEY ACCOUNTING 	 $99 
HOME PLANETARIUM 	 559 
CP/M EMULATOR 	 $99 
VIP PROFESSIONAL 	 $249 
PRO BUSINESS LETTER 	 $69 
HOMEWORK HELPER 	 $89 
FINAL WORLD 	 $199 
RAM DISKS 	 $135 
SOFT SPOOL 	 $59 
Michtron Utilities 	 5109 
M-COPY 	 $109 
M-DUPE 	 $49 
DEGAS 	 $69 
ZOOMRACHS 	 $89 
RHYTHM 	 $*9 

$95 
$129 
$149 

RIJII AMIGATm  

The Creative Edge now at new low prices 
3 YEAR WARRANTY AVAILABLE 

PET • IEEE CABLE 

	

HIPPO-C COMPILER 	 
MACRO ASSEMBLER 
META PASCAL 	 

Power without the price 520-ST  * 
We can supply Amiga and Atari and all available accessories from our local stock or you may buy it at US prices by sending payment to CHAMBERS COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES in California and arrange your own shipping, customs clearance, duty and sales tax payment. Direct shipments do NOT get free service in Australia. 

CHAMBER 
2nd Floor, Curtin House, 252 Swanton Stile**, MELBOURNE 3001(081643 041 
1st Floor, Crest Motel, 111 Derenahurst Rd, KINOS CROSS 201102) 3311341M 
(Directly above Kings Cross Railway Station and Crest covered car park) 

COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES 

THE BIGGEST RANGE OF SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES IN AUSTRALIA t'o'ws.
port directly hundreds of lines unique 
Drop In and check our huge range 



Don't Be Fooled  =  y 
Expensive Imitations 

1111111111111111111111111111111111  

It's easy to be confused. After 
all, there are a lot of beige PCs on 
the market. The KAYPRO PC, 
however, has some very distinctive 
features. For starters, a mono-
chrome monitor and two disk 
drives are standard. In addition, 
the KAYPRO PC boasts the best 

of both worlds - perfect high-
resolution text and built-in 
color graphics capability. 
And, unlike the competi-
tion, the KAYPRO PC has 
a keyboard just like the 

expensive IBM PC AT 
- security lock 

and all. 

The KAYPRO PC, with its 8088 CPU 
and 256KB RAM (expandable to 768KB) delivers 100% IBM PC or PC XT 
compatibility. It's got nine slots for easy expandability and service. 
Plus, every KAYPRO PC buyer gets a generous collection of quality 
business software, including WordStar, absolutely free. Finally, the 
KAYPRO PC is easily distinguished from the others by the sticker on 
the box that says "Made in the U.S.A." See the KAYPRO PC difference 
at your Kaypro dealer. You'll know that Kaypro Means Business -
and business computers. 

PRICE: $2195* (Dual Floppy) 
$2795* AZO meg.) 

Trademarks: IBM, International Business Machines; 
WordStar, MicroPro International 

'Suggested Retail Price 

(Price does not include monitor) 

---- 	 ANI=I /11=11••• •••.. 
NNW /WM/ AMIN= =M 	MENEL 	 VI) - 
--AMIIMIM --IIIMM 	I NI MIN 

,M1, 11••rIM MEM 
MMI ININS 	 ..•11. MOM NW 

IBM& •Ml."IIMM MEN 	 /NM NOM 
• OWII 	 ML 

CORPORATION 

Innovators of Electronic Products for Over 33 Years 

For more information or the location of 
you nearest dealer call 
(02) 542 - 3866 
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New Products 	  140 
This month our favourite car salesman, Ewart Stronach, takes over 
from Rosie. He's tough. Would you expect him to write about any-
thing which didn't have a price painted in bold luminescence on its 
windscreen? He's also not interested in any shonky secondhand 
deals ('new products' which we've run into before), or items which 
make him fall asleep at the wheel — so make 'em interesting. 
Expert Systems 	  146 
If . . then . . . well, maybe. That's the crux of the matter; how would 
you put it mathematically? It's all to do with conditions and prob- 

ability and a program called EXSYS. 
Your BBC 	  149 
Our Bruce chronicles his favourite machine from times BC to the 
present ++. 
Your Microbee 	  150 
Colin Tringham dons his fur-lined galoshes in protest against the 
cold boot, and ploughs his way through a mountain of user group 
information — SMUG as a bug in a rug. 
Your IBM 	  152 
John Hepworth finds his problems amazing, and ventures, by the 
light of the moon, to explain the gist of the error messages generated 
by Format, Diskcopy and Debug. 
Your Bombedwell 	  154 
Some hints to help you cope when your usually reliable luggable 
bombs out, blows its cool fuse, fails miserably. 
Classified Readings 	  155 
For your eyes only. 
Your C64 	  156 
Commodore deviates get things back to front — that's code lan- 
guage for what they did with their control characters. 
IBM Underground 	  158 
Basically, what John said to his computer went a little like this: 
"UOPT to work for me? Then UMIND you manners, UFILE, 
UFORMAT, or you in trouble." The usually spineless IBM replied, 
"UZAP" and turned John into a SKELETON. 

The Return of Clubfile 	  160 
Lotus Hotline 	  172 
Services (no longer required) 	  176 
Next Month 	  178 
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dows and a mouse; it includes a 
calculator, clock and print spool-
er. The words come from GEM 
Write, a fully functional word 
processor; it can insert graphics 
into documents, displaying the 
graphics on screen. GEM Paint 
allows the addition of pictures, 
titles and diagrams. The package 
runs on IBM PCs, XTs, ATs and 
most compatibles with graphics 
capability. 

PC/TED 
Computer Power, (03) 520 5333 
Price $290 
PC/TED is a text editor for the 
IBM PC and compatibles. It is 
similar to the mainframe editors, 
making it attractive for applica-
tions which share mainframe fa-
cilities. The program has the 
ability to edit up to four files at 
once, with the screen split hori-
zontally and vertically, and al-
lows transferring of text to files 
for temporary storage. The pack-
age may be site-licensed for or-
ganisations with large numbers 
of PCs. 

Printworks. 
PC Extras, (02) 319 2155 
Price: $134 (dot matrix); $239 
(laser) 
Printworks is a menu-driven 
package for the majority of dot 
matrix or laser printers and IBM  

or compatible computers. Fea-
tures include: easy print mode 
selection, pivot printing to print 
sideways, custom character and 
font creation, numerous font 
sets, and a quiet mode to,  reduce 
printer noise. There is also a 
typewriter mode to print each 
character as it is typed at the key-
board. 

Stock Executive 
Arcot( Pacific, (07) 52 9522 
Price: $249 (demo disk $10) 
A locally developed stock portfo-
lio management system, this 
program encourages investors to 
follow sound investment prac-
tice, such as setting 'target' and 
'stop loss' limits on each share. It 
has features such as on-screen 
action lists and an audible alarm 
when prices fall outside the 
limits; it also produces stock 
trading history and tax return re-
ports. The package will be up-
dated as Australian tax laws 
change. It runs on the IBM PC 
and many compatibles, and re-
quires at least 128 Kbytes. 

Touch 
SCA, (03) 699 7255 or 
(02) 211 4099 
Price: $85 
Locally developed for the IBM 
and compatible range, this self-
paced keyboard skills course is 
suitable for classroom or individ-
ual use. It shows a picture of the 
keyboard and highlights the keys 
as they are pressed. A warning 
buzzer indicates wrong key-
strokes. It has a graded series of 
exercises with the ability to store 
statistics of progress, check for 
speed and accuracy during exer-
cises and print reports of pro-
gress. The time for each lesson is 
controlled by the user. 

Travelling Sidekick. 
PC Extras, 102) 319 2155 
Price: $125. 
Travelling Sidekick is an exten- 
sion of the Sidekick program and 
consists of a diary-type binder 

If you have a genuinely new product or service you 
would like mentioned in this section, our news editor 
would like to hear about it. Each month the YC mail 
box is inundated with press releases vying for a 
column centimetre or two in 'New Products', so we've 
instituted a rule to make the selection procedure a 
little easier: if you include vital details, such as price 
and phone numbers for publication, your release goes 
into the pile marked 'editor'; otherwise, it's destined 
for the pile marked 'shreditor'. 

Software 
GEM Collection 
Arcom Pacific, (07) 52 9522 
Price: $340 

A new package from Digital Re-
search that puts words and pic-
tures together, the GEM Collec-
tion has three components. GEM 
Desktop lets the user work 
quickly using menus, icons, win- 
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ASER PRINTING SERVICE 
he LaserWriter typeset quality togeth-

enivith the freedom and power of the Mac 
represents a revolutionary innovation in the 
Graphic ArtWork and TypeSetting industry. 

The Creative Computer Company can 
now provide Macintosh and Laser printing 
services without the high expense. Call in 
with your requirements for Graphic ArtWork 
or TypeSetting, or drop in a Mac or IBM 
disk for us to print from. Contact us now for 
our special opening price and see for your-
self what a difference a little creativity 
makes! 

570 8300 
123 Forest Road,Hurstville 2220 

Source code for 
Zanysoft 
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and software to update what the 
diary contains. A report genera-
tor prints information from Tra-
velling Sidekick or data from or-
dinary Sidekick. Sections of the 
binder/program include: address 
book, phone directory, miscel-
laneous section, reference sec-
tion, finance section, calendar 
section, pending section and 
storage pockets for credit cards, 
calculator and so on. 

Turbo Gameworks 
PC Extras, (02) 319 2155 
Price: $115 
Ever wondered how your games 
actually work? This package from 
Borland contains Chess, Bridge 
and Go-Moku. The games come 
complete with source code and 
details on how the user may cus-
tomise them. The chess program 
provides hints for making your 
next move, how to allow swap-
ping of sides with the computer, 
and offers a set-up mode and a 
single-step mode for on-screen 
analysis. Go-Moku is an ancient 
Japanese strategy game for two 
players, and the Bridge game al-
lows two players, or one human 
against up to three computer-
controlled hands; it even allows 
cheating and if instructed will 
look at the other players' hands. 
All hands are displayed on the 
screen. I suspect there would be 
many useful programming tech-
niques in the source code. 

Zanysoft 
Slimy Sam's Software, (007) 776 
3216 
Price: $10,000 
This product consists of 12 
empty disks and a patent-leather  

binder. Used in conjunction with 
the optional Letraset package it 
emulates the appearance of any 
expensive software while on the 
shelf. It has been developed in 
Australia particularly for Govern-
ment bodies which have not yet 
spent their allocated funds. Not 
recommended for applications 
where the boss knows anything 
about software. After the depart-
ment has paid, private refunds of 
up to 50 per cent may be negoti-
ated with Sam. 

Furniture 
Adjustable Worktable 
Nixdorf, (02) 439 5477 
Price: $1220 
Still sitting on an apple box in 
front of a card table? Nixdorf has 
studied your needs and designed 
an adjustable worktable which 
meets the stringent ergonomic 
requirements needed for repeti-
tive computer work. Height-ad-
justable, tilt-adjustable and ex-
pandable with easy manual or 
motorised adjustments, the desk 
comes in light-grey or natural co-
lours, and has anti-glare sur-
faces. 

Adjustable Document Stand 
Nixdorf, (02) 439 5447 
Price: $71 50 
This new document stand is ad-
justable from 15 to 75 degrees, to 
allow for the viewing angle of 
every operator. It has a line ruler 
for easy reading and a heavy 
base to prevent slipping. Nixdorf 
found that a user's field of vision 
is around 180 degrees, but the 
area of sharp vision is only a few  

degrees. By placing the docu-
ment in exactly the right place, 
the incidence of backache, neck 
pains and muscular aches is 
diminished. 

New 
Machines 
Compaq Portable II 
CCA Systems, (02) 660 0077 
Price: $6073 
The new Compaq Portable II is 
described as the world's smallest 
and lightest portable computer 
(but what they really mean is 
transportable). With its built-in 
23 cm green screen it weighs 
only 10.7 kg. Running MS-DOS 
with an 80286 CPU at 8 MHz, it is 
claimed to be capable of operat-
ing most popular business soft-
ware three to five times faster 
than the IBM PC. It can be ex- 

panded to 640 Kbytes, with one 
360 Kbyte drive and a 10 Mbyte 
fixed disk drive, and has two 
available expansion slots. 

Eclipse ECS 286 
Eclipse Computer Systems, (03) 813 
3447 
Price: $7685 
The Australian-developed ECS 
286, billed as the fastest micro-
computer in the world, is 
claimed to run at 10 times the 
speed of the IBM XT and three 
times faster than the AT — at 
half the AT's price. The ECS is 
built around the 10 MHz 80286, 
and 	features 	dual-ported 
memory with no-wait-state 
operation, both claimed as world 
firsts. An Ethernet-standard LAN 
is available, using MS-NET soft-
ware. Standard memory is 720 
Kbytes, with dual-mode drives 
for compatibility with the IBM PC 
or AT. Optional 30 and 80 Mbyte 
hard disks are available 	► 
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Osborne 2000/PC College 
Osborne Australia, (02) 290 1122 
Price: $2300 
A new I6-bit machine from Os-
borne, with 640 Kbytes of 
memory as standard, plus a bat-
tery-backed clock/calendar, RAM-
disk and print spooler. The PC 
College version is earmarked for 
the education market and de-
signed to sell for $1625 (single 
unit, tax-free). 

Peripherals 
and 
Extensions 
CPU Upgrade 
CPU +, (02) 411 6122 
Price: $600 
The CPU + upgrade kit allows 
the PC to perform 35 per cent 
faster while retaining full com-
patibility. It may form part of a 
total upgrade offered by CPU +, 
which can also include 2 Mbytes 
of memory, eight serial ports, a 
60 Mbyte cartridge tape and an 
86 Mbyte disk, for a recom-
mended retail price of $22,000. 
This is about half the price of a 
similarly configured NCR Tower, 
ICL Clan or AT&T 3B2. 

DASCH 
Austor Micro Systems, (02) 922 2022 
Price: $1995 
The Disk Acceleration/Storage 
Control Hardware is an advanced 
RAMdisk system for the Macin- 

tosh. Loading Macpaint from an 
ordinary disk takes about 23 sec-
onds — it happens in less than 
four seconds from DASCH. A 
printer-bypass mode allows 
DASCH to share the Mac's 
printer port. Interfacing through 
the modem port allows RAMdisk 
capability for network systems. 
Independent from main memory, 
a system crash won't delete 
memory in DASCH. Units may be 
chained to provide up to 32 
Mbytes. 

Hyper-256 
Hypertec, (02) 81 5464 
Price: $195 
A 256 Kbyte memory board at 
reasonable cost — Australian-
designed and manufactured, it is 
a straight plug-in compatible 
with the IBM PC and XT. The 
additional memory allows utili-
sation of the full potential of 
spreadsheets, databases or other 
memory-heavy software. 

In-Modem Range 
Netcomm Australia, (02) 888 5533 
Price: Various 
Netcomm has released a range 
of modems on plug-in boards for 
the IBM PC and compatibles. The 
In-Modem ($599) has auto-dial, 
auto-answer and auto-discon-
nect, and 300 baud and 1200/75 
operation. The In-Modem 1200 
($680) offers fully automatic 
operation and is designed to im-
prove performance over low-
quality connections. The In-
Modem 2400 ($1160) is designed 
for variable-speed operation over 
the switched network at up to 
2400 bps. At $1250 the In- 

V 

In-Modem's 1234 intelligent modem. 

Modem 123 offers variable-speed 
operation up to 1200 bps and a 
high degree of automation, suit-
able for users of bulletin boards, 
Viatel and commercial data-
bases. The In-Modem 1234 
($1550) is described as the ulti-
mate in versatility for speeds up 
to 2400 bps. 

IT-3 Accelerator 
Interface Technology (02) 816 2700 
Price: $198 
The IT-3 Accelerator is a plug-in 
board for the IBM AT, which is 
claimed to increase processing 
speed by a third. Actual time 
saved depends on the amount of 
I/O, but average savings are in 
the order of 25 per cent. Pick-up, 
installation and testing are in-
cluded in the price, and the job 
can be done overnight to mini-
mise downtime. 

Macbridge 
Austor Micro Systems, (02) 922 2022 
Price: $1295 
Consisting of several pieces of 
software and hardware, PC Mac-
bridge is a low-cost local area 
network which enables dissimilar 
PCs to share files and peripher-
als. The expansion card has a 
Zilog 8530 communications chip 
and connects directly to the 
Appletalk personal network 
cable. The card is half-length and 
fits almost any expansion slot in 
the IBM and most workalikes. 
Laserscript software converts 
certain files to the Postscript 
typesetting description lan-
guage. 

Micro Mains Filter 
Felstorn, (02) 922 6833 
Price: Single $69.95; four-outlet 
$89.95 
A reasonably priced mains filter 
for 240 volt lines, which prevents 
damage to equipment or loss of 
data. Mains power varies 
throughout Australia, with 
surges sufficient to disrupt com-
puting equipment. The filter re-
sponds within as little as one to 
two nanoseconds and ensures a 
smooth 240 VAC. Maximum 
loading is 2400 watts (10 amps). 

Mountain Drivecard 
Logo Computers, (02) 819 6811 
Price: $2365 
A 20 Mbyte hard disk on a card, 
this device plugs into an IBM PC 
or compatible. It has a power 
consumption of only 14 watts 
and weighs only 1.04 kg. It is sup-
plied with a complete set of util- 

V 

ity programs, including software 
to divide the hard disk into mul-
tiple logical drives. 

Racecard-286 
O'Reilly Computer, (02) 692 8688 
Price: $1450 
Don't throw away your old PC to 
buy a new AT. The Racecard-286 
replaces the old 8088 with a new 
80286, speeding up virtually all 
PC software by up to six times. 
The advantages of upgrading an 
existing machine instead of re-
placing it include continued use 
of familiar software, and no pos-
sible lease penalty on a machine 
with time to run on existing 
financial commitments. 
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SAR-10 'Voice Plus' 
NEC Information Systems 
Price: Around $1300 
Now you can shout at your PC. 
NEC's speech recognition and 
audio-response board eliminates 
typing repetitive words. With a 
vocabulary of 250 words and a 
recognition rate of 98 per cent, 
the system digitises individual 
users' voice patterns and only re-
sponds to authorised users. It 
also verifies commands, prompts 
the user and warns of errors by 
replying in a synthesised version 
of the user's voice. It is claimed 
to reduce the incidence of RSI by 
cutting down on keystrokes. 
What if you get a cold? 

Sliver Reed EXP 800 
Silver Reed Australia, (02) 452 2022 
Price: $1895 
A new daisywheel printer capa-
ble of 40 cps, with 10-, 12- or 15-
pitch and proportional spacing 
as standard. Three interface 
boards are fitted — parallel, 
serial or IEEE-488. It has a choice 
of 16 languages and page 
lengths, auto-linefeed, and ad-
justable print hammer pressure. 
A 3000-character buffer which 
can be extended to 40,000 
characters means your computer 
is not tied up during printing. A 
sheet feeder is optional. 

SLE Board 
Natwick Management, (02) 428 1666 
Price: $550 
An add-on board for the NEC 
APC III personal computer, which 
allows the NEC to run practically 
all IBM industry-standard soft-
ware. Software runs faster and 
with better resolution, and 
there's the bonus of more 
memory, a clock/calendar, a par-
allel port and a spot for an 8087 
maths co-processor. The price is 
a limited introductory offer. SLE 
stands for Software Library Ex-
tender. 

The Grasshopper 
Tallgrass Technology, (02) 211 2144 

Price: $2040 
The Grasshopper is an internal 
tape storage system designed as 
a companion to 9 cm fixed disk 
drives. It takes the same space as 
a half-height floppy drive and is 
controlled by a small full-length 
card which can interface with up 
to two disk drives. The Grasshop-
per can store up to 20 Mbytes in 
9 cm format. It offers disk-like 
functions with tape overwrite fa-
cility (without prior erasure) and 
file back-up and restore func-
tions. 

Services 
Dutch Database 
Paul Budde Communications, (02) 
411 4666 
Price: Free to Viatel subscribers 
A new Viatel service aimed at the 
250,000 people of Dutch descent 
in Australia, the Dutch Database 
will provide business informa-
tion, news in Dutch, details of 
Dutch products and services, 
tourism and travel, government 
information and economic and 
financial data. Information on 
the Dutch general election in 
May '86 will be available and 
Dutch citizens living here may be 
able to cast their vote from Aus-
tralia by the time the 1990 elec-
tion rolls around. If you didn't 
turn off your echo, would you get 
Double Dutch? 

Miscellaneous 
The Edutel Book 
Australian Caption Centre (02) 212 
5277 
Price: $10 
The Edutel Book documents the 
growth of videotex in education 
in Australia and overseas. It ex-
amines the technology and its 
application in Australia, de-
scribes the experiences of users 
and offers guidance to new users. 
It is intended to provide a spring-
board for new educational ser- 
vice providers on Viatel. 	0 

complete 20 
The Mountain DriveCard is a  

megabyte hard disk system completely self con- 
tained on one IBM PC expansion card. 

DriveCard plugs into any expansion slot. No 
cabling or use of disk drive spaces required. You 
don't even have to change arty jumpers -just plug 
in and go. When you need to move data from PC 
to PC, DriveCard is the answer. Rugged design 
and automatic head-lock make it the perfect way 

to move your data. tall and remove 30 seconds to ins  
j Portable and rugged - withstands 60 G's 

C3 
Low power consumption (14 watts) -works 
with any PC or compatible 

j
Fast - access time equivalent to an XT drive 

CI Compatible with DOS 2.1 or higher and Xerox 

System V 
UFull 12 months warranty 

The 
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LOGO Computer Centre 
Suite 305, Henry Lawson Business Centre, Birkenhead 

Point, Drummoyne 2047 Phone (02) 819 6811 

WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST! 
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So you've just sold 
your customer 

an 1BM-PC... 

he chances are that by 
this time tomorrow 

they'll be asking if you 
could "just run through 

the operating procedure 
one more time". 
With The Complete PC Tutorial from 
Intouch Computing, your customers 
have all the help they need, in the form 
of a unique interactive program that 
turns the computer into the teacher —
and turns more of your time over to 
productive selling. 

MAGNUM 590 IA 

The Complete PC Tutorial comprises 
2 diskettes and operates with an IBM-PC or 
work-alike running PC-DOS or MS-DOS 
with 128K RAM orbetter. It's unprotected 
and available from most 
software outlets at 
$69.95 or direct from 
Intouch Computing. 

11\1-1-1=L.J=11-1 
COMPUTI NG 

1 Kent Street, Bicton, 
Western Australia 6157 

Phone: (09)339 4431 

HERE TODAY 
HERE TOMORROW 
System 816 features incredible storage 
capacity, the flexibility to handle a large 
variety of applications, and the speed to get the job done fast. And 
you can choose from more than 3,000 CP/M® 8- or 16-bit 
programs as your needs grow. With the ability to expand from 
single-to multi-user, network up to 255 systems, and upgrade as 
technology advances, this computer stands the test of time. 

As your local Full Service CompuPro System Center, we'll tailor 
a computer system to fit your needs. And 
the service continues into tomorrow with 
CompuPro's full year warranty. 

TM 

CompuPro's System 816 . . . 
the computer that increases 
your productivity today . . . 
and tomorrow. 

The CompuPro System 816 . . . just as 
essential tomorrow as it is today. 
The Essential Computer." 

(Ompu Pro 	984CompuPro 

AUTOMATION STATHAM Pty. Ltd. 
47 BIRCH STREET, BANKSTOWN, NSW, 2200. 

(02)709-4144 TLXAA 73316 
VIC: Vantage Applications Systems 

852 Canterbury Road, Box Hill South, 3128 
(03) 890-0326 

of CompuPro CP/M isa registered trademark of Dtcptai Research, Inc Americare,s a trademark of Xerox Corp 
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F? / 	XENIX AND 
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Simply stated ... the 
industry's most powerful 
application development 

software is also the 
easiest to use. 

AVAILABLE ON: CP/M, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, MS-DOS, 
PC-DOS, Molecular N-Star, Televideo Mmmost, Omninet, 
TurboDOS, Novell ShareNet, PC-Net, DMS Hinet, 
IBM 'PC' w/Corvus, OSM Muse. 
3-COM, CCP/M-86, M/NET, DAVONG, X-NET 
Ask us about our training courses 

AUSTRALIAN 
MICROCOMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 
CURRABEG HOUSE 
248 LATROBE TCE., GEELONG 3220 
Telephone (052) 211-085 (052) 211-300 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Please send me more information on Dataflex 

Name 

Address 	  

Relational 
Database 

DATA Ft 

More than 
the tip of the 
iceberg. 

• 

• 



EXPERT SYSTEMS 

TWO IMPORTANT features to look for in 
expert system shells are the ability to 
cope with uncertainty and the ability to do 
at least some computational work. After 
all, there are very few real-life experts who 
are completely certain about every aspect 
of their knowledge, and most fields of ex-
pert knowledge have been studied suffi-
ciently to be partly expressed in mathe-
matical equations, which require compu-
tational capability. In knowledge-based 
systems this is known as 'deep' know-
ledge. 

A reasonably priced package with both 
these capabilities has been developed for 
the IBM PC by Dustin Huntington of 
EXSYS Incorporated. Before purchasing 
this package you can get a good idea of 
how it works by buying the demo version 
for little more than the cost of the disks. 

The EXSYS Package 
This expert system development package 
isn't to be confused with the EXsys system 
developed by Adata Software in New Zea-
land for Data General, and sold in Aus-
tralia by Andasexsys. The latter system 
runs on the Data General range of MV 
minis and is an applications software 
development system incorporating some 
expert system features and methods. It 
costs thousands of dollars and is aimed at 
the corporate DP market. 

I'M talking about the expert system 
development software from EXSYS in Al-
buquerque, New Mexico, which runs on 
256 Kbyte IBM PCs and compatibles, costs 
$US300 and is aimed at the individual 
user. 

EXSYS is written in C and comes on 
three 13 cm floppy disks, which also in-
clude sample expert systems and a valu-
able tutorial program. The disks are not 
copy protected, so you can make back-ups, 
and you don't have to worry about losing 
your valuable software. In addition, a two-
disk demo version is available from the 
supplier for $USIO, which you can deduct 
from the purchase price of the full system 
if you subsequently decide to buy it. 

Because it may be inconvenient to 
order your demo disks from the United 
States, and since no formal distributor has 
been set up in Australia, I've arranged to 
make some copies of the demo disks, 
which I'd be happy to send to you for $15. 
More about this later. 

The copyright owner gives any user per-
mission to copy the demo disks freely and 
make them available to others, so they too 
can evaluate the software before they buy.  

Let's hope that with all this good faith on 
the part of the supplier piracy of the full 
system is kept to a minimum. 

The full system consists of four pro-
grams. The first is EXSYS.EXE, which runs 
the expert system once it has been de-
veloped. EXSYS.EXE is on both the main 
system disk and one of the demo disks. Al-
though copyright of the program is held 
by author Dustin Huntington, buyers are 
automatically licensed to distribute un-
limited copies with either the sample ex-
pert systems provided on the demo disks 
or with his or her own knowledge base. So 
if you have some knowledge for which you 
think there is a market and you have ac-
cess to an IBM PC, here's your chance to 
enter the exciting new area of knowledge-
based software development and market- 

in Expert systems may be thought of as a 
new publishing medium, which may have 
as strong an impact as the printing press. 
Expert systems allow knowledge to be 
made available to computer literates, just 
as printed books make knowledge avail-
able to large numbers of people who can 
read. 

However, don't think translating know-
ledge from your head into a set of rules 
and computations is easy; you should 
allow months to put something useful to-
gether, and probably a year or two to de-
velop a major knowledge base. 

The second main program in the EXSYS 
package is EDITXS.EXE, which only comes 
as part of the main system and may not be 
copied for any purpose other than per-
sonal back-up. EDITXS.EXE enables you to 
create and edit the rules, equations and 
text which make up your knowledge base. 
It creates two files: one holds all the text 
used in the knowledge base and has the 
extension .TXT, while the other contains 
the logic of the rules and has the exten-
sion .RUL. 

To run an expert system the .RUL file 
must fit in memory with EXSYS.EXE. This 
limits the number of rules to about 700 for 
a 256 Kbyte system. If memory is available 
the .TXT file can also be loaded, which re-
sults in faster execution than if it remains 
on disk. EDITXS.EXE also allows test run-
ning of the rules as you develop them, to 
check your logic for gaps or conflicts. 

The next program is SHRINK.EXE. It's 
only run once at the end of the develop-
ment of an expert system to compress the 
text file to a minimum; it simply removes 
the wasted space and text strings dis-
carded during the editing process. 

The last program, also run only once, is 
FASTER.EXE. It further optimises the run-
ning of the expert system by rearranging 
the rules into an optimum sequence for 
speed of operation. For large systems with 
many rules (<1000) the effect can be a 
ten- to twentyfold increase in speed. 

There is a number of ancillary help files 
to provide on-line help when using the 
programs. Pressing 'H' usually results in 
an appropriate help screen being dis-
played. 

There is also a small manual of about 
90 pages, which you should read after run-
ning some of the sample expert systems, 
and the tutorial on writing your own ex-
pert system. Unfortunately the manual 
doesn't have an index, but it does have an 
extensive contents table, and with the on-
line help features you won't need to refer 
to it much after the first reading. 

Definitions 
Since every expert system shell seems to 
use different terminology, it's useful to 
state some of the definitions used in the 
EXSYS manual before we discuss EXSYS 
in more detail. 

The rules in EXSYS are of the form 
shown in Figure 1. The 'if' part of the rule 
contains one or more conditions. There are 
two types of conditions: text and mathe-
matical. Text conditions are made up of a 
qualifier and one or more text values. An 
example of a qualifier is: 'The colour of the 
coin is' and the possible values are: yel-
low-gold, silver and bronze. A qualifier can 
have up to 30 values. If you want to use 
more values you must split them into two 
groups and create a new qualifier which 
distinguishes between the two groups. 

The 'then' part of the rule may contain 
one or more conditions and/or one or 
more choices. The choices are all the pos-
sible final solutions or conclusions of the 
expert system. In the case of a system to 
identify current Australian coins (see Your 
Computer, September 1985) the choices are 
the current Australian coins. 

A rule may only have conditions in the 
premise (the if part of the rule) and it can 
have both choices and conditions in the 
conclusion (the then part of the rule). Up 
to 126 conditions can be used in the if 
part of a rule and up to 126 conditions 
plus choices in the then part. The use of 
conditions in the conclusion means we 
can draw conclusions about some inter-
mediate result, which can then be used as 
a premise in other rules. This allows the 
overall problem to be split into a number 
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of smaller problems which are easier to 
handle. For example, in a complete coin 
identification system we might first deter-
mine the country of origin as an inter-
mediate result and then identify the 
particular coin. 

Each rule also has a note and a refer-
ence associated with it. The note is simply 
a text explanation of some aspect of the 
rule and the reference allows you to refer 
to the source of authority for the rule in 
case the user wants to look it up further. 
The use of notes and references gives 
EXSYS great educational potential. 

Features 
EXSYS makes good use of colour if you 
have a colour monitor. If not, you can se-
lect the NOCOLOR option, which ensures 
good-quality monochrome display. 

The special features of EXSYS include 
the fact that it can perform normal com-
putations as well as run the logical 'if-
then' rules. Many real-life applications of 
knowledge are a combination of simple 
rules of thumb based on experience, and 
typically expressed in 'if-then' logic to-
gether with an amount or formula or com-
putational knowledge based on physical 
models of the process or equipment con-
cerned. 

Available mathematical operations in- 
clude +, 	̀, /, %(modulus), SIN, COS, 
TAN, ASIN, ACOS, ATAN, EXP, LOG, ABS, 
SORT and INT. The only operation missing  

is 	but the same results can be 
achieved in a somewhat inefficient way by 
using EXP and LOG. The limits on mathe-
matical expressions are you can't have 
more than 20 sets of parentheses or more 
than 99 total characters. I think most com-
putational requirements will be within 
these bounds. Precision calculations 
seem to run to about seven digits, and if 
the 8087 co-processor is available on your 
machine EXSYS will use it, so even com-
plex computations run quite quickly. 

You can of course define a range of vari-
ables to be used in these calculations. 
Variables such as 'COST OF SYSTEMS are 
shown in square brackets and can be quite 
meaningful. Variable names can be up to 
100 characters long, but only the first 18 
are significant. Each variable can have 
additional text associated with it to ex-
plain its meaning clearly. Figure 2 shows 
an example of a rule containing simple 
calculations involving several variables. 

Probabilities 
The other important feature of EXSYS is 
that it's designed to work with uncertain 
conclusions. In this respect the coin iden-
tification case isn't a good example. A 
medical diagnosis example might be more 
appropriate. The uncertainty of a conclu-
sion is determined by associating a nu-
merical probability value with each con-
clusion reached by a rule. These probabil-
ity values can be handled in three differ- 

ent ways in EXSYS, and one of these has a 
further three options. The three methods 
are as follows: 
I. Choices are given a value of I or 0, 
which is equivalent to 'yes'/'no' or 
'true'/'false', so there is no uncertainty. 
2. Choices are given a value of 0 to 10. 
Values of 0/10 and 10/10 are equivalent to 
'absolutely no' and 'definitely yes' and 
lock these values. Values of 1/10 to 9/10 
represent increasing levels of certainty 
and are averaged over all the rules which 
contribute to a given choice. 
3. Choices are given a value of 0 to 100. In 
this case 0/100 and 100/100 don't lock the 
final value but are treated in the same way 
as all intermediate values. There are then 
three ways in which the 0-100 system can 
be made to behave: simple average, de-
pendent probabilities and independent 
probabilities. These simply control the 
way in which the probabilities derived 
from individual rules are combined to de-
rive the probability of the final conclusion. 

With so many ways of handling uncer-
tainty most real-life situations can be 
simulated. 

Calling External Programs 
External programs can be called from 
within EXSYS, to get data and make more 
complex calculations, and the results can 
then be passed back to EXSYS for expert 
analysis. EXSYS expert systems can there-
fore receive data directly from automatic 
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testing equipment, proceSs sensors, data-
bases, or some spreadsheets such as 
Lotus 1-2-3. EXSYS can call an external 
program to produce a graphical display of 
information. However, there must be 
enough memory available for both EXSYS 
and the external program to run. 

There are two methods by which exter-
nal programs can be called. The simplest 
way is used when only a single variable 
value is required. All you have to do to call 
the external program which is to supply 
this value is put the command RUN(pro-
gram) followed by the normal explanation 
text for the variable in the text associated 
with that variable. For example, if (pro-
gram) was (BASIC AVERAGE) then a 
BASIC program named AVERAGE.BAS 
would be called whenever the value for 
that variable was required. The program 
AVERAGE.BAS must write the result to a 
file called RETURN.DAT, where EXSYS will 
automatically look for the result. Any  

number of external programs returning a 
single variable can be run. 

Only one program returning multiple 
variables can be run and it's best run at 
the start of the knowledge base. In the 
case of multiple variables, each variable 
returned to the knowledge base must be 
on a new line and must be identified by 
giving the variable number followed by its 
value. 

EXSYS Demo System 
The EXSYS demo system consists of two 
floppy disks containing the full EXSYS 
runtime system and five sample expert 
systems. The expert systems are designed 
to demonstrate the range of ways in which 
EXSYS can be used, and include both sim-
ple and complex rules. An example of a 
complex rule taken from the sprinkler ex-
pert system is given in Figure 2, which il-
lustrates the use of probability and calcu-
lations within the rule.  

One of the demo disks also has an early 
version of the manual on it, which you can 
print out. The other disk has a tutorial 
which takes you step-by-step through the 
development of a simple expert system. 
The tutorial takes about an hour and only 
requires you to press the space bar to sig-
nify you've read the explanation at each 
step and are ready to go on. 

As I indicated earlier, the demo disks 
are available from EXSYS for SUSI°. I can 
make you a copy of mine for $15; send 
cheques to 59 Italia Road, Seaham 2324. 
You're encouraged to make further copies 
and pass them on to your friends or club 
members. 

The demo system is menu driven and 
when you're satisfied that it meets your 
requirements you may select a final op-
tion which prints out an order for the full 
system. If you're at all interested in expert 
system development you'll find it well 
worth your while. 	 0 

JULE NUMBER: 

( ) 	[LENGTH]*LWIDTH] <= 2500 

THEN 

HUME f.:PRINKLER SYSTEM 
LARGE. SPRINKLER SYSTEM PACKAGE 	 Probability=0/10 
INDUSTRIAL SPRINKLER SYSIEM PPCKAGE 
CHOME SPRINKLER HEAD] 	IS GIVEN THE 
4-1) 	* 	(INT(EWIDTHL/15)4.1) 
[COST] 	IS GIVEN THE VALUE I.:COST] 

27 95 
P I PE ] 	IS GI VEN THE VALUE I\IT.  

LENGTH] 
COST] 	IS GIVEN THE VALUE I- 1 

Figure 2. Example of an EXSYS rule taken from the sprinkler expert system .  
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Your BBC BY BRUCE MITCHELL 

TIME PASSES, and three years after its re-
lease the 'standard' Beeb we all know and 
love has altered quite a bit. Acorn has 
released a series of attempts to defend 
the Beeb against its greatest weakness (a 
distinct shortage of RAM), while waiting 
for a fully redesigned successor to emerge 
from the development process. 

Well, it's happened. The standard Beeb 
is now to be the Master 128, essentially 
the current B++ with lots of added 
goodies, including a numeric keypad, 50 
bytes of battery-backed memory (for sav-
ing start-up configurations), BASIC 4, 
View, Viewsheet, internal expansion slots 
for extra processors and a software-
switchable 8271 or 1770 disk interface. 

Don't be fooled by the 128 label: usable 
RAM is still limited to around 26 Kbytes in 
all screen modes. The new operating sys-
tem includes a full implementation of the 
graphics facilities found in the current 
Graphics Extension ROM. 

Upgrading will be much cheaper, thanks 
to the presence of the internal expansion 
slots. The 65C102 co-processor board 
adds 18 Kbytes to the usable RAM and re-
duces processing times greatly. The Mas-
ter series is 50 per cent faster than the ex-
isting model, which is still one of the fast-
est micros around. The 65C102 board will 
run the PCW benchmarks an average of 50 
per cent faster than an IBM AT, or three 
times faster than the old Beeb. 

Next up the line is the Master 512 Kbyte 
machine, which uses an 80186 for MS-
DOS compatibility. Megalomaniacs will be 
attracted to the Master Scientific, which 
with 512 Kbytes of RAM and a 32016 cen-
tral processing unit should satisfy the 
most refined tastes. (But a nagging doubt 
remains: will it run Elite?) 

Prices start at $1195 for a Master 128, 
which includes all the internal software 
(word processor, spreadsheet and so on), 
and interfaces for serial and parallel print-
ers, an A/D converter, disks and so on. It 
doesn't include disk drives, which come in 
all sizes and degrees of floppiness. 

Next month, if 1 survive, I'll report on a 
hands-on, real-time, no-holds-barred, full-
frontal encounter with a 128. 

Of Mice And Them ... 
During the past few weeks I've been doing 
a lot of artwork for two versions of the 
same package: one for the BBC, using the 
AMX mouse, and the other for the Apple, 
with the Apple mouse and Mousepaint. 
It's been a frustrating task, given the very 
real limitations of the software which ac-
companies both these rodents, but it has 
highlighted some of the strengths and 

weaknesses of each version and given me 
an opportunity to compare them by per-
forming identical tasks. 

At the outset, let me admit that I con-
sider something like 1CL's Perq or a fully-
optioned IBM AT as a minimum package 
for serious work of this kind, but the job I 
was doing required the finished product 
to appear on Beebs and Apples, so it was 
out with the AMX. 

The AMX doesn't seem to have the me-
chanical accuracy of the Apple mouse, 
perhaps because it uses a highly polished 
ball instead of the Apple's coated one. 
Moving the mouse and watching the 
pointer stay in the same place became 
more and more frustrating, and it didn't 
seem to matter what sort of surface I used. 
Perhaps a larger ball would help, though I 
suspect the coating makes the difference. 

The software for each mouse differs 
greatly. The AMX software uses three 
packages to do slightly more than can be 
done with Mousepaint on the Apple. You 
draw the outlines using AMX Art, touch up 
the rough corners with AMX Utilities, and 
apply the final coat of colour with AMX 
Paintpot. Not having the 'zoom' facilities 
on the Art disk is tiresome, but not having 
a usable cut-and-paste facility is unforgiv-
able. (Yes, there is such a facility, but its 
speed makes me suspect it's written in 
code originally destined for a hand-
cranked calculator.) 

For ease of drawing, the AMX software 
leaves Mousepaint far behind. I'd wrongly 
thought the three buttons would cause 
complications, but the simplicity of the 
line and circle drawing facilities almost 
makes up for the lack of an equivalent to 
the Mousepaint 'undo' option. The Hand 
is one of Mousepaint's horrors, and I al-
ways feel like smacking it for clumsiness 
while endlessly dragging the screen back 
and forth. The clumsiness has been 
avoided by reducing the size of the AMX 
screen, making the design of layouts much 
easier. The colouring routines in Paintpot 
are accurate and versatile, and although 
the variety of colours available won't be 
enough to cope with a project like the roof 
of the Sistine Chapel, they should handle 
'Blue Poles' with ease. 

With both sets of pictures taking about 
the same time to produce, the final test 
had to be a comparison of the finished 
products. The higher resolution of the 
BBC screen was offset by the smaller pic-
ture produced with the AMX software. 
'Super Art' promises to be the answer, 
with everything in one package, but I 
haven't yet had a chance to use it enough 
to make a fair comparison. 	 ❑ 

FMS 
`C' 

Tools for the Professional 

Fortrix 'C' 	 $1750 
Fortran to 'C' Translator 

Bastoc 	  $885 
Basic to 'C' Translator 

Basic C 	  $309 
C source functions which 
simulate BASIC 

Lattice-Window 	 $550 
Simple to use multiple full 
windows for IBM-PC 

Lattice db-C 	 $338 
ISAM library with DBASE ll or III 
file compatibility 

Lattice LMK 
(UNIX make) 	 $416 
Track dependencies. Builds batch 
files automatically 

C Cross Reference 
Generator 	 $176 
Symbol listings and line 
references 

BTRIEVE for PCDOS $467 
B-Tree subsystem 

PHACT 	  $475 
Portable B-Tree subsystem 

MSD C Debugger for 
PCDOS 	  $192 
Source level C debugger 

PFINISH 	 $523 
Execution timing analysis 

PFIX for PC/MS-DOS $384 
Multi window debugger 

PFIX Plus 	 $716 
Symbolic version 

Update your early Microsoft/ 
Lattice C for $150.00. 

Source code available for many 
products. 

FREE 'C' CATALOGUE 

Available exclusively in Australia from: 

FAGAN 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
95 Canterbury Road, Middle Park, Vic. 3206 
Tel: (03) 699 9899 	 Telex: AA31604 
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Your MICROBEE 

THERE'S a mountain of user group infor-
mation to plough through, so I'll just tell 
you about the items which catch my eye. If 
you have any problems why not join your 
closest user group and really make your 
Microbee buzz? 

I've always been annoyed by the fact 
that if you use the Microbee monitor on a 
64 Kbyte disk system and go back to 
BASIC with the usual command 'G8021', 
all the disk operations are suspended and 
you have to cold boot the system to regain 
disk control. The same problem occurs 
with the CIAB. Two methods of dealing 
with this problem are suggested in the 
Western Australian Group's October 
newsletter. 'G8001' re-engages the disk 
system, while 'G80IE' leaves your monitor 
copy on the screen so you can re-enter any 
information into your program. If you want 
to re-enter CP/M, type 'GO' (that's a zero, 
not a letter '0') and the system will cold 
boot. 

I learned from the Sydney User Group's 
newsletter that the uninstalled version of 
Wordstar supplied with the Microbee 
treats the screen as a simple serial termi-
nal, which results in slow updating to the 
screen. If you want to reinstall Wordstar to 
make the best use of your printer or page 
layout requirements, use the installed ver-
sion: it's configured for a memory-
mapped display. More details on custo-
mising Wordstar will be found in the Octo-
ber issue of Beeline. 

Talking of Beeline reminds me of Applied 
Technology's (or should I say Microbee 
Systems') much publicised bulletin board, 
which was also to be called The Beeline, but 
has been abandoned in favour of support-
ing Viatel. 

SMUG As A Bug? 
However, Microbee owners on the east 
coast may well be interested in the latest 
bulletin board catering for Microbee own-
ers. The board's name is SMUG-BEE BBS, 
and is being run by SMUG editor, Bob 
Fryer, with support from the Sydney Mi-
crobee Users' Group. The number to call is 
(02) 607 7584. Bob is hoping to get much 
of his material for each issue of The Beeline 
via the new BBS. 

A new name to note for Microbee pro-
grams is 'Wasp-Soft', which operates from 
PO Box 268, Mortdale 2223. You can con-
tact the Manager, Andrew, on (02) 523 
8550 between 7.30 and 9 pm. This com-
pany can supply Mytek and Dreamcards 
programs, and has just introduced three 
new programs of its own. The first of these 
is the excellent 'Golf' game, which Harry 
Purvis ,has been developing to teach  

SMUG members the mysteries of Assem-
bly language programming. I've seen this 
program in operation, and advise anyone 
who has doubts about the limitations of 
the Microbee's PCG characters to see what 
a little thought, combined with some first-
class Assembly programming, can do. 

The second program, 'Droids', is a good 
arcade game, which features excellent 
graphics and sound and has 12 different 
screens. I hope we'll see more programs of 
this standard. 

The third program, 'S-Command', is an 
arcade game for two players of the shoot-
em-up-before-the-other-player-gets-you 
variety. 

The 9 cm disks cost $25; 13 cm versions 
are $22. Wasp-Soft intends to release 
more new programs soon, and Andrew 
would like to hear from interested pro-
grammers. 

Pirates Ahoy 
I heard a disappointing story when talking 
to a Melbourne supplier of Microbee pro-
grams. It seems a young Beekeeper went 
to the shop to see the latest programs. On 
looking at the most recent offering, he 
loudly boasted to the owner that he had 
already broken all the protection codes of 
the programs on offer. He seemed an-
noyed there were no new 'challenges' to 
his pirating skills. No wonder there are so 
few new games programs on the market! 

During November I visited a Microbee 
Computer Expo at the Denistone East 
Public School, and was amazed at the 
number of new, quality educational pro-
grams available. I can't mention all the 
companies involved, but Goodison Soft-
ware, I & H Beesware and the Caresoft 
groups immediately spring to mind. 

Goodison's latest efforts include a pro-
gram with integrated hardware called 'Top 
of The Class', which is modelled on a well-
known TV quiz show, and comes complete 
with buzzers for the contestants. Three 
files of questions are supplied with the 
program, and extras can easily be pre-
pared. The graphics, especially the large 
typeface on the monitor, are very good. 
Goodison's other top-sellers, 'The Great 
Australian Car Rally', 'Shipwreck Island' 
and 'The Yacht Race', are good demon-
strations of the Microbee's ability to edu-
cate and entertain. 

I & H Beesware displayed more educa-
tional programs, and I was most im-
pressed with the new offerings. 

The Caresoft team introduced two new 
programs, 'Cherry Maths' and 'Leapfrog', 
which feature great graphics for younger 
pupils learning to use the 'Early Word' 
word processor. 	 ❑ 

FMS 
Tools for Professionals 

Lattice C 	 $770 
The 16-bit C Compiler used by the experts. 
Early version sold as Microsoft C. Version 
2.15 includes automatic sensing of the pre-
sence of 8087 chip, Unix-compatible maths 
functions, and more. 

Lifeboat's Run C 	 $309 
C Interpreter. Perfect for learning or teach-
ing C and debugging C code. Operates like 
Basic. 100 common functions built in. 

Halo 	  $392 
IBM PC Colour Graphics routines: a com-
plete library of graphics primitives for 
Fortran, Pascal, Lattice C, Basic Compiler, 
Basic Interpreter, or Assembler. Halo sup-
ports the IBM PC Graphics card, the Her-
cules Card, some other graphics cards. 
mice and printers. (Price quoted covers one 
language/card combination.) Plotters. 

Panel 	  $641 
A powerful and flexible tool for designing 
and editing data-entry screens and key-
boards. It generates program code in your 
favourite language for each screen. 

PLink-86 	 $716 
A two-pass linkage editor allowing overlays 
in C, FORTRAN. PL/1, PASCAL, 
COBOL and Assembler. Define overlays at 
link time. PLink is available for CP/M-80, 
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. 

The Greenleaf C 
Functions 	 $351 
This library of functions has its main 
strength in DOS, string, RS 232, color text, 
and printer functions for the IBM PC. Learn 
the complexities of C from the examples 
and source code supplied. 

ES/P 	  $467 
The Entry System for Programs is the new, 
third generation program editor that 
enables programmers to write 50% faster 
and 100% better. Includes on-line syntax 
checking, formatting, structure manipula-
tion, and more. Available now for Lattice C. 

ASCOM 	  $384 
Asynchronous Communications Control 
Program available configured for over 80 
different 8 and 16 bit micros.  

Available exclusively in Australia from: 

FAGAN 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 
95 Canterbury Road, Middle Park, Vic. 3206 
Tel: (03) 699 9899 	 Telex: AA31604 

BY COLIN TRINGHAM 
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NEED MORE WORD P ROCESSING POWER 
FOR YOUR APPLE *? THEN CHOOSE 

STEMWRITER 
Check the following comparison of 
features, check the price, then call us! 
Feature 	 Stemwriter Appleworks Zardax 
On Screen: 
Underline 	 YES 

	
NO 
	NO 

Superscript 
	 YES 
	

NO 
	

NO 
Subscript 
	

YES 
	

NO 
	NO 

Overstrike 	 YES 	 NO 
	NO 

Bold 
	

YES 
	

NO 
	NO 

Auxiliary 
Characters 	 YES 

	
NO 
	NO 

Horizontal Scrolling 	YES 	 NO 
	NO 

Split Screen Viewing 	YES 	 NO 
	NO 

Multiple Documents 
in Memory 	 YES 

	
YES 
	

NO 
Column 
Copy/Move/Wipe 	YES 

	
NO 
	

NO 
Column Alignment 	YES 

	
NO 	NO 

Max size of 
Document in 128k 
Apple / / 
	

52k** 
	

55k 	30k 
User Definable keys 	YES 

	
NO 	YES 

Word Search: 
Bounded 
	

YES 
	

NO 
	

NO 
Bi-directional 
	

YES 
	

NO 
	

NO 
Wildcard 
	 YES 	 NO 

	
NO 

Form Letters 	 YES 	 NO 
	YES 

Label Printing 	 YES 
	

NO 
	

NO 
List Management: 
Mail 	 YES 	 NO 

	
YES 

Reference 	 YES 	 NO 
	

NO 
Standard 
Paragraphs 	 YES 	 NO 

	
NO 

Sort 	 YES 	 NO 
	

YES*** 
Select 	 YES 	 NO 

	
NO 

Interactive page 
preview 	 YES 	 NO 	NO 

Hyphenation 	 YES 	 NO 
	

NO 
Footnotes 	 YES 	 NO 	NO 
Multi-column text 	YES 	 NO 

	
NO 

Printing: 
Background 	 YES 	 NO 

	YES 
Nominated Pages 	YES 	 NO 

	
NO 

File Management: 
Automatic backup 	YES 	 NO 	NO 
Encryption 	 YES 	 NO 	NO 
Capture Directory 
list 	 YES 	 NO 	NO 
Word Count 	 YES 	 NO 	NO 
* Apple / /c, Apple / /e with extended 80 col card, Apple / / / 

* 	Max size with RAM-disk 256k 
— Mail List only. 

STEMSPELLER / / 
* Automatically checks Stemwriter, 

Appleworks, Zardax, and ASCII files. 
* 30,000 word dictionary. 
* Ability to add a further 3000 words of 

Your choice. 
* Requires only a single pass through a file. 

STEMFONTS // 
* Allows you to design and download your 

own character sets to suitable dot matrix 
printers. 

* Permits you to match Stemwriter screen 
display to printer output. 

ORDER FORM 
ITEM PRODUCT QTY SPECIAL 

PRICE 
TOTAL 

1 STEMWRITER / / 
WORD 
PROCESSOR 

S1 30 

2 STEMSPELLER / 
SPELLING 
CHECKER 

/ 50 

3 STEMFONTS / / 
FONT DESIGNER 

30 

4 ITEMS 1 TO 3 
INCLUSIVE 

$195 

5 STEMWRITER / / 
WORD 
PROCESSOR 

/ S130 

6 AIR FREIGHT 5 	7 

TOTAL ORDER 	  

NAME 	  
ADDRESS: 	  POSTCODE 	  
❑ CHEQUE 	❑ MONEY ORDER 
❑ BANKCARD ❑ MASTERCARD 
SIGNATURE 	  EXPIRY DATE 	  
POSTAL ADDRESS: STEMSOFT, GPO BOX 1280 STREET ADDRESS: 31 CHISWICK RD, BARDON, QLD 4065 

BRISBANE, QLD 4001 	 PHONE (07) 369 1515 
NOTE: THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER AVAILABLE DIRECTLY FROM STEMSOFT ONLY. FREE BROCHURES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. APPLE 
AND APPLEWORKS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF APPLE. ZARDAX IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS 

❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑ 
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Your IBM BY JOHN HEPWORTH 

MANY MOONS AGO, in the June 1985 
issue of Your Computer, I ventured into the 
use of Debug as a simple assembler, 
partly to show some of the tricks of using 
Debug and partly to show a problem some 
utility programs that come with DOS can 
have when co-resident programs are in-
stalled. 

Briefly, the gist of the problem was that 
Format, Diskcopy and Debug could give 
error messages or operate in quite unex-
pected manners if co-resident programs 
were installed. 

Following publication of the column, 
Nick Hammond of FBN Software (of PC-
Alien, Smartkey and Smartpath fame) 
shared with me the results of some inves-
tigations he carried out. Essentially the 
problem revolves around the DMA (direct 
memory access) chip selected by IBM. It 
can only address memory in 64 Kbyte 
pages which always start and finish at 
fixed memory addresses (64 Kbytes, 128 
Kbytes, 192 Kbytes and so on). 

Data which crosses the physical page 
boundary can't be transferred in a single 
operation: data up to the page boundary 
must be transferred, the page register 
changed, and the rest of the data trans-
ferred. Use of INT 13H (a BIOS interrupt) 
to transfer data which crosses this physi-
cal page boundary will return a BIOS error. 
Programs which don't check for the ad-
dress of the page boundary and allocate a 
data area clear of it (like Format) will fail 
intermittently, depending on where they 
are loaded in memory. 

1 find it amazing that the programs with 
which I have had problems are Format, 
Debug and Diskcopy — all utilities in-
cluded as part of DOS. If software by inde-
pendent authors failed for the reasons 
above it would be bad enough; when soft-
ware written by the authors of the operat-
ing system has these failings it is unforgiv-
able. Still, forewarned is forearmed, and 
the solution is to boot up without co-resi-
dent software (and sometimes without 
proprietary device drivers active) before 
using Format, Diskcopy or Debug. 

Some More Debug Tricks. 
Debug has a built-in assembler. Typing in 
an assembler program one line at a time 
(and having it assemble a line at a time) is 
easy, but if an error is made the whole 
thing has to be retyped. Sure, you could 
do an Unassemble with the built-in Debug 

I find it amazing that the 
programs with which I 
have had problems are 

Format, Debug and 
Diskcopy — all utilities 

included as part of DOS. 
If software by independent 

authors failed for the 
reasons above it would be 

bad enough; when 
software written by the 
authors of the ope sting 
system has these tailings 

it is unforgivable. 
command, but insertion of additional 
lines and so on is very frustrating. How 
would you like to be able to create an 
ASCII source file complete with com-
ments, assemble itgest it, and make alter-
ations if required? 

Use your word processor in non-docu-
ment mode or EDLIN, or even the com-
mand COPY CON GET-DAY.DAT, to enter 
the following lines into a file called GET-
DAY.DAT. Each time <enter> is shown in 
the listing, press the Enter key. 
a 100 <enter> 

mov AH,2a ;select DOS function hex 2A <enter> 

int 21 ;execute function in AH register <enter> 

Mov DL,AL ;move byte in AL to DL <enter> 

add DL,30 ;add 30 hex to byte in DL <enter> 

mov AH,2 	;select DOS function hex 2 <enter> 

int 21 ;execute function in AH register <enter> 

int 20 ;finish program <enter> 

<enter> 

rcx <enter> 

f <enter> 

nGETDAY.COM <enter> 

w <enter> 

q <enter> 

Now, assuming no co-resident software 
is active, the default drive is the A drive,  

and DEBUG.COM and GETDAY.DAT are 
both in the A drive, type: 

A> DEBUG <GETDAY.DAT 
Debug will load and ignore the key-

board, getting its input from the file GET-
DAY.DAT. Line by line it will work its way 
through the GETDAY.DAT file, and create a 
program called GETDAY.COM. Notice two 
things: 
1. Debug is reading from a source code file 
cal led G ETDAY. DAT. 
2. Comments starting with a semi-colon 
(;) can be used within the assembler code, 
but not in the Debug instructions. 

GETDAY.COM displays the day of the 
week as a number — 0 for Sunday, 1 for 
Monday and so on. It uses function hex 2A 
under DOS interrupt hex 21 — the GET 
DATE function. This accesses the system 
clock and returns the year, month, day in 
the month and the day of the week, 
though GETDAY.COM only uses the day of 
week. The DOS Technical Reference manu-
als all correctly indicate that the year, 
month and day in the month all are ac-
cessed with function hex 2A, but some (in-
correctly) suggest the day of the week is 
returned by the GET TIME function. 

Let's look at GETDAY.DAT, line by line, 
to see how it works. 

a 100: Tells Debug to start assembly at 
offset 100 hex. 

mov AH,1: Loads a hex 2A into the AH 
register to select the GET DATE function. 

int 21: Executes function 2A. 
mov DL,AL: The day of the week is in 

register AL. Mov it to register DL ready to 
print it to the screen. 

add DL,30: In the DL register is a num-
ber from 0 to 6 (for Sunday to Saturday). 
To print out a zero to six character, hex 30 
must be added to give the ASCII value. 

mov AH,2: Load a hex 2 into the AH 
register to select to print a character-to-
screen routine. This prints the character 
whose ASCII value is in the DL register. 

int 21: Execute function 2. 
int 20: Finish program, return to DOS. 
<blank line>: Tells Debug all code has 

been entered — return to command 
mode. 

rcx: Reads the cx register. 
f: The file is OF hex long. Input this to cx 

register. 
nGETDAY.COM: Name the file GET-

DAY.COM. 
w: Write the file to disk. 
q: Quit debug, return to DOS. 	❑ 
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A Powerful Planning and Tracking Tool 
for Project Management 

Unlimited number of tasks, 
dependencies and resources, partial 
allocation of resources, resource 
histograms, tracking and levelling. 

Schedule tasks as late as possible, 
A.S.A.P., fixed time, or between 
two events. 

TIME LINE 

Selective reporting, detailed costing 
with direct interface to major 
spreadsheets and databases, Gantt 
and Pert charts. 
Summarise and combine schedules. 

p.cc:j_51cggs 

 

Discover all you need to know about 
Breakthrough TimeLine. Call or complete 
coupon. Demonstration disk $10.00. 

Name 	  

Company 	  

Address 	  

	  Postcode 	  

G3 The Water Tower, No. 1 Marian Street, 
L 	Redfern Hill NSW 2016. Tel: (02) 319 2155 
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Your BONDWELL 

 

BY JEFF RICHARDS 

ON THE WHOLE, the Bondwell is a reli-
able computer, despite a potentially weak 
power supply. 

A compact, high-frequency switching-
type power supply converts the 240 volt 
line into DC, then uses an oscillator to 
produce high-frequency, high-voltage AC, 
which is fed to a transformer. The low-
voltage output of the transformer is then 
rectified and filtered in the usual manner. 
Output voltage control is achieved by 
using feedback from the low-voltage sup-
ply to alter the oscillator characteristics so 
just the right signal is fed to the trans-
former. 

This approach is compact and efficient, 
but complicated. The supply is almost im-
possible to repair without detailed circuit 
information and a good knowledge of 
switching power supplies. In the event of 
failure the only reasonable option is to re-
place the supply. 

There have been two types of failure to 
date, each with a similar symptom: there 
is simply no power at turn-on. 

In the first case the power may suddenly 
appear some moments after switching on, 
or when the switch has been turned off 
and on again. The problem may occur only 
occasionally at first, and become more fre-
quent, until the machine is too unreliable 
to use. Once started, the supply seems to 
run happily until switched off, and the 
problem may be more apparent when the 
machine is cold. 

This type of failure occurs when the 
high-frequency oscillator doesn't start, 
and can be due to components varying 
slightly from specification. In some cases 
an experienced technician can quickly re-
pair the supply, or make a small compo-
nent change to increase reliability. 

Blast Off 
The other fault is much more obvious. At 
switch-on there is a small pop, the fuse 
blows and there may be a burning smell. 
Something inside the supply has explod-
ed, and the only reasonable cure is to re-
place the whole unit. 

Most repairers support an exchange ar-
rangement for power supplies: if you re-
turn the faulty unit you get a discount on 
the replacement. The repairer is ahead if 
your supply simply has a blown fuse, but 
behind if it's a write-off. In either case, 
testing and possibly repairing exchanged 
supplies is a much more economical 
proposition than attempting to repair spe- 

Most repairers support an 
exchange arrangement for 

power supplies: if you 
return the faulty unit you 

get a discount on the 
replacement. The repairer 
is ahead if your supply 

simply has a blown fuse, 
but behind if it's a 

write-off. 

cific machines while customers anxiously 
await results. 

If your repairer is agreeable, you may 
wish to remove and replace the supply 
yourself. In this case be certain about 
where you stand if the new supply doesn't 
work: your replacement will almost cer-
tainly be a previously exchanged unit, and 
it could have been inadequately tested. 
Alternatively, the fault may not be in the 
power supply! 

Getting at the Power 
Accessing the power supply isn't difficult. 
Remove the power cord and fuse, then the 
six screws around the faceplate and the 
five screws in the bottom. (You'll need a 
long-shaft Philips-head screwdriver for the 
bottom screws). The top panel can be 
lifted away to reveal the main circuit 
board and the disk drives. Unplug all leads 
from the main board; they're keyed, but 
take note of the keying mechanism so you 
don't try to force them back the wrong way 
later. Remove the screws from the main 
board and lift it away. 

The power supply is in the metal box 
under the plastic shroud at the rear. Use a 
nut driver to remove the nuts from the 
mounting screws and slide the power sup-
ply case out, being careful not to nudge 
the small PCB on the neck of the picture 
tube. 

There is a fuse in the power supply. I 
haven't yet had one of these fail, but you 
may wish to replace it and retest the sys-
tem just in case. If this doesn't solve the 
problem you're in for an exchange. 

There must have been problems with  

the connector used for the power supply, 
since many Bondwells have two of the 
connector leads removed from the con-
nector housing and soldered to the power 
supply pins. If this applies to your ma-
chine you will have to label the leads care-
fully and unsolder them. Otherwise, sim-
ply remove the connector. The power sup-
ply can then be unbolted from its case and 
delivered to your supplier. When collect-
ing a replacement make sure you receive 
the same mounting hardware you de-
livered. The unit shouldn't usually have 
any hardware attached. 

It's possible to reassemble the machine 
and run it without reinserting the supply, 
but it's not recommended. Without its 
frame the supply is extremely hazardous, 
both to you and to the circuitry on the 
main board; thousands of volts are pre-
sent on some exposed components, as 
well as 240 volts at the exposed fuse 
mounting. Besides, it only takes a mo-
ment to reinsert the supply. 

If your original supply had the two sol-
dered connector pins you will probably 
have to bend out the pins of the new sup-
ply ready for soldering. When they're con-
nected use a good-sized piece of heat-
shrink tubing to insulate them. The whole 
unit can be reassembled, the main board 
replaced and the lid screwed on. Don't try 
to replace the lid with the bottom screws 
in their slots — they must be removed 
completely. 

Prevention is the best cure, and some 
attention to the care of the power supply 
will help it last. Never operate the ma-
chine with the back flap closed; it gets ex-
tremely hot. Too much heat in the logic 
board will create processing errors, while 
too much heat in the power supply will 
probably cause something to blow up. 
Velcro can be adhered to the back flap to 
prevent it accidentally closing if the ma-
chine is bumped or moved. If operating in 
a warm environment, keep the disk stor-
age slot empty so more cool air moves 
through the machine. 

You should also avoid switching the 
power supply on and off rapidly — allow a 
10 second cooling period if you acciden-
tally turn the power off. Also, operate the 
machine from its in-built main switch 
only; don't switch it off at the power point 
or simply unplug the cord. And finally, 
when switching on, give the switch a good 
solid shove to make sure it's really on. 0 
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FREE READERS' CLASSIFIEDS 
For Sale 
Commodore 64, with 1541 disk, 
1526 printer, 1701 monitor, com-
puter table and software (includ-
ing business and games pro-
grams) — $1600 ono. Phone 
(043) 67 6140 

Amstrad Users 
I'd like to contact someone with 
Amstrad 6128 programs of RTTY. 
Charles Aston, PO Box 2, Blax-
land 2774; phone (047) 39 2464 

Office Space to Let 
Pockets of empty space at 140 
loynton Avenue, Waterloo, NSW. 
No back-to-the-wall seating left; 
rear-view mirrors supplied. 

Do-it-Yourself Printer Buffer 
Build an 8 Kbyte to 256 Kbyte 
centronics parallel printer buffer. 
Has single/multiple copy, hex 
output mode, and ROM diagnos-
tics to aid kit builders. Uses only 
Z80A, 8255, 2716, 74LS00, 
74LSO4 and dynamic RAMs. In-
structions, board and EPROM —
$39. For more information, send 
SSAE to Don McKenzie, 29 Elles-
mere Crescent, Tullamarine 3043. 

Wanted 
A good home for Ann's baby — 
before her husband finds out . 

VIC-20 Games 
Cartridges $7.50, tapes $5 Will 
also swap and buy. Contact Brett 
Tollis, PO Box 584, Port Mac-
quarie 2444. 

Spectravideo Modem 
Plugs into expander. CCITT/Bell. 
300/300, 1200/75 baud. Autoan-
swer, autodial. Includes Viatel 
software. $350. Contact Brian 
Parker, 19 Barcelona Street, Wi-
shart 4122; phone (07) 349 0315. 

Personal 
loy Quinn, where are you? We 
still can't find the printer ribbon. 
You can come back now, we got 
rid of Matt. 

Apple 
Apple Shape Table Editor 
(ASTE). An exciting NEW pack-
age for Apple II Plus, Ile and llc 
machines. Phone (09) 458 8794 
for an information leaflet. 

To Suit System-80 
Two single-sided, single-density 
drives — $3000; 148 Kbyte ex-
pansion unit with cable — $200. 
Phone Andrew after hours on 
(0649) 5 6219. 

Wanted 
Wrong-way removalist, guaran-
teed to get lost (like, to an is-
land) while moving our meagre 
office possessions between Wa-
terloo and the new Federal com-
pound in Alexandria.  

For Sale 
Eleven S100 computer boards, 
motherboard, front panel, case, 
power supply, 13 cm disk drive 
and case, plus all manuals. All 
very good quality. $1200. Contact 
N. Wheeler (02) 709 3962. 

Apple-Compatible Disk Drive 
Single-sided, 148 Kbyte. Runs 
smoothly and quietly. Brand 
new, still in box. $350 ono. Phone 
(062) 88 3931. 

Microbee CP/M Utilities 
A three-disk collection which is 
considered to contain the most 
useful of all utilities/tool/refer-
ences available. For example, 
you'll receive a versatile 8080/Z80 
disassembler, a master catalogue 
system, a dated directory, a file 
condenser and restorer, an en-
hanced ASCII string finder, a CPU 
diagnostic tester, a system RAM/ 
ROM memory map, a CRC gener-
ator, a sorter, an absolute disk 
monitor and a .LBR library sys-
tem. The set costs $45 on 13 cm 
disks, or $55 on 9 cm disks —
postage is included. Mail order to 
B. Procter, 27 Roberts Avenue, 
Mortdale 2223. Prompt return 
guaranteed. 

FREE CLASSIFIEDS: are for readers only, not commercial organi-
sations. Classifieds of 20 words or less are accepted free of charge; 
for classifieds of more than 20 words the first 20 words are free, 
then it's 20 cents a word. 

Black-and-white prints may be included if suitable for publica-
tion, and will be charged for at $10 each. 

More than one ad in one issue will be treated as a single and 
charged accordingly. 
COMMERCIAL RATE: Minimum of 20 words, at 35 cents a word.  
Photographs $20 each.  
PRINT or type your ad clearly and legibly, double-spaced, and in-
clude separately you name, address and phone number for our 
records or checking purposes, even if these details aren't all to be 
included in your ad. 

.d5e"-,195kir 
MODERN PRINTERS have dozens of commands. Until now it has 

been impossible to send all of these codes from a Wordstar file. Most 
printer demonstrations are written in computer code, not Wordstar. 
FLASHPRINT!! changes the world of Wordstar and printers. Now you can 
print anything — even your own special characters or color on a printer 
with a multi-color ribbon. Ink jet printers are supported, too. 

And here are special characters which we 
designed for an Epson and other printers 
■ E:-.) 	• f kwissormr• El MI m0  • Tem.r.e.aumim. 
YOU can print compressed proportional elite pi c a 

cl cd italics quality or any 
combination your printer allows. Single—
key commands control elueE'' and OUBSCRIPT 
as well as true underline. It's clever. 

FLASHPRINT!! is supplied with commands for several popular printers. 
But you can chose the command and the coding your printer needs. 
FLASHPRINT!! does the rest. A single command can send hundreds of 
codes to any printer (Wordstar allows only four or five). 
We even include notes on designing your own characters such as boats, 
cars and graphic symbols. 
FLASHPRINT!! requires no special knowledge and Wordstar requires 
absolutely no installation. You simply copy FLASHPRINT!! and a printer 
table on to your normal Wordstar disk and run FLASHPRINT!! instead of 
Wordstar. It loads your table and runs Wordstar. 

AND NOW WITH MONKEY!! 
There's more. FLASHPRINT!! now includes FLASHKEY!! This allows 
any Wordstar character (including control characters) to be a function. 
That's 127 function keys on your computer. Functions can contain 
hundreds of bytes. FLASHKEY!! also allows key translation. You can 
create a Dvorak keyboard or change Wordstar's clumsy commands. 
Don't take just our word for it. Here are some genuine unsolicited 
comments from FLASHPRINT!! users: 
• Gee-whizz, effective, shazzam, whoopeedoo ... Streets ahead of any 
competition. Australian Electronics Monthly (October 1985). • Top 
marks... A big bouquet to James Tucker for his documentation. Your 
Computer (September 1985). • If you need any kind of enhancement to 
Wordstar this is the one. The ads don't do it justice. First Osborne 
Group, USA (Foghorn, July 1985). • Excellent value for such a useful 
piece of software. John P. Carney. • FLASHPRINT!! is everything you 
said it would be. Terry Bibo. • I had been going to buy Smartkey, but 
FLASHKEY!! will do all the changes I want. Peter Cornell. 
• It represents the best value for money of any software I have 
purchased. Gordon Woolf. • Every Wordstar user should have this one. 
Kaypro User Group of Victoria. 

$  5 I 	CP/M-80 version includes disks for more than 100 different formats, 
11211 including Microbee DS, Microbee 3.5-inch, Osborne, Kaypro, 

Televideo and 8-inch IBM standard. Please specify your format when ordering 
and include $4 for packing and air mail delivery. Guaranteed to run with 
Wordstar versions 2.26, 3.0 and 3.3. 

$88  MS-DOS version (360K 5.25-inch disk for Wordstar V3.3) with IBM 
function keys. Please include $4 for packing and air mail delivery. 

JRT SOFTWARE 
42 TURNERS AVENUE 

COROMANDEL VALLEY 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5051 (08) 278-7076 

We believe FLASHPRINT!! with FLASHKEY!! will completely 
change the way you use Wordstar. 
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BY IAN' ALLEN Your C64 

What's In A Number? 
Most computer owners feel the need to 
hang some peripherals from their ma-
chine at some stage. Apart from the key-
board, the most common peripherals are 
datasette and monitor (and joystick!), but 
printers, disk drives and modems will 
vastly expand your computer's potential, 
allowing new ways to input and output in-
formation., 

Peripherals, as their name implies, are 
satellites of the central computer 'brain', 
and are designed to respond to com-
mands sent by their 'boss'. These com-
mands are transmitted in electronic 
pulses, which are then decoded by the pe-
ripheral into 8-bit bytes. Since eight bits 
can be arranged in 256 different combina-
tions, the central computer is able to send 
256 different 'parcels' or characters. 

In order to gain full control of a periph-
eral you need to be able to tell it what to 
do with the data you feed it. Since you 
don't want to confuse the commands with 
the data, the meanings you assign to each 
of the 256, parcels are very important. 
That's where the numbers come in. 

The need for a standard code was recog-
nised in the very early days of microcom-
puting. Wouldn't it be nice if all comput-
ers used the same numeric codes for com-
municating all data and control characters 
to the outside world? It would mean a 
printer manufacturer could make one 
printer which would work on all micros, 
and different makes of computers could 
still communicate via modem. The result 
was what we now call ASCII — American 
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change. 

The only problem for the ASCII standard 
makers was that the entire alphanumeric 
and control codes fitted into less than half 
the 256 numeric codes available. They did 
what seemed sensible, allocating only the 
first 128 of the codes and leaving the re-
maining 128 for a future update. 

Meanwhile, the micro revolution con-
tinued. Before the ASCII standard was 
fully established, manufacturers such as 
Commodore and Apple were exploring al-
ternatives. Commodore decided on its 
own variation of ASCII; CBM ASCII uses 
the other 128 characters for graphic, co- 
•lour and additional control characters. At 
the time this was a real innovation, but 
every manufacturer and his or her dog has 
since invented their own particular varia-
tions. As a result, no standard for the extra 
codes ever evolved (but we're still trying). 

Commodore also deviated from the 128 

The only problem for the 
ASCII standard makers 

was that the entire 
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codes fitted into less than 
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leaving the remaining 128 

for a future update. 
standard ASCII codes by reversing upper 
and lower case and fiddling about with the 
meanings of some of the 32 control codes. 
It was a decision we CBM users are still 
living with; while the rest of the world 
communicates with true ASCII, we have to 
have special conversion programs for tele-
computing or talking to non-CBM periph-
erals. 

This can be very frustrating. For exam-
ple, I have a modem and Your Computer has 
a bulletin board, and even though I have 
the software to send this article direct to 
our BBS, it would arrive with the upper 
and lower case reversed. I would have to 
write a special CBM to ASCII file conver-
sion program to overcome this — a proj-
ect which somehow remains overlooked in 
the bottom drawer. 

Still, CBM ASCII does have its benefits. 
It has colour codes as well as graphic 
characters — a feature exploited by the 
Sydney-based RCOM BBS (02) 667 1930. If 
you ever feel jaded by the same old mono-
chrome text-based BBSs, you should 
check it out. I suppose with five million 
C64s in the world Commodore has a case 
for setting its very own standard. 

Printer Interfaces 
This ASCII business comes to the fore 
when choosing a printer. If you stick to 
CBM printers you can be sure they'll work 
without causing grief. The trouble is the 
CBM range is not as versatile as that avail-
able independently. I've yet to see an NLO 
printer from Commodore. The company's 
best dot matrix is the MPS 802, which is  

good, but not up to NLQ standard by any 
stretch of the imagination. Besides, it's 
hopeless at graphic screen dumps, unless 
you have a special machine code program 
to drive it, and even then the NL program 
might not work with graphic programs 
such as Paintpic or Koala Pad. 

Commodore does supply the DPS 1101 
daisywheel printer for around $500, but 
while this provides true letter quality, the 
print speed is slow (typically 17 characters 
a second), and again the machine is quite 
useless for graphic screen dumps. 

The Best Of Both Worlds 
Independent printers will work on almost 
any computer. They use standard ASCII, 
and also respond to more control codes. 
Fortunately, printer manufacturers have 
more or less standardised the codes, so 
independents can produce a printer inter-
face which will work with almost any print-
er. These nifty little gadgets solve all Com-
modore users' problems; some of them 
even enable you to change fonts, and have 
inbuilt buffers so your computer doesn't 
have to wait for the printer to do its stuff. 

Judging from feedback from the mem-
bers of one user group, Xetec interfaces 
are the preferred choice. They will inter-
face to just about any printer, and provide 
heaps of extra features. The second choice 
seems to be the Cardco range. 

A word of warning for C128 users: some 
interfaces have been known to cause a 
'terminal' zap (no pun intended) when 
switching from 128 to 64 mode, so check 
before you buy. 

Control Keys 
One last word about ASCII — the codes 
from 0 to 31 have special functions, which 
are reserved as control codes in standard 
ASCII. In Commodore ASCII some of these 
codes appear to do nothing, while others 
are used for functions such as shifting the 
screen to lower case. On the other hand, 
codes such as CHR$(13) for Return are 
identical in both standards. You can gen-
erate these codes by pressing the Control 
key, along with a character. The CTRL let-
ters A to Z are codes I to 27 (for instance, 
CNTRL-M is also CHR$(13)), but they're 
usually unprintable characters, so you 
don't see them on the screen unless in 
quote mode. You can, however, include 
tests for control characters in your pro-
grams, simply by using a GET statement 
to test for the control CHR$() value you're 
after. 	 ❑ 
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Go further and faster with the ARC Turbo 

Why will the 
ARC Turbo 

win every time? 
Because... 

• Reduces time to record, retrieve and process data 
(40% faster than a PC/XT at about 60% of the cost) 

• Eliminates time consuming memory/diskette data 
transfers (640k on-board memory) 

• Fully compatible with PC/XT software and 
hardware 

• Includes MS-DOS 3.1, dual 360k floppy drives, 
640k of RAM, colour graphics, dual serial 
ports, parallel port, games port, clock 
calendar and 135 watt power supply 

• Enhanced keyboard with 
10 programmable function keys 
and separate curser pad. 

The ARC turbo PC system has a 12 month Consultech warranty 
Distributors: 
Vic: Lasernet Computing Systems (03) 534 0489 
WA.: Intouch Australia (09) 332 6923 
Tas: Giffard Business Equipment (002) 72 6379 CA CONSULTECH AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD., 

271 Blackburn Road, 
Mount Waverley 3149 
Telephone: (03) 233 8999 

0 0  

CD 



IBM UNDERGROUND 

 

BY JOHN HEPWORTH 

A LITTLE change this month from heavy-
weight programs like PC-File, to a few 
more file, disk and screen-management 
utilities. Four programs which many peo-
ple find invaluable are Volser, Fdate, 
Move and Backscrl. 

Move 
Imagine you have a hard disk which has 
been divided into several layers of subdi-
rectories. One subdirectory has grown as 
files are added and the collection of files 
in the directory is no longer appropriate. 
The usual method of coping with this 
situation is to form a new subdirectory, 
copy some files to it one at a time (using 
the '?' and "' wildcards if possible), then 
erase the duplicated files in the old subdi-
rectory. 

The average user is left hoping all the 
files to be erased were transferred suc-
cessfully. The whole procedure is risky be-
cause a file will only be copied if there is 
free space available which exceeds the file 
size. The user has to be alert to the DOS 
'Insufficient disk space' error message, 
especially if wildcard file transfer is used. 

Move overcomes this problem rather 
neatly, transferring files from one subdi-
rectory to another on the same disk without 
copying! DOS subdirectories are in the 
form of files, and Move reads the directory 
information for the files to be transferred 
from the source subdirectory and writes it 
to the target subdirectory. The actual files 
remain in their original places on the disk, 
completely unchanged. 

Volser 
When a disk is formatted, one option 
available to users of DOS 2.xx and 3.xx is 
to use the '/v' switch. If /v is specified DOS 
formats the disk, and before it asks if an-
other disk is to be formatted it asks if a 
Volume Label is required. The user can 
enter a label of up to 11 characters, after 
which a DIR will give a listing of the files 
on the disk, and the label will be specified 
at the top of the listing. DOS 3.xx provides 
a utility program to change the volume 
label, but none is provided with DOS 2.xx. 

Volser allows you to either create a new 
label or alter an old one, at any time. The 
syntax is 

VOLSER d 

How often have you been 
doing a DIR, LISTing a 

BASIC program, or 
downloading a message 
over a modem, when a 

critical line scrolls off the 
top of the screen, never to 

be seen again? 

where 'd' is the letter of the drive contain-
ing the disk to be labelled. If no drive is 
specified Volser will attempt to change 
the label on the disk in the A drive. If the 
disk has a label, it's displayed and the new 
label (up to II characters) is typed in. If 
the original label is satisfactory, hitting 
'(enter)' will allow an exit to DOS. Use of 
labels is highly recommended — they 
identify the purpose of files on a disk 
quickly and easily. 

Fdate 
I'm sure all of you who, like me, don't have 
a clock calendar board never fail to set the 
date and time properly whenever you boot 
the system. Well, most of the time? Half 
the time? 

DOS stamps files with the time and 
date, which can be a real help in determin-
ing which version of a file is the most re-
cent. If the time and date are not specified 
at boot, either manually or with a clock-
calendar chip, all files created in that ses-
sion are stamped I-1-80, with the time of 
creation being the time elapsed since 
boot. 

Fdate changes the time and date in the 
directory listing of the selected files. The 
default new time and date are the values 
current in the machine at the time. Other 
values can be specified as Fdate is run. 
Now nobody has an excuse for files dated 
I- I-80! 

Wildcards 
In their distributed form neither Fdate nor 
Volser supports wildcard filenames. The 
batch file REPEAT.BAT mentioned in  

November's Your IBM will do the trick if 
suitably modified. If there are only a few 
files which need to be moved or have their 
time and date changed it's probably worth 
driving Fdate or Volser manually. If there 
are lots of files to be changed REPEAT.-
BAT is a boon. 

Backscrl 
How often have you been doing a DIR, 
LISTing a BASIC program, or downloading 
a message over a modem, when a critical 
line scrolls off the top of the screen, never 
to be seen again? Backscrl is a user-sup-
ported, co-resident program which saves 
the text into a buffer as it scrolls off the 
screen. The host program can be frozen at 
any time by hitting the control key and 
space bar at the same time. Backscrl will 
then allow the user to scroll back through 
the buffer a screen or a line at a time. 

Backscrl is installed by typing BACK-
SCRL at the DOS prompt. A default buffer 
size of four screens can be changed to any 
number from 1 to 28 screens at installa-
tion. Backscrl does use up a certain 
amount of memory — a few Kbytes for the 
program itself and approximately 2 Kbytes 
for each screen allowed for in the buffer. 
Approximately 15 Kbytes is required to 
use the default four screens, while just 
over 60 Kbytes is required if the maximum 
28 screens are to be used. 

A block of text within the buffer can be 
marked with the grey plus and minus keys 
at the extreme right-hand side of the IBM 
keyboard, and the block will be printed on 
the printer attached to LPTI : when PrtScr 
is pressed. One of the useful features of 
Backscrl is that a BASIC CLS statement 
saves the last screen to a buffer, so it can 
be reinspected if desired. Pressing the 
space bar or Return toggles the machine 
from Backscrl to the host program. 

Backscrl is user-supported software 
written by the Kampro Group, PO Box 
90654, Honolulu, Hawaii 96835. The com-
pany asks for a donation of $US20 from 
satisfied users — not bad value. 

As always, a copy of the software men-
tioned in this column (except for block-
busters like PC-File and PC-Write) can be 
found on the Sydney PC Users' Group 
Bulletin Board, (02) 238 9034. 	0 
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CLUBFILE 

Australian Capital Territory 
ACT PC Users' Group, Nick Hammond, PO 
Box 188, Parkes 2600. Meetings last 
Monday each month at Reid Tate, 8.00 
onwards. (062) 86 1102. 
ACT VIC-20 Users' Association, Chris 
Groenhout, 25 Kerferd St, Watson 2602. 
Meetings first Monday each month at 
Boys' Grammar Scout Hall, Red Hill, 7.30 
onwards. (062) 41 2316. 
Albury Wodonga Apple User's Group, 
Jenny Scott (secretary), (060) 24 3225 or 
Don McLennan (president), (060) 46 028; 
meets second Wednesday every month at 
Wodonga High School at 7.30 pm. 
ATARI, Chris McEwan, co-ordinator, 
ACTARI, PO Box El 12, Canberra 2600, (062) 
88 7861. 
Apple User Group (ACT), Jeff Brock, 1 
Buckley Circuit, Kambah 2902, (062) 31 
3630. 
Australian ZX80 Users' Association (AZUA), 
David Vernon, 50 Waller Crescent, 
Campbell 2601; for ZX81, ZX Spectrum and 
Sinclair OL owners. Meets on the last 
Wednesday of every month at the Woden 
Valley High School library at 7.30 pm. 
Canberra ACT Sirius User Group, Jim 
Bland, (062) 81 2824, (062) 81 2832. 
Canberra Compucolor Club (CCC), Meets 
7.30 on first Sunday of every month at the 
offices of Digital Equipment, 28 Lonsdale 
Street, Braddon ACT. 
Canberra Microbee Users' Group, Meets 
7.30pm on first Tues of every month at 
Woden Valley High School Library. Bill 
Horsfall (062) 58 3193. PO Box 227, Weston 
Creek, ATC 2611. 
Canberra Micro-80 Users' Group, Harry 
Cooper, 113 Owen Dixon Drive, Evatt 2617; 
meetings 3rd Monday each month, 7.30 pm 
in the large theatre, 'I' Block, Reid TAFE, 
for System 80, TRS80 and similar. (062) 58 
3700. 
Canberra NEC Users' Group, Mal Smith, 
PO Box 173, Belconnen 2616; meets first 
Tuesday each month at Main Conference 
Room, CSIRO Headquarters, Limestone 
Avenue., at 7.30. (062) 54 1614. 
Canberra Osborne Group, do Geoff 
Cohen, PO Box 136, 
Kippax 2615, (062) 54 7608. 
IBM User Group, Ron Pollack (president), 
PO Box 501, Sydney 2001; meets third  

Monday of every month on the 11th floor, 
50 Bridge Street, Sydney in the 
Price-Waterhouse seminar rooms at 5.30 
pm. (02) 290 3655. 
Kaypro User's Group (ACTKUG), meets on 
the third Thursday of each month from 
6.30 pm in the I Block theatre, Canberra 
TAFE, Constitution Avenue, Reid. Contact 
Des Ireland, on (062) 47 5330. 
Micsig, Registrar, PO Box 446, Canberra 
2601. 
PC Users' Group (for users of IBM PC and 
similar machines); meets on the last 
Monday of each month at 8 pm in the 
main theatre, Building J, Canberra TAFE. 
Contact address: PO Box E188, Parkes, ACT 
2600.  
Sirius/Apricot User Group, M I Sim, 253 
Hindmarsh Drive, Rivett 2611; meetings 
7.30 pm third Tuesday each month, 88 
Wollongong Street, Fyshwick 2609. 

New South Wales 
Albury-Wodonga District Microbee User 
Group, Eric Eulenstein, 202 Kooba St, 
Albury 2640, (060) 25 1601. 
APF Users' Group, Norm McMahon, 288 
Kissing Point Road, Turramurra 2074, (02) 
44 2645. 
Apple Team Australia, 5 Walpole Place, 
Wahroonga 2076; (02) 48 1018. 
Apple Users' Disk Exchange Club, Phillip 
Donnadieu, Flat 18-10 Lancelot Street, 
Allawah 2218; (02) 579 4547. 
Apple Users' Group, Colin Rutherford, PO 
Box 505, Bankstown 2200; meets 6.30 pm 
second Monday of each month (Tuesday 
after public holidays) at Sydney Grammar 
School, Stanley Street, Sydney. (02) 520 
0926. 
Atari Computer Enthusiasts, Tony Reeve, 
PO Box 4514, Sydney 2001. 
Ausbome, The Secretary, PO Box C530 
Clarence Street, Sydney 2001; meetings 
third Wednesday each month at 6.30 pm in 
the North Shore Council Chambers, Cnr 
Miller and McLaren Streets, North Sydney 
2060. (02) 95 5378. 
Ausbug, Stephen Ford, PO Box 62, 
Londonderry 2753. 
Bankstown-Fairfield Computer Group, 
Arthur Pittard, 36 Hubert Street, Fairfield  

2165; meets 4th Wednesday of the month 
at Canley Vale High School, Prospect Road, 
Canley Vale at 7 pm, (02) 72 2881. 
BEDBUG, Chris Fallshaw, Eltham College. 
Blue Mountains Microbee User Group, 
Roger Cooper (president), (047) 58 7238. 
Blue Mountains Homebrew Computer 
User's Group, Eric Lindsay (secretary), 25 
Reserve Avenue, Blaxland 2774, (047) 51 
2632. 
Bondwell User's Group, Ray Richards, 7/39 
Ross Street, North Parramatta 2151, (02) 
683 3940. 
Broken Hill Microbee Users' Group, Peter 
Cotter, 533 Radium Street, Broken Hill 
2880, (080) 88 1621. 
Casio PB 700 User Group, Terry Gill, 27 
Greenleaf Street, Wentworthville 2145, (02) 
636 1652. 
Central Coast Apple Users' Group, Charles 
Lee, (043) 67 6845 or Mick Tierney, (043) 
41 9350. Meets first Tuesday each month 
at the Central Coast Grammar School, 
Erina Heights from 7.30 pm. (043) 84 3419. 
Central Coast Microbee Club, Max 
Maughen, PO Box 36, Ettalong Beach 2257, 
first Tuesday every month at Applied 
Technology, West Gosford. (043) 24 2711. 
Compucolor Users' Group, Tony Lee, 52 
Cowan Road, St. Ives 2075, phone (02) 449 
8824. 
Cooma Microbee User Group, Phil Zikan, 
PO Box 92 Cooma 2630, (064) 82 3315; 
meets on the second Friday of the month. 
Cumberland Computer User Group, S 
O'Neil, (02) 682 3851. 
Dataflex User Group, Roger Walker, (02) 
699 3877. 
dBase Users' Group, PO Box 297, Neutral 
Bay Junction 2089; meets every second 
Tuesday each month at the Cowper Room, 
St. Andrew's House, corner Bathurst and 
Kent Sts, Sydney. 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 
Group, Marion Rhydderch, DEC Australia, 
Northern Tower, Chatswood Plaza, Railway 
Street, Chatswood 2067, (02) 412 5252. 
Dubbo and District Microbee Users' 
Group, Coralie Taylor, 18 Cunningham 
Street, Dubbo 2830; meets fourth 
Wednesday each month at 7.30 pm in the 
Dubbo High School Computer Room. 
Griffith Computer Association, Ron Gauci, 
PO Box 425, Griffith 2680, (069) 62 5877. 
Griffith Microbee User's Group, Ingmar 
Meins, (069) 62 3074; meets the fourth 
Monday of each month at Neighbourhood 
House at 7.30 pm. 
Hawkesbury Apple User Group,Secretary 
Steve Bennett; meets fourth Monday each 
month at 7.30 pm, Richmond Primary 
School, (045) 78 2195. 
Hawkesbury Commodore Computer Club, 
Richard Farrell, 12 Inverary Drive, Kurmond 
2757; meets fourth Tuesday of each month 
at 7.30 pm at Neighbourhood Centre, West 
Market Street, Richmond 2753. 

One of the best places to get information and help 
with a particular machine is through a computer user 
group or club. Such little pockets of wisdom are 
scattered throughout Australia, as you can see from 

our listing 
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AhttCoein 	 411100,4141.10MI.41111..11PP 

• • • • • • • • 

NetComm 
• • • • • • • • fisfrito 

NotComen 
• • • • • • • • 

NetComm 
• • • • • • • • ar 

In modems, you'll find 
NetComm stacks up better 

than the rest. 
When it comes to ours or theirs, only NetComm 

has a modem to suit every communications need. 
Whether you require the super-fast performance 
demanded by major businesses, or everyday low-speed 
operation (or a combination of both!), you'll find your 
modem in this table. 

You can't go past NetComm: Australia's most-
popular, most-proven and best-performing 
modems - and Australia's biggest range. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION FEATURES 	 BAUD RATES 
SM850 Modem 3+12 MD, NA ASY 	 300 FDX, 1200/75 FDX (V21, V23, 

Bell 103)  
SM860 AutoModem AD, (PD only), MA, ASY 	300 FDX, 1200/75 FDX (V21, V23, 

3+12 	 Bell 103) 
SM890 SmartModem AD, AA, AX, AT, ASY 	300 FDX, 1200/75 FDX (V21, V23, 

21/23 	 Bell 103) 

SM87D SmartModem AD, AA, AX, AT ASY 	1200 FDX, 300 FDX (V22, Bell 103) 
1200A 

14IPArgt, 

• • • • • • • • 

110,40,10 OA AlA 0, • 

NetComm 
Total Solutions for Data Communications 

SM872 SmartMorlern AD, AA, AX, AT, SY/ASY 	1200 FDX, 300 FDX (V22, 
120054 	 Bell 212A, Bell 103) 

SM880 SmartModem AD, AA AX, AT ASY 	2400 FDX, 1200 FDX, 300 FOX 
2400A 	 (V22bis, V22, Bell 212A, Bell 103) 

SM882 SmartModem AD, AA AX, AT, SY/ASY 2400 FDX, 1200 FDX, 300 FDX 
2400SA 	 (V22bis, V22, Bell 212A, 

Bell 103) 

SM840 SmartModem AD, AA AX, AT AR, ASY 1200 FDX, 1200/75 FDX, 300 FDX 
123A ( V22, V23, V21, Bell 212A 

Bell 103) 
SM842 SmartModem AD, AA AX, AT AR, SY/ 	1200 FDX, 1200/75 FDX, 300 FDX 

123SA 	ASY 	 (V22, V23, V21, Bell 212A 
Bell 103) 

SM845 SmartModem AD, AA, AX, AT AR, ASY 2400 FDX, 1200 FDX, 1200/75 
1234A 	 FDX, 300 FDX V22bis, V22, V23, 

V21, Bell 212A, Bell 103) 
5M847 SmartModem AD, AA AX, AT AR, SY/ 2400 FDX, 1200 FDX, 1200/75 

1234SA 	ASY 	 FDX, 300 FDX (V22bis, V22, V23, 
V21, Bell 212A Bell 103) 

SM891 SmartModem AD, AA, AX, AT SY/ASY 300 FDX, 1200/75 FDX (V21, V23, 
21/23SA 	 Bell 103) 

IN610 PC In/Modem FI, AD, AA, AX, AT ASY 	300 FDX, 1200/75 FDX (V21, V23, 
Bell 103) 

	

IN610 1200 In/ 	FI, AD, AA, AX, AT ASY 	1200 FDX, 300 FDX (V22, 

	

Modem 	 Bell 103) 

	

IN615 2400 W 	FI, AD, AA AX, AT ASY 	2400 FDX, 1200 FDX, 300 FDX 

	

Modem 	 (V22bis, V22, Bell 212A, Bell 103) 

IN620 123 In/Modem FI, AD, AA, AX, Al AR, 	1200 FDX, 1200/75 FDX, 300 FOX 
ASY ( V22, V23, V21, Bell 212A, 

Bell 103) 

	

1N625 1234 W 	F1, AD, AA AX, Al AR, 	2400 FOX, 1200 FDX, 1200/75 

	

Modem 	ASY 	 FDX, 300 FDX (V22bis, V22, V23, 
V21, Bell 212A, Bell 103) 

TR100 TrailBlazer 	10,000 bps Packetised 	High Speed, 1200 FXX 300 FOX 
Ensemble Modem;  AD,( Adaptive Duplex, Bell 212A, 
AA, AD, AT, AR, ASY, EC, Bell 103) 
2 wire PSTN 

TR200 TrailBlazer PC FI, as abase 	 As above 
NetComm (Aust) Pty Ltd • NSW PO Box 284 Pymble NSW 2073 Tel: (02) 888 5533 LEGEND: 
Telex: 7110712811 + (DNC002 DNCT) Minerva: 07:DNC002 Viatel: 288855130 	MD- Manual Did 	AR - Auto Ranging 	ASY - Asynchronous 
VICTORIA Suite 4 6th Floor 520 Collins Street Melbourne 3000 Tel: (03) 618 5104 	MA- Manual Answer M- Auto Answer 	SY/ASY - Synchronous/Asynchronou 
QUEENSLAND Suite 6 Level 11 AMP Place 10 Eagle Street Brisbane 4000 	 PD - Pulse Dial 	AX - Auto Disconnect 	Fl 	- Fully internal n 	m for 
Tel: (07) 229 7376 	 AD - Auto Dial 	AT - "AT" Command Set 	 IBM PC or Compatible 
eSmartModem, PC In/Modem and 1234 In/Modem are registered trademarks of NetComm (Aust) Ply Ltd. 	 NE2IFIN 



CLUBFILE 

What! Your user group 
isn't listed? We got your 

phone number wrong? 
You haven't been meeting 

in Room 1234 at the 
Broken Hill Baby Health 
Centre since 1982? Well, 
why didn't you ring and 
tell us? We meet here at 

140 Joynton Avenue, 
Waterloo 2017, every day 

between 8.30 am and 
6 pm, and our contact 
number is (02) 663 

9999. 

Hawkesbury Microbee Computer Club, 
Bruce Rennie, 6 Warks Road, Kurrajong 
Heights 2758; workshops 7.00 pm third 
Friday, and general meetings 7.30 pm first 
Friday of each month in the Microbee 
Network Room, Library Building, Richmond 
High School, Cnr Penrith and Lennox 
Streets, Richmond 2753. (045) 67 7329. 
Hitachi/6809 User Group, meets on the 
first Saturday of each month, at 2 pm; 
contact Robert Lohr on (02) 662 4150, after 
6 pm for locations. 
HP Desktop Computer Users' Group, Dr R 
W Harris, CSIRO Division of Mineral 
Physics, PMB 7, Sutherland 2232, (02) 543 
3460. 
Hunter Users' Group — All 
Microcomputers, Secretary, PO Box 39, 
Broadmeadow 2298; meets on the second 
Wednesday of each month in Room 308, 
Building W, University of Newcastle, at 7.45 
pm. Membership is primarily Apple II 
oriented, but anyone with interest in 
micros welcome. 
Illawarra Apple Core Secretary, Chris Haley 
(042) 71 2238. Meets at 8 pm in the library 
of the Holy Spirit College Bellambi on the 
4th Monday of each month. 
Illawarra IBM PC Club — All IBM 
compatibles, Dick Adams (secretary), do 
John Lysaght Ltd, Delivery Code 29, PO 
Box 77, Port Kembla 2505; (042) 75 6721. 
Illawarra Microbee Computer Club, Ronald 
Read, PO Box 271, Warrawond 2502; meets  

every 4th Monday at 7.30 pm, Wollongong 
Institute of Education, Northfield Ave, 
Gwynneville; (042) 71 2384. 
Illawarra Super 80 Users' Group, lim 
O'Grady, Chairman, PO Box 1775, 
Wollongong 2500. 
Macarthur Computer Association, I Napier, 
23 Athel Tree Crescent, Bradbury 2560; 
meets first Monday each month at Airds 
High School, Briar Road, Campbelltown 
2560, at 7.30 pm each month; all machines 
are catered for. (046) 25 2055. 
Macquarie Microbee Users' Group, Brian 
Thompson, meetings first Monday each 
month at Denistone East Primary School 
at 7.30 pm. (02) 85 1659 after hours. 
Macwest Users' Group, PI Lynden, II 
Toohey Ave., Westmead 2145; Services will 
include newsletter, bulletin board and 
public domain library. Membership $10 par* 
MEGS (Microcomputer Enthusisasts' 
Group), John Whitlock, PO Box 1309, 
Chatswood 2067; meetings third Monday 
each month at rear of St Andrew's 
Presbyterian Church, 37 Anderson Street, 
Chatswood 2067, (02) 638 1142. 
Microbee Users' Club (Broken Hill), Peter 
Cotter, 533 Radium Street, Broken Hill 
2880, (080) 88 1621. 
Newcastle Microbee Users' Group, Lee 
Osman, 12 Cleverton Close, Warners Bay 
2282, (049) 48 8813. 
Newcastle Microcomputer Club, Angus 
Bliss, PO Box 293, Hamilton 2303; 
meetings 7.30 pm second and fourth 
Monday each month at Room G12, Physics 
Building, Newcastle Uni. (049) 67 2433. 
NSW Primary School Microbee Users' 
Group, Mr Peter Stretton, c/- Hunters Hill 
Primary School, Alexandra Street, Hunters 
Hill 2110. 
NSW 6800 Users' Group, 27 Georgina 
Avenue, Keiraville 2500. 
Northern Beaches VIC User Group, E. 
Tuxford, 161 Barrenjoey Road, Newport 
2106, (02) 997 2467. 
Northern NSW MICC Chapter, Alen 
Hartley, Dundurrabin via Dorrigo 2433, 
(066) 57 8160. 
Open Access User Group, Steve Cook, 
Advanced Data Technology Pty Ltd, I 
Terrell Avenue, Wahroonga 2076; (02) 48 
0511. 
OSI Users' Group, Nigel Bisset, (02) 411 
7142. 
Ozbeeb User Group for the Acorn BBC 
Microcomputer, Meets twice a month at 
the Australian Film & Television School —
Open Program, 3 Lyon Park Road, North 
Ryde — 2nd Wednesday of every month at 
7 pm (organised talks and 
demonstrations); 4th Monday of each 
month at 6.30 pm (general meeting) 
Annual subscription for full membership 
SIO 
Pocket Computer Users' Club, George 
Antonijevic; for those interested in pocket  

computers, whatever the brand. Meetings 
held on the first Wednesday of each month 
at 7.30 pm at the Woodstock Community 
Centre, Church St, Burwood 2134, (02) 683 
4296. 
Sega Users' Club, Jim Robinson — Penrith 
branch, (047) 30 1834; Jeff Wilson — 
Parramatta branch, (02) 684 4128. 
Sirius/Apricot User Group, Wayne Collom, 
Barson Computers; meets first Tuesday 
each month at 6.30 pm, Unit D, 55 Talavera 
Road, North Ryde 2113, (02) 888 9444. 
Sorcerer Users' Group, PO Box E162, St 
James 2000; meetings third Friday each 
month at 8.00 pm in Greenwich 
Community Hall, Greenwich Road, 
Greenwich 2065. 
Southern Districts Commodore Users' 
Group, Lex Toms, 3 Lucille Crescent, 
Casula 2170; meetings first and third 
Wednesdays each month, API Hall, 
Currajong Road, Prestons 2170. (02) 602 
8691. 
Sutherland Super 80 Group, Jim Traeger, 
(02) 525 2018. 
Sydcom 64 (C64 User Group), Philip Dean, 
GPO Box 1542, Sydney 2001; meets on the 
second Wednesday of each month at the 
Abraham Mott Hall, Argyle Place, Miller's 
Point. 
Sydney Forth Group, Peter Tregeagle, 10 
Binda Road, Yowie Bay 2228; meets 
second Friday of each month at 7.00 pm in 
the John Goodsell Building, UNSW room 
LG I9. (02) 524 7490. 
Sydney Kaypro Users' Group, Hans 
Schneider, C/O Dr H. Schneider, Geography 
Department, UNSW, PO Box I, Kensington 
2003; meetings second Tuesday of each 
month, 8.00 pm, Burwood RSL Club. (02) 
697 4400 (w) or (02) 309 2961 (h). 
Sydney Lotus 1-2-3 User Group, Ron 
Pollak, (02) 29 5316. 
Sydney Microbee User Group, Ron Taylor 
(secretary), (043) 41 5251 after 7 pm; PO 
Box C233, Clarence St, Sydney 2000. Meets 
third Saturday each month from I to 4.30 
pm, in the assembly hall of Strathfield 
Girls' High School, Albert Road, Strathfield, 
(02) 92 6408. 
Sydney TRS80 Users' Group, meetings 
second, third and fourth Saturday of each 
month at Botany. (02) 666 4716 bh. 
System 80/TRS-80 & Colour Computer 
Users' Group, Jim Fisher, 37 Fairburn 
Avenue, West Pennant Hills 2120. 
TAG — The Access Group, Bob Dolton, 
PO Box 943, Orange 2800; for Access and 
Actrix users. 
The Great Western Computer Users' 
Group Jim Graham, PO Box 210, 
Wentworthville 2145; (02) 636 9219. All 
micro users are welcome. A 40-minute 
beginner's session is held at the beginning 
of each meeting. The club meets on the 
first Tuesday of each month, at 8 pm. 
The Morrow User Group Alan Stern, (02) 
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Electronics 
Today 

Electronics Today is 
Australia's dynamic 
electronic monthly. It has 
more special features, new 
and exciting projects on 
components, equipment 
and new technology. 
Regular features include 
Australia's top hi-fi 
reviews and news on 
communications and 
computing. Buy your copy 
now from your local 

baa 
	newsa gent, or become a 

subscriber and have the 
magazine home delivered. 
Only $27.00 for 12 issues. 
Send your cheque to: 
Subscriptions Department 
Federal Publishing 
P.O. Box 227 
Waterloo, N.S.W. 2017 

V 

750 8274; meets on the fourth Wednesday 
of every month at the Woodstock 
Community Centre, Church Street, 
Burwood at 7.30 pm. 
Western Sydney PC and Compatible User 
Group, Ben Sharif, (047) 36 4825; meets on 
the third Sunday of the month at 1.30 pm, 
27 Cosgrove Crescent, Kingswood 2750. 
TI Sydney Home Computer Users' Group, 
PO Box 149, Pennant Hills 2120. 
Tuggerah Lakes Computer Users' Group, 
Frank lames, 125 Woolana Avenue, 
Budgewoi 2262; meetings second Thursday 
each month at Old Primary School, Wyong, 
at 6.30 pm. (043) 907 339. 
Wagga Microbee Users' Group, John 
Simmons, 47 Undurra Drive, Glenfield 
2650; meetings first and third Tuesdays 
each month in the Tolland-Glenfield 
Neighbourhood Centre at 8.00 pm. (069) 31 
1302. 
Wizzard User Group, John Mifsod, 150 
Bouganville Road, Blackett 2770, (02) 628 
0801. 
ZX-Spectrum Users' Club, Craig Kennedy, 
Pja Box 466, Epping 2121. 

Victoria 
Albury Wodonga User's Group, Jenny Scott 
(secretary), (060)24 3225 or Don McLennan 
(president) (060) 46 028; meets second 
Wednesday of every month at Wodonga 
High School at 7.30 pm. 
Apple Users' Society of Melbourne, D 
Halprin, PO Box 43, Forest Hill 3131, (03) 
387 3221. 
Atari User Group Melbourne, Kelvin 
Eldridge, PO Box 173, Reservoir 3073. 
Australian Forth Interest Group, Tony 
Latermore, PO Box 704, Sale 3850, (051) 44 
2011. 
Australian North Star Users' Association, 
PO Box 194, Wangaratta 3677. 
Ballarat Computer Users' Group, Publicity 
Officer: John Preston, (053) 31 4363. 
BBC Users' Group, Mr Howell (Secretary), 
I Washusen Road, Heathmont 3135, (03) 
420 2611 (B). Meets last Wednesday each 
month from 7 to 9.30 pm at Copiquest, 423 
Clarendon Street, South Melbourne 3205. 
Billanook Computer Forum, Maurie 
Canterbury, Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark 
3138, (03) 725 5388. 
Chip 8, 6800, 1802 User Group, Frank Rees, 
27 King Street, Boort 3537. 
Compucolor Users' Group, L Ferguson, 12 
Morphett Avenue, Ascot 3342. 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 
Group, see NSW entry. 
Essendon Commodore 64 User Group, 
George Stathoulis, 8 Byron Avenue, East 
Keilor 3033, (03) 337 4159. 
Forth Interest Group, Lance Collins, PO 
Box 103, Camberwell 3124; meets on the 
first Friday of the month at the Bowen 
Street Neighbourhood Centre, 102 Bowen  

Street, Camberwell South 3124. (03) 29 
2600. 
Geelong Commodore Computer Club, D 
Gerrard, 15 Jacaranda Place, Belmont 3216, 
(03) 44 2863. 
Geelong Computer Club, Colin Lowne, PO 
Box 520, Geelong 3220; (052) 55 1232. 
Meets at 8 pm, on the first and third 
Friday of each month in the rooms of the 
Geelong Amateur Radio Club, Storrer 
Street, East Geelong. 
IBM & Columbia Computer Users' Club, 
Giles Bray, 22/11 Auburn Grove, Hawthorn 
East 3123; meets second Tuesday each 
month, 7.30 pm, at the Victorian College of 
Pharmacy, (03) 82 7632. 
Kaypro Users' Group of Victoria, George 
Kunz, PO Box 159, Forest Hill 3131; 
meetings fourth Sunday each month at 
Burwood State College Community 
Resources Centre at 2 pm. (03) 857 5462. 
KAOS (Ohio Scientific), David Anear, 49 
Millewa Crescent, Dallas 3047. 
Latrobe Valley Colour Computer Users' 
Group, George Francis, 31 Donald Street, 
Morwell 3840; for TRS80 and MCIO users. 
(03) 22 1389. 
Melbourne Atari Computer Enthusiasts, 
PO Box 340, Rosanna 3084; meetings held 
on secondSunday of each month (except 
January) at 12 noon at Monash University 
Rotunda. 
Melbourne BBC Users' Group, Meets last 
Wednesday in the month at Conquest P/L, 
423 Clarendon Street, South Melbourne. 
Ring the secretary on (03) 729 4619 (AH). 
Melbourne Lotus 1-2-3 Users' Group, 
Robert Taylor, (03) 267 4800. 
Melbourne Microbee Users' Group (MBUG 
Australia Inc.), President: Grant Forrest, PO 
Box 157, Nunawading 3131; meets at 7.30 
pm on the second Wednesday of each 
month at Mount Waverley Community 
Centre, Cnr Miller Crescent and 
Stephenson's Road, Mount Waverley. 
Different types of membership, including 
country, bulletin board, city, and student. 
Melbourne PC User Group — IBM and 
compatibles, The Secretary, do Pannell 
Kerr Foster, 14th Floor, 500 Bourke Street, 
Melbourne 3000, (03) 830 5067 between 6 
& 8 pm; meets the second Wednesday of 
each month at 6 pm in the ground floor 
auditorium, Clunies Ross House, 191 Royal 
Parade, Parkville. 
Melbourne Hitachi Users' Group, Branko 
Colavizza, PO Box 191, Rosanna 3084, (03) 
434 2541. 
Melbourne Super 80 Users' Group, Hon. 
Sec. Victor Shuttleworth, (03) 723 2713 
MICOM (Microcomputer Club of 
Melbourne), PO Box 60, Canterbury 3126. 
National Mutual Micro Users' Group, R 
Prewett, NMLA, PO Box 2830AA, GPO 
Melbourne 3001; for National Mutual staff. 
National Sinclair User Group, PO Box 148, 
Glen Waverley 3150 
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Postage and packing additional. Please 
add the appropriate charge to your order - 

POSTAGE 
AND 

HANDLING 
CHARGES 

ORDER VALUE 	ADD 
Up to $9.99 	 $2.25 
$10 to $19.99 	 $4.25 
$20 to $39.99 	 $5.25 
$40 to $99.99 	 $6.25 
$100 and over 	 $7.25 

For airmail to Papua 
New Guinea, New Zealand, 
Oceania and 
Southeast Asia, 
060 66 00 to these charges.  

THE BEST APPLE SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable software for 
personal computers can be frustrating. The 
editors of Consumer Guide have compiled 
comprehensive reviews of Apple II, II Plus and 
Ile programs based on ratings by user groups; 
further evaluation is given by the editors and 
Apple software expert Roe Adams. Each re-
view describes the program's purpose and fe-
atures, detailing both the good points and bad. 
Each program has been rated for ease of use, 
clarity of written and on-screen instructions, 
and overall performance. The program's price, 
publisher, format and hardware requirements 
are also included. The reviews are presented in 
sets by topic: Word Processing, Business, 
Home, Education, Networking, Strategy 
Games, Arcade Games and Programming 
Aids. Spiral bound, 160pp. 
K0060G 	 $8.50 
STARTING FORTH 
This clear and complete guide to FORTH, cov-
ers fundamental principles and then a full set of 
high-level commands. It concludes with adv-
anced techniques and style. 348pp. 
K0177H 	 $37.95 
APPLE II ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
Teaches assembly language programming at 
the beginning level: No prior knowledge of 
6502 assembly language is needed. Includes 
hands-on excercises and experiments with 
both software and hardware. Provides inter-
facing circuits and programs that can be used 
on the Apple II without modification. 334pp. 
K0195P 	 $23.95 

*asp Ade.on  
Projects  for 
Commodore e4, VIC.20, nee 4, 
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An IntroOttotiOn 
to MAX BASIC 
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Terminology 
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Stock of some titles may be limited. 

Books of Special Interest to Our Readers 
THE USER'S GUIDE TO COMMODORE 
64 & VIC 20 
The editors of Consumer Guide have compiled 
a thorough introduction to the Commodore 64 
and Vic 20 computers, software and peripher-
als. With colour illustrations and a clearly writ-
ten text, this reference will guide the newcom-
er through all phases of leaming how to use the 
computer: From setting the system up,leam-
ing what each key does, expanding the system 
with peripherals, to buying new software. Spe-
cific exercises are included for each of the 
keys. Spiral bound, 8Opp. 
H0065G 	 $8.50 

EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND GUIDE TO 
HOME COMPUTERS 
Confused by all those computer terms? This 
clearly written book from the editors of Con-
sumer Guide tells exactly what computers are, 
how they work and why they are so amazingly 
useful, all in plain English. Here is all of the 
information needed to understand and use 
computers, and even to start programming. A 
special buying section compares the most 
popular home computers. This book is your 
ticket to the computer age! Spiral bound, 
96pp. 
H0066G 	 $8.50 
COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY 
EXPLAINED 
Concisely explains the most common terms 
encountered by the home computer enthu-
siast as well as many of those used with mini-
and mainframe computers. Includes tables of 
ASCII codes and BASIC control codes. 81pp. 
H0143B 	 $5.95 
ALMOST EVERYBODY'S PERSONAL 
COMPUTER BOOK 
Written for the computing beginner to break 
the enormous barrier of jargon and mystique 
that seems to surround computers. With a 
highly readable approach, the author intro-
duces the basic concepts and developes them 
into a general discussion on personal compu-
ters including choosing and caring for a PC. 
Also offers an introduction to BASIC program-
ming. 160pp. 
H0144Z 	 $8.95 
SPOTLIGHT ON COMPUTER 
AWARENESS 
An introduction to speaking confidently about 
how computers work, their applications, their 
history (from abacus to IBM) and employment 
prospects in computer related fields. Includes 
a comprehensive glossary. 84pp. 
H0145P 	 $6.95 

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO 
MICROPROCESSORS 
Takes the reader through the construction of a 
simple microprocessor and experimenting 
with it to gain an insight into the complexities of 
microprocessing. The book assumes a general 
knowledge of electronics. 9Opp. 
J0158B 	 $5.95 
MICROCOMPUTING DESIGN & 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
Explains designing microcomputer systems 
and making them work without expensive 
commercial development systems or the need 
for costly test instrumentation. Includes a 
complete description of two microprocessors-
the 8085 and the 6502. 346pp. 
J0161P 	 $26.75  

EASY ADD-ON PROJECTS FOR 
COMMODORE 64, VIC-20, BBC MICRO 
& ACORN ELECTRON 
The simple and inexpensive projects include a 
pulse detector, model controller, light pen, lap 
sensor and more plus six projects that make 
up a weather station. 191pp. 
J0165B 	 $8.95 
A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL 
Intended for those who want to progress 
beyond programming in BASIC to topics such 
as machine code and assembly language 
programming or who need hardware details of 
the Z80-based o computers. 184pp. 
J0283B 	 $8.95 

SECRETS OF THE COMMODORE 64 
A beginner's guide to the C64 with masses of 
useful information and programming tips as 
well as describing how to get the best from the 
powerful sound and graphics facilities. In-
cludes two useful chapters on machine code. 
109pp. 
J0297B 	 $5.95 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS: 
BOOK 1 
Guides those who are unaccustomed to mic-
roprocessor techniques but have some know-
ledge of electronics, through a practical 
approach to address decoding, parallel and 
serial interfacing, analogue to digital and digit-
al to analogue converters, etc. 96pp. 
J0325B 	 $6.55 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS: 
BOOK 2 
Developes the practical side of interfacing in-
troduced in Book 1. Discusses sound and 
speech generators, temperature and optical 
sensors, motor controllers, etc. 87pp. 
J0326B 	 $6.55 
AN INTRODUCTION TO MSX BASIC 
For those wanting to learn to program, Micro-
soft Extended (MSX) Basic offers a powerful 
and flexible version of the most popular com-
puting language. This comprehensive intro-
duction starts with the basics and progresses 
by stages to the more advanced programming 
techniques and includes coverage of adv-
anced multicolour, sprite graphics, and the 
programmable sound generator. 88pp. 
K0047B 	 $6.95 

THE BEST VIC/COMMODORE 
SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable software for 
personal computers can be frustrating. The 
editors of Consumer Guide have compiled 
comprehensive reviews of VIC 20 and Com-
modore 64 programs based on ratings by user 
groups; further evaluation is given by the edi-
tors and Commodore software experts Jim 
and Ellen Strasma. Each review describes the 
program's purpose and features, detailing 
both the good points and bad. Each program 
has been rated for ease of use, clarity of written 
and on-screen instructions, and overall per-
formance. The program's price, publisher, for-
mat and hardware requirements are also in-
cluded. The reviews are presented in sets by 
topic: Word Processing, Business, Home, 
Education, Networking, Strategy Games, 
Arcade Games and Programming Aids. Spiral 
bound, 192pp. 
K0052G 	 $8.50 

Order today! Simply send your cheque or money order to - 
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Federal Marketing Book Sales 
PO Box 227, 
Waterloo 2017 NSW. 
Tel: (02) 663-9999. Tlx: AA74488 
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Australian SCANNER'S WORLD is the 
book that will introduce you to that 
other world 'beyond the shortwaves'. 
It contains an introduction to scanning 
and scanners, an article on scanner 
antennas — including how to build 
and to erect antennas. The major part 
of this book is the "Listener's Guide"; 
computer-sorted listings of services 
throughout Australia and New Zea-

land, with their frequencies 
listed in both frequency order 
and alphabetical order by ser-
vice. Beacons are listed also. 
Your copy is available by mail 
order direct from: 
Federal Marketing 
P.O. Box 227, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 
Please odd $1 to the cost of the magazine 
to cover postage and handling. (Add $5 
to these charges for air mail postage out-
side Australia.) 

For only $5.95 

dBASE II Users are laughing 
Now they have 
dTOOLKIT 

Containing many dBASE III facilities & more 
• dLIBRARY-OBJECT CODE ROUTINES: 

Arrays, extra 256 Memory Variables, 
dBASE III Data Facilities, Amount in 
Words, DOS Type, Soundex Codes, 
Check Digits, Random Numbers, SQRT, 
Tolower, Capitalize, Isalpha, Encrypton, 
compression...and Many More. 

List 	$55.00 
• dBASIC - FUNCTIONS: 

Process dBASE II Data and Index Files 
using CB80 or CB86 Compiled BASIC. 

List 	$45.00 
• dFIX - UTILITY: 

Fix Corrupted Data Files 
List 	$40.00 

• dCRYPT - UTILITY: 
Encrypt and Decrypt Data Files 

List 	$30.00 

• dMENU- 
- dBASE RUNTIME MENU SYSTEM: 
Maintenance Routines, Menu Hierarchy, 

Security. 	List 	$40.00 
'CP/M-80, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC-DOS 
'depending on disk format 

TOTAL PACKAGE $99 
Available from: 

The Computer Trader, 
3 Bowen Crescent, 

MELBOURNE, 3004 
Telephone Orders: 

(03) 266-1995 

C LUBFI LE 

NEC Portable Users' Group, D Green; 
meetings second Wednesday of each 
month at Myers Computer Centre, 
Lonsdale Street, at 7.30 pm. (03) 611 3380. 
Northem/Western Suburbs Computer 
Users' Group, John King (Secretary), 284 
Union Road, Moonee Ponds 3039. Contact 
CP/M Data Systems, (03) 338 9304. 
Peninsula Computer Club, George 
Thompson, 3 Patterson Street, Bonbeach 
3196; meets second Tuesday each month 
at Chisholm College, Frankston 3199; many 

. types of computers catered for. (03) 772 
2674. 
Sega Users' Club, Peter Lindeman, 6 Bay 
Street, Port Melbourne 3207. 
Seymour-Pucka Computer Club, Garry 
Sutton, 25 Malaya Road, Puckapunyal 3662; 
(057) 93 1091. 
Sharp Computer Users' Association, The 
President, 7 Faye Street, East Burwood 
3151. 
Spectravideo Users' Group, Mitch Raitt, 3 
Clivejay Street, Glen Waverley 3150, (03) 
233 2357 
Sorcerer Computer Users' (Australia), 
Secretary, GPO Box 2402, Melbourne 3001. 
TI-99/4A Users' Group Melbourne, Wayne  

Worladge, 123 Ashburn Grove, Ashburton 
3147, (03) 25 1832. 
The Motorola User Group (MUGS), Clive 
Allan, II Haros Avenue, Nunawading 3131; 
group is interested in 6800/02/09-based 
computers, particularly if running Flex, 
although this is not a prerequisite to join. 
(03) 878 1298. 
Upper Yarra Computer Reference Group, 
for microcomputer enthusiasts and 
educators. Contact Albin Wallace, Woori 
Yallock Education Centre, (059) 64 6617. 
Victorian Association of Computer 
Educators, Arthur Totrall, PO Box 69, 
Whittlesea 3757. 
Victorian Osborne Users' Group, Bill 
Baker, PO Box 169, Camberwell 3124, (03) 
850 4187. 
Victorian VZ-200 User Group, Luigi 
Chiodo, 24 Don St, Reservoir 3073, (03) 460 
3770. 
Victorian Wizzard Users' Group, Barry 
Klein, 24 Russell Street, Bulleen 3105, (03) 
850 7275. 
Wizzard User Group, for owners of Dick 
Smith Wizzard and Funvision computers. 
The group operates only by mail and 
phone at present. Contact Barry Klein, 24  

Russell Street, Bulleen 3105, (03) 850 7275. 
Yarra Valley Commodore User's Group —
affiliated with the Melbourne Central 
Commodore User's Group, Barrie Vickers 
(secretary), PO Box 176, Lilydale 3140, (03) 
735 0638; meets on the first Tuesday of 
each month at the Melba Hall, Cnr Market 
& Castella Streets, Lilydale at 8 pm. 
Yarrawonga Computer User Group, Chris 
Younger, 10 Witt Street, Yarrawonga 3730, 
(057) 44 385; for all machines. 
ZX8I Software Exchange, c/- Chips Taens, 
5 Muir Street, Mount Waverley 3149 

Queensland 
Adventure Club, Christine Ogden, 37 
Samford Road, Leichhardt, Ipswich 4305; 
for all Adventure-type game players. 
Adventure News, Stuart Elflett, MSF.550, 
Toogoolawah 4313. For Coomodore 64 
adventures only. 
Adventure Special Interest Group, Ernie 
Sugrue, PO Box 594, Maryborough 4650. 
Amstrad Postal Users' Group, Frank Elliot, 
59 27th Avenue, Palm Beach 4221; a group 
for isolated Amstrad users — meets 
monthly by cassette. 
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Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd 
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" .... full-scale computing power is now well 
within the reach of the smallest business": 

Gareth Powell, Computer Editor, Sydney Morning Herald 

	 
NEW 

1/2 PRICE 
DM 

COMPAIVILIV 
This is not a toy — but a reliable computer, priced for business and 
home users alike. Powerful enough to handle any office task or pro-
gramming demands. A versatile system that easily expands making it a 
computer for the future. 

Professional features . . . . 
Even the most discriminating user will appreciate the Multitech's pro-
fessional characteristics. Spectacular high resolution graphics, 16 
colour mode text. An industry standard, ergonomically designed 
keyboard boasts 84 keys, including 10 user programmable function 
keys and a numeric keypad. The RS-232C serial port allows computer-
to-computer communication. Plus there is a host of other impressive 
features: 
* RAM: available from 128K to 512K 
* ROM: 8K for Bios and diagnostics. Socket for optional 32K (27256) 
user expandable. 
* CHARACTER SET: 256 expandable ASCII 
* VIDEO: IBM compatible colour graphics interface with 640 X 200, 
320 X 200 graphics resolutions and 16 colour text mode. Video interface 
includes special "flicker-free" circuitry for reduced eye-strain. 
* CLOCK: fully integrated crystal locked real time clock with battery 
back-up. 
* INPUT/OUTPUT: RGB and composite video monitor outputs. Joystick/ 
Games adaptor port. Parallel printer port, RS-232C serial com-
munications port, and in-built speaker. 
* DISK DRIVES: One slimline 360K disk drive — System One. 
Two slimline 360K disk drives — System Two 
One slimline 360K disk drive with a 10MB hard disk — System Three. 
* EXPANSION: One IBM expansion slot (for Systems One and Two) 

Unlimited software . . . . 
Unlike many other computers, the Multitech accepts an extensive 
range of ready-to-run software. It's compatible with the MS-DOS 
operating system, and runs most IBM programs straight from the box. 
So you can select the best programs available for any task: word pro-
cessing, analysis, stock control and more... even games programs! 

Commercial leasing available through AGC 
"At time of printing 

Three versions . . . . 
Best of all. the Multitech is available in three pre-configurated versions 
—there's one to suit your budget. 

System One . . . . 
is the affordable start to powerful computing with 360K floppy disk 
drive, 128K RAM and MS-DOS version 2.11. Cat X-8000 

System Two . . . . 
really gets down to business. Two 360K floppy disk drives, 256K RAM. 
MS-DOS 2.11 and the 'EASY' word processing package from MicroPro 
— with spelling check and six months on-site service. Cat X-8001 
(In all capitals except Darwin, plus Newcastle) 

System Three . . . . 
the powerful work-horse with 512K RAM, one 360K floppy disk and 
one 10 Megabyte hard disk drive. Includes AURA — the fully inte-
grated business program which performs word processing, spread-
sheet, database and information management. With six month on-site 
service agreement. For your convenience, DSE will install the 
Multitech System Three, free of charge. Cat X-8002 
(In all capitals except Darwin. plus Newcastle) 

Don't delaoy • • • 
visit your nearest SE Computerstop today for a demonstration. Like 
Gareth Powell, we think you'll be impressed with the Multitech . . . the 
powerful alternative at an attractive price. 

&in 
Want to know more? Send for your FREE information 
pack. It's obligation free:  

Name 	  

'1395 

'1995 

$3995 

r 

Address 	 

Postcode 	 Phone 

Drop into any Dick Smith Electronics store or send to 
DSXoress (PO Box 321. North Rvde NSW 21131 
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Apple-0 — The Brisbane User Group, The 
Secretary, PO Box 721, South Brisbane 
4101; meetings every third Sunday of 
month at Hooper Education Centre, Kuran 
Street, Wavell Heights 4012. Centre is open 
from 8.30 am till 4.30 pm; members 
encouraged to bring Apple along. 
Australian Sirius Users' Group, PO Box 
204, Chermside 4032; looks after the needs 
of Sirius One and Victor 9000 computer 
users; (07) 350 2611. 
BASIC User Group, Chris Lucey, Cranium 
Computers, 34 Lawless Street, Blackwater 
4717. 
Brisbane Medfly Users' Group, K I Walker, 
120 Highgate Street, Coopers Plains 4108. 
Brisbane Sinclair (Spectrum) Computer 
Club, V Lewis, 37 Samford Road, Ipswich 
4305; meets third Sunday at Everton Park 
High School, at 2.00 pm. (07) 355 7809. 
Brisbane Super 80 Users' Group, Gary 
Gatfield, (07) 355 3173. 
Brisbane Youth Computer Group, A 
Harrison, PO Box 396, Sunnybank 4109. 
Brisbug, Roy Willie (Secretary), PO Box 
305, Wynnum Central 4178. Meets at 2 pm 
on the 3rd Sunday of each month at the 
Toowong High School. (07) 393 3388. 
Cairns District Microbee Users' Group, 
Chas Eustance, 21 Marr Street, Edmonton 
4869, (070) 55 4531. 
Commodore Computer Users' Group, Mr 
NR Chambers, PO Box 274, Springwood 
4127, (07) 808 2125. 
Computer Owners' Group, Betty Adcock, 
42 Lucan Ave, Aspley 4034; meets second 
Wednesday each month, 7.45 pm; all kinds 
of computers are catered for. (07) 263 
4268. 
Darling Downs Apple Users' Group, Lloyd, 
PO Box 53, Darling Heights 4350. (07) 38 
3060. 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 
Group, see NSW entry. 
Gold Coast Microbee User Group, Col 
McLaren, 1/100 Imperial Parade, Labrador 
4215; meetings first Sunday each month, 
3.00 pm, at the Southport High School. 
(075) 31 4610. 
IREE Microcomputer Interest Group, N 
Wilson, PO Box 811, Albion 4010. 
Mackay Microbee User Group, Geoff 
Gehring, PO Box 230, Mackay 4740, (079) 
42 3214. 
MSX-Australia, PO Box 1319, Southport 
4215. 
Osborne Users' Group of Queensland Uni, 
Glen McBride; meetings second 
Wednesday each month, open to all. (07) 
870 1177. 
PC-8000 Users' Group of Queensland, 
David Clark, (07) 343 7680 (AH); Meets 2nd 
Friday of each month at the Old Town 
Hall, South Brisbane. 
()BUG (Queensland BBC Users' Group), 
Meets 1st Tuesday each month. Ring (07) 
386 022 (AH) for details. 

Queensland CP/M Users, The Secretary, PO 
Box 1025, Milton 4064; meets on the last 
Sunday of each month at the University of 
Old, Civil Engineering Room 1.01 (off Staff 
House Road) from 1 pm. 
Sega Users' Group, Robert Horkings, PO 
Box 148, Fortitude Valley 4006, (07) 52 
5603; meetings first Saturday of each 
month, YMCA Hall at 1 pm. 
Southport Commodore Computer Users 
Group, Bill Fitzpatrick, PO Box 790, 
Southport 4125, (075) 32 0061. 
Superboard Users' Group, Ed Richardson, 
146 York Street, Nundah 4012. 
Tandy, Apple, Commodore User Group, 
Chris Lucey, 34 Lawless Street, Blackwater 
4717. 
The Microcomputer Society, The Secretary, 
PO Box 580, Fortitude Valley 4006; 
meetings are held on the second Friday of 
each month in the Old Town Hall, corner 
Vulture and Graham Streets, South 
Brisbane 4101. Meetings start at 7.30 pm; 
if main gate is closed use the back 
stairway. 
Townsville Microbee User Group (TMUG), 
Mannie Van Rijswijk, PO Box 5751 MC, 
Townsville 4810; meetings 7.30 pm on 
second and fourth Mondays each month 
on the Ground Floor, St Margaret Mary's 
Secondary School, Crowle Street, Hermit 
Park 4812. 
TRS80/System 80 Computer Group, 
Secretary, 16 Laver Street, Macgregor 4109; 
meets first Sunday each month at Lindum 
Hall, Lindum Street, Lindum 4178, at 2.00 
pm. (07) 343 5771. 
University of Queensland Osborne User's 
Group, Glen McBride (president) (07) 870 
1177, or Richard Duczmal (treasurer) (07) 
377 3139; meets on the second Wednesday 
of the month, in the Axon building on 
campus. Membership is open to both 
students and non-students. 
VZ-220/300 Computer Club, Michael 
Novakovic, 24 Albert Street, Goodna 4300. 
Phone (07) 288 3045 between 3.20 pm and 
8 pm. 
VZ-200 Pacific Region Club, I D'Alton, 39 
Agnes Street, Toowong 4066, (07) 371 3707. 
ZX81 Club, P Carswell, 22 Braud Street, 
Bundaberg 4670. 

South Australia 
Adelaide Atari Computer Club (AACC), 
Secretary, PO Box 333, Norwood 5067; 
meets at Gilles Street Primary School, City, 
on first Monday (second if first is on 
public holiday) of each month, 7.30 — 9.30 
pm. 
Adelaide Beebnet, Contact the secret-
ary at PO Box 262, Kingswood, SA. 
Adelaide Lotus 1-2-3 User Group, Paul 
Wragg, Pannell Kerr Foster, GPO Box 1969, 
Adelaide 5001. 
Adelaide Micro User Group, Helen Ross,  

36 Sturt Street, Adelaide 5000; for TRS80 
and System 80 users. 
Adelaide Osborne Group, Russell Barter, 
The Secretary, GPO Box 603, Adelaide 
5001. 
Adelaide Sega User's Group, Jamie 
Andersen, (08) 263 5020 (after 4 pm); 
meets on the first and third Wednesdays of 
the month, from 7 pm, at the Lutheran 
church hall, 137 Archer Street, North 
Adelaide. 
Adelaide Super-80 User's Group, Mr L 
White, The Secretary, 503 Churchill Road, 
Kilburn 5084; meets on the third Monday 
of each month, (the second Monday in the 
case of a public holiday) at 7.30 pm in the 
canteen of Mason & Cox Foundry, 123 
Hayward Avenue, Torrensville 5031, (08) 
260 6226. Subscription: $5 pa. 
Aquarius Users' Club, Benedict Sabel, 7 
Duncraig Lane, 5152. $5 membership fee 
covers the cost of a bimonthly newsletter. 
Beebnet, BBC and Econet User Group PO 
Box 262, Kingswood 5062; the group 
intends to produce a newsletter on a 
monthly basis. It is interested in any 
software producers or distributors who 
would be interested in serving the group's 
market requirements. 
CommodoreNlC Computer Users' 
Association, Mr Eddie Hann, 13 Miranda 
Road, Paralowie 5108; the SA branch 
meets monthly. 
Compucolor-Intecolor Users of South 
Australia, PO Box 86, Torrensville 5031, 
(08) 352 3296. 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 
Group, see NSW entry. 
IBM-PC South Australia Users' Group, PO 
Box 68, Walkerville 5081. 
Kaypro User Group, Ralf Engler, 16/34 
John Street, Payneham 5070. 
Microbee Users' Group of South Australia 
(MUGSA), The Secretary, GPO Box 767, 
Adelaide 5001. 
Sega Users' Club, H.A. Jacobson, 10 
Pioneer Avenue, O'Sullivan Beach 5166; 
(08) 382 7967 
South Australian Apple Users' Club, I.H. 
Bagust, do The Bookshelf, 169 Pirie Street, 
Adelaide 5000, (08) 293 7183; meets on the 
first Friday of each month in the Prospect 
Town Hall. 
South Australian Commodore Computers' 
User Group, Eddie Hann, Secretary, PO 
Box 427, North Adelaide 5006; meetings 
second Tuesday each month, 7.30 pm, at 
Royal Caledonian Hall, 379 King William 
St, Adelaide 5000. (08) 258 6367. 
South Australian Foundation for Computer 
Literacy, Michael Kennett, PO Box 210, 
Norwood 5067; caters for children from six 
years (unaccompanied) or four years with 
older friend or brother or sister. Special 
emphasis on the needs of handicapped, 
educably disabled and socially 
disadvantaged children, but 
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all children welcome. Family participation 
encouraged. Phone (08) 51 5474. 
South Australian Peach User Group, Geoff 
Drury, 27 Creslin Tce, Camden Park 5038; 
special interest group attached to the SA 
Microprocessor Group, which holds 
separate meetings; (08) 295 2778 ah. 
South Australian Microprocessor Group 
Inc (SAMG), The Secretary, PO Box 113, 
Plympton 5038, (08) 278 7288. 
Sorcerer Users' Group of South Australia, 
Don Ide, 14 Scott Road, Newton 5074. 
South Australian Apple Users' Club, The 
Secretary, d- The Bookshelf, 169 Pirie 
Street, Adelaide 5000. 
South Australian Microprocessor Group 
Inc.(SAMG), secretary Rick Matthews, 9 
Anglesey Ave, St Georges 5064; (08) 79 
3445; meets second Friday of every month, 
Institute of Engineers, Aust Bldg, II 
Bagget St, North Adelaide. 
South East Computer Enthusiasts' Group, 
Glenn Mibus, 3 Millard St, Mount Gambier 
5290; meetings second and fourth Tuesday 
of each month from 6.30 pm at Mt 
Gambier High School Computer Room, for 
all machines and interested parties. (087) 
25 1046 

Northern Territory 
Alice Springs Microbee Users' Group, 
Douglas Craigie, d- PO Box 3230, Alice 
Springs 5750. 
Darwin Microbee Users' Group (DBUG), 
Felino Molina, PO Box 3111, Darwin 5794, 
(089) 82 5613 bh, (089) 88 1455 ah. 

4  Northern Territory Computer Club, Ian 
Diss; meets at Wulagi Primary School on 
the first and third Thursday of each month 
at 7.30 pm. Users of all machines and 
other interested parties welcome. (089) 27 
9208. 
Northern Territory 80 Computer User 
Group, R T O'Brien, 433 McMillans Road, 
lingili 5792. 
VZ-200 Users' Club, 7 Abbott Crescent, 
Malak 5793, (089) 27 2830. 

Western Australia 
Agriculture Users' Group, d- Mr R Fenwick, 
Dept. of Agriculture, Albany 6330. For 
farmers and the agriculture service 
industries. 
CU West WA Compucolor/Intecolor Users' 

. Group, lohn Newman, 8 Hillcrest Drive, 
Darlington 6070 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 

ru  Group, see NSW entry. 
Domestic Apple Users' Group, Contact 
Todd Yenning, 73 Sydenham Road, 
Doubleview 6018. 

r/. KAOS-WA,Gerry Ligtermoet, 39 Cloister 
N.

Ave, Manning 6152; for Ohio Scientific 
Users. (09) 450 5081. 
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Kaypro User Group of Western Australia, 
Ainslie Sharpe, PO Box 91, Claremont 
6010; meetings second and fourth 
Mondays of each month in the Canteen of 
the Department of Agriculture, larrah Road, 
South Perth 6151. (09) 384 5511. 
Microbee Users' Group of Western 
Australia, The Secretary, 4 Garnkirk Road, 
Greenwood 6024, (09) 447 5366. 
OSWEST-Osborne Users' Group of 
Western Australia, Mal Ferguson, PO Box 
149, Applecross 6153; meets first and third 
Wednesdays at the Palmyra Recreation 
Centre and the Subiaco Exhibition Hall 
respectively from 7.30 pm, for Osborne and 
other interested computer users. (09) 295 
1449. 
Perth 80 Users' Group, C Powell; for 
System 80 and TRS80 users. (09) 457 6849. 
Perth Hitachi Peach Club, The Secretary, I 
Chart Court, Riverton 6155; for Hitachi 
Peach and 6809s. (09) 367 5880. 
Sharp PC Users' Group, John Paulic, PO 
Box 79, Gosnells 6110, (09) 398 6303. 
Sega Users' Group, John McClemmon, 33 
Favell Way, Balga 6061; (09) 342 5905. 
The Sorcerer & CP/M Users' of Australia, 
Dave, 22 Verbena Road, Willetton 6155, 
(09) 457 1917. Meets every fortnight. 
Sorcerer Computer Users of Australia, The 
Secretary, 90 King George Street, South 
Perth 6151, (09) 367 6351. 
The West Australian Atari Computer Club, 
Mr Alf Gaebier (Secretary), PO Box 7169, 
Cloisters Square, Perth 6000. 
The WA Cromenco Users' Group, CA 
Marshall, Suite 2, 294 Rokeby Road, 
Subiaco 6008. Meets third Tuesday each 
month. (09) 382 2692. 
VIC-Ups, G. Padfield, (09) 451 4629. 
Western Australian Wizzard Users' Group, 
Iohn Reid, 13 Wenlock Road, Wattleup 
6166, (09) 410 2359. 
Western Australian ZX Users' Group, Phil 
Taylor, (09) 328 4111 bh. 
Western Australian University Computer 
Club, 2nd Floor, University of WA, Guild 
Building, (09) 386 1455. 

Tasmania 
Apricot User's Group, Rick Snell, PO Box 
286 C, GPO Hobart 7001, (002) 23 399926 
DEC Personal Computer Special Interest 
Group, see NSW entry.  
Devonport Computer Interest Group, John 
Steveson, RSD 422, Sheffield 7306, (004) 92 
3237. 
Hobart Tasbeeb. Meets on the first Friday 
of the month at Rose Bay High School at 
7.30 pm. Ring (002) 34 2704 for details. 
Down Under Atari User Group; contact 
Robert Bronstein, 191 Rokeby Street, 
Howrah 7018. 
Spectravideo Computer Users' Group, PO 
Box 191, Launceston South 7249, 
membership costs $20, which entitles 

The accuracy of this 
listing depends on you. If 

you know of an active 
user group or club not 

listed; or if you notice a 
group in our!  listing that 
no longer exits; or if the 

contact number or 
meeting place of your 

group has changed — let 
us know. 

members to a newsletter and to discounts 
on computer equipment. (003) 44 2493. 
Tandy Hobart Users' Group, Ms KJ Rees, 
GPO Box 1271 N, Hobart 7001, (002) 72 
1426; meets on the third Thursday of each 
month — contact Ms Rees for details of 
venue. 
Tasbeeb, John Hannon, PO Box 25, North 
Hobart 7000; meetings first Monday each 
month at Elizabethan Matriculation 
College in D Block at 8 pm, for BBC 
computers. (002) 34 2704. 
Tasmanian Apple Users Group, Ray 
Williams, PO Box 188, North Hobart 7008, 
meets third Tuesday each month at 8.15 
pm, 73 Murray Street, Hobart.  
Tasmanian T1 User Group, Co-ordinator, I 
Benboyd Court, Rokeby 7019; meetings 
third Sunday of each month at University 
of Tasmania, room 373 (002) 29 4009. 
TAS-Micro, Peter Deckert, 1/456 West 
Tamar Road, Riverside 7250. 

New Zealand 
Palmerston North Microbee Users' Group, 
Contact R. Anderson, 6 Hendon Place, 
Palmerston North, New Zealand. 
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ONLY: $1600.00 
*640K RAM 
*2 X 360K DISK DRIVES 
*BATTERY BACKED CLOCK/CALENDAR 
*SERIAL, PARALLEL, & GAMES PORTS 
*COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD 
*EIGHT SLOT MOTHER BOARD 
*XT OR AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
*12 months warranty, parts and labour 
*Turbo machine S100.00 extra 

NEC APC 111 PERSONAL COMPUTER 
EG. 
*2 X 640K DISK DRIVES 128K MONOCHROME 	 $3400.00 
*2 X 640K DISK DRIVES 128K COLOUR . . . . . . ......... $4000.00 
*1 X 640K DISK DRIVE & 20MB H/D MONOCHROME 	$5000.00 
*1 X 640K DISK DRIVE & 20MB D/D COLOUR 	 $5600.00 
Phone for other NEC requirements 

SPERRY PC IT 
*1 X 360K DISK DRIVE 256 RAM, SERIAL, PARALLEL & 
MONOCHROME. 	

. . . 
. MONOCHROME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. 
	$3900.00 

*1 X 360K DISK DR.  IV. . E 1  X 	10MB H/D 2 	.... etc & 
MONOCHROME 	 $6400.00 
Phone for other Sperry requirements 

IBM PC OPTIONS: 
10MB HARD DISK & CONTROLLER 	  
20MB HARD DISK & CONTROLLER 	  
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 360K IBM 	  
8087 COPROCESSOR 	  
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS 	 
FLOWLINE ENGINEERING, FOR ALL COMPUTER AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
Phone now for quote. 

$875.00 
$990.00 
$239.00 
$270.00 

CALL WRITE OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT: 
375 NEPEAN HIGHWAY, FRANKSTON 3199. 
or, SEND ORDER BELOW. 
Name 	  Please rush me: 
Address 	  
	 Postcode 	 

Enclosed please find cheque/money order for $ 	 
Finance available to approved customers. 
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- ^ 
?7=,: 

r.1V 7:7 - n if.  Tri7.174,rii: 

MONITORS: 
SAKATA 
MONOCHROME 

	
$180.00 

ROLAND MA121 
MONO 
	

$205.00 
ROLAND MA122 
MONO 	 $205.00 
ROLAND CC121 
COLOUR 	$900.00 
TAXAN VISION 3 	$690.00 
DTX COLOUR 
MONITOR 	$445.00 

INTERFACE FOR IBM: 
MJF CARD 384K/OK 	$199.00 
MEMORY CARD/OK 	$99.00 
MONO GRAPHIC 
(HERCULES) 	$199.00 
COLOUR GRAPHICS 
IBM 	 $169.00 
PARALLEL CARD 	$69.00 
SERIAL CARD 	$79.00 
DISK DRIVE 
CONTROLLER 	$139.00 
HARD DISK 
CONTROLLER 	$399.00 
JOYSTICK CONTROLLER $99.00 
APPLE CONNECTION 
CARD 	$495.00  

RGB COLOUR 
MONITOR 	$680.00 

PRINTERS: 
SUPER 5 120 CPS . 	$475.00 
BROTHER 132 col 
180 cps 	$695.00 
BROTHER TWIN 5 . . $1650.00 
DAISY WHEEL HR10 . $389.00 
DAISY WHEEL HR15 . . . $680.00 
NEC P2 	$900.00 
NEC P3 	$1100.00 

MOUSE 	$197.00 
JOYSTICK 	$45.00 

DISKETTES: 
51/1" SSDD HARD BOX $35.00 
5%4" SSDD SOFT BOX 

	
$25.00 

51/1 " DSDD 	
 
$44.00 

MODEMS: 
V21/V23 300/1200-75 $199.00 
V21/V22 300/1200FDX 
AUTO ANS & DIAL 
(HAYES) 	 $499.00 
BAUD RATE CONVERTER 
INCL SOFTWARE 	$230.00 

SOFTWARE: 
ACCOUNTING 1 	$595.00 
WORDSTAR 2000 $595.00 
DBASE 111 	$795.00 
LOTUS 123 	$799.00  

MULTIMATE 
ADVANTAGE 	$800.00 
MULTIMATE 3.31 . . . . $650.00 
JUST WRITE 	$199.00 
Phone for other prices 
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• APC Ill Personal Computers 
• PC 8401 Lap Portable Computers 
• Printers and supplies 
• Business Software 

264 7077 
195 Elizabeth Street, Sydney (near Park Street) 4.1011111411110 

* • * arhartz.tar Low°  

PHO 

NEC,' 
AUTHORISED 

DEALER 

LOTUS HOTLINE 

  

  

BY JOHN NICHOLLS 

Stop those escapes! 
In any of the 1-2-3 menus, pressing 
<Esc> will take you back one step at a 
time through the menu choices until you 
reach the ready mode. This will not neces-
sarily work with menus you write using 
macros. Various solutions appeared in the 
November 26 and December 10 issues of 
the US edition of PC Magazine. In brief, the 
methods discussed are: 
■ Put a /XG command just below the 

cells that invoke menus and have an 
exit choice in each menu. 

MI Put a blank cell below the /XM com-
mand; pressing <Esc> will find this 
blank, terminate the macro and return 
to the ready mode. 

III Keep menu texts in a separate column; 
include macro commands below the 
/XM commands which will execute if 
<Esc> is pressed. 

Linear Regression with 1-2-3 
Release 2 provides a command, /Data Re-
gression, to provide simultaneous multi-
ple regression analysis with up to 16 inde-
pendent variables. It's possible to do lin-
ear regression on Release IA, but it's very 
tedious to try to work out how. 

Nevertheless, Lotus has indicated a way 
of graphing the results which works 
equally well with both versions. Here's 
how you do it. 

Select the XV graph type. Assign the 
estimated Y values to both the X and A 
ranges, and the actual Y values to the B 
range. Set the format of the B range to 
symbols — /Graph Options Format B 
Symbols. The graph will show the regres-
sion line with the actual points scattered 
around the line. 

Lotus says if you forget 
the password, you can't 

retrieve the file. It appears 
that when you use 

password protection, the 
whole file is encrypted, so 
it can't be read sector by 
sector as you might do 
with an ordinary 1 -2-3 

file. So, be careful! 

File Protection with Release 2 
Lotus says if you forget the password, you 
can't retrieve the file. It appears that when 
you use password protection, the whole 
file is encrypted, so it can't be read sector 
by sector as you might do with an ordinary 
1-2-3 file. So, be careful! 

Sparse Memory Management 
Practically all spreadsheet makers are now 
turning to this system. The difference be-
tween it and the older method is that 
sparse memory management uses 
memory only for cells that have or have 
had entries in them, but does not allocate 
memory for blank cells — that is, those 
that have never had entries in them. By 
contrast, the older system allocates 
memory for all cells in the rectangle bor-
dered by the top left and bottom right cor-
ners of the spreadsheet, even blank cells. 

The bigger spreadsheets frequently 
have large blank areas to separate sec-
tions of the spreadsheet and make it 
easier to understand. This was wasteful of 
memory, and as spreadsheet users started 
to run out of memory the new system was 
adopted. However, this is turning out to 
be a mixed blessing. In cells that are in 
use the new system requires more 
memory than the old, so in a tightly 
packed spreadsheet the overall result is 
that more memory will be needed, not 
less. Moreover, the Release 2 program oc-
cupies substantially more space than Re-
lease IA, so if you had trouble fitting a 
spreadsheet into Release IA, you could 
still experience trouble with Release 2. 

The Intel Aboveboard 
Apparently some people have experienced 
problems when using Release 2 of 1-2-3 
with extended memory boards such as the 
Intel Aboveboard. This problem manifests 
itself as excessively long load or save 
times. The problem becomes many times 
worse as the file size goes over about 160 
Kbytes, and may also show up when load-
ing a Release IA file into Release 2 — but 
the Release 2 file may then be okay. In any 
case, some users have reported save times 
in Release 2 as being 20 per cent slower 
than in Release IA. 

Imagineering's suggestion for overcom-
ing the problem is this: 
I. Save a totally empty worksheet. For the 
sake of this example we'll call it BLANK. 
2. Create an AUT0123 file containing a 
macro reading /FCCE BLANK—. Name this 
macro V) (the Lotus manuals contain a 
full description of auto-loading work- 
sheets and macros). 	 ► 
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ALGOL HAS A SOLUTION FOR 
ALL YOUR COMPUTING NEEDS 
Whether IBM or Apple Systems—we give you 
complete compatibility. 
We also provide a full supply of interface 
cards capable of handling all the tasks 
you can ask of your computer system. 
Our products offer you dependable reliability. 
Start enjoying quality you can trust today. 

ALGOL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. 
P.O. BOX 83-35, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

TELEX: 23682 ALGOL, TEL: (02) 8343255 



Be part of Today! 

When we analyse the recent 
past and project the immediate 
future, computers and 
communications technologies 
play a vital part, but we must 
avoid the tendency to look only 
to the hardware level. The fact 
that technologists have 
appropriated words like 
`communications', 'information' 
and 'data' and given them 
electronic rather than social 
meanings, should not disguise 
the fact that in the final 
analysis, communications 
involves people and ideas, not 
electronic bit and bytes. 

People and Ideas . . . 
that's the side of 
Australia's 
Communications 
Revolution we tell about 
in this informal look at 
today's world of 
computers and 
telecommunications. 

At your Newsagent now! 
Or simply send $4.95 plus $1.00 

post and packing to Federal 
Marketing Book Sales, P.O. Box 

227, Waterloo 2017 NSW. 

LOTUS HOTLINE 

This is a temporary fix; a better one 
from Lotus is expected. 

Using the Aboveboard degrades the 
performance by about 5 per cent; this 
doesn't appear to change as you add extra 
memory to the board. 

How to Help Others and Yourself 
The problem mentioned above is a good 
example of how users can help to over-
come difficulties. A number of people re-
ported the problem to Imagineering's 
Lotus Hotline, and armed with this Imagi-
neering was able to verify a problem ex-
isted and to ask Lotus to fix it (which it is 
doing). By contrast, a few users have ex-
perienced similar problems with Sym-
phony 1.1, but only one or two have 
spoken to Imagineering about it, and the 
company has not yet been able to con-
vince Lotus a problem exists. 

Clearly we'll be better off if we tell 
Imagineering should we find any prob-
lems or shortcomings in 1-2-3, Symphony 
or Jazz. If enough people raise the same 
problem we have a good chance of getting 
it fixed. So if the occasion arises, please 
get as much detail as you can and give 
Imagineering a call or drop them a line. 

Release 2 Again 
You may be surprised to learn there are 
actually different versions of 1-2-3 Release 
2; some of them work better than others. 
Look for the following points: 
■ Obtain a directory of the files. Most of 

them have the same creation date; if 
this is 9-12-85, that is September 12, 
1985, you may experience problems. 
Other dates are all right. 

■ Look for the file 123.CNP. The file size 
should be 133848 bytes; others may 
give problems. 

■ If you try to put the system files on the 
utility disk and get a message saying 
there isn't enough room, check with 
Imagineering. 

■ If in translating files from Release 2 to 
Release IA you get translation errors, 
or if in /FC figures don't zero out as 
they should, perhaps you need a new 
Translate disk. 

Should you strike any problems like 
these, it would be worth your while to 
check with Imagineering, which will re-
place any disks with faulty programs. 

Some users have reported that spread-
sheets without complicated formulae are 
15 to 20 per cent slower in Release 2 than 
in IA. Adding an 8087 will speed up calcu-
lations by about 15 per cent, so the overall 
result will be about the same. With 

A number of people 
reported a problem to 
Imagineering's Lotus 

Hotline, and armed with 
this Imagineering was able 

to verify the problem 
existed and to ask Lotus to 

fix it (which it is doing). 

spreadsheets that have more complex for-
mulae, the 8087 comes into its own and 
speeds calculations dramatically. How-
ever, the same doesn't apply to the 80286 
used in the IBM AT; while the 80286 is 
faster than the 8088 and the disk drive is 
faster than the one in the XT, the addition 
of the 80287 won't produce a dramatic in-
crease in speed — and in some cases may 
even be slower! 

Imagineering 
Imagineering publishes a technical news-
letter which you can subscribe to for $24 a 
year. I haven't seen it, but I understand 
most of it is devoted to the Lotus prod-
ucts. It may be worth looking at, although 
the price seems rather steep to me; 
shouldn't registered users receive it free 
as part of the 'Imagineering Club Member-
ship'? 

Colour 
Users of Symphony 1.1 may be disap-
pointed to see the screen still displays 
only three colours (including white) in 
graphs. This is the fault of IBM's colour 
graphics adapto' the new EGA (Extended 
Graphics Adapt(,) displays eight colours. 

Updates 
The recent update to Symphony (1.01 to 
1.1) was handled through dealers, while 
the update of 1-2-3 was handled directly 
by Imagineering. An informal survey at a 
user group meeting has indicated over-
whelming preference for the direct meth-
od. If you feel strongly one way or the 
other I'm sure Imagineering would like to 
hear from you. 

Macros in Release 2 
The manual contains the example {right 
4} to instruct the program to move the 
cell pointer four cells to the right. To save 
typing you can shorten this to {r 4}. The 
same applies to left, up and down. 	❑ 



FREE SOFTWARE 
SPECIAL SELECTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN (02) 29 2866 
Well, almost free. We don't charge for the public domain 
software but there is a small all-inclusive service charge 
of $15 per disk to cover promotion costs, selection, test-
ing, copying, etc. Disks are available for CP/M and MS-
DOS and APPLE. Mail and telephone order only. 
The programmes have been carefully selected, tested 
and documented. They'll run on a wide variety of compu-
ters that accept 51/4" disks. Most of the programmes are 
machine independent and will run as is. In some cases 
(such as modem/communication programmes) it is 
necessary to indicate the sort of terminal being used. 
Where minor changes are required to customize a pro-
gramme, source code is usually provided. Testing has 
been carried out for CP/M disks on a Z80 Kaypro II. 
About 120 different formats are supported, including 
Kaypro, Osborne, Tandy and Microbee, Televideo and 
Apple II, but not Commodore 64 
(We have many more disks than we can list here. Please 
ring or write for our free catalogue. Purchasers of the 
disks below will receive it automatically.) 

CP/M 
DISK No. 
CP1 
	

GAMES. Menu-driven, compiled games, including an excellent one that 
prints bio-rhythm charts, a clever horse race, and a space trader pro-
gramme for the wheelers and dealers. 

CP2 
	

GAME. A 191k version of Adventure, the classic game which can absorb 
your attention for days at a time. This is a 550 pt version with an expanded 
cave and smarter creatures. 

CP3 
	

GAMES. More fascinating games to absorb time you can't spare — such 
as a six level chess game, Othello, a well-written multi-level version of 
Pacman and an extensive Wumpus adventure game. 

CP4 
	

GAMES. Some outstanding games written in Mbasic, with source. 
Includes golf, a hunting game (like space invaders) called Duck where the 
ducks fight back, and a super adventure game where you can choose your 
personal strengths. Also contains a keyboard translator like Smartkey. 

CP21 
	

UTILITIES. A whole heap of useful programmes to catalogue your files, 
arrange the directory display, make emergency alterations to the disk, 
allow printing and computing at same time, count words, print the screen, 
copy better, erase, unerase, delete, make batch commands, etc. 

CP28 
	

UTILITIES. A super collection of some of the best uitilities available, such 
as NEWSWEEP, NULU (file library), SUPERZAP and VDO-KP. 

CP29 
	

EZCPR. Whereas ZCPR is a famous replacement for CP/M with fancy 
tricks that will keep you from returning to CP/M, EZCPR Is a much easier 
to install lookalike for ZCPR that works on just about any system. Well 
worth having. 

CP62 
	

GRAPHICS BAR-GRAPH GENERATOR. Provides 3-D graphs using 
ASCII (non-video) for screen and printer. (A video version (CP628) is also 
available set up for recent Kaypros). 

CP81 
	

LANGUAGE — FORTH. This is the famous F83, which adopts the latest 
Forth standard. Has built-in editor, compiler, etc. 

CP82A LANGUAGE — SMALL C COMPILER, VERSION 2.1. Inexpensive way of 
learning to use C. A published handbook is widely available. 

CP83 
	

LANGUAGE — SMALL C LIBRARY. Contains 105 C functions, many 
described in Jim Hendrix's "Small C Handbook". A lot are written in 
assembler and most are OK for any CP/M system. 

CP84 
	

TURBO PASCAL UTILITIES. Enhance your programming with listing, 
sorting, printing, auto-menu and mathematical functions, etc. 

CP85 
	

TURBO PASCAL SCREEN GENERATOR. Simplifies development of 
screens for menus, data, forms, etc. Concentration presentation rather 
than programming. 

CP101 
	

COMMUNICATIONS. TURBO PASCAL BULLETIN BOARD. A complete 
bulletin board package that has been highly praised by users. 

CP102 
	

COMMUNICATIONS. MDM730. A popular and widely used system. Eas-
ily adapted to different machines. Source code and extensive docu-
mentation is included. An Apple/CPM version is also available. 

CP141+ DBASEII APPLICATIONS. A powerful collection of 5 disks with fully 
developed applications packages, programme extensions, and algo-
rithms. Includes super mail-management, inventory control, phone 
tracking, budgetting, graph-making facilities, patches, checking for 
duplicate entries, menu creation, and many more. $50 the set instead 
of $75. 

MS/DOS 
M5 	GAMES. SUPER COMPILED GAMES. Eight arcade games for those 

with colour graphics adaptor. Very absorbing. Includes Pango, Golf 
Pyramid, 3-Demon, etc. 

M6 	GAMES CHESS. Three extensive compiled versions of this well-written 
game are on the disk. Easy to use, with good documentation and attractive 
graphics. Needs colour/graphics adaptor. 

M7 	GAME/EDUCATION. PIANO COMPOSER AND GAME. Allows you to 
compose music at the keyboard and playback songs on the disk. Good 
graphics. Requires IBM or close compatible. 

M21 	UTILITIES. These are essential and include file maintenance superstars 
like SWEEP and WASH as well as library and squeeze/unsqueeze pro-
grammes. Lots of them. 

M22 	UTILITIES WITH ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER. Has a ramdisk pro-
gramme, print while you work spooler, wordstar,  converter, as wel I as assembler/ 
disassembler. 

M23 	UTILITIES. Make life easier for yourself with programmes like Util, Z, 
Vtype, ST, Protect, Unprotect. 

M24 	UTILITIES. Ultra Utilities can unerase files, patch, optimise Basic source 
code, generate Basic code for custom data bases, and more. 

M26 	UTILITIES FOR PERSONAL MANAGEMENT. Similar to Sidekick, these 
are background utilities that provide calculator, notepad/editor, phone 
index, alarm Jock, calendar, printer controls, typewriter simulator, win-
dow access to directory, display/remove/copy/rename files, etc. 

M27 	UTILITIES. UNPROTECTION. A collection of programmes and hints to 
assist you in backing-up popular copy protected programmes. 

M41 	WORD PROCESSOR. Considered at least as good as the commercial 
programmes. Contains PC-Write latest version (2.55) plus extensive man-
uals. For editing and formatting. 

M42 	EDUCATION. TYPING TUTOR. Also includes some fine programmes for 
maths/finance/physics calculations, showing formulae and results. 

M81 	LANGUAGE. FORTH. This is F83, the latest standard, with built-in editor. 
compiler, etc. 

M82 	LANGUAGE. SMALL C:PC VERSION 1.1. Ron Cain's compiler for those 
interested in learning the C language. 

M101 	COMMUNICATIONS. MODEMS. Two major communication programmes—
Qmodem and Kermit. Lots of bells and whistles. 

M102 	COMMUNICATIONS. SINGLE-USER BULLETIN BOARD. Source 
included. Set up your own message service. 

M121 	GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING. A small-business recording system. 
M122 	SPREADSHEET CALC. A comprehensive programme for budgetting, 

projects, "what if" calcs etc. Good documentation on disk. Suit home, 
school, small science/engineering/accounting uses. 

M125 	PROJECT/TIME MANAGEMENT. Improving organisation and goal 
accomplishment. Arranges information, prompts for action. 

M142+ 	DBASE II/111 APPLICATIONS. Extensive group of Dbase applications, 
programme extension and algorithms. Includes cheque programme, mail 
management, inventory control, budgetting and accounting, memo 
maker, phone index, menu drive, typewriter simulation, depreciation, 
automatic formatting, search for duplicate entries, Spanish lessons, run-
time decoder, graphics and other utilities. Set of 5 for $50 instead of $75. 

M143 	FAMILY TREE/GENEALOGY. Extensive programme in Basic for record-
ing, tracing, grouping, printing, etc., family relationships. 

APPLE II 	Ring or write for free catalogue. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN NEWSLETTER 
For news, reviews, views and how to use public domain software subscribe to our 
bi-monthly newsletter and keep informed on the free programmes that help your 
computer to serve you. Only $15 per annum. Includes updates to catalogue. 

ORDERS: 
*Each disk costs $15. Add $3 postage to your total order. 
*The Public Domain Newsletter costs $15 per annum and is issued bi-monthly. 
PAYMENT BY MAIL TO: Box C343 Clarence St, P0, Sydney NSW 2000. 
TELEPHONE ORDERS: 	Pay by Bankcard, Mastercard or Visa. (02) 292866. 
OFFICE: 	 3 Barrack St., Sydney. NSW. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE DISK FORMAT REQUIRED WITH AN ALTERNATIVE 
FORMAT IF POSSIBLE. 

SELECT SOFTWARE 
Mail And Telephone Order Only. 

We cannot guarantee the suitability of public domain /user-supported software for 
users' needs or equipment. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
We are happy to receive your comments and, 
if they are of interest to other readers, publish 
them. Letters will only be considered for pub-
lication if they include your name and 
address, although we can withhold such de-
tails from publishing on request. Note that 
we reserve the right to (and probably will) 
edit all letters for the sake of brevity, clarity or 
accuracy. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Standard 12-issue rate within Australia: $32. 
Surface rate for New Zealand and Papua New 
Guinea: $48.40; airmail rate: $53.60. Rates for 
other countries on application. All overseas 
rates quoted are to be paid in Australian 
dollars. Allow up to eight weeks for subscrip-
tion processing. 

BACK COPIES 
Back copies and single issues are available 
from the publisher's office ($2.95) or by mail 
($3.95). We will supply photostat copies of 
articles where a back issue is not available, at 
the single-magazine price for each feature 
copied. 
READERS' ENQUIRIES 
We will make every effort to answer readers' 
written enquiries, if accompanied by a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope, although 
staff shortages and deadline pressures may 
cause delays. Please include your telephone 
number(s) with any enquiry. Phone enquiries 
not related to subscriptions, readers' adver-
tisements, or other 'service information' can-
not be accepted. 
COPYRIGHT 
All material appearing in Your Computer maga-
zine is copyright and cannot be reproduced in 
part or in full, by any means, without the 
written permission of the Publisher or Man-
aging Editor. Computer clubs and schools 
can, however, apply for restricted permanent 
reproduction rights for non-commercial, li-
mited-circulation use (for example, newslet-
ters and class instruction). Given that it 
sometimes takes us a while to answer such 
requests, you can consider that restricted 
permanent rights apply in these cases from 
the day you send in your letter, and will later 
be confirmed (or withdrawn) by our reply. 
LIABILITY 
Although it is policy to check all material 
used in Your Computer for accuracy, usefulness 
and suitability, no warranty, either expressed 
or implied, is offered for any losses due to the 
use of any material in this magazine. 

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
Contributions to Your Computer are welcomed 
and will be given every consideration*. 
Please read these notes carefully to get an 
idea of the style and format we prefer. 
All Contributions: should include your name, 
address, and home and office phone num- 

bers (in case we need to check details). Each 
page of your submission, and any material 
sent with it, should also carry your name. 
Contributions by Telephone: Contributors 
who have modems and suitable software (in 
the MODEM7/YAM mould — see our stories 
on Christensen Protocols in the May and June 
1983 issues) can arrange direct transfer to our 
computers through our Bulletin Board sys-
tem, which is on-line 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. Contact our office by phone for 
details on transferring material in this way. 
Contributions on Disk: Contributions can be 
accepted in most disk formats, although 
some have to be converted outside our 
offices, which will add to the (often lengthy) 
delay between receipt and acknowledge-
ment. The preferred medium is IBM standard 
format single-sided, single-density, 20 cm 
CP/M disks or IBM PC-DOS minifloppies. We 
can also handle, in-office, most soft-sectored 
13 cm disks, thanks to PC-Alien — so unless 
you have a particularly strange format, send it 
on disk straight from your machine. Please 
pack them extremely carefully if posting and 
label all disks with your name, address and 
phone number. 
Listings: Unless it is absolutely impossible, 
we want listings produced on the computer. 
This reduces the risk of error - if the computer 
typed it, the computer probably accepted it. 
Print listings with a dark— preferably new—
ribbon on white paper, and try to format the 
output to a narrow (40-characters) width. If 
they can't be produced on a printer, borrow a 
good typewriter — hand-written material is 
likely to sit around the office for a year before 
someone can find time to type it all out for 
you! Please provide an account of what the 
program does, how it works and so on. Any 
comments on the program should refer to the 
address, line number or label rather than to a 
page number. Any comments on modifying 
the program to work on other machines will 
be appreciated. Try to include a printout of at 
least part of a sample run if possible. 
Style: All items should be typed (or printed) 
and double-spaced on plain white paper. We 
will only accept original copies - no photo-
stats. Include your name, address, telephone 
number and the date on the first page of your 
manuscript (all manuscript pages should 
have your surname and page number in the 
top right-hand corner). Be clear and concise, 
and keep jargon and adjectives to a 
minimum. 

*Although the greatest care will be exercised 
with contributions, no responsibility can be 
accepted for the safety or return of any let-
ters, manuscripts, photographs or other 
materials supplied to Your Computer maga-
zine. If return is desired, you should include a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. If return 
is critical — say it's something you can't 
afford to lose — then don't send it; we are 
careful, but we're not perfect. 	 ❑ 
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$7.00 INCLUDING DISK 
Over 3,000+ software titles for your APPLE ][, 
][+, ][e, ][c & compatibles, IBM-PC, PCjr, XT, 
AT & compatibles, APPLE MACINTOSH and 
IBM-JX. Lots of hl-quality manuals. 

ALSO HARDWARE/ACCESSORIES 
• Apple Graphic Mouse 	  $50 
• Extended 80 column card w/64K RAM 	 $80 
• CP/M Card 	  $40 
• IBM Light Pen 	  $85 
• LOTS OF BARGAINS 
Specify your computer system together with $1 
to cover air-mail postage for our fantastic cata-

log to:— 
MICRO-WORLD, Dept YC 

Towner P.O. Box 310 
Singapore 9132 

Republic Of Singapore 

CUT-PRICE 
SOFTWARE! 

Big reductions on a large range of 
software for IBM PC, Apple and 
Commodore 64. 
For our latest catalogue, send a large, 
stamped addressed envelope. 
Interface Publications (Australia) Pty. Ltd., 
Chelsea House, 34 Camp St., Chelsea, Vic., 3196 

TYPESETTING BY TELEPHONE 
Copy via modem, (at 300, 1200, or 2400 baud) disk or fax 
Disks converted to typeset copy Cheaper, faster, error free 

Frontier Technology Pty Ltd 
(Formerly Hughes Phototype) 

960 2788 
66 Spit Rd, Spit Junction, NSW 2088 

_Zia& DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
Your Personal Computer Deserves the 
Unequalled Printer Quality of Sakata. 

The High Reliability SP-1200 plus 
• Fast and Neat, 120 cps 
• Excellent Near Letter Quality mode 
• Numerous modes, fonts and pitches 
• Width from 80 column (PICA) to 136 column 

(CONDENSED) 
• Very sharp BIT IMAGE graphics 
• Adjustable sprocket and friction feed 
• IBM-PC command compatible 
• Parallel Centronics interface (serial option) 

only $526 including Sales Tax 

Also available 
SP-1500 180 cps, 80 column, NLQ $658 
SP-5500 180 cps, 136 column, NLQ $910 

SOLE AUSTRALIAN AGENTS 

EMONA COMPUTERS 
1st FLOOR, 720 GEORGE ST, SYDNEY, PH: (02) 212 4599 

rar,Amear mow  
----4- 4111,4811r 

market directorp 
DEALERS, distributors, mail-order houses and other commercial organisations or individuals who have a message to spread can take advantage of our Market 
Directory — small ads to help those searching for outlets, services and equipment. For details contact Your Computer on (02) 663-9999 or write to PO Box 21, 
Waterloo 2017. 
For 1/12 DISPLAY ADVERTS in the Market Directory (50mm deep x 60mm wide) costs are $125 per insertion. Closing date 4 weeks prior to publication date. Supply 
finished artwork — or copy to Set & Makeup (at $40 extra to insertion cost). Payment strictly with copy. Call (02) 663-9999 for your booking NOW. 

OMEGA RESEARCH 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS 

SINCLAIR QL SOFTWARE 
ALL SOFTWARE 68000 MACHINE CODE 

• Hiresolution Graphics Card Games Pack 
• Arcade Classics Game Pack 
• Microdrive/Disk Encryption System 
• Microdrive/Disk Analyzer System 
• Super Mailmerge System 

NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES EVERY MONTH 
Contact us now for our free Brochures describing the 

full function of our New Software Releases. 
Write to: Omega Research, Cnr. Terrence & Leitch's 

Rd., Brendale, 4500 OLD 
or phone (07) 205-3091 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

POOR PERSON SOFTWARE 
FOR CP/M 2.2 COMPUTERS 

WRITE-HAND-MAN — Your magic menu appears with its option list — to 
save notes, check a 'phone list, update a diary, scan disk directories or 
text files and perform calculations in both decimal and HEX. No need to 
exit from wordprocessor, data base, spread sheet or other programs! Use 
with Rain disks, keyboard extenders and ZCPR. Supplied in both screen-
and non-screen-refresh versions. Source code for option programs includ- 
ed, 	  $45 
MAILING LABEL PROCESSOR $40, Crossword game $26, Window sys-
tem 35, Spelling Checker $26, Spooler $40. Menus $38, Keyed sequential 
files $38, Spread sheet $40. 
ALSO AVAILABLE — MITEK Relocatable Z-80 Assembler to produce 
your OWN Write-Hand-Man Options! 	 $67.50 
Write for descriptive catalogue. Prices include pack and post. 
In Popular Formats, e.g. Kaypro II, Osborne DD, Xerox 820, Apple II 
CP/M, 8" SSSD, Microbee 31/2" and 51/4". Send pre-formatted disks for 
Televideo 802/803, Toshiba T100. 
Order by Credit Card: Please charge my Bankcard ( ) Mastercard ( ). 
Card No. 	  Exp. Date 	 
Signature 	  

GLYPHIC SOFTWARE 
PO Box 391, Pennant Hills 2120 



FI(V)E ON YOU 
Bang bang, peeyow peeyow, eh- 	h-eh, pffft, BOOOM, "stick 
..em up". That's the sound of our 	ssue going off. Super shoot- 
out. Don't tell us you've forgotten or we'll blow yer head off —
doesn't seem to be doing much good up there anyway .  

As you may remember now, May is the fifth month of the year 
and part of the five-month build-up to our fifth birthday in July. 
Given these phenomena and the fact that you have five digits on 
your left hand and five toes on your right foot, I suppose you 
thought we'd be living up to our intention of publishing five major 
comparison stories — getting five products in each of five catego-
ries to shoot it out, so we•can see how tiley rate, on a five-star 
scale, for performance, value for money, usability, design and sup-
port (five key points). Well, hold up them five digits o' 
yours . Peeyoww ... Now you got four. That'll teach you to be-
lieve us. Nyuk, nyuk. 

Fact is, we are going to do those things — kinda sorta. We are 
going to evaluate five products in each of five categories, but 
we're not exactly going to compare all of them, since that 
wouldn't be applicable in some cases. 

First, we're going to look at the five newest AT-compatible ma-
chines on the market (they're popping up faster than ducks in a 
shoot-'em-down gallery). In this category, Matt is likely to search 
out the meanest performer, so he can arrange a duel between it 
and his favourite AT to date, the TI. 

Then we'll take some printers apart and see what makes 'em 
good at bashing, spurting or photo-imagerising our thoughts onto 
paper. So far we've got a cheapieltot matrix, a quality dot matrix, 
a daisywheel and a laser — and we're looking for something corn- 

plelely different to fill out the five. There's no contest here. 
Fazed by FORTRAN? Our expert, Allan Miller, has used just 

about every version of the language you can name. In May he asks 
five of the newer compilers (Prospero, Ryan McFarland, IBM Pro-
fessional,Microsoft and Lahey's F77) to step outside, and kncYcks 
off the not-so-goodies one J;)y one. A single version of FORTRAN- 
77 rest• 	faith in ilhg langua-ge and leaves him riding con- 
tente 	 • sunset• 	• 

fire things down the phone 
ans, we'll present a line-up 

, or modems. No point trying 
Matt's certain to have some-
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Finally, w 	t. 	 ildren hostage, in a bid to gain safe 
passage out of 	 nlikely to be successful, since the 
kids are mostly Matt 	A an effort to distract them from to- 
tally demolishing our food supply, we thought they might be well 
occupied in evaluating five of the cheapest machines we can find.  
Their aim? To come up with the best games computer. 

Why are we sounding so mean all of a sudden? Well . sshhh, 
not 	so loud .. let's just slip into my office for a 
moment ... whoops, mind the canon. You see, this shootout is all 
a ruse. Sure we're doing the comparisons — you really are a sus-
picious bunch, aren't you? We had to have some excuse for having 
all these firearms lying around the office, and for the occasional 
loud noise when we practised using them — what better foil than 
an innocent little shootout? 

THE FLIGHTI NG MACHINE 
You see, we are escaping. We have a master plan and John Hep-
worth, who works in the Sydney County Council building next 
door, has been smuggling weapons to us through the IBM Under-
ground. We've been having Combat for Birdwatchers sessions, in 
which we all wriggle around on the floor, propelling ourselves by 
our elbows and quickly rolling under desks and playing dead 
whenever a member of the management set strolls past. Matt got 
a spray can of Impulse with his Valentine's Day rose, so we've 
been improving our aim by lying at the office door and squirting 
passing ankles. Natalie has long been an expert with rubber 
bands; she's guaranteed to hit you in the eye at 20 paces — we 
should know, she's been maiming at us for years. And you should 
see the damage Matt can do to a Coke can, firing ballpoint pens 
through a length of conduit — ink's poison, you know? 

Structured Camouflage has also been a great success — why, 
sometimes our domain looks like a writhing jungle (or a special 

screening of 'The Flowerpot Men') as we all wobble around trying 
to balance pot plants on our heads. We figure if we smear coffee 
grounds all over our faces, we'll look enough like an ESN print job.  
to be able to move around the factory area unseen. Matt does a°  
great impression of a guerilla (he's a furryface). So, warfare it is. 

We'll load up our blunderbuss with nils and dynamite, and-
blast their barbed wire into a bird's nest, then we'll. run through 
the hole in a burst of ratatatat from Damien's Rambo-style ma-
chine gun; peeyow peeyows (or pop pops) from Andrea's Mag-
num; bang bangs from Craig's Beretta; a cloud of pssst from Fe-
licity's Brut 33 (well, we achieved a high- mortality rate with. the 
Impulse); and a flurry of ancillary rubber-band and poison-pen 
fire. We've programmed the Canon to hurl a bundle or two of Your 
Computers in our wake, to further bemuse the guards — but we'll 
be gone in the waiting plattmobile, quicker than you can say 
XYZZY. 

 

E TO SUGGEST? MAY WE VENTUR 
We don't think the May issue will be our parting shot; the show is 
bound to go on under more congenial conditions. So, in May, our 
in-anticipation-of-victory issue, you can also look forward to re-
views of Paradox (a new database package, which some say might 
bump dBase off dMap), lavelin (a suitably warlike financial-analy-
sis program), Pagemaker (a user-publishing-type package for the 
Mac — Natalie is going to play around with producing Your Com-
puter on the run) and maybe the Amiga. 

As long as we're celebrating, we thought we'd give you a super-
special duper-double, giveaway freebee, blockbuster spectacular, 
something extra, doanmissout, starburst, starburst 	thing. Old- 
faithful readers who are missing just one or two crucial, now- 

unobtainable issues; frustrated people in the krtw who've never 
been able to get us to sendethem a complete set; and new readers, 
who need all the help they can get . .. will all be pleased to know 
we're publishing e complete and unabridged works of Les dell 
and Brendan Akhurst, Qn the subject of BASIC for Birdwatchers. 
The first eight episodes will be p esented as a bonus insert in 
May, and the second half of the ca t will be handed over in lune. 

Not that the lune issue needs any extra.  help. You'll all be doing 
the proverbial duck-jumping-on-burthing when it hits the stands, 
because irlit we're going to take the particularly fitting and timely 
opportunity to tell you how your friendly desktop can help you 
avoid, ummm, overpaying your tax. 	 Wish us luck. 

NEXT MONTH 
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The new Sony Model 10 word processor. 
You'll be so efficient you may need 
to find another use for your in-tray. 

Don't let the cute looks and small size deceive 
you. This innocent-looking machine has a huge 
appetite for work! 

The Model 10 with Sony's own word processing 
software is so easy to operate, it makes personal 
computers look like old manual typewriters. 

The keyboard, screen and physical shape are 
a refreshing break from the bulky traditional 
computer style. 

Those tough little 31/2" disks will reliably store 
up to 250 pages each! And our user manual is 
understandable! Even by non-technical people! 

To help you see your extra profits, the Model 
10 will run Multiplan TM  or SuperCalcT." And to keep 
track of all your extra customers and new business, 
the Model 10 will run dBasellT." 

You can also use it as a terminal to access 
mainframes, remote databases and electronic mail. 

Now, instead of fumbling for words on a 
personal computer, you can enjoy the full ease, 
power and efficiency of a real word processor. 
Personal computers are now obsolete when it 
comes to word processing. 

And you'll welcome the friendly personal 
service and support you'll enjoy as a proud Sony user. 

Current owners call it their "faithful little friend". 

Call us now about the Model 10. It could be 
the start of a special relationship.And it could be the 
end of your overloaded in-tray. 

*Multiplan is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. SuperCalc is a 
trademark of Sorcim Corporation. dBase II is a trademark of Ashton Tate. 
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Indeed, we did. 
The "MS" in MS-Dos 

stands for Microsoft. 
What's more: we have 

recently signed a long-term 
agreement with IBM that 
means we will continue 
the joint development 
of operating systems and 
other systems software 
for the industry's most 
successful PC. 

Microsoft is to 
software what IBM is to 
hardware: The industry 
standard. 

Microsoft Word 
The industry standard word processor 
(comes with Spell'). 

Microsoft Multiplan' 
The industry standard spreadsheet. 

Microsoft Chart 
The industry standard graphics application. 

Microsoft R Base 5000' 
The new industry standard relational 
data base. 

Microsoft Project' 
The industry standard project 
management tool. 

Microsoft Windows' 
The industry standard you've all been 
waiting for. 

Microsoft Mouse' 
The industry standard pointing peripheral. 

Microsoft Flight Simulator® 
The industry standard — period 
(voted Your Computer's Software Product 
of the Year for 1984). 
For any information call us on (02) 452 5088 
or toll free on (008) 22 6850. 

MICROSOFT 
Microsoft is to software what IBM is to hardware. The industry standard. John Bev ins M17 
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"Microsoft's programs 
are so popular you'd 
think they wrote the 
operating system for 

the IBM PC' 
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Microsoft Windows 
Operating Environment 

Utilities Disk 
For IBM 
Personal Computer 

• Disk 1 ot 2 

Microsoft Multiplan. 
Electronic Worksheet Program 
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System Disk 
For MS-DOS. 
Personal Computers 

Disk 2 of 2 


